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The House having

Prayers,

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by Committees,

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr. Speaker,

I beg leave to present the report of the select committee

on Election Law, and move its adoption.

THE CLERK ASSISTANT: To the Honourable Legis-

lative assembly of the i rovince of Ontario.

Honourable Members.

The Select Committee of the Assembly, appointed

on April 4th, 1950, to act with the Chief Election

Officer and the Assistant Election Officer for the

purpose of studying the Voters' Lists Act, the Election

Act, and the Active Service Election Act, begs leave to

present the following as its report:

"Your Committee begs to report the following

Bill without amendment;

Bill No. 134, "The Active Service Election Act,

I95I"

.

Your Committee begs to report the following

Bills with certain amendments:

Bill No. 109, """he Voters' Lists Act, 1951."

Bill No. 110, "The Election Act, 1951."

All of which is respecfully submitted.

(Signed) Dana Porter.

Chairman."

Motion agreed to.

I'lR. SPEAKER: Motions.
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Introduction of Bills,

THE STi^TTfTE LaV7 aLENDMENT aCT, 1951.

HON. DaNA PORTEPi (Attorney-General): Mr,

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr, Dunbar, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled, ''The Statute Law

Amendment Act, 1951" » ^^-'^ th!..- same be now read for the

first time,

Kotion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. HARRY NIXON (Brant): A.ny dynamite in it,

this year?

MR. PORTER: I never heard of any dynamite

being in this Bill, There is very little, as compared

with some of the lengthy bills we had in the days of

the "Modern Liberal Democracy".

I am sure the hon. members will have an

opportunity of looking at this. I do not think it is

necessary to explain it in detail at the moment,

UNIFORIvilTY OF ASSESSMENT

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal

Affairs): I.r, Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr,

Porter, that leave be given to introduce a BBLli

intituled, ''An Act to Irovide for Uniformity of Assess-

ment in Greater Toronto", and the same be now read for

the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. DUNBaR: Mr, Speaker; This Bill provides

for the establishment of a Board to be known as the

Greater Toronto Assessment Board,

The first function of the Board will b e t'y

value, in accordance with The Assessment Act, all land
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and buildings in the municipalities in the Greater

Toronto area. This re-valuation will be carried out

by the Board and its staff in collaboration with the

assessment departments of the various municipalities.

The Lieutenant-Governor is empowered to declar«

in any year by proclamation that the assessment roll

for the following year in any area municipality desig-

nated in the proclamation shall be prepared under the

direction and control of the Board as provided in the

Bill, and the remaining provisions of the Act will

apply in the municipality.

The rolls of all the designated municipalities

will be returned on the same day, to be determined by

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, to enable rate-

payers to compare assessments in all the designated

municipalities.

Special courts of revision will be established

in each designated municipality for the purpose of

hearing appeals in relation to assessment rolls pre-

pared under the direction of the Board and appeals

in relation to additions thereto under Section 51a

of The Assessment Act. In relation to other appeals

to the court of revision, the court of revision of

the municipality constituted under The Assessment Act

will continue to have jurisdiction.

Once an appeal has been made to the special

court of revision under this Act the normal appeal

rights from that court of revision under The Assess-

ment Act will apply.
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In other v/ords, no person loses any right of

appeal that he has under The Assessment ACt. The only-

interference is that the appeals in relation to this

roll v/ill go to the special court of revision rather

than to the ordinary local court. Thereafter, appeals

to the county judge and the Municipal Board can proceed

in the normal way.

The Board is given a broad authority to appeal

in relation to any assessment.

The expenses of the Board, the additional help

that may be required, and the remuneration of members

of the special courts of revision will be paid out of

the Consolidated Revenue Fund,

V/hen this Board is created the initial step

will be an investigation of the basis used in arriving

at the value of land and buildings for assessment pur-

poses in the City of Toronto, and no doubt the Board

will use such a basis in arriving at the valuations

for assessment purposes in all the municipalities in

the Toronto area, if in their opinion the Toronto basis

is applicable to the whole area,

IIH. J. B. SaLSB^RG (St. Andrew): Mr. Speaker,

would the Hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) allow a question?

I:R. DUNBj.R: Yes, what is it?

MR. Sj.LSBERG: It is really a question in two

parts. First, have the municipalities affected been

consulted before the introduction of this Bill,

Secondly, will the Special Assessment Board

include the Assessment Commissioner of the city of

Toronto?
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MR. DUNBiiii: In answer to the first part; yes.

The representatives of each municipality met in my

office a week ago to-day, and a nijmber of them have

written in since. It may be we will hear from some

others later on.

In reply to the second part of the question;

in most of the correspondence we are receiving from

the different municipalities, they express the feeling,

as I have felt, that this should be an independent

Board. It would not be fair to have any assessor, or

elected representative, or any official from any one

of the thirteen municipalities, a member of that Board.

That was their feeling, and vras my personal feeling,

but, of course, I do not appoint the Board. That is

the function of the Lieutenant-Governor,

I'iR. SPjSaKER: Orders of the Day.

HON. L. II. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before the Orders of the Day, I have a large number

of answers here, having worked ceaselessly during the

week-end,

I find in regard to Question 254, there was

an error in answering. The correct figure should have

been ^9, 556, 551.19. In error it was given as i,.29,556.00.

This was filed some time ago, but nobody noticed the

difference, so I suppose it was not drav/n to anybody's

attention, but I would like to make the correction, and

file with it a letter from the Hydro, who found the

error and drew it to our attention.

I also wish, Mr, Speaker, to table answers to
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Question 223, 4^, IBO, 35, 74, 216, 219, 259, 68, 214,

231, 12, 97, 98, 105, 258, and 241.

Mr. Speaker, a number of these questions are

very lengthy and I will ask the Clerk of the House to

look over some of them, and advise if it may be deemed

advisable that they be made orders for return, instead

of publishing all these details.

I have one with a number of pages of leases

by the Liquor Control Board, and so forth. I do not

know whether it is desirable to print those in the

Journals of the House. Perhaps it is.

I also table answers to v^uestions 108, 218,

46, 86, 102, 53, 54, 124, 125, 133, 135, 136, 141,

230, 225, 224, and 223, You can see I have done a

great deal of work over the v/eek-end. I think that

is all I have for the moment, I-ir. Speaker.

MR. -^ PI. TEIILE (High lark): Mr. Speaker, I

wonder if the Hon. i-rime Minister (Mr. Frost) could

tell me when I v/ill get the answers to -questions 19 and

20. They have been on the Order ^ aper since February

1st, and are quite simple.

MR. FROST: I will look those up for my hon.

friend (Mr, Temple.)

MR. SFEaFvER: Orders of the Day.

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I move that you do now leave the Chair and the House

resolve itself into the Committee of the vvhole,

Ivi.otion agreed to.

The House in Committee (Mr. Patrick in the Chair)

HON. L. h. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 24.
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REGULATION OF LEASEHOLDS

THE CLEi"^ OF THE HOUSE: 24th Order, House in

Committee on Bill 133, "An Act to Provide for the

Regulation of Leaseholds," Iir. Porter.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2.

iiPu. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Kr. Chairman, whatever may have appeared In the Press,

I do not think there has been any official notice of

which Minister will be called upon to administer this

Act. Is the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) able to

say now under whose wing, this difficult matter will

come.

MR. FROST: Mr. Chairman, the matter has not

been finally determined as yet. I do not think it

is necessary to consider that at the moment -- by

that, I mean, within the next day or two. Considera-

tion is being given to that matter, and determination

will be made within a few days.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Then the ether aspect of the

matter is in connection with the administration of

the Act. I do not suppose that the province has yet

any civil servants who are experienced in this type

of work. Of course, the Dominion had a good many,

most of whom have been laid off, in fact, the vast

majority of them have certainly been discharged in

recent months. I believe the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr,

Frost) had in mind that somo of them might be used by

the province here. Is the Government, or the Hon.

Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) in a position to say
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whether any of them are available now, or will that

stand until the end of the month? A great many of

them have already found other employment,

I^iR. PORTER: I have had personal discussions with

some of the senior men in the organization, and they

know that the organization v/ill be taken over as it is.

They are aware of that, i/e have already arranged

through the federal authorities that the present

premises they now occupy for office purposes will not

be vacated, but we will be entitled to take them over

in accordance with an arrangement we have with them.,

AN HON. IiEi-.BER: At the same rent or a higher

rent?

m. PORTER: I never thought of that. It is all

under control.

Motion agreed to; secti-n 2 agreed to.

On Section 3.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I spoke to the Hon. Attorney-

General (Mr, Porter) about this, but perhaps some of

the hon. members of the House will be interested to

hear his views with respect to a certain class of

tenants who, recently, entered into a lease with the

landlord upon the representation that the rent control

would end at the end of April, This particular section

provides that the wartime leasehold regulations shall

continue in force in Ontario, as if they vj-ere enacted

as part of this act, I understand that under these

regulations as they now exist, a lease entered into

by the parties with respect to premises now under

control, thereby takes those premises out from under
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control. I am sure the Hon. Attorney-General (Mr,

Porter) appreciates this problem, and that it does

exist, I do not suggest we are in a position now to

deal with such problem in the Act, but I know that
been asked

some hon. members who have many questions on the

point will appreciate hearing what the Hon. Attorney-

General (Mr. Porter) has to say,

MR. PORTER: Mr, Speaker, I may say to the Hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Jolliffe) that I am

very much aware of the nature of the problem, I think,

however, the only way to deal with it is together with

other very acute problems which have been mentioned

by hon. members of this House on different occasions,

K.o doubt there are others, in addition to that,

I think some consideration should be given immediately

we take over these controls to a policy

which m.ight give effect to an adjustment in the

situation, if it appears to us to be of a sufficiently

glaring nature,

I agree with the Hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr, Jolliffe) that we may not be in a position

immediately to decide on a formula to deal with the

situation, until we can deal with it in relation to

all the other problems,

MR. SCOTT (Beaches): Mr. Speaker, I am not sure

that I understand just what the Hon. Attorney-General

(Mr, Porter) means by that. May I ask if, in a case

where a tenant of an apartment house has received a

letter informing him that at the expiration of controls

he v/ill become a monthly tenant, ho can avoid that, by
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entering into a lease at a greatly increased rental?

Do I understand that some action will be taken to

deal with cases of that Kind? I know it is not mis-

representation of any kind, but the threat that a

tenant will become a monthly tenant at the end of

the lease, has been used to get him to sign for two

years at a tremendously increased renta!^ in many,

many cases in apartment houses in the city,

MR. PORTER: That is a matter which will be dealt

with as soon as vie take over the controls. We will

get to the bottom of the nature of the problem, and

get an understanding of it, to find out all we car*

When we have these officials under our jurisdiction,

we can get complete information from them, and anyb iy

else who may be concerned. It is all very well to

bring forward a few examples of v/hat might be going

on, but until we are able to look at this problem as

a whole, and in perspective, and the various aspects

of it in relation to other aspects, I do not think

we can make any definite committment as to how any

particular problem will be dealt with.

(Take B follows.)
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m. V7. HL TEMPLE (High Park): While we are on

this point, may I give an illustration of what

happened in a large apartment block in Bloor St . West?

A tenant received notice last December from the landlord

advising him that in April, rent control would be off

and unless he signed a lease increasing his rent from $62,50

to $97.50 a month — an increase of 50^ — the apartment

would be considered vacant. All the tenants in that

particular apartment block received a smiliar notice from

the landlord. Some of them under a threat, or fear, of

vacating at the end of April signed the lease. Others,

I think perhjTvits the majority of them, did not sign these

two-year leases that the landlord had demanded. V/ould

it be practicable or is it desirable to have half the

apartments rented at $62.50 and others, with the same

accommodation, rented at $97.50?

M. PORTER; V/ell, that is an example along the

line that has already been mentioned, and that is un-

doubtedly a problem that will have to be dealt with, and

we are clothing ourselves with the fullest powers to deal

with that, as well as any other problgn under the rental

regulations,

lyiR, THORNBERRY (Hamilton Centre) You would not

be a party to that I

MR. PORTER: I would like to know whether the

increase is normal, I would like to have the facts before

I pronounce on that. Because the increase is 50?S, it does

not follow that it is 025orbitant because the rent might

have been very much the other way; the tenant might have

been living there for years at an unfairly low rental for
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all I know. Until we are able to examine these things,

I do not think we can be expected to go off at a tangent

and commit ourselves as to whether the rents in t,h..~?..par-

ticular apartment building that the hon. member mentions

are high, or low, or proper,

MR, THORNBERRY: They are high,

MR, PORTER: I knov; that is the hon, member »s opinion.

V/hether he has any basis for it I do not know. If it is like

some of his other opinions, it might raise a question.

MR. ;<,B. ELLIS (Essex North): I would like to ask

the attorney general (Mr. Porter )whethGr the Committee that

will deal with this will si't immediately, and whether it

will formulate regulations on or before the expiration date?

MR, PCRTER: Oh yes. V/e expect the Committee

will sit just as soon as convenient and will bo able to deal

with certainly some of these problems before the end of April.

MR. R, SCOTT (Beaches): Just one other point I wanted

to raise. This deals with the many cases where people have

purchased tenanted homes , I mean vjith tenants already

occupying them, and because the people were in on an early

tenancy it is impossible for them under the yearly regula-

tions to obtain possession before next April, - that is the

usual term. Many of these people knew that the homes had

occupants at the time they purchased them, but they were

not aware of the rent&l regxilation under which you have to

give a six months' notice to end a tenancy. I vjonder Whether

the Minister has any idea of allowing these people some method

whereby they may be able to get possession of the housesthey

have purchased.
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MR. PORTUR: Of coiirse that is another example

of the problems that v^ill have to be dealt with when we

have control of the situation and can look at it as a whole.

V/e have had a great mass of what might be called complaints

from one side and the other as to the effect of the present

rent control regulations, and what the hon. member

has mentioned is a very conspicuous example of the sort of

thing that is going on and, in many cases, unjustlja

There are injustices as a result of the situation-

the hon, member mentions. On the other hand we want to find

out how extensive that is, and v^hat would be a fair way of

dealing with it; and I think that under this Bill wo are

taking the power to do this very thing.

Section 4 agreed to.

On Section 5

:

MR. E.B. JOLLIFFE (Deader of the Opposition):

I would like to direct a question to the hon.Provincig^l

Treasurer (Mr, Frost). My memory may bo at fiault here,

but I do not recall any provision being made in the estimates

for the cost of administering this system. Was that over-

looked?

MR. FROST: V/ell, we wore hoping against hope

to the very last moment that the federal Government would

accept its responsibilities, and on this ground we did

not do anytiling to commit ourselves or the taxpayer s^

but now we are faced with the task of doing Justice to these

people and bringing, we hope, order out of chaos, V'e,of

course, have to find the funds.

MR. JOLLIFFE: If I may follow up that question;
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I suppose that means that tho Treasurer on bended knee

will bo given a warrant from tho I utonent-Governor

,

Is that correct?

MR. FROST: That is so. I would say that the

Federal G-overnment, in all fairness to the Provinces of

Canada, in view of the circumstances, should really make

arrangements to pay tho bill for tie first year or so.

That was in the original proposals, if my friond will re-

collect, a year or a year and a half ago. This situation

is not the making of the government of Ontario nor of

this Legislature. We are taking this mess — and it really

is in many ways a sorry mess — over after many years of

Federal administration. It does seem to me that it is

unfair to ask the provinces to foot all of the bili for

this, and I think the Federal Gove nment ought to make arrange-

ments to indemnify the provinces in some vi/ay or other,

at leafet for the first year of the operation of the Act.

And I may say to the hon. friend that we have been optimistic

enough to feal that way to tho extent that we did not place

anything in the estimat-;S to meet the amount of the costs.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I agree with tho Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) about that. I think that some assistance

or contribution should have been made by tho Federal Govern-

ment. I gather that they have indicated that they vjould

—

MR. FROST: No, no.

Viii, JOLLIFFE: — >-ut it is l:-.-i.'.- l.i't le that tjiiey

will, I am not raising any strong objection tp it, but

vjould not the proper course now be to introduce a supple-

mentary estimate?

MR. FROST: I would say not at present, I
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hope the Federal Govornment will see the fairness

of this situation as far as we are concerned. I

hope the members from the various provinces will

urge that on the Federal Government. I hope that

the newly- elected Leader of the Party, who sits in

the Plouse of Commons, and who has a grea'- j :"opensity for

making speeches —
MR, FAR'^UHAR OLr/ER (Grey South): Very good

speeches, too,

MR. FROST: That is what you think. That is also

a question— a groat propensity for making speeches around

the country, might make a speech on that subject in the

House of Commons. It would be a speech which we would

like him to i::xiko.

MR. PORTER: Has he ever made a speech in the

House of Commons?

MR. OLP/ER: Oh yes, a good msuv' of them. You

ought to read Hansard,

MR. E. PARK (Dovercourt ) : And he does not say

any more in the House of Commons than on the hustings.

MR, SALSBERG (St. Andrew): I should appreciate a

word from the Minister as to the sub-section which gives

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council the right to make regula-

tions "in substitution of, revoking, amending or

remaking any of the regulationsT As I read that section

of the Bill, it seems almost liko an April fool trick where

a purse is left out on the street for the passer-by to

pick up, and then you find somebody with a string

pulling it away^as one reaches out to graps it.
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In^ other words, it will make it possible for the Govern-

mont to nullify rent control regulations botwoon now and

tho next time tho House meets. I suggest that

this is rather alarming from tho point of view of tho

^aymen, the person who is not examining it from a le-

gal aspect, but from the point of view of tho mainte-

nance of rent controls as long as thoso controls would

be necessary. Unless there would be a good explanation

from the Minister as to why this thread should bo •: ttachod

to tho gift, I would suggest that we delete it, and leave

no doubt about tho maintenance of the controls that arc

in effect now or the improvement on them if that should

bo necessary.
±m

MR. PORTER: The hen. member suggest that the

present regulation,^, there should be no power

to alter or amend them or change them or substitute for

them. Does the hen. member advocate that the present

control system is comploto and workable and fills tho

bill?

MR. SALSBERG: Well, "tho hon. member" has said

nothing about the present regulations. All he did was

to ask tho minister —

:

MR. PGRTER: I cm just asking you what you mean.

MR. SALSBERG: — who pilots this Bill to explain

the effect of this sub-section.

MR. PCRTER: That is not what you asked, but I

will bo g »d to explain it,

MR. aiilSBERG: I rjn sorry, Mr, Chairman. I

thought I asked it very definitely.
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MR. PORTER: lis that what you arc asking now?

MR, SALSBERG: If the Minister wants mc to make

a spooch about controls in general —
MR, PCRTER: Heaven foi*bid 1

MR, SilLSBERG: — I would oblige him on another

occasion. In the meantime all I ask is for rn explana-

tion that will justify the maintenance of 1iiis sub-

section, which to me looks a bit strange,

MR. PCRTER: Of course wo arc always filled with

doop Togrot when the hon, member for St. Andr^^w (Mr,

Salsborg) fools the way he does now. I rm sorry to

find Blo is in such a bad way. The obvious purpose of

this amendment is to clothe the Lieutenant-Governor in

CoSncil with the broadest powers to deal with those rent

regulations in any way from time to time as we mry see

fit; and there are no strings attached to it at all.

The hon. member (Mr, Salsborg) gave us a long speech there

about" strin^J and then he got all tied up in a kno-t him-

self.

MR, Si'JLSBERG: No, I did not.

MR. PCRTER: But this is a very simple clause.

This is the most simple clause in any Bill we have had

before the House this Session or, as far as I can rocrll,

in any other Session. The Lieutenant -Governor in

Council has the fullest power to improve the regulations

or repeal and substitute something olso, or take into

control or out of control, or do v;hatevor he thinlcs vjill

meet the changing conditions of the time. We may make

one sort of regulations that will apply more suitably to

some areas of the province where the problem incy be of a
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difforont kind, . \;o mry liavo p. dlfforont

approach to probloms in such a city as the city of

Toronto; bo cause, under tho present rogulations, one of

the difficulties of course is that we have an overall

system of controls that applies equally to all parts of

the country, to vll provinces, to tho areas of villages

and towns and to tho groat cities. But in many respects

the problems are different and may have to bo handled in

a different way in different areas of tho province;

and unless Vi/o have tho fullest power, so that we can act

with flexibility, so when we find that a regulation does

not vjork satisfactorily, we can change it without delay,

it will bo impossible, I think, to administer under pre-

sent conditions any systom of controls at all, I assure

tho hon, member that we have given ourselves tho fullest

possible power to deal with this problem, and shall look

forward to the best advice and information from any

person, any groups or any organization that may have any-

thing to say that wilcL bo of assistance.

Iflu, Su'ilSBERG: If I may bo permitted just to com-

ploto this q.uestion, for the record, — vvould a mombcr

bo justified in assuring his constituents that this sub-

section does not provide a way out for the government

to relinquish rent controls before tho House will moet
instance,

again, after an election for if an election should

take place between the present Session and tho next,

MR. P0RT:I[1: . This does not give us a

way out ofpjiything. We are facing our responsibility, and
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we aro going to face it reasonably and well and v;itli

Justice end equity, ea far as h-umanly possible, to every-

body, whether they pro tenants in the apartments of the

hon, member for High Park (Mr, Temple) or whether they

aro constituents of the hon. member for 3t, j^ndrew (Mr.

Salsberg),

m;..^, aiJLSBEHG: For the record, — that was a

good answer.

Mlli L.r.K, FELL (Parkdale): It seems to me

that most of the questionPl was going to ask the Attor-

ney General (Mr, Porter) on the Bill have been answered.

It becomes clear from the statement of the Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) and tho hon. ^ittorney General (Hr, Porter)

that the government does intend to take over rent con-

trols. The wording of the Bill indicates this. The

statement made by the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost )

and the hon. Attorney GenereJL (Mr, Porter) is to the

effect that if anything is done under this Bill that it

will be done by way of improving the present set up that

Ottawa has handed down; that there is certainly going to

be no effort made to lesson the benefits under the present

set up; and the hon, ^'.-ttorney General (Mr, Porter) has

just Stated that every effort is going to be made to

discover just where tho inadequacies of tho present set up

exists, and that something will be done about it. That

leads me to this particular question, dealing with para-

graph (b) of Sections, sub-section 1, which reads:

"in substitution of, revoking, amending

or remaking any of the V/artimo Leasehold
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regulations."

I presume that is the Section to which the

Minister had reference when ho said that those people

who were interested or affected by rent control would be

given an opportunity to express themselves so that the

Department would havo a better idea of how to improve

the regulations. Ceji we tako it that the ad-

ministration of this aict is going to provide for such

things as hearing from the Tenants' ii.ssociation, for

instance, the Landlords' Association, and other interest-

ed groups in the province of Ontario who have some very

sound ideas of how the administration of this x^ct can be

improved, I can apprecaite personally the position that

the government is in. They certainly did not have any

intention of talcing over the rent control field; and

the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) has suggested it

v\?as thrust upon us in this province, in spite of the fact

that the government in Ottawa has been informing us

continually for some time now that they were going to

vacate the field. I have no sympathy v;ith the govern-

ment in Ottawa. I think that for some time the situa-

tion in the field of rent control has been unsatisfactory,

and that the regulation under tho authority of Ottawa

should have been improved to the extent where we would

not be taking over, as the hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost)

says, a bad situation. Nevertheless, if we are going

to take over the field — which is now obvious — I think

every effort s-ould be made to improve the legisla-

tion under which the system is going to operate, as rapidly
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as possible.

I would suggest that as soon as the Bill

receives Royal assent it should be made possible for

all groups and individuals in the province to state their

casuo,and make their recommendations to the > department.

V/hat I am suggesting at the moment is a public hearing,

a formal Committee hearing if you like, to which the

people of the province can come, and state their casec,

and give concrete examples of where inequities and ina-

dequacies have arisen imder the present set up.

I had occasion the other day to see a man who,

When he heard that this Bill was coming up, mentioned by

way of an example that he and his neighbour built their

houses at about the same time^ his neighbour be wig to his

left, iijiothor chap came along a few yeats later and

builta house on his right. The three houses were built

on exactly the same plan. On two of them the rents that

may be charged are restricted to something like $25 or

03O a month less than the other, . I think that

is a case where it can be said that the landlord is ha-

ving a bad time, too, I think there are serious inadequa-

cies on both sides of the fence, both from the landlords^

and the tenantf.^ point of view.iJid I would suggest that

if the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) is seriously

interested in "revoking, amending or remaking" any of

the Wartime Leasehold regulations, he should take up these

problems and find a proper solution for them. A public

announcement should be made that at an early date dele-

gations will be entertained for the purpose of presenting

their cases and their recommendations to this government.
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UR, PORTER; Mr. Chairman, of course it has

been announced that a Select Committee will be appoint-

ed, and I hope to bring in the resolution perhaps to-

morrow. I have now the names of tho representatives

from the other groups; and a motion will be made to

appoint a Select Committee of this House for the very

purpose that the hon. member (Mr. Fell) from Parkdale

suggests.

MR. FELL (Parkdale): In other words, the.t will

be the terms of reference for the Committee?

MR, PORTER: Oh yes. They will be in a position

to hear any group of people or any individual who may

want to place their representations before the Committee.

The only way I think this can be handle is to have the

fullest and continuous information from people v»fho, one

way or another, may f eelag^^rievedin this very difficult

situation; because if you do something for one group of

people you are taking away something from somebody else,

and vice versa. It is not always easy to be just and

equitable; and unless we have the fullest possible light

on the situation from everybody who may have any inter-

est in it, things will be difficult. This is the policy

that will be followed.

MR. J.G. BRO\fl\[ ( Waterloo North) : A greg-t many

tenants have received notice that their tenancies will

expire on the 30th of April. I wonder if the hon. Minister

(Mr, Porter) could give these people assurance that under

these regulations that will not take place,

MR. PORTER: Under this Act the present leasehold

regulations will continue until they may be changed at a
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later date by 5rder-ln-Councll; so the people who

have notice, if they are living in controled prem-

ises, will continue to have just exactly the same rights

they have to-day, until changes may be made under this

Act

.

Mi. JOLLIFFE: I agree with the Attorney

General (Mr. Forter), and since there seems to be some

public confusion about the matter, I think it is

Important to make it crystal clear, and I propose to do

so now, tJOd'if the Attorney General (Mr. Porter) does

not agree with my interpretation, he can say so,

If this Act is passed by this House, the

layout, as it now is under the Federal Rent Control

Regulations will remain exactly the same on the 1st of

May as on the 30th of April; unless and until it is

changed by Provincial Ordem in -Council.

m. PORTER: Yes.

im. JOLLIFFE: I hope that that gets across

to the landlords and tennants, because obviously there

is great confusion about it. I have received many

inquiries from people who really ought to know better
will

as to what happen on the 30th of April.

MR. PORTER: I agree entirely with the state-

ment of the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe ) in

that respect. The law as it is under this Bill cmtinues,

and it will continue indefinitely until, as, and when it

may be changed. If no Order in Council is brought in

at all, then the law as it is^ will continue. It may be

that an Order-in-Council may be brought in, changing some

aspects of it within the week;cran Ordei^in- eouncil may
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not be brought in for a month, or six months. That is

all we know. The law will continue to be as it is

to-day until changed by Order-in-Counoil.

MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North): I might just

point out one reason that led to confusion, especially

down in V/indsor. There is no agency now representing

the Federal Rent Control Board, and too many people have

no understanding of the Federal Regulations; and no

place to go to get that understanding. I think that

has brought a great deal of confusion, and I hope there

will be an agency established where people can get this

information.

MR. PORTER: TI.c t -undoubtedly, I think, will

be considered, although I am interested to see the

implication in the hon. member's remark, that some people

at some time did understand the rental regulations.

I would like to meet those people.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Vi/hat the hon. member was

implying is that people vvere at least able to go to the

Rental Administration Office and receive what purported

to be an interpretation of the regulations. That is a

little different. I was hoping I might be of some

assistance to the hon. member for St, Andrew (Mr.

Salsberg), who raised a question as to the meaninc of

Section Five. Of course. Section Five is a blank

cheque. Generally speaking blahfc cheques are highly

objectionable.

MR. PORTER: Vtoen there is money attached.

Not in this case.

MR. JOLLIFFE.: There is going to be money
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attached to this too. This will involve an expenditure

of some Provincial funds. I think as a general rule,

we should be very suspicious of leglislation vifhich goes

as far as this in delegating authority to

the executive to make and unmake legislation of great
i 4

importance by Order-in-Counoil. But, as of the 2nd

day of April, 1951, I do not see what else we can do.

As I mentioned the ether day, I regret that we did not

have legislation ready a year ago; but we ^id not,

and as it now stands, it seems to me thic io the

only possible way of taking care of a very difficult

situation. I think I can say to the hon. member for

St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) that if under certain cir-

cumstances the Government were to tevoke even the highly

unsatisfactory controls which now exist, if th^,' were to

remove even that small measure of protection from tennants,

I could only conclude that the Government was determined

to mek:e certain of the re-election of the hon. member

for St. Andrevi/ (Mr. Salsberg), end I doubt that very much,

MR. S/'XSBERG: I agree with both conclusions.

Section Five agreed to.

Section Six and Seven agreed to.

Section Eight.

MR. SALSBERG: Is there any reason why no

date is fixed for the proclamation?

MR. PORTER: Of course the present regulation^,

do not expire till the end of April. Bat I' suppose this

will be proclaimed immediately. After all, v/hen this

was originally drawn, we were not sure whether the
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Federal controls were coming off or staying on,

MR. SAISBERG: You wanted to be consistent and

conform to the "Blank Cheque" pattern.
want

MR. PORTER: v/g did not/i70 do something which

would encourage the Faderatal Government to shirk their

responsibility.

Section S aj^reed "to.

Section Nine agreed to.

Bill 133 reported,

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Mnister): Order

nuijiber twenty-five.

THE NIAGARA PARKS ACT.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twenty-fifth order;

House in Committee on Bill 141, "An Act to amend the

Niagara Parks Act", Mr. Daley.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Mnister): Mr.

Chairman, I think I might make a brief statement to the

Committee, because the arrangement was made at the time

of second reading,that we would discuss some of the

feat 33 in Committee, and in addition to the remarks

by the Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) in whose name this

Bill stands, I should like to say something about the

purposes of this Bill, in a very brief way,

I think the Niagara Parks system was founded

)by legislation of the Mowat Government way back in the

Eighties ^-some time Ground 1884. At this time, I

should like to take the opportunity of saying that

the move that Oliver Mowat made at that time was a very

far reaching one, as was also his actior^ in tho
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same period of. setting up Algonquin Park, There was

foresight involved in those actions which to-day makes

pcssible two great park systems in this Province. If

one wants to see the wisdom of the Niagara Parks set-up,

one only has to look at the American side and compare

it with the Canadian side. The Canadian side is con-

sistently better than the American side. The fact is

that on the American side there has been very little

planning. Since the foundation of the Niagara Parks

Commission nearly seventy years ago, this measure advanced

to-day is the first put forward by any Government to

give any municipality representation on the Commission.

I am quite conscious that it is arguable that the

municipalities contribute nothing in the form of funds

to the Commission.

(TAKE "C" FOLLOWS)
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The funds of the Commission come from water

rentals derived from the river, and they are given to

the Commission. That is the source of their funds.

Of course, they have other sources of fvmds, as the

Hon. Minister of Labour (Kr. Daley) i^rill explain, for

instance, the fees and profits arising out of the

operation of certain parks £.nd certain businesses in

that area, but as far as public funds are concerned,

I think I am correct in stating that the funds come

from the Ontario Government in relation to the water

rentals in that area.

As far as I know, in the history of this

matter, in the fourteen years I have been in this

House, I never heard any discussion of this matter

up until about 1944, when the mayor of Niagara Falls,

as an individual, •was placed on the Commission, There-

after, there was no statutory provision provided for

succeeding representation from the city of Niagara

Falls. In other xwrds, the nomination of a person

who might be strictly a municipal representative was

left in the hands of the Government of the day.

There are a niomber of representatives from

the municipality of Niagara Falls on the Commission,

and until recently -- I am not sure whether hr. Inglis

is a m.ember of the council —
r.it. HOUCK: That is right.

MR. FR03T: Mr. Inglis is a government

appointee on the commission.

This enactment, of course, goes much further
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than giving representation to the city of Niagara

Falls. The field is much Vidder, and the following

are the considerations:

"The area under the Niagara Parks Commission

covers not only the extensive parks and

v/orks in the city of Niagara Falls, but

also the following municipalities in

Vifelland county, the town of Fort Erie,

the townships of Chippewa, V/illoughby,

Bertie, and Stamford, in the county of

Lincoln, the village of Queenston, the

township of Niagara, and the town of

Niagara-on-the-Lake .

"

There are nine municipalities, I think,

in the Park Area which includes the city of Niagara

Falls.

It was felt unwise in providing for

municipal representation that the Board should be

extended to include a representative of each

municipality. The Board then would be too large

and unwieldy. Obviously the Government appointees

should have the majority, as it is government money

which supports it. Therefore, it wa/e. 'jCelt desirable

to have adequate municipal representation without

enlarging the Board to an unwieldy size. Therefore

this Bill provides for the addition of three muni-

cipal members to the appointed Board of eight,

making eleven members in all.

It was felt wise to have the counties each

appoint a member. The city of Niagara Falls, of
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course, is not represented on the county council of

the county of Welland, Therefore, v/e have two classes

of municipalities, namely, the tvro counties, and the

city of Niagara Falls, This act does not presume to

name any elected person to the Commission. Th6 power

to appoint is left v/ith each of the county councils,

and with the city council of Niagara Falls.

It is assumed that the county of Velland

v/ill appoint a representative from the members from

the area, the municipalities being Fort Erie, Willoughby,

Bertie, Stamford and Chippewa. i/Weshould think it vrould

be natural if the county council appointed a member

from the municipalities most concerned from time to

time. The members of the county council, however,

can settle this themselves; the member to be appointed,

of course, must be a member of the county council.

The County of Lincoln could do the same thing. This

would involve Queenston, Niagara Township and Niagara-

on-the-Lake,

The city of Niagara Falls can also make a

nomination of any member of the city council. This

provision, we believe, will give wide municipal

representation, and much wider than has ever been

heretofore suggested in this House. Any suggestions,

heretofore made in this House, insofar as I am aware,

have been limited to the city of Niagara Falls. This

provision now gives representation to not only the city,

but to the municipalities in the two counties.

The city of Niagara Falls is not limited to

the appointment of its mayor or a member of the Board
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of Control, if there is one there, or to any particular

member of the city council. It can make any nomination

from its own membership. This provision, we believe,

will give wide municipal representation, much wider

than has ever been suggested in this House,

I well recall the hon. member for Niagara

Falls (Mr. Houck) , on at least one occasion two years

ago, suggesting there should be a representative

appointed directly by the council of the city of

Niagara Falls, but there was no suggestion at that

time we should go as far as we are going in appointing

three municipal representatives, as I have outlined.

Mr. Speaker, I think in doing this, we are

doing a very wise thing. The Board was founded some

70 years ago, and as far as I am aware, this is the

first time that a measure has been advanced by any

government to give any one municipal it:" direct repre-

sentation, and to allow the municipalities to chose

their own members to the Board. These members are

members of the Board in every sense; they enjoy all of

the privileges and the responsibilities of the Board,

and '
' c ': rrd then instead of being composed of eight

government -nominated members, will become eight govern-

ment-nominated members, and three direct municipal

representatives, and at the present time I think all

of the other members of the Board come from the imme-

dj te area of "tVelland fjid Lincoln counties, which means

that while the Park is really provincial partk, contrf -

buted to and maintained by funds alloted to it by the
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province of Ontario, which are received in the form of

water rentals, nevertheless, the local aspect of the

Board will be assured by means of the representation to

which I have referred,

Mr, Chairman, I felt I should tell the hon*

members of the House the reason for making the representa-

tion, as I have. To be frank with you, in looking it over

in the first instance, I took the representations and

the statements made in this House, together with the sta-

tement made by the former Premier (Mr, Drew) concerning

the representation covering the city of Niagara Falls,

The hon, member for Niagara Falls (Mr, Houck) made cer-

tain statements concerning his city, and in giving this

consideration, we felt we should take in a broader area

than that, and by some method of representation cover the

seven or eight rurej, municipalities in that area,

MR, HOUCK : Mr, Speaker, I agree v;ith this Bill,

with the exception that I do not think it goes far enough

at the present time. The Parks Commission at the present

time — as the hon. Premier (Mr, Frost) so well said —
is composed of eight commissioners, four cf whom

are trcn Welland county, and four, from Lincoln county.

V/ithin the course of the past year, they have had one

death, Mr.Lc^ja, the member from .i/elland, and one resigna-

tion, and a rt .Lacement has been appointed in the person

of Mr, Mellor, and I must say, Mr. Speaker, that it v;as

a good appointment, and Mr, Mollor will add to the Com-

mission and v;ill throw himself into the v;ork of the Com-

mission itself.

I have always argued that the Parks Commission
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should be controlled as near locally as possible. In

this, I agree with the hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost).

If they were to put all these municipalities on, it

would increase the Parke Commission to -O- size which

would bo very unwieldy, I think it was in 1949

the hon. Premier (Mr, Frost) asked me about representa-

tion —
MR. FROST: It was not I viho asked my learned

friend that question. He raised it himself in his

budget speech,

MR, HOUCK: That is what I said. I think the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) said the current Mayor

of Niagara Falls should always be a member of the Parks

Commission, and I wholeheartedly agreed with that,

because of the intimate workings between the two orga-

nizations. My argument is v;e should put the tovmship

of Stamford on, that is, they should be represented on

the Commission. It would only enlarge it by one more.

Stamford township has more property than any municipa-

lity touching the Parks Commission grounds, and I think,

the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) will agree with me

that there are more buildings in Stamford township than any

other. It includes the Golf Club House, the Golf Course,

the Glen, the V/hirlpool, the Aerial Car, and the gardens,

the new greenhouse, and the Refectory, I think the

township of Stamford has ovor v3, 000, 000 worth of property

within the confines of the township itself.

I feel this is a very justifiable request,

that they should be allowed to ppoint a representative
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on the Commission. Outside of Niagara Falls, Stamford

has the largest population of any municipality touching

the Park propriety o I think Stamford has nine hundred

and some odd acres in the Parks Commission, while Lincolr''

county has only some seven hundred and fifty acres.

So I say that Stamford is justified in asking

for representation on the Parks Commission. It is only

increasing the Commission by one more« • This Bill gives

the Commission power, by Order-in-Council, and I congratu-

late the hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) and the govern-

ment on their fore-sight in allowing the three additional

municipalities to be represented c?.» the Commission.

I know I have been asked by everyone of these

municipalities, and perhaps other hon. members have also

been approached, to represent on the floor of the House

that they should have representation on the Committee.

I think there is no question but what someone from along

the Boulevard v;';Il be appointed, and it is not necessary

to specify the Reeve or the ./arden of the County.

I leave thr- thought with the government and

the hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost), that because of the

property values ih Stamford and the size of the municipality,

they bo allowed to have representation on that Board, and

I, therefore, move, seconded by Mr. Oliver,

:

"That Section 1, Subsection {£)

be amended by striking out the word

" Eleven" in the second line thereof

and substituting the word "twelve"

therefor and by striking out the word

"three" in the third line thereof and
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substituting therefor the word

"four" and by striking out the

•word "And" in the eighth line

thereof and adding at the end

thereof the words "^l^nd the fourth

the member of the Council of the

township of Stamford vi/ho is designat-

ed by the Council", so that the said

section shall now read:

l.-(l) Subsection 2 of Section 2

of the Niagara Parks Act is repealed and

the following substituted therefor:

(2) The Commission shall be

composed of not more than twelve members

appointed by the Lieutenant-Gove^rnor

in Council four of whom shall be appoint-

ed annually as follows : one the member

of the Council of the county of V/elland

who is designated by that Council, one

the member of the Council of the County

of Lincoln who is designated by that

Council the third the member of the

Council of the City of Niagara Falls who

is designated by that Council and the

fourth the member of the Council of the

township of Stamford who is designated

by that Council,"

Hon. CILJ^LES D^XST (Minister of Labor): Mr. Chair-

man, I regret that I do not think that we can accept the
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amendment. I would like to say that from time to time,

the Parks Commission have decisions to make, and things

to deal with, which have a direct bearing on the munici-

palities adjoining the Parkway, and while I may say that

in the seven or eight years I have had the honor to be

Chairman of the Commission, I have never had the slightest

bit of difficulty with any of these municipalities. If

there is something which should be done, we have confer-

ences with Councils of the various municipalities. Some-

times they have in mind something they think we should

do, and some improvements which should be made in their

municipalities, but these matters are always considered,

and decisions made on a mutual understanding between all

parties. We have at one time earlier worked out an agree-

ment regarding the policing, between Victoria Park and

the city of Niagara Falls, But we held meetings, and

we worked it out very nicely, and I think everything is

going along very smoothly. As a matter of fact, I think

it has been four or five years since we have heard any-

thing from the Council of the city of Niagara Falls,

vjhich required us to get together. But we have felt all

along that from time to time the Parks Commission might

be required to make decisions v.'hich might affect certain

municipalities, and we felt it would be a good thing to

have a representation on the Commission, and that is v.'hat

this Act proposes to do. At one time the representation

was rather limited, end we felt as there were two counties

bordering on the Parkway, representatives from each of

these counties v\;ould be sufficient, but we then realized
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that the city of Niagara Falls hc.3 no rsprsh-antative on

the County Council, and we felt the;?- should certainly

have representation on the Commission. It is quite reason-

able, I think, to expect that the county of Vi'elland, in

which Stanford lies — and I am not arguirg against what

the hon. member for Niagera Falls (Mr. Hor.clc) ea.ys that

Stamford lias a tremendo\is area cf land in the Parle system,

and very extensive building;:., and playa the most active

part in the Park system — bi.t I v.'ou3,d expect that the

County Council cf Vi^ellai]d, knowing this, -.vould not pick

somebody from one of the more outsida points to represent

them, but I would thirk they would pick a lepresontative

from Stamford,

(T.'Jd; '-D'"' FILLCWe}
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I mean that it would be just good sense to do that.

He would be the person closely connected with the

activities.

^IR. HOUCK: It might depend on his

politics.

im. DALEY: On his what?

LiR. HOUCK: On his politics.

MR. DALEY: I never consider politic in this

sort of thing.

]VIR. HOUCK: The County Council might though.

IIR. DALEY: I think, with the addition of the

three members suggested in this proposed legislation,

things might work more smoothly than ifl the past, smoothly

as they have worked.

I wish this House *as not so pressed for

time, because I would like to bring to the attention of

hon. members a great deal about the Niagara Parks
at

system. I think it would merit/sometime a real dis-

cussion. But as the Prime Minister (Hon. Mr. Frost)

said, the fixed revenue is from the water power developed

there, and there are other concessions which in good

time bring in some money, in other times, not so much,

but for the last few years, it has been quite profit-

able to operate some of the concessions, among others
there

the whirlpool rapids, at which point/is an elevator

that is a privately- owned concession, but pays the

Commission a rental, and in due time will become the

property or the Commission, after a certain number of

years. The aerial car over the whirlpool is owned by
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which
Spanish Aerial Car Company]^ pays a rental to the

Commission of a fixed sum, and then a sliding scale

according to the amount of money they take in. That

in turn in the last few years has been very porifitable,

although there were many years when they were just

scraping the bottom. But, unlike the v\/hirlpool ele-

vator, it never becomes the property of the Commission.

The rental on the whirlpool rapids cxLjrSjt^tC'r is br-.scd cnthe

fact that it will eventually be owned by the

Commission.

At this time, because I will not have another

chance, I want to say something about the Gardeners'

School. I feel very proud of the Gardeners' School.

Iffi. HOUCK: So did we. We started it.

MR. FROST: Vi/hy did you not start municipal

representation at the same time that you started that?

That would have been something.

MR. DALEY: V/e sometimes critisize members of

the Commission for little picayune reason, but I want

to say something about the work of two men whom I

appointed as a special committee to take an interest

in this Gard£^ners' School. ;/e have twenty-four students

ther9, young students who have indicated that they would

be interested in learning that profession, because it

really is becoming a profession now. We graduate

eight each year, and trlng in eight new boys. Some-

times, some come from other Provinces. I hope that the
continue to

odd one or two more will/come from some of the other

Provinces. The purpose of the Schopl when it was
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originated was to create and develop gardeners for the

Parks System, but the School has developed, and these

young men, with the curriculum they have, and the know-

ledge they gain, find better positions available for

them than could possibly be offered by the Parks System.

7/e want a few top flight men, but these boys as they

graduate from this School are really skilled. The

curriculum has been improved — if I do say it —
since this Commission was appointed. The

men who were given the task of developing this School

are Mr. Rollison of St. Catherines and l&r. Secord of

Brampton. Mr. Secord is a well known and prosperous

gardener and horticulturist.

MR. SAISBERCJ: It he a descendant of:

"The" Secord, -iaura Secord?

HT:. DALEY: Yes, he is.

IvIR. PORTER: You hit the bull's eye that

time,

MR. DALEY: They have spent a great deal of
on

time /this work, and I suggest that any hon. member who

is in that area should go and see the School. ./e

bring these boys in^nd house and feed them, V/e provide

them vi/ith a reasonable amount of recreational facilities,

and a Sinick on occasion to take them to the Y.M.C.A. at

the Falls, or the swimming pool, or various camps that are

open. We pay them a reasonable amount, sufficient

as we think to give them spending money. It is true

they won't save much out of it; I think it is ;„;12.00

a vi;eek, and their keep and everything found. T hey
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graduate from there, and you will find them in majay

high places throughout this Country and even in the

United States.

. MR. HOUCai: They are in good demand.

MR. D/JLEY: One of the boys is chief landscape

and horticultural man in Victoria for the Canadian

Pacific Railways. These boys have really done v^ell,

and we are proud of that School and the work it has

accomplished.

(Page D - 5 Follows)
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It Is not an obligation of the Niagara Parks Commission to

operate It; and I am not taking the credit for starting it,

It was there. It was promoted to offer something to the

youth of Oj^tarlo who cared to avail themselves of it, and who

indicated some desire to develop along that particular line.

, I thought I would mention that while I had this op-

portunity. The school is well worth going to see, and

to observe one of the things that Parks Commission- ds

doing,

I would like to close with a few remarks about our

policy. When I was appointed chairman of the Commision I

found certain conditions there in regard to debt

I have briefly mentioned at an earlier date, though not at

this Session, that there were quite sizable debts in connec-

tion with this Park system. There was a sinking fund to

amortizesome of these debta, amounting to $l|- million, which

became amortized about three years ago. There was a further

$3 million debt which has been carried on and on and on for

many years. i am not oferlng any criticism of the men who

had this debt placed against the Parks Commission, because

certain things required to be done, and one was the taking

over of the electric railway system, which comes somewhere

in the neighbourhood of $lf million, -- I speak only from

memory as to that figure. But these debts ilsrere there,

and I decided that we should endeavour to limit our

capital expenditures and press on with the amortizing of

these debts. I might say that we wet up a "pay-as-you-go

system?;. We have not allowed maintenance or what we con-

sider necessary capital expenditures to be by-passed
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because we were over, .inxious to pay off the debt. We built

new greenhouses, we enlarged the restaurant, we buit the

Prince&s Ellz'abeth Building, we spent a sizable amount of

money on the refectory, the cafeteria, because the cafeteria

was Inadequate for the thousands who came there, and the

rest rooms for the visitors were totally inadequate and

rotting out, bedause they have been there a great many

years. All these matters had to be atended to, and while it

cost a considerable sum of money to do it, I think it was

well worthwhile. Indeed, our receipts have showed it was

well worthwhile. We improved the main dining room there,

and it might be interesting for you to know that some

busy days in the midsummer we have handled as many as 700

people for lunch in the main dining room and 1100 at night,

for dinner. That is a tremendous number of people.

We think we are giving a service there. VJe do not

actually operate it with the sole intent of making a profit.

We feel it is a service jto the tourists and visitors who

come there. But of course we do like to come out on the

right side of the ledger, too. We are paying for all

these things out of current income, and we have been

paying for the last four years $100,000 a year on this

$3- million debt which was against the Parks system for a

great many years; it is now reduced to $2,600,000. If we

have a good year this year, we shall do even better, be-

cause I have instructed my people over there that the

government above all things wants people to be careful in

the use of labour and of materials, and cut expenses
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right to the bone this year, in order to assist the *

Ff deral government in conserving labour and materials. So

we shall not do anything that we are not actually required to

do to keep up the standard of the Parks system.

While this is a big undertaking, I have been ex-

tremely honoured to have been the chairman, and t<5 follow in

the footsteps of other men who took, as I take, a great in-

terest in it, and in my opinion did a wonderful work. As

the hon. Prime Minister ('"--. Frost > said, the man who bad

this vision many years ago and set this area of land

aside -- which has been added to from time to time — for

this particular purpose, really deserves the creffllt.

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that I must ask the House

to accept the Bill "as is", without amendment.

MR. FROST: Mr. Chairman, I should like to say some-

thing about this amendment for a few minutes. After all,

perhaps we In this House may get tired from time to time

of hearing these plaintive suggestions that "this Bill

does not go far enough"'. I shoulcfi just like to point out

that this is a pious after-thought on the part of the hon.

member for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck). The hon. member for

Niagara Fals sat In this House, I believe, from 193^ to

19^3, or was it 1937 to 1943?

MR. HOUCKS: Take it back to 19341

MR. FROST : And I never heard th^ bon. member

for Niagara Falls mention the municipal representation.

Certainly the hoa. member never mentioned it t.-^ ^^®

fourteen years I have. been a member of this Hou^®*
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It is only when the Government undertakes to provide for

municipal rcprosontction, v;g hoqr thr.t "the Bill does not gor!^

enough." The hon. member for Niagara Falls was

sitting for many years on the Government side of this

House as a mejjber of the Government, and he never tt

any time suggested that. I do not want it to be infer-

red that the claims of the Township of Stamford aie not

substantial, but what about, the Township of Niagara,

and the Village of Q,ueenston, where those great

parks aSe to-day, and where the great field of Q,ueenston

Heights is laid out, and where the refrectory, or what-

ever it is called, is located? Y'ftiat about that great

waterfall running down to the town of Niagara-on-the-

Lake? These are substantial things? ''Vhat about the
its

claims of the fine town of Fort Erie with/Peace Bridge?

All these are importejit. I have explained to the House

that our desire is to give these people representation

on the B oard, — something, Mr. Chairman, that no

Government ever advanced in the seventy-year history of

this Commission, and least of all did the honl nember

for Niagara Falls ever think of it when he was a member

Sf the Government. It might have been easy to have

introduced the Bilbl when he was a member of the then

Government. I never heard of such a Bill, and the
ever

only complaint the member for Niagara Falls /made was

in 1949, in this House. I very seldom read Hansard,

but I took time off to read this. On the 27th of

February, he made a speech in this House, but did he
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mention tte Township of Stamford? He never so much

as breathed the Township of Stamford or Chippewa or

Niagara or any other. He asked for a rppreseifcative

of the City of Niagara Ealls ; that is as far as his

thought went. I quote his v>/ordSj He said;

"I think I -- "

He was talking as Mayor of the City of

Niagara Falls.

"I should be asked to appoint someone

from the City of Niagara Falls to the

Parks Board."

MR. OLIVER: May I say to my hon. friend

that was because his former leader had said he v/as going

to appoint one.

MR. FROST: It was not until this Government —
MR. QLITER : This great Government!

MR. FROST: .-fifaf-tor; 'Cine'- years of modern

liberal democracy, — when no representation was given
when this

to the municipalities in the Niagara area at all —government
hon.

decides to give municipal representation, does my/ friend

from Niagara Ealls think about the present claims of

the Township of Stamford. He never mentioned Stamford

in all the years he has been in the House until this

afternoon.

I just say these things, because, after all,

we are endeavouring to do a good job in this locality.

I think we need the Niagara Parks Board. We have

rubbed out a lot of rotten political conditions that

used to be there. Vfe have been trying to give a nice
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non-political representation, end now v\;e are giving
,

a generous representation from the municipalities on

that Board. I was just saying to my friend that I

think a great deal more of his representations if he

came here this afternoon and said, "Now, here is some-

thing that should have been done about seventeen years

ago, and everybody has overlooked it up until 1951,

and now it is being done, and it is a progressive thinfe."

Instead of that, after all these fourteen years, we
the

have /plaintive cry that" it does not go far enough. "

'/fell, if it does not go far enough, why in the name of

common sense did not he who used to sit on this side

of the Houso, do the job, instead of wtitting until 1951

for this Pr.rty to do it? .

•:
.

MR. NIXON: "Hooray for our side I"

IvIR. HOUCK: May I again call to the Premier's

attention that when I spoke three years' ago, on

February 22, I was only referring to a statement made

by a former Premier of the Province, that a represent-

ative of Niagara Falls would always be a member of the

Parks Commission. -- and the Premier must have had a

dhange of heart lately, because two years' ago, we

passed a Bill establishing a Niagara Parks Commission

of eight members, and now it has been extended by three.

MR. FROST: V.Tiy did he not say at that time

that a former Premier said it did not go far enough,

that it must include Stamford

I

r/LR. NIXON: Vfe will fix it up at the next

election.
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Motion negatived.

Section agreed to.

Section two and three agreed to.

Bill reported.

HON. LESLI3 M. FRCST (Prime Minister): Order

number twenty-six.

RURAL TELEPHONE SYSTEI/B BILL.

CLERK OE THE HOUSE: Order number 28, House in

Committee on Bill number 146, "An Act respecting Rural

Telephone Systems", Mr. Challies.

On section one.

im. R. A. McBTIKQ (Wellington North): This

Bill, "an Act respecting R ural Telephone Systems" v^as

introduced last week, and I believg received first

reading and came up for second reading on Thursday.

I suggested that I would like to speak to it. The

Premier was rather hurried to get a number of Bills

through; he said he would leave it over till this week.

Further, on Friday, ir. my absence, it received second

reading

In the first place, I would like to express ny

appreciation to the Government for having done something

in this respect. I hope I am not

J/jR. DOUCETT: Be careful.

MR. McE ZING: — critisized too severely because

I do not approve in its entirety of all the Government

is doing.

(TAKE "E" FOLLO.YS)
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I.aybe it is the wrong day. I don't know.

liR. DUNB>i.R: You want to be fair about it.

iiR. McEWING: absolutely. I will try to be fair.

I think a year ago I spoke at some length in

the Speech from the Throne on this subject. I have

been interested in this for some years. In fact, I

have discussed v/ith the officials of the Department

for several years back regarding the possibility of

doing something which v;ould bring about a better

condition in our rural telephone situation. I know

that the Department made a survey two or three years

ago, following different inquiries on behalf of a

number of rural telephone companies. I believe that

was done under the Hon. Minister of Municipal Affairs

(Mr. Dunbar) and I discussed this with him some time

ago, and he was rather at a loss to know just what

was the best thing to do. I know it is quite a problem.

He said, after discussing it, and looking upon it as

something he would not rather undertake in his depart-

ment , as he had enough to do — and has done a very

good job — but in his characteristic way he said,

"Tell us what we can do with it." I thought it over

for a while, and last Session I decided there was no

use talking about a thing, if you do not suggest

something, and so at that time when I spoke in the

House, — on March 2nd — on this subject, I introduced

a resolution dealing with this matter, which reads as

follows:

"That a Select Committee of the House be
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appointed to study, during the recess,

all factors relating to the serious

condition confronting the Independent

Rural Telephone Companies of Ontario,

such Committee to have authority to

send for and examine persons, papers

and things, and report its findings

at the next Session of the House."

I think the Hon. Premier (Mr. Frost) considered

it seriously and decided to leave it over until a

little later, but he promised, in casual conversation,

that they would do something about it this Session.

That has proven to be true

.

What I want to point out is this; there was a

critical stage in the telephone situation a year ago.

It is there yet, but it was very critical at that time,

'ue to the fact that there was an applj'- ition before

the Transport Board regarding certain increases of

rates, v^hich had to do with our rural telephone com-

panies. I felt th'-t if '>••: '"cv.rnment had taken sc:ne

action at that time, it would have had a great bearing

on the decision made by the Transport Board ct that

time, because, after all, there were amongst these

little organizations, companies which were not able to

present c very strong case. Very few of these

small companies have chartered accountants and datis-
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ti clans ivho can prepare and present a case in the

manner the Bell Telephone Company does, with all its

officials. We know they go to great lengths to prepare

their side of the case, and can present a very good

case, as I will show you later. Had the Government

taken some action then, I think it would have meant

a great deal to these rural telephone companies.

However, they saw fit to do it in this way, and it is

not for me to say which is the best way, but there are

a number of things which bear on the issue which might

prove conclusively that a Committee of that kind, if

it took such action, would have had a very, very

beneficial result.

After the Transport Board did hand down its

decision, the rates they approved bore very heavily

on the small rural telephone companies, and it made

the situation more serious than ever. So that I am

very pleased, indeed, that the Government saw fit not

to pass this matter over. This Bill has some commend-

able features; in fact, in many respects, it is very

commendable. It says the Hydro Commission shall be

in charge of the investigation. I know that the

Hydro Commission has certain engineers and technicians

and other sources of information whicharo very valuable

to this investigation, and such information should be
accessible

fully at all times.

There is one thing I might bring in, on a somewhat

less favourable note, and that is that this Commission

is a very, very busy commission; they have a tremendous
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undertaking, and will they take the time to take this

matter seriously enough? It is true, when you compare

it with the Hydro, it is rather small and I hope

they will not pass this over as being something not

too important, because, after all, rural telephone

service is a very important factor to the people of

Ontario. I think the hon. Premier (Mr. Frost) in

his statement showed that he is alive to the fact

that this is a serious situation, and something ought

to be done about it. But I am afraid that in this

set-up, possibly the Commission will pass it over as

a rather unimportant matter. Possibly a Committee,

if appointed under the resolution I suggested, might

have given the matter a little more serious thought.

Perhaps I am v?rong in that respect, but after all

that is one thing I suggest.

The Bill is very definite. It says, "The commis-

sion shall" do some things, and then they ease that

feature of it, and say "may do this" or "may do

that". I hope it does not taper off in this way, on

some of these things which "may be done".

Speaking generally, just now, Mr. Chairman, I

think under Clause Z, "The Lieutenant-^Governor may

authorize the Treasury to pay the Commission out of

the consolidated revenue." Well, if the Commission

is charged with a duty and "shall do" these

things, there should be no doubt about them having the

money. That they shall have the money, I think, is

important, and I hope that they will rely on the
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Bill and not say "Well, we will give that up and quit now,

we do not think it is going to be workable."

The hon. Peemier (Mr. Frost )j in his remarks,

spoke of a comparison of the province s in regard to

our telephone communication with other features, and

pointed out the possibility that we were far behind

in this form of the transmission of messages. I think

we are . I think we are about in the stage where the farmer

would be plowing with a single plow, in this day and genera-

tion, which is a thing of the past.

There are very wide possibilities in the future

in the communications fields, and I hope this Commission

will go as far as possible tp explore all these, and

take charge of them. Our police have established a

system of communications; our taxi cabs also have them,

and various others in various fields, and here we have

entered into a new field entirely, and I hope their

investigation may find some solution for a conditron

where the milos of line damaged by ice and sleet and

windstorms wUch is a very big factor in the upkeep of

rural telephones. I hope something can be discovered

in connection with these features, which will be of

great assistance and eliminate some of the problems we

have today. They say that "Necessity is the mother

of invei^tion". I think right now we are in need of

some inventions, because these small companies are up

against an impossible situation. However, I think' wo

are making some progress every year. If I remember
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rightly, last j,ear, when I spoke of this, I suggested

that in connection with our secondary lines, they

could use our Hydro poles for the servicing of those

lines, and the hon. Minister for Glenvllle-Dundas

(Mr. Challles shofeok his head decisively, and

intimated there was no use in considering that. Toda^

,

we accept it as quite feasible, so I think we are

making pmgress in the way of discovering ways and

means, where we have as many miles of lines throughout

the province of Ontario as we ever had, covering

many farms, certainly a lot more than were serviced

by the rural telephones, and I think if we could

have almost three times as many more, it would be a

further boon, if the poles which lead to these places

could be utilized. There ma^ be things which the

engineers have discovered, which will make It

possible for communications to be carried on the

electrical lines. I do not know. I am not advanced

enough in that, but It has been suggested. But I

.know there is in the field today the possibility of

conveying messages in different fashions, by pairing one

wire of one line, and one wire of another line, and making

a circuit. There are a number of things which should

have entered into the field years ago, but nobody

has ever taken them seriously enough. Maybe what we

lack is a man like Sir Adam Beck, who had a vision

with regard to Hydro a few years ago. If we had had a

man with vision in regard to the telephones, we might

have been in a more advanced stage today, but we did
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not, and therefore we have to deal with the situation

as it is to-day.

We realize that the building of lines is much

more costly than it was a few years ago. Poles are

twice the cost and wires are more than twice the cost

formerly charged. In my experience in the telephone

work, I v/ould think we are paying perhaps three times

as much for wires as we did at one time. Even the

rate that was approved by the Bell Telephone Company,

does not meet the cos*: of construction and maintenance

of telephone lines,

I had the pleasure of travelling across Canada

to Vancouver last year, and I think I visited almost

every capital between here and there, and discussed

rural telephone lines \'j±th the people in the various

communities, and I found they were also having a

serious problem, I do think, however, that they have

dealt with it in a little more advanced manner than

Ontario has, and we are behind them as far as this day

and age is concerned,

I think the system we have been following is an

out-of-date system of communication, and the sooner we

realize that, the better.

Another reason why I am glad the Government has

taken this up, is because of the hope that we will get

these rural telephone companies into one body, so that

we can deal with a proper arrangement 'between the Bell

Company and these smaller companies. It is a very

difficult thing for the smaller companies to go to the
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Bell to make a proper arrangement, and anybody who

has anything to do with it, knows that it is a very

unfair situation,

I will give you an example. I am interested in

the company myself. We could sell for about twelve

thousand dollars, but in twelve months we will pay

the Bell Telephone Company a little better than ten

thousand r..'"'ars in rentals, and they would not

consider taking it over. V/hy should they? We are

simply the hewers of wood and the drawers of water

for the Bell Telephone System, and that is a most

unfair situation. I have the bill here for the last

month showing a payment of ^^^73,00, Multiply that

by twelve, and see what you have,

MR. FROST: Twelve times that.

MR. McEWING: We would continue to have to pay

for it. And yet, if we built a new line, we would

certainly be worse off than ever,

(Take F follows,)
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Certainly, those in small companies are not making any

money/ A lot of people have the idea that this result

is due to mismanagement and bad financing, but that

certainly is not the reason, because the reports of all

the different companies prove that a Rural Telephone,

with the line mileage it has, cannot be financed

for less than from ^^45.00 to $65.00 a phone per annum,

if it is figured and carried on the basis of its own

rural area. Unfortunately, some of the larger

companies finance the rural area from the profits of

urban centres, but a purely rural line is u4able to do

that. I think the Government is quite entitled to

make some contribution and give some assistance in this

field. Look at the amount of money that the Govern-

ment of this Province has paid to our Fydri) to help

extend the service to the rural areas --a sizeable

amount. Yet nothing has been paid toward the cost of

extending the line to give telephone service to anybody,

The government is paying a great portion of educational

costs, of Police, Fire protection, and Community Hall

Services, as well as many others. If you look over

and follow the estimates as they go ttirough, you will

find that great sums of money have been granted to

extend services to the rural people. I cannot see that

this servic e is very different in this respect from

the others. One Province I know — Manitoba -- sub-

sidised rural telephones some years ago. At the

present time I suppose the Government owns and controls

all the telephones in that Province. They find that
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the rural telephone system is a little more difficult

to finance than the urban systems, and for that

reason they are subsidising the rural areas in o rder

to assist them. I think it is n© crime, ItJs nothing

that anybody should object to or complain about, if,

assuming no other means or no systems fian be found,

the Government should assist in extending andbmnging

about a better telephone system in the Province of

Ontario. Certainly, such action vvould stabilise the

system; it vrould help extend telephone services to

every farmer; and this Province is just as good as

the people that are in it, and the advantages which

they possess. The assets of this Province include

highways, Hydro and other services; this would be

one more. Again, I would like to express my apprecia-

tion to the Government and to give any support that I

can to bring about what the Premier has said he hopes

to give Ontario, — the best telephone system in the

world.

Section one agreed to.

Sections two to nine inclusivS agreed to.

Bill 145 -roportecl,

HON. LESi.,IE M. FROST (Prime Minister)

Order number twenty-seven.

HIGHJ'/AYS TRAFFIC AMENDMENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twenty- sevent|i order; House

in Committee on Bill 152, "An Act to amend the Highway

Traffic Act", Mr. Douoett.

Sections one to twelve inclusive agreed to.
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Bill 152 reFbrted.

HCN. LESLIE M. 'FRCET (Prime Minister)

Order number tvjenty-eight

.

EAffl-i PRODUCTS MAHiETING ACT.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twenty-eighth order;

second reading of Bill number 116, "An Act to amend

the Farm Products Marketing Act", Mr. Kennedy.

HON . T. L. "JvEm^^EDY (Minister of Agriculture):

In moving the second reading of this Fill, I want to

say that it was presented to me hy Farm Organisations;

and it will come before the Agriculture Committee

to-morrow at ten o'clock, vjhen it will have a thorough

discussion. Copies of proposed amendments are on the

desk of each hon. member; also there is an amendment

which will be moved, when- / the Bill is before a Com-

mittee, and which will be discussed to-morrow.

As regards the first amendment, it is provided

that instead of one outlet, there will be five. The

producers and the wholesalers get together and set the

price, and then chain stores with more than five outlets

will have to conform to that price. The words added

are: ''except where the buying by a central organization

and the selling by retail is done through more than five

outlets."

Under the old Act, the Board has power to set

the price, but not to set regulations regarding the

price, — which is more important that the price

itself. The local Board, the Commodity Group, have

different agreements to decide what time payment shall
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be made, what grading v^ill be done, and other regula-

tions as to size. Vfe have been doing this for some

years, and we put this provision in the Bill to make

the proceeding legal.

As regards the second amendment; the Dominion

Government passed Bill 8E, which allows any regulated

product and provides the powers to be given for any

regulated product to be used in every Province. Vfe

asked Ottawa's Commission to carry that price, under

Bill 82, to consumer's in other provinces, and this

gives us power to do that.

-We also are asking power to own land under

the Companies Act, Sections 23 and 24, and that the

Board shall be disolved on the terms that its own

members decide they want the Board to be dissolved.

Section four, it is the one relating to beans.

./e have set a licence fee of five cents for growing

beans, and an equalization price of 45<^ per bushel.

It was found that it was unconstitutional for us to

set an equalization price of 450, and we are dealing

with the situation by charging a fee of 50(^ . That is

the reason for the repeal of the Section.

Ah hon. members will see, sub-section two of

Section Two, is to be amended to authorise any marketihg

agency appointed under a scheme to pool the payments

to the members of the scheme received from the sale

of any regulated product, provided that the members

of the scheme engaged in the producing of the regul-

ated product, by a two thirds majority on a vote by
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«>igned ballot, have requested such authorization.

•Jiiere'VYi'll be a vote on tobacco next month,

if it comes under the regulated scheme. Power will

then be needed to carry out v;hat has been done by-

voluntary act for sixteen years. It has worked well

with tobacco, and we thought we should put in an

amendment in case the vote fuivour6d>jthe scheme. If

the vote is adverse, of course, it will not be used.

The amendment is as follows :-

(I) to regulate and control the

quantity of tobacco that shall be

marketed;

(II) to determine the grade and

class of tobacco that shall be

marketed; and

(III) to prohibit the marketing

of any grade and class of tobacco

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South): vVhat does the

Minister mean by that?

MR. KENNEDY: It is exactly what they are now

doing by agreement. For instance, the Bur ley tobacco

this year have two or three groups, and they have all

their contracts filled for about two and a half years

supply, lir-ri..agreement they cut the acreage by 60^, so

where they had ten acres last year they will have four

this year. This . arrangement has worked ^ well

in the tobacco industry.

MR. QLIVER: Will the amendments be before the

Committee to-morrow?
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Jffi. KEKNEDY: Oh, Yes.

HON. Iffi. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I might add a

little by way of eiyplanation of the baokgrou-'-d of

these amendments. I will d . 1 first of all with

what WG call the pool amendment. I want it to be

understood that we appreciate the difficulties,

''•hvat we iLiglit- CBll tk& pGol. OTisindment has been pro-

psed by the Federation of Agriculture and some of the

other Agriculture Organizations for some time past.

fow vje recognize the implications of such an amendment,

7/e recognize that there never has been in Ontarl o

any legislation of this nature. V/e recognize that

it carries with it that there is one organization that

so, and the price becomes an average price. I mean,

a certain price may be ;s>l«V5 one day, end may be

|1.25 the next day; and that it averages, say for

purposes of convenience, ^)1.50 period. Now that

practice is not new in the western pools, but it is

new in Ontario. It is a ve&y important proposal.

I should say first, for myself, and I know many hon.

members who are interested in and connected with

Agricultural Organisations agree, that the pool idea

is really essential in the end to proper Farm

Organizations. iJe realise that, when applied to

a particular product, it takes avi/ay from the rights

of the Individuals. Remember that the farmers are

the most individualistic Citizens of this Province.

It therefore seems desirable that before action of

this kind is taken, there should be adequate support
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for the idea. Remember that this applies to a *

regulated product; it does not apply across the

board holus bolus,
hon.

There is another angle on which th^ Attorney-

General may elaborate in a moment. Vfe are meeting

this problem head on. We have given it over many

years a good de^l of thought. There are grounds

upon which it might be argued that this amendment

is unconstitutional. The contention is arguable,

indeed it has been supp orted in two British Columbia

cases, that if the application of the pooling idea

involves the levelling of prices, in effect it is

indirect taxation in so far as it regulates the

product and the producer receives through the pool

system an average price. IVe recognize that. vVe

know that co -':itutional difficulties were raised in

1935 in the references by the Federal Government of

the Natural Resources Marketing Act, first, I think

to the Supreme Court of Canada, and then to the

Privy Council, by whom certain features of the Feder-

al Government legislation were held to be uncon-

stitutional.

All this we recognise as inherent in this

amendment. But we decided that our farmers should

not be for ever hog-tied by constitutional difficul-

ties. Therefore, we determine, as I said, to meet

this problem head on; and if this Act or any portion

of this amendment is declared to be unconstitutional,

we propose to take the matter to the next Federal

•••• ^ - i "l
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Provincial Conference to have its straightened out.

I do not know of 8-ny way by which we can deal with

problems relating to Farm Marketing unless we find

out just what the law is and then try to straighten

it out. One of the Important things which a Fed-

eral Provincial Conference must consider is the

chains which make it at the present time so difficult

to pass marketing legislation for the Canadian Farmer.

I think it should be possible to solve these diffi-

culties, and we propose to try to do so. I repeat

that we appreciate the difficulty of passing legis-

lation in connection with pooling matters which will

be valid from a constitutional standpoint. But,

we have felt that the time has come to clarify this

problem; if necessary^ to take this legislation to

the Courts and have it passed upnn, and if it is

found by them to be invalid, we shall have to go

direct to the Federal Government and the other

Provinces to see whether we cannot work out a reason-

able and practical way of providing our farmers with

the marketing legislation they require.

These matters are involved in the amendments

before us. 'Ye recognize that. Vfe appreciate the

difficulties which are inherent in this, and we make

full acknowlegement to the House. The Attorney

General, and no doubt some other hon. laaKbors, may have

a word to say about the matter in a few minutes. I

mention this in connection with a statement made by

the Minister of /igriculture (Hon. Mr. Kennedy).
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im. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South): Mr. Speaker,

In my opinion the farmers of Canada -- which of course

includes Ontario — have been bedevilled a great many

years by the lack of clarity in regard to the con-

stitutionality of marketing legislation. First,

they would pass a marketing Act at Ottawa, and for

some reason or other it would be found unconstitution-

al, it should have been passed by a Province. Then,

if a Province decided on its own to pass some legis-

lation, that legislation would be declared ultra

vires, the law should have been passed by the Dominion

Parliament. I believe farmers generally vdll

welcome the Prime Minister's statement this afternoon.

It is time for a show-flown on this particular matter.

It is time to determine once and for all just where

we stand-in regard to our ability to put marketing

legislation on the statute books of this Province.

I vi/ant to make it very clear to the House this

afternoon that I, for one, am not the least bit afraid

that farmers generally, given the power conferred on

their organization in this statute, will not use these

powers in the way that will better the whole economic

condition of the Province. After all, those who

critiDise such legislation must recall that it cam

come into effect and be operative only after, by

ballot, such action is approved by two thirds of the

farmers voting in that particular area. The farmers

who vote in the particular area knov^/ what they are

doing, and they are entitled to take the responsibility
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of knowing what they are doing; and in so far as it

meots the needs of farmers for a marketing legislate

ion, I am in agreement with the Bill before us at-'

the present time.

im. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North)? If I may say a

word, I want to commend the Government for the amend-

ment that has been trought in, if it conforms precisely

to what the Federation asked. If the Minister says

it does, I accept his word. But I wish to mention

that I believe there has been an attempt by the ele-

vator interests to misrepresent statements I made at

a meeting of the Essex and Kent com growers in

Tilbury, some weeks ago; and I have reference to a

sei lesof telegrams whicharrived here last week, and

also to copies of the V/indsor Star, with a marked

article which 1@ now on all members' desks. I do

not knov.' why i ' the marked article. I am quoted as

supposedly having said something when I said She

absolute contrary. Vi/hen I spoke to the corn growers

I critieized the Bill we then had, because it lacked

the right to the growers to pool, and I was hopeful

that the G ovemment would bring in legislation that

would confer upon the grov/ers the right to pool.

That was precisely my statement, and why the elevator

interests have circulated telegrams and used my name

in an apparent attempt to misconfetrue something I

said, I do not understand. I say again that I am

100% behind legislation that will give the growers

the right to pool.
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im. E. B. JOLLIFFE (York South): Mr. Speaker,

It is natural for me to say at this stage, that this

Bill obviously, should go on to committee. It does

mark a considerable advance towards meeting all the

objectives of the producers in this problem. You

agree with us, do you not? I do not see feJijbody putting

up their fingers against it.

{TME G FOLLOi/S)
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I was hopeful that the government would bring in legis-

lation which would give the growers the right to pool.

That was precisely my statement, and vjhile the elevator

interests have seem fit to circulate these stories and

use my name, is something I do not understand. But I

am IOO5S behind legislation Vi/hich gives the growers the

right to pool,

IVIR. JOLLIFFE: Mr, Speaker , it seems necessary

for me to say at this stage that this Bill should go on

to the Committee, It does mark a considerable advance

toward many of the objectives of the producers in this

province, and while reserving the right to make some fur-

ther suggestions which can bettor be discussed in Commit-

tee, I think the Bill is to be weloomed,

V/ith respect to the matter referred to by the hon.

member for Essex North (Mr, Ellis), I think I might go a

little further than he has gone, and point out that the head-

lines of the Report he mentioned ^s appeared in the 'Tindsor

Star, read:

"Farmers protest against pooling agree-

ment "

.

That is not borne out by the Report itself, and it seems

to indicate that the actual protest is being made by the

Elevator dissociation, which is a different matter altoge-

ther. So, if the headline is no more dependable than the

quotation of the remarks by the hon, member (Mr, Ellis),

tbon it does not matter very much,

I was interested to hear the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) refer to the constitutional aspect of this matter.
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I can assure him that, like the hon. Leader of the Liberal

Party (Mr« Oliver), we are very anxious if there is any

problem in this connection, to have it cleared up once

and for all, I think we have had trouble on that ground

quite long enough, and if there is any remaining difficulty,

I would hope that the province will be able to get it ironed

out with the Dominion, at a very early date.

In the meantime, I see no reason to suppose that

this Bill will come to grief in the Courts.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

Hon. LESLIE M. FR03T (Prime Minister): Order No.

30,

THE COMPilNi:^S ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Thirtieth Order, Second

Reading of Bill No. 155, 'Vji Act to amend The Companies

Act", Mr, Porter.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I move second reading

of Bill No. 155.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, as I explained on first

reading, this Bill is ancillary to the Insurance Bill which

has not been printed, and is not before the hon. members.

This is an amendment to the winding-up section of the

Companies Act, and brings the provision in line vjith some

of the sections in the Insurance Bill, which have to do

with the winding-up of insurance companies,

I do not know if there is any point of my going

into the technicalities of this at this stage. It is really

ancillary to the other Bill, and I do not think there is
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much question about the necessity for it, in view of

some of the difficulties which have arisen in the winding-

up of a certain company recently,

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 31.

THE PH.-i?]VL;cy x.CT

CLEHK OF THE HOUSE: Thirty -first Order; second

reading of Bill No. 156, "^m Act to amend The Pharmacy Act",

Mr. Phillips.

Hon. MacKinnon PHILLIPS (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill No. 156.

MR. S.1LSBERG: Mr. Speaker, would the hon. Minister

(Mr. Phillips) say a few v^ords about the experiences which

prompted this ^ict? I have no objection to it, but have

there been any experiences —
MR. PHILLIPS: V^ill you speak a little louder,

I cannot hear you*

MR. li^SBERG: I generally speak loudly enough*

MR. PORTER: That is right, you generally dOc

MR. S.'J.SBERG: I did not realize the very important

Minister (Mr. Phillips) did not sit in the front benches,

Would the hon. Minister (Mr. Phillips) care to explain

the experiences which prompted the Department to introduce

this Bill? I have no objection to it, and perhaps our

experiences should be mentioned at this time,

MR. PHILLIPS: There are three sections in the

Bill. Section 1 has to do with prescriptions Vi/hich are

already compounded, that is, the Drug Store buys them

in capsule or tablet form, and the amendment is designed

to prevent the filling of prescriptions in any manner by
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any unqualified peA*son, and where the word "dispense"

is used, it refers to tablets and capsules.

The second part of the Bill deals v;ith the can-

cellation and suspensions of registration of persons who

are mentally ill- and who ere certified by a physician to

be such, and it also gives the person the right to appeal

to the Supreme Covrt.

The tlilri Section has to do with the indiscriminate

sale of drugs su.r'". as the barbiturates. In the past, we

find that the barMLuratec have been handed out by stores

other than phanuacies, and we felt that the indiscriminate

sale of Crugc, r:;\c-h -=.0 KeiaoutQl, and Seconal.' should be

prohibited, except ^^y registered pharmacists.

Motion er^reed; second reading of the Bill,

Hon. L53LIZ M. FROST (Prime Minister). Third

Readings. Order r'Or 1.

THE ?..i.IR Etvir.LOnviENT PRiiCTICES IN ONT..RIO ACT

CLERK CF THS HO SE: First Order, third reading

of Bill No, 121, '''.in Act to promote Fair Emplo3niient Practices

in Ontario", Mr, Frost.

MR, FROST: Mr. Speaker, I move third reading of

Bill No. 121.

MR. NIXON; V/as there not some understanding

with the hon. Prima Minister (Mr. Frost).

MR. FROST: No understanding with me, but if you

want this held over, all right,

MR. HIXCN: I think the hon. Minister (Mr, Frost)

knew that the hon^ member for London (Mr. Calder ) was

going to move an -ijzjndment on third reading.
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MR. FROST: All right. Hold it over, Mr. Speaker;

He should be here.

Order No. E.

THE CITY OF TORONTO

CLERK OF THi]] HOUSE: Second Order, third reading

of Bill No. 27, "An Act respecting The City of Toronto",

Mr. Blackwell.

MR, C.E, RliA (St, Patrick): Mr, Speaker, in the

absence of Mr, Blackwell, I move third reading of Bill

No. 27.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill.

MR, SPEiJCSR: Resolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon, LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 3.

THE OLSOM/JlG^iRINE .iCT

OLERK OF THE HOUSE: Third Order, third reading

of Bill No. 114, "An ^ict to amend The Oleomargarine Act",

Mr. Kennedy.

MR, PORTER: Mr. Speaker, in the absence of Mr.

Kennedy, I move third reading of Bill No, 114.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

-Hon. LASLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 4.

THE REGISTRY aCT

CLERK OF TEIE HOUSE: Fourth Order, third reading

of Bill No. 142, "An Act to amend The Registry Act", Mr, Porter,
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MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I move third reading

of Bill No. 142.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill.

MR. oPIi/JC'jiE: Resolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LESLIii; M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 5.

THE ALCOHOLISM RESEARCH FOUNDATION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifth Order, third reading

of Bill No. 143, "An Act to amend The Mcoholism Research

Foundation Act", Mr. Phillips.

Hon. MacK. PHILLIPS (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, I move third reading of Bill No. 143, "An Act to

amend The Alcoholism Research Foundation Act.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR. SPEiJCUR: Resolved that the Bill do now

pass and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 6,

THE PUBLIC HS^'^LTH ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Sixth Order, third reading of

Bill No. 144,. "An Act to amend The Public Health Act", Mr.

Phillips.

MR. PHILLIPS: Mr. Speaker, I move third reading

of Bill No. 144.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR. SPE^JCSR: Resolved that the Bill do nov; pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 8.
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THE LAiro TRANSFER TAX ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Eighth Order, third reading

of Bill No, 147, " An ^.ct to amend The Land Transfer Tax

Act", Mr. Porter.

MR. PORToiE: Mr, Speaker, I beg to mtsve third

reading of Bill No, 147,

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR, SPEi'iKSR: Resolve that the Bill do nov; i^s-ss

qnd be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LSSLIS M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No.

9.

THE SUCCESSION DUTY ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Ninth Order, third reading

of Bill No, 148, "jtin Act to amend The Succession Duty Act",

Mr. Frost.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I move third reading

of Bill No, 148.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill.

MR. SPEi^JCER: Resolved that the Bill do not pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): ; Order No.

10.

THE PROVINCIii LQaNS ACT

CIZRK OF THE HOUSE: Tenth Order, third reading

of Bill No. 149, ".Ji ii.ct to amend The Provincial Loans Act",

Mr. Frost.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I move third reading
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of Bill No* 149 4

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the motion.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No.

11.

THE HOSPIT.llS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Eleventh Order, third reading

of Bill No. 150, "An Act to amend The Hospitals Act", Mr,

Frost,

MR, FROST: Mr. Speaker, I beg to move third read-

ing of Bill No. 150.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR, SPE^^ER: Resolved that the Bill do now

pass and be intituled as in the motion,

Hon, LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 12.

RiilSING MONEY ON THE CREDIT OF THE

CON0OLIDAT...D REVENUE FUND

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twelfth Order, third reading

of Bill No, 151, "An >ict to authorize the Raising of Money

on the Credit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund**, Mr, Frost,

MR, FROST: Mr. Speaker, I beg to move third reading

of Bill No, 151,

Motion agreed to; third reading of the Bill,

MR, SPEAKER: Resolved that the Bill do nov; pass

and be intituled as in the motion,

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Public Bills

«nd Orders; Thirteenth Order,
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THE FACTORY SHOP JdTD OFFICE BUILDING ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Thirteenth Order, second

reading of Bill No. 92, "i\n Act to amend The Factory Shop

and Office Building Act", Mr, Gordon.

MR. G.T. GCeDON (Brantford): Mr. Speaker, I move

second reading of Bill No. 98.

Hon. G.H. DUNBiiR (Ministe of Municipal Affairs).

Would the hon. member (Mr. Gordon) explain his views on

the Bill?

MR. GORDON: There is not very much more to

explain about this, Mr, Speaker. I am quite claar on

the Bill, and I think the hon. Minister of Labor {Mr.

Daley) and the hon. Minister of Municipal ^iffairs (Mr.

Dunbar) are, too.

MR. DUNB.iR: I was wondering if it was taking.

awr.y the power to ask for half a day.

MR. GORDON: No. I went to the Law Clerks and

found that this does not interfere with the half day at

all. There are two separate Bills. In a shop in any

municipality, which can get a petition containing 75%

of their numbers, they can either petition for a half

day or for a full day. The only difference is when

they petition for a half day, the Council shall pass a

by-law, but under this Act, the Council "may" pass a

by-law,

MR. DUNB^^R: That is very reasonable.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I move that you do now leave the Chair, and the '"vuse
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resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Motion agreed to.

HOUSE IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY; MR. PATRICK

IN THE CHAIR,

MR, HARRY NIXON (Brant): I thought the under-

standing was we would have Budget addresses this after-

noon, and the estimates tonight,

MR. FROST: If the hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott, Peterborough) and the hon. members of

the House find it more convenient, I am quite content

to accept that, Vife might ask the Committee to rise and

report progress. Certainly we have made substantial pro-

gress in the last minute or so. V/e will proceed with the

Budget Debate.

Mr. Chairman, I move that the Committee rise

and report progress.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes; Mr. Speaker in the Chair,

MR. T.L, PATRICK (Middlesex North): Mr. Speaker,

the Committee of the \Vhole House begs to report progress,

asks leave to sit again, and moves the adoption of the

report.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 23,

THE BUDGET DEBATE

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twenty-third Order, resuming

the adjourned on the amendment to the motion that Mr, Speaker

do now leave the Chair and that the House resolve itself

into the Committee of Supply,
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MR. T. L. PATRICK(Middlesex North): Mr. Speaker,

undoubtedly, my predecessors in this Assembly have stated

what a wonderful County Middlesex is, and, frankly, I doubt

very much if I can do this grand Old County justice,

Middlesex is actually the hub of Western Ontario

and its settlers were all of fine old Scotch, English and

Irish descent. They are indeed a fine people and justly

proud of their stalwart sons who have made an outstanding

contribution, not only to Ontario, but to Canada. I would

like to mention at least two of these sons. Quite familiar

to everyone across Canada is the family name of Saunders

.

Dr. V/illiam Saunders was the first Director of Experimental

Farms in Canada, while his son Charles became >famous for

his development of the Marquis Wheat that played an im-

portant part in the development of V/estern wheatfields

in ^he year 1903, and this, perhaps, is one of our greatest

agricultural contributions to mankind in some 50 years.

I also would like to mention Dr. Zavitz, formerly

head of Field Husbandry Department at the O.A.C,, Guelph,

who developed the very famous barley known as O.A.C, No, 21,

This barley, while known as a brewing barley, definitely

has been appreciated by all the livestock feeders in

Ontario. Dr. Zavitz spent his retiring days in the

small hamlet of Poplar Hill where he was born.

Also worthy of mention are two very outstanding

Canadians. I refer to the Honourable Member from Pee^,

Ex- Premier of this Province; and to the Honourable

Membei?: from Brant, also an Ex- Premier of this Province,

These Honourable Members have contributed much to the
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development of Ontario, and through the soundness of their

judgment I have noticed in debate these past eight years

they definitely hold a great stabilizing power over all

Members in this Legislature. I would like to state that

regardless of their political affiliation they are friends

and friends of all Members of this Legislature. I feel

that a great injustice has been done to them both in

the past in that they have never received tjae nod to enter

the 'I ''s *" the inner sanctorum of the Upper House at

Ottawa. I know that both of them would have made a wonder-

ful contribution to the Senate of Canada, and I can assure

them that it is far from my wishes that they should ever

leave this Legislature, I feel they hold the respect

and admiration of us all for their many years of untiring

and faithful service to the Province of Ontario,

To the Honourable Premier I would like to suggest

when the time rolls around for a provincial election, if it

is in your power, see that the Member from Peel and the

Member from Brant receive acclamation as a fitting tribute

to the service that they have rendered to the Province of

Ontario

,

I quite well realize that the general field of

debate has been closely scrutinized by all the Honour-

able Members in the House this year, and it leaves

perhaps only one subject for a rural Member to discuss.

I do that somewhat hesitantly considering that for a

period of years farming has been referred to by many

writers in a very disparaging manner,

500 A.D, Farming is a senseless pursuit, a mere labouring

in -a circle. You sow that you may reap. Then
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you reap that you may sow. Nothing ever

comes of it,

I77S Farmers are often w rthless fellows . They

have all the sensual vices of the nobility,

v/ith cheating into the bargain.

1^07 Our farmers around here are well pleased

with constant gain. Like the farmers,

flourish and complain,

1854 It makes but little difference whether you

are committed to a farm or a county jail,

1930 With the introduction of Agriculture, man-

kind entered upon a long period of meanness,

misery and madness, from which they are only

now being freed by the beneficial operation

of modern machines

,

1935 Nobody can discuss agriculture so learnedly

as a farmer who hasn't paid the interest

on his mortgage for last year.

1947 The farmers works the soil. The agricult-

uralist works the farmer,

Mr. Speaker, last year the Committee on Con-

servation brought in a very excellent report that indeed

covered a very broad field, and perhaps I may be permitted

to mention that conservation is not only the concern of

Canadians, but Americans as well.

Some pft : ytr.rs.ago,^ one of the leading Farmer

magazines in America offered a prize for the best essays

on two unnamed pictures that were printed in this magazine,

One picture showed an old dilapidated farmhouse, the other
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a field where erosion had taken place. The first prize

was awarded to a Kavajo Indian who wrote :-

WBoth pictures show white man crazy. Make

big tepee. Plow hill. Water wash. Wind

blow .il, grass all gone. Squaw gone, papoose

too. No chuckaway. No pig, no corn, no hay,

no cow, no pony, Indian no plow land. Keep

grass, Buffalo eat, Indian eat Buffalo,

Hide make tepee, mocassins too, Indian no

make terrace. No build dam. No give a damn.

All time eat. No hunt job. No hitchhike.

No ask relief. Great Spirit make grass.

Indian no waste anything. White man much

crazy."

The modern version of this, Mr. Speaker, would

be — sow plenty of permanent pasture on the hill and

turn in the Suffolk sheep.

In Middlesex we have two conservation schemes

well under way, the Thames Valley and the Auxsauble. I

e.iu not so alarmed that we are losing all of the top 6

inches of our soil because Middlesex has many intelligent

sons who are doing a remarkable job for agiculture. Good

farming practices will not deplete our soil and we are

still able to produce, and will always be able to produce,

some of Ontario's outstanding crops. Middlesex has been

fortunate in recent years in having one of her native

sons crowned, on two occasions, Oat King of America, With

men of this type, we need have no fivar of agriculture in

Ontario,
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I would like to mention one other man who was once

a Member of this House, from the County of Lambton, who

made a worthwhile contribution to agriculture. Quite

true, he did not have the ability to write like the noted

"louis Bromfield, nor did he have the education to enable

him to put his thoughts into v/ords , His experiments with

grasses and fertilizers on the farm at Forest are well

known to us all. His close association with the Department

of Field Husbandry made him one of Americans outstanding

farmers . His experiments in producing permanent pastures

for live stock, palatable and high in protein, have proved

of untold value to the live stock industry in Ontario.

I do want to say to the Honourable Minister of

Agriculture how much we appreciate the very splendid

work that he has been doing for agiculture and I wish to

refer to him in the most kindly manner, were it not for

the fact that I realize that he is somewhat susceptible

to flattery, espeically if the bouquets come from the

Hoj )urable Member of York East, However, perhaps one

of the finest Bills he has ever introduced in this House

was the Community Centres Act which has met with the

entire approval of rural and urban municipalities. In

Western Ontario we have community halls and ririf;s, some

under construction and some finished, where the youth of

to-day may enjoy themselves to the fullest. Some 5^

Community Halls, 59 Athletic Fields, 73 Skating Arenas,

12 Out Door Skating Rinks and 31 arenas and Halls have

been constructed, costing the Department well over

$^50,000.
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Each Session the Honourable Minister introduces

a Bill which he usually refers to as a "Tidying-up Bill"

and I would like to direct my remarks in this respect

to Agricultural Societies v/hich are perhaps the oldest

and finest organizations in existence in Ontario,

Many of the policies in connection with

Agricultural Societies are antiquated. As a matter of

fact, several of the policies still in vogue are hand-

me-downs from the former administrations.

Last Session we introduced and passed legislation

giving aid to Class "A" and "B" Fairs in the Province of

Ontario, and it is deeply regretted that although the

Minister is very much in sympathy with Class "C" Fairs,

as yet they have received no assistance.

One policy I wish to mention has probably not

been changed for forty years . It is the Wet Vifeather

Grants to Class "C" Fairs, and 1 would like to say to

the Honourable Minister that the smell grant of $9,000.

or $10,000, that is set aside for this purpose is meet

inadequate. Frankly speaking, it shouSid be not less

than s|25,000, as it is most unfortunate that when

Agricultural Societies are rained-out, after all the

stock is at the show, they find they cannot pay the

exhibitors one hundred cents on the dollar for prizes

awarded

.

Last year we passed legislation giving assistance

to Class "A" and "B" Fairs with no mention of "C" Fairs.

This is not right. "C" Fairs are most essential to rural

municipalities. They should receive first consideration
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in any grants that are made to shows, and I would like to

say to the Honourable Minister that we should consider,

during this present Session, legislation to give grants

to "C" Fairs on capital expenditure, realizing fully

that it is at "C" Fairs that our Junior Farmers and Junior

Institute exhibit as amateurs and are worthy of our eari;est

consideration. If it is government policy to spend $1,0001

to place a pylon on agricultural grounds that have been in

operation for one hundred years, I \\rill say it is a very

fine gesture, but we should be able to spend up to |5,000,

on approved "C" Fairs for buildings suitable for holding

exhibits for Junior Farmers and Institutes who are the

men and v/omen of tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker, I have before me the original book

of the Minutes of London Township Agricultural Society,

dated January 29, 1951. This Society has played a very

important role in the development of our farming community.

Among the prizes offered at their local Fair 100 hundred

years ago, was one for —
"50 lb. lots of butter suitable for exportation".

VJe now find' many Societies compelled, under the

Community Centres Act, to turn their property over to

local municipalities in order to get the 25^ grant for

improvement of grounds for Community Park purposes. I

would like to ask, v;hy should Agricultural Societies

be forced to relinquish their grounds, before it is possible

for their community to obtain the 25^ handout?

What would our forefathers think of us for selling
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their birthright, when their grarK**-. i.ildren are actually

the men and v;omen of the community, among whom are members

of the Township councils and the leaders in community

welfare, just for the privilege of making a park and

building a $1,000 memorial pylon.

I appeal to all Honourable Rural Members to freely

express their views on this question and let be amended

the Community Centres Act to include Agricultural socities.

It is no idle boast to claim that Ontario is

Canada's premier live stock producing province. In the

past year dairy cattle have been exported to approximately

20 different countries located on several continents.

Pure Bred Beef cattle have been sold in fairly large

numbers to breeders in the United States, and our trade

in pure bred sheep, v/hile down slightly, still remains

at fairly high levels . The mere fact that breeders from

other countries have seen fit to purchase foundation

stock in Ontario is indeed a high tribute to the quality

and health standing of our livestock.. This trade is

much appreciated by our live stock breeders and has been

valuable to the Dominion as a source of sorely needed

American dollars.

Live stock provides the principal source of farm

income in Ontario, and last year accounted for over 70^

of farm revenue, Ontario's production occupies an im-

portant place in the national picture. In 1949 this

province produced 1+3% of Canada's hogs, 33% of the cattle,

3(yfo of the sheep and lambs, and 33^ of the total milk

supply. A portion of this milk was used to manufacture
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over 70^ of Canada's cheese and nearly all of her con-

centrated milk products , It is only right and proper that

live stock should occupy such an important place in the

economy of our province.

Most farms in Old Ontario have been cultivated

for almost a century. This has resulted in the depletion

of soil fertility. These soils cannot be brought back to

their original state of fertility until the humus content

is increased. Commercial fertilizers will replace

minerals that have been lost. Unless humus is present,

erosion and leeching will nullify their benefits. Humus

is supplied through the addition of manure and by the

ployghing down of green crops. The process can be

stimulated by the production of such soil building crops

as hay and pasture. If these crops are grown, cattle

and sheep are essential if they are to be marketed

advantageously.

It now appears we have reached the point where

all forms of assistance have been reduced or withdrawn

altogether. In the process, foreign markets, which have

been so important to Canada's agricultural economy, are

becoming more difficult to obtain. This is particularly

true of Great Britain, the country v/hich during the past

century has purchased the largest quantities of agricult-

ural products in this Dominion, Fcrtunately, our

population has increased and most of our people are gain-

fully employed, thereby providing a larger domestic

market than ever before.
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Regardless of this fact, Canadians cannot con-

siime all the live stock products that we are capable

of producing. Other countries are in the same position,

which leads to the conclusion that we are now approaching

a period of keen competition in world markets. Such being

the case, the country that produces the best product

at the lowest cost is in the best position to survive.

Floor prices do not necessarily mean highly

profitable prices; in fact, experience elsewhere leads

to the conelusion that floor prices usually bear a

direct relationship to world prices. Under such cir-

cumstances, it v;ould appear that Ontario fanners must

be fully conversant with world markets and market

requirements and adjust their production in such a

manner as to produce those commodities which can be sold

to best advantage. Furthermore, they should concentrate

on the production of those classes of live stock which

can be produced as economically in Ontario as in other

parts of the world, and finally they must employ methods

which.-.will enable them to produce more economically

wherever possible. The Ontario Department of Agriculture

has an important role in this programme, particularly

in assisting farmers in improving the quality of their

products and lowering their costs of production.

Now, to deal more specifically with the various

classes of live stock, if Ontario farmers are to follow

a system of crop rotation which will increase soil

fertility, they must have approximately 40^ of their

land in hay and pasture each year. If those crops are
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to be marketed satisfactorily, ca.ttle, and possibly

sheep, are essential. At the present time, we have a

market in the United States for our surplus cattle under

the most favourable conditions that have prevailed since

1921. At the moment there is no reason to believe that

our trade relationships with that country will be

materially altered. As a consequence, the price of

cattle will bear 3. close relationship to prices prevailing

in the United States. As long as this condition exists,

Ontario beef cattle producers are at some disadvantage

'i> purchasing feeder cattle in Western Canada as the

better feeders from that area will be diverted direct

to American outlets and only the inferior animals be

shipped to Eastern Canada,

(Page G-22 follows)
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Ontario farmers can counteract this situation and place

themselves in a more stable position by producing more of

their feeders right on their own farms. If the volume of

production on these farms is to be increased, more attention

must be paid to pastures. The Ontario Department of Agri-

culture has done a great deal by way of demonstrating ap-

proved pasture mixtures and the benefits to be derived from

their use. However, there are still a great many areas,

particularly in Western Ontario, where more effective work

could be done. We find that the Department has established

a pasture demonstration farm in the area where there is the

greatest need for improvement. Unless something is done to

reconvert some of these farms back to good pasture lands,

they will soon become overgrown with thorn trees and weeds.

Experience has shown that many of these farms which are now

carryong one animal for every five acres could carry one

animal to every two acres or less if proper pasture manage-

ment practices were employed.

Dcilrylng is one of our most important industries.

V.hlle the bulk of our milk praiuction is consumed at home, we

have the capacity for producing an exportable surplus which,

incidentally, should be diverted into cheese because of the

high reputation that our product enjoys broad. Any change

in production should be effected through the medium of in$s.|^-

creased production per cow rather than an increase in cow

population. Ontario is in the enviable position of having

some of the highest producing cows in the world. Un-

fortunately, our average production per cow is still too

low to meet the completition of other coxintries engaged in
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producing cheese for export.

The Department Is to be congratulated on Its efforts

to Improve production through artificial insemination.

This policy has made it possible for most farmers in Ontario

to use better sires than they could aford to purchase, and

it is not wishful thinking to expect that the average produc-

tion in the herds of members of A.I. units will show a sub-

stantial increase in the next few years. As so often happens,

those people whose herds would benefit the most are still

not taking advantage of the service being offered. The Dairy

Herd Improvement Policy will assist commercial dairymen in

identifying the good producers and also the animals that

should be eliminated. At the present time, in 44 associa-

tions in the province between 15 and 20 thousand cows are on

test. This programme should be expanded as rapidly as

possible

.

I would like to mention the assistance that the

Department of Agriculture is giving to the beef cattle

breeders in Ontario, by holding an annual bull sale here in

i'^ronto for the three beef breeds this year. The show and

tale takes place the 20th and 21st March, where an entry of

some 286 bulls will be shown and offered for sale. Here-

fords averaged $703.; Shorthorns, $549.; and Angus, $456.

These bulls are from many of the leading herds in

Ontario. They are all T.B. tested and negative to Bang'

disease. Also, they have been innoculated against ship,. ._ng

fever. The Department assists the purchasers of these bulls

by giving a bonus of 1/3 of the cost, up to a maximum of

$150.00 per animal. This assistance gives a commercial
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breeder of beef cattle an excellent opportunity to buy a

better sire and improve the quality of his beef cattle.

I would like to urge the hon. Minister of Agriculture

(Mr. Kennedy) to take immediate steps to stop the inferior

bull traffic that exists at all stock yards. This traffic

is definitely not in the interests of good livestock, and we

find dealers or jobbers buying inferior animals there, T.B.

testing same and then taking them back to the country, not

exactly for sale, but giving them to a farmer to feed and

take care of for one or two years. Then, when the animal

becomes in good condition and has considerable weight, they

are again brought back to the stock yards and sold.

This must be stopped immediately and, Mr. Speaker, I

vjould suggest to the hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr.

Kennedy) that during this Session the necessary legislation

should be brought down to protect the Pure Bred Breeders of

Ontario Livestock, and that no animal of male persuasion of

c cattle, sheep or hogs, should be allowed to leave any stock

yards in its entirety. The men who are the backbone of the

livestock industry in Ontario must be protected against

these nondescript practices and all males that are brought

to the yards should be slaughtered.

I would like to say a word about the Ontario Veteri-

nary College. It is a grand Institution and is doing a won-

derful job for the livestock breeders in Ontario.

Calfhood vaccination is only in its infancy here in

Ontario. I know the hon. members will be surprised to learn

that only some ^7^000 calves were vaccinated in Ontario in

1949, although some 179^000 doses of vaccine were sent out.
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Only 162,765 calves were vaccinated In Ontario In 1950, al-

though 19^,500 doses of vaccine were sent out. I bglieve

I am correct when I state that each dose costs approximately

40 cents, so actually we are getting ahead with this pro-

raiTime, although I feel greater strides should be made.

If we are going to hold our export markets for

cattle, I would urge the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) to clean

up this province of Bang's disease. I will venture to say

that If all the heifer calves' in Ontario were vaccinated

that in three or four years we would have eliminated 90^

of the Bang's disease which raises havoc with the da^ry and

beef Industry and causes untold agony to mankind through

undulant fever.

Perhaps this Legislative Body should give considera-

tion to the enacting of legislation whereby vaccination

would become compulsory in those areas where the majority of

people favour such action.

Hogs have an important place in our agricQltural

economy. At the moment, it is not outside the realm of

possibility that Canada may. have to seek a market for pork

products in the United States this year. Regardless of what

happens in that connection, our hope of obtaining a premium

price depends upon the quality of the product exported. In

the past there has been a tendency to become indifferent

about quality €)f hogs during those periods when export-'W:*^';^..

directed to the U.S. It should be borne in mind that

Americans appreciate good quality bacon and are prepared to

pay a premium for it. Consequently, if Canadians hope to ob-

tain the highest possible price, they should not relax in
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their efforts to produce bacon type hogs.

Many of the hon. members of this Legislature have

suggested many times that perhaps I should say a few v/ords

with regard to the sheep Industry, as I am somewhat in-

terested in the sheep business in a small way. Many of the

hon. members are perhaps not aware of the name of the shc>--

herd who, perhaps, has the largest flock of sheep in Canada,

and I would like to remind the hon. members that it is none

other than the federal minister of Agriculture, Mr. James G.

Gardiner. For eight years he fleeced us with wool pegged at

31 cents.

I would like to give you briefly the broad picture

of the sheep Industry the world over. Five years ago we had

a huge stock pile of wool. At that time we were told it

would last for at least 13 years. This stock pile has en-

tirely disappeared, and today we find a real shortage of

wool, which has made prices advance rapidly the world over.

Prices in England have advanced beyond all reason,

while in the United States we jfind the price of wool in the

grease anywhere from $1.25 to $1.65, but not in Canada.

Last year in this country the top price of wool was kl cents,

and it is possible that it may bring somewhere Jfrom $1.00

to $1.10 this year, while imported wool is allowed to enter

Canada and is purchased at a higher price than our own

domestic wool.

It takes from 6 to 8 lbs. of wool in the grease to

make a suit of clothes. After scouring, perhaps 55 or

65^, you will find actually very little weight in a suit of

clothes. The grower of this wool would not receive over
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$3.00 for the fleece last year, and if the farmer of

sheepman desired to have a good suit of clothes it woulc

cost him at least $100. to $125. tailor-made. In other

words, a man who produces wool would be compelled to sell the

wool off at least 33 sheep to buy himself one good suit of

clothes. The manufacturers and our labour friends take all

the rest.

At the present time, lamb is selling at the stock

yards from 35 to 42 cents. The housewife states that it is

too expensive to buy and regards lamb as a great delicacy.

However, that is not the fact. Lamb is not as expensive to

buy as veal at present. Lamb is the easiest digested of

all meats and the most nutritious.

The sheep population in Ontario is the lowest in

fifty years. Perhaps we have too mar.' ' breeds of sheep here

in Ontario. I believe some ten breeds are recognized at

the record office. Frankly, I think that if we had six

breeds and our leading livestock shows were to recognize only

six breeds, perhaps greater interest would be taken.

i

Parasites cause great losses. Farmers become dis?^

couraged and the whole flock is sent to market. I believe

in the province of Quebec assistance is given to the sheep

owners by the distribution and purchase of phenothyazine

which eradicates entirely the parasites that raise such

havoc

.

In 1947 assistance was given to the Ontario shee^

breeders in the purchase of stud rams in England. This

was much appreciated by that association and excellent
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results have been obtained through the Introductlcn of these

sires.

I feel that both the Dominion government and the

Department of Agriculture in Ontario should establish a

definite policy in the interests of the sheep breeder in

this province.

There is a pi ice for sheep on almost every farm and they

should not be treated as scavengers, but should have the best

of care, and for the money invested they will perhaps bring

the greatest returns of any livestock on the farm.

Strange as ^t may seem, the sheep population usually

Increases when our country has a slight recession, as farmers

find they can then raise sheep with a small investment.

W© have agricultural representatives doing a wonder-

ful Job in each county, and I would like to say to our hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) that there is no

reason why our agricultural representatives cang-_t get

accurate data or statistics as to our livestock Industry In

Ontario each year. In England and Scotland they have

accurate tab of this, and I feel that It would be of great

assistance for the hon. members of the Legislature and the

farmers of Ontario to have these figures each year so that

legislation and policies could be adopted to aid the

Ontario farmers. I feel that any Information we have with

regard to the livestock in Ontario is most inaccurate, and

the card system, having the rural school children secure

this information, is somewhat antiquated. Under our

Department of Agriculture, we could secure accurate data

each year before this Assembly sits.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.
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M. PATinCK: r-ir. Acting Speaker, I arn quite sure it

is very nice to -^ee you in the chair and I v/ish" that you

would convey to I.r. Speaker my regards, and I want to thank

hon. members for their very good attention.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

(TAKE "H" FOLLO^JS)
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Hi.. 11. L. ".

.--ujI"'^..-,: J (IFracondale) : l.Ir. .icting Speaker,

may I congratula'oe ^o'l on yo'j-.r sudden elevation, and ma^'" I

express the hope that your descent is not quite so sudden.

SOLLi hon. 11^. :'3J .S: Oh. oh.

l/Ir. Wi\LTai;R&: So far, Hr. Acting Speaker — that is,

to date, we have listened to financial experts and, lately,

from an agriculture expert. I can la^ claiiii to being

neither °,

30: J; hon. I_jI:3ERS: Oh, o.:.

I jr. \L-iluT'±J'Ry:: So far as being a financial expert

is concerned, this is a part of this debate where we have

reached, shall I say, an anti-climax; for I aiu not an

economist, as a i^oatter of fact, I belong to that class of

people who go through life trying to see how far they can

go without raoney. as Sir Lontague Norman once said — and

he was the governor of the Bank of England — ''Honey is

something I k ow notni.ig about."'. Well, I belong to the

same class, money is something I know nothing about.

Ai'I hon. I.JIiJ3j]jl: . V/hen 5-ou can get it,

Ilr. WALTJPlS: Vf..en I can get it, yes.

Ilr. J. .3. oALSBIiiRG (St. Andrew): But you hear plenty

about it.

Mr. WALTiiiRS: It has been said that money is the root

of all evil, but I think that it is also the cause of infinite

good, if it is handled vi/isely and v.ell. .ifter all, it is onlv

a service, although some people think it is a flower and try

to make it grow, I have noticed that. IiOv;ever, I am going

to return to economics later, in m,y peculiar manner, and I

am going to exercise what apparently is the prerogative of

a back bencher and v;ander around a little





After all, I represent e city riding, the Riding

of Bracondale . I aid not goi g to spend too much time

on the riding, but there are a couple of items I want to

reiterate for the attention o:^ the Treasury Benches, In the

south of the riding is Stanley Barracks, and to i^^y i:iind,

Stanley Barracks, llr . Acting Speaker, is the finest ex-

araple of vjhy the;, e s]-.ould be a concerted effort b- all

levels of govern--ent in T:he field of housing,

S01:E hon. LLSilBSRo: Hear, hear.

Mr, WxALTJ-^o: I would like every hon, meiuber of this

House to go to Stanley Barracks

.

Mr. A. A. iLacL^JOD (Bellwoods): And made to live

there for six months.

i.j? . WALTiuRo: Yes, it wouldbe a lesson, believe n:.

,

if they did. That is a housing effort which v/as

brought forth by the City of Toronto, and after all, in the

situation ' at that time I sup... ose we should thank

them for tlieir efforts. But during the Exhibition, a very

peculiar thing hap_ ens # They string a very large canvas

across in front of Stanley Barracks. I do not Imow whether

this canvas is strung there so tliat people in tlie Barracks

cannot see the visitors to the iiixhibition, or so that the

visitors to the Sxhioition can't see the people in Stanley

Barracks. V/ell, at one time I did think that maybe it was

bee. use of social conscience that the City Fathers put

that canvas in front there; of course now I have come to

the conclusion it is just a raatter of civic pride — or

maybe civic shame, that is the only reason.

Then a little farther north — I am sorry to hon.

Iviinister of Health (lir. Phillips) is not here, I Vv^ould like
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to Jos his memory once again — we have 999 Queen Street Vilest.

It should be removed, ^ut place that is Icnown as "The Snake

tit", a mental hospital--! think that is a ground for its

removal, and I vjo/j.ld reiterate again that the Treasury

Bench take it into consideration — I 1-cnow the hon. llinister

Ox Eealth (i.r. ../.illips) cannot do it himself, he must have

the assistance o:"' the Treasury Bench, particularly the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (I/Ir. Prost ) and the hon. Ilinister of

Public Works {\x, Doucett) .

The hon. Member for Grey South (Mr. Oliver) speaking

in the House said that he v<;as a kindly man. V/ell, I think

we are all kindly men. Maybe \;e are kindly for various

reasons, I do not Icnovj; however, some of us I think are kind-

ly by instinct, so- .e of us are — well, with some of us I

guess / -^f-S'^l^iSatter of diolonacy . I think as far as

the hon. Minister of Municipal iiffairs (Lr. Dunbar), the hon.

Member for Grey Sout. (Mr. Oliver) and m^'self are concerned,

our kindliness arises from the fact that we are probably too

old to fight and too fat to run,

SOLxii; hon. MJiJSLRS: Oh. oh.

Mr. "v7xiT-j;io : However, despite the fact that we are

all kindly men, \\ie do approach the problems of this province wtth'

a number of divergent views. People sitting in the gallery

listening to the debates and noticing hon. members coming in to

their seats would think there was practically no difference,

but there is a very wide gulf between us. To sor.ie o.-i.e.; - .-.

sitting in this gallery for an^' length of time'^Vould beoome ap-

parent, that we do look at our probleias and approach our

problems with very, very divergent views.

Vfell, it has been said that we learn. I have not been
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in this House very long in comparison with some hon.

members, and yet I have learned quite a few things, both

in this House and out of this House, about the political

life of this province. Now, my own class in this society

is that of labour, and I have learned a few things about

labour, I have learned in hearing from others that labour

has two cheeks, one to kiss and one to slap. Far be it

from me, Mr. Acting Speaker, to be a "wet blanket" and to

dampen the ardour and ambitions of other people, but too

much has transpired that is reminiscent of another day,

and labour has a long memory and were it, as a matter of

expediency, decided that all the workers' cheeks be kissed,

I am afraid it would avail not

,

(TAKE I FOLLOWS)
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Another thing I have learned is that political life

is beccming a very strenuous proposition, I hear^j^^ oj^g iq

suppo.sed to go into training now to be a politician, one cannot

have any second helpings of turkey and no ice cream on pie.

That is carrying it just a little bit too far. So f:r a- I am

concerned I think I have a better idea, I think I have a

better recommendation to make. If you are going out on a

long, prolonged political Ccjnpaign I think one should prepare

himself by taking voice culture. There is nothing like the

Bellento method on a long campaign. It is much easier on one

as a form of voice protGctioii. If one takes the Bellento

method one can still eat i^^at he likes and enjoy life gen-

erally. Some people even say what they like ,

I would like to paraphrase a very fine, old saying,

of English literature. For those who are interested I

hope they take note. I hope, Mr. Speaker, I viill

be excused, because what I am about to do would be considered

literary mayhem. After all, I hope certain people in this

House will take note. In paraphrasing, I quote: "You can

scrub, you can scour the pan if you will, but the scent of

the onions v/ill stick to it still." Fir. Speaker, they say

tha.t fools rush in v;here angels fear to tread. As far as I,

personally, am conceEned, I have no desire to wear a halo.

'-Tien certain l..on. :;*^i mbers get uo in this House to speak I always

take a secnc look to see if the halo is on straight. You will

never see a holo on my head. I have never, so far, ever spoke

the
politically about/misdeeds, the shortcomings, or the wayv^;ard-

ness of my fellow man. I am prepared to accept his faults

with his virtues because he is a humeri being. However, there

are situations arise where we must check up, as it were. "Je

have heard a lot of things said in this Houwe on the abuses of
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alcohol, I have been reading articles lately on v/hat is

known as drug addiction. Frankly, while at the present

moment the use cf drugs is net as serious in Canada as it has

become in the United States, yet I can foresee the time when

it may very well be. It has gone to the extent in the United

where
States they have adopted a plan, .r*— and I would

say if the government in this province were to adopt that

plan it would have to be done in conguncti n with the Federal

Government—they give the drugs free to the drug addicts on

the proviso that they will registere their names with the

authorities, take treatment and the authorities guarantee

that these names will not be revealed. From what I can gather,

while it has not been in practise for any length of time

in the United States, so far, they say it is very successful.

As a matter of fact, some of these States of the Union claim

they have driven the illicit peddlers of drugs right out of

business. It looks reasonable on the face of it.

Now we come to alcoholism: The hen. Minister of Reform

Institutions (Mr. Foote) gave us quite a lecture on the antiquity

of intoxication. 7e know that all these things have been going

on for thousand of year®, I do not expect this government is

ever going to reform them; as a matter of fact, I do not expect

any government is going to reform them. The best you can do

is educate the people and try and retain them. That is about

the best approach one can make to it. However, it rather re-

minded me of the story, when Iwas listening to the hon . Minister

of Reform Institutions (Mr. Foote) about the time
. a

man got the fir st "hangover ," as it were. He happened to

b e looking for a spring. He was hot and thirsty. He

could not find a spring from which to drink. He happened to

notice a gathering of juices in the crevices of the rocks,

T he grapes had fallen in there. He tasted it and he liked it.
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He drank. In the vrords of the story it warmed his body, it

gave him ^^-^°^^^nd it fired his brain. He suddenly realized that

those big animals he had been running away from were stupid

and proceeded to trap them. Fromthen on man progressed. That

is that man's idea, not mine.
from

I have no wish to minimize the devastation/the exces-

sive use of alcohol has made. I have rather strong feelings

in this regard, because I think that of all classes of society

my own class, the working class, suffers most. It has always

struck me that alcohol is an analgesic for the misery of the

exploited and an opiate for the conscience of the exploiters.

However, I can readily understand why people drink, even ifi

such times as these bad housing, instability, disordered

life, chaos, no certainty about anything, day by day wild

scramble. People will drink. One sees on the corner a

nicely lighted up, vrarm place where, in the evening, he can go

and spend a fev^f social hours with his fellow man, forgetting

for a while his troubles and/ misery of his existence. When the

closing hour comes they toddle out into the cold, cold world

again to go back to such places as Stanley Barracks. That is

why people drink to excess. As a matter of fact, there is

historical proof of it. If you look through the pages of

history you will find that the working class drank most

excessively in the disturbed periods of civil war, rebellion,

degradation and tyrrany. Thr.t is when the working class

drank and drank heavily. It is not a sin of the working

class any more. Excessive drinking, I repeat, is not a sin of

the working class any more. I would like to emphasize that

point. While the hon. member for York 'est (Mr. Millard)

was speaking a certain thing occurred. It is all right for

me to get up and pay that we have this problem and "What is

the answer?" V/hile the hon. member for York V'est (Mr.
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Millard) was srieaking, the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.

Porter) kept asking "'.Tiat would you do?" The hon. member

for York iVest (Mr. Millard) did not tell him. He told

him some things but not all things. I do not know whether

the hon. Attorney -General (Mr. Porter) can or would want

to do what should be done. As I stated before, you have

situations and problems which I do not think any government

can solve. They have been going on for five th usand years.

I do not think this rovernment is any cleverer than any

government preceding. I cannot expect this government is

going to solve it. However, the government could do its

best with a plan. I do not thirJc this government or any

government which has gone before has done the best with

the situation. There is a plan, and that is social owner-

ship of the means and production—the distillery--social

control of the outlets, the quality, the price and a pro-

gram.me of education on the evils of excessive alcoholism.

Those three combined, taking all the profit you can take out

^ . , to
of it/ use it for other things, will keep the use of liquor

down to a minimum. Not one of them alone, however, is going

to do the job. Education by itself v/ill not do the job so long

as you have misery all around. If you do not correct it

all the v/ay through you will have the excessive use of

alcohol. This government has done something, which I

commend, in respect to the treatment of those neople of

whom we know as alcoholics, vrhich, in itself, I think is

a disease, although I do not thi k that alcoholism is a

disease. I think it is a result of adverse economic con-

ditions to a large measure.

I'2l. DENNIS ON: They at least look after their best

customers.
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JVIR. 71ALTERS: After all, we come back to economics,

at which I am not an expert. There are experts. I think

mo:§t of our troubles arise from economics. I think most of

our presfent-day troubles arise from economics. Even our

world conditions arise from economics. Theunderprivileged of

some nations find themselves in a very difficult position.

Other nations find themselves in a privileged position. So

far as international affairs are concerned, however, I

realize a provincial government has not too much control.

There are, however, some things for which it should be res-

ponsible in a general way. I said last year that the best we can

hope to do is keep our own house in order. I say that again

more strongly because it is becoming apparent now that, whether

we like it or not, we are the salesmen of democracy. Nations

are emerging which have never had the responsibility

of self government before. They are looking for a way. I

repeat, they are looking for a way. We have an article to

sell, '/e are not doing a very good job of window dressing,

t'/e do not know how to set up our own I'/indows to display our

goods. After all, if we are going to come into this House

and argue tack and forth in debate about the things we have

argued ^out, what is a person sitting in that gallery, from

one of these countries, going to think about democracy? He

will think "They cannot even keep their own house in order

and they ask us to adopt that system." They are going to do

a lot of thinking and go further afield until they find a

system which is efficient. Nothing is permanent which is

man-made. Progress, itself, will roll along and roll over you

like a juggernaut if you are not prepared tc go along with it.

Economics is the cause of most of our troubles. I an not an

economist.
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Here is a collection of clippings I have collected over
from

the months. Here is a clipping front page; here are
from

clipping editorial pages, and, v/hatever you may think about

the newspaper—and I have hoard several opinions expressed about

a newspaper—there is one page which is, like the Holy Bible,

almost Scripture, You cannot get away from the facts vrhich

are on that jage. It is the financial pace.

MR. PCRTSR: What v;ould you say about the sporting page?

KR. '(//ALTERS: Some funny business goes on in the sporting

page. You usually get the information you want in the financial

pagd because you know that figures do not lie, and you can sott

it out. Cf course, v;ith all due respect to my cousin Chester,

they sayhigher accountancy makes figures appear to be something

which they are not. One ha- to be careful of that sort of

thing. However, Fir. Speaker, I have collected these

remarks, with respect to economics, and the thing which

surprises me is that inthese newspapers
^ the

economists are the people who are carrying the torch for this

system. I think the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) will

adndt that we are in an economically buoyant period. There is

a fair amount of employment, money, and the treasury, over

there, is bulging. The one in Ottawa is bulging even more,

Everyth mg is fairly buoyant, yet these people who are econo-

mists, are really perturbed. Uhless I misjudge it, from my

reading, if I can read English, those people are very worried.

They want controls. Other groups say ",/e do not want controls."

I can readily understand v;hy one group would not want controls.

They take the attitude "You can milk any cow you like but do

not milk our Jersey, because that is where the cream comes

from." For the benefit of the farmer element here, I pu^^pose

one should say "Udderwise you will upset the whole economic
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system.

"

Iir. Speaks r, whiile I am going to qv.ote fran these clippinfs,

I am not going to read very many of them because I would not

want the hon . members to think I am going to keep them while

I go through all of these clippings. If there is any question

about any of the information c ntained in them the hon.

members are peffectly free to look at it and come to the seme

conclusion to which I came, I came to the conclusion, v/hen I

read them, that they were vershivel and after I read them I came

to the conclusion that I v;as vershivel--

Hon. LE::LIE H. FR ST ('rime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

might I aj-:k the hon. member for Bracondale (Mr. ^alters ) if

he would like to move the adjournment of the debate and continue

his very interesting address tomorrow?

I may say that the hon. Attorney- General (Mr. Porter)

is desirous of introducing a Bill here in connection v/ith the

matter the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) raised

on Thursday. The hon. Attorney-General {Kir. Porter) has to

be av;ay this evening. If that ./ere dene it would enable us to

introduce the Bill and enable the hon. members of the House to

see the purposes of the Bill and the idea contained in the

Bill without v/aiting until tomorrow. I do not like to interrupt

the hon. member for Bracondale (Mr. 'alters) in his address,

but if he would move the adj'urnment of the debate we v/ill call

on him first tomorrcv; to complete his address. Vfould that be

satisfactory?

M. :;ALTERS: That is perfectly satisfactory, I'-(tr. Speaker,

After all, as I said at the outset, I am not an econom.ist or

an expert on economic affairs. If there is a Bill of importance

to come before the House I am perfectly willing to cooperate.

I take pleasure in moving the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.
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Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I would like to revert tc the order of Introduction of Bills.

]y®, /SPEAICER: Introduction of Bills,

THE CHARITIES ACC* UNTIMG ACT

Hon. DANA PGRTjJR ( Attorney- General ) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. C'l allies , thr?t lerve be given to intro-

duce a Bill entitled "An Act to amend the Charities Accounting

Act," and that the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

J'IR. PCRTER: This Bill has two main sections. In the

first place, it may be recalled that the Charities Accounting

Act now applies only to cases where there is a trust or where

there is a will. It is proposed to ad^f to t}'-,. scope of that

Act by including any corporation incorporated for charitable

and other purposes of that kind, so that not only v/ill char-

ities and other allied activities such as are now covered by

the Charities Account" ng Act, be . covered when

they are carried out under a trust or a will, but also where

there is a ccrporation incorporated for that purpose.

In the second place, the amendment proposes to provide

a procedure which will lead to passing of accounts in case

of any complaint about management of a charitable organization

or an organization which has wider powers than that. Any person

may complain as to the manner in which any person or organiza-

tion has solicited or procured funds from the public and there

is a certain amending addition, which is not in my copy—funds

from the -xiblic by v/ay of contribution or gifts. Of course, this

Act is not intended tc a ^ply to ordinary commercial corporations

which raise funds by issuing shares and giving shares for consider-
/all kinds

ation, but this is for the purpose of covering /corporations

or organizations, or" |):Gr^pnq, Vifho- ,.•
. •i'..»

•'''

•
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xlse money by way of contribution or gifts for any purpose,

whether it is strictly technically charitable under the law,

or v.'hether it may be for any other purpose, that is, of a

pub].ic or general nature, \:here gifts are asked for, or as

to the manner in which any such funds have been r-ealt v/ith

or.' disposed of. Every such complaint shall be in writing

ard delivered by the complainant to any Judge of any County

of District Court. 'henever the Judge is of the opinion that

•:.he pub". ic interest can be served by an investigation of the

".fitter complained of he may make an order directing tre

F'iblic Trustee to make such investi" tion as the Public Trus-

tee may deem proper in the circumstances. In making any such

investi" ati n the Public Trustee may exercise any of the

pov/ers conferred uoon him by this Act or which may be confei'red

upon a Commissioner under The Public Eqnuries Act. The cost

of puch investigation, being approved by the Attorn'jy-Gencral

shall foxi., ^art of the expenses of the administration of

jv3tice i" Ontario. As soon as the Public Trustee has fin-

ished hii3 investigation he shall report in writing thereon

to the Attorney-General and to the County Court Jud'-3 v:ho

ordered tae investigation. Upon receipt of the report the

County Court Jud^-e may order a passing of the accounts in

questior , in whihh case section 23 of The Trustees Act shall

ip^-^ly and the Jud -e may make such order as to the costs of

r,hii Public Trustee thereon as he may deem proper. There will

oc an addition /vhich I;..unfortunately have not noted or t'lis

draft, but it is in the Bill as presented/ excluding

organizations which are formed for religious and fraternal

purposes. That is the content of the Bill.

IP.. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition): Ilr.

fcpaaker, maj'- I ask a question of the hon . Attorney-General
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(Mr. Porter)?

The hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) at the outset

referred to corporations or a pGrson Do I correctly

understand from the remarks of the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.

Porter) that the Bill relates to not only appeals by an

incorporated body but appeals by any person or unincorporated

body?

l^. PORTER: Yes. The secodd part of the Bill applies

to any person or organization. It is as broad as possibly may

be. The first section v^as for the purpose of bringing corpora-

tions in within the purview of the Charities Accounting Act.

It is a little different from the second section and is not,

perhaps, related to the second section.

MR. J. L. EAjTCN (Wentworth): Did the hon. Attorney-

General (Mr. Porter) not say that religious and fraternal

organizations would be exenpt?

IE. PCRTER: Yes.

MR. SA TON: '.'hat is to prevent som.ebody

—

m. PORTER: You cannot argue that now. It is in the

Bill.

IR, JCLLIFFE: One other point, which may be rather

important to us since our time is retting so short, 'fill it

be jossible to have this Bill printed by tomorrow?

in. PORTER: Yes. I would be very pleased to let the

hon. Leader of the Cpposition {llr. Jolliffe) have,*.,£ :^?p,jE>7,

MR. JOLLIFFE: I v/as not worrying so much±)out myself

as about other of the hon. members.

M. ..TRTER: I v.dll provide some copies.

I'-'IR. FRO.'T: If the hon. Attorney- General (Mr. Porter)

would have some copied struck off vre could make distrifeu-

tion of perhaps a dozen copies so that the |ion. members may
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look the Bill ov r. That will save time and give the

opportunity of looking over the provisions of the Bill.

Mr. Speaker, it occurs to me that we will be going

into Committee of Supply tonight, and it would not be neces-

sary to bring your honour back at eight o'clock.

I v/ould like, therefore, to move that you do now

leave the chair, your honour, and the House resolve itself

into Committee of Suoply. If your honour would do that

and just appoint one of the hon. members of the House who

can cast his eye at the clock and call it six of the

clock.

Motion agreed to.

House in Committee of Supply, Mr. T. L. Patrick

(Middlesex North) in the chair.

Hon. LESLIE M. FRC ST (Prime Mi ister): Ir. Chairman,

I ask you to cast your eye at the clock and call it six of

the clock.

m. CHAIRI'IAN: It being six of the clock, I do now

leave the chair and will resume at eight of the clock.

The Committee took recess at six of the clock p. m.
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The Committee resumed at 8.00 of the clock, p.m.

THE CHAIRMAN: Page 65.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Have we got a

quorum, Mr. Chairman?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Department of Lands and Forests,

Vote 105.

MR. W. DENIflSON: (St. David): On 105, Mr. Chairman,

I would like to ask the hon. minister (Mr. Scott) if he

could tell us under what vote we will find such items as

The Forest Protection Branch and The Reforestation Branch.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of Lands and Forests):

There is no separate breakdowh for those five divisions,

reforestation and so on, which are integrated with all the

other Jworking divisions.

MR. DENNISON: Well, now, what I am getting at is,

to discuss these divisions we realfy have to discuss them

under a certain appropriation.

MR. SCOTT: Well, That would come more under 108,

the basic organic: ation.

MR. DENNISON: Under the basic organization? Thank

you.

MR. C. W. COX (Port William) : Mr. Chairman, I was

going to make a suggestion that perhaps this Committee which

you have been kind enough to appoint should meet again be-

fore we consider the Estimates on the Lands and Forests

Department. We have had two or three meetings, which were

indeed very informative, and I want to congratulate the

hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) and the gc>ernment for making

that commitee possible. However, it seems to me that
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the members of the Committee could talk much more intelli-

gently if they were to have another meeting, particularly

with the Accountant. The Lands and Forests being perhaps

the most important Department in the government, I would

suggest that the Committee should have a little more time to

consider the Estimates before they are brought up in the

?Iouse

.

For instance, I do know, Mr. Chairman, that the costs

of the Department of Lands and Forests, have increased very,

very materially the last few years. I will only pick out one

item. I notice in the Estimates, that you have one Itefo,.

$70,000. for travelling expenses. I want to point out that

in 1940 the travelling expenses for the Department, the head

office, were approximately $5,000. In 19^5 j they were

$8,000. Now they have Jumped up to $70,000.

•^nd there seems to be a proportionate increase all

along the line, so I do suggest that that might have been

very helpful to the Committee if they could have another

meeting before the Estimates were discussed in the House.

And while I am on my feet, I do want to say some-

thing, and it might not be opportune again because I under-

stand the House is going to prorogue very shortly, I do

want to suggest that the Committee be given the power and

authority to continue throughout the year, somewhat similar

to those which have been already appointed, with similar

powers. I do not know of any Committee that could bring

more valuable Information into this House than a Committee

of hon. members of this H^use studying the Department of

Lands and Forests. This Department is, I think, the most
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impprtant of all Departments of the government. To a great

extent the welfare of this and future generations depends on

the proper handling of our natural resources, and I am just

wondering if hon. members of this House realize just how

serious a problem this is . YOu all know that I have been

talking on this many times before, u,. i.y times. The hon.

Premier (Mr. Frost) must know that many years_.-;:go I was talk-

ingjitalked about the general policy, I talkpd about the ex-

port s,Italked about the magnitude of the area. I want to

suggest that by any yardstick of economics,

at least $1 million or $2 million a year should

accrue to the Department. I am not saying this in a critical

way about the present hon. Minister (Mr. Scott); this was

the situation before, but I think a careful study should be

made and I know of no better way than to have a committee of

hon. members of this House, the Committee which has already

been appointed, carry on throughout the year and bring back

their recommendations. I would like nothing better than to

have a Committee come to northern Ontario . They could go

into the woods, they can watch the vessels load, they can

see the trains and the boats going down to the States.

They could watch where our work goes, they could go down into

the State of Wisconsin, and they could see where our timber

is going and where it is being manufactured. You can only

get that through practical application, practical knowledge

of what is going on.

I have termed this policy of exporting this wood

many times before "economic suicide". I suggest it is

driving Canadians out of Canada, making work for Canadians
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in other lands, and I am Just wondering if it is fully

realized how serious a problem this is, in exporting such an

enormous degree of natural resources . A? I said the other

day, in the last eight years we have exported

double the amount of wood than in any similar period

of history, and if that wood had been manufactured in Canada

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): My hon.

friend (Mr. Cox) knows that is not true since 19^7.

MR. COX: I beg your pardon?

MR. FROST: Or 19^18. There has been a complete re-

versal of old policy in that time and now the export is

being cut down very radically. My hon. friend (Mr. Cox)

knows that, and he also knows that he was one of the biggest

exporters himself. The questions that have been asked

and answered in this House, show that my hon.

friend (Mr. Cox) himself was one of the biggest exporters of

wood in this province, and during all of that time he sat

as an hon. member of this House.

I like to be fair about these things, and I like to be

consistent, but my hon. friend (Mr. CoxJ himself, through

this company, I think it was C.W. Cox Limited,

-- was one of the biggest exporters of pulpwood in this

province, during the time that my hon. friend (Mr. Cox)

sat in this very House.

MR. COX: weij, I am sorry, I will have to disagree

with the hon. Premier (Mr. Frost). I was never one of

the largest exporters in this H^use . The amount of wood

which my company exported is a bagatelle to that which
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has been exported by other companies and in coirparlBon with

the amount being exported today.

MR. FROST: My hon. friend (Mr. Cox) knows that

under the policy of this government, since 1948 the exports

have been very radically cut down, and they are being cut

down very rapidly too

.

MR. COX: I just cannot agree altogether with the

hon. Prenilur(Mr. Frost) I think I have those figures here.

In 1950 --

MR. FROST: Oh yes, but 1950 is quite different from

19^8 and 19^5. Look it up and see what it was

in 1938.

MR. COX: Well, in 1938 there was 324,000 cords

In 1945j which you suggest, there was 395^000 cords -- much

more.

MR. P. R. OLIVER (Grey South); Ten per cent

increase,

MR. FROST: Yes, ten per cent increase,

MR. OLIVER: It was supposed to be down.

MR. FROST: What was it in 1950?

MS. COX: 1950, it was 305, and 19^7 -- Mr.

Premier (Mr. Frost), 194? it was 623,000, the largest year

in history.

MR. FROST: That is right. It has been cut in two

in the last three or four years.

MR. COX: NO, Mr. Premier (Mr. Frost), I will have

to disagree. It has not been cut in two.

MR. FROST: Well, pretty close to it.
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MR. COX: No, not even close, not even coming close.
rs

There has been double the amount of wood exported In the .

last seven years, than any previous year.

M.R FROST: And how much did my hon. friend (Mr. Cox)

export In that period of time?

MR. COX: I dldn*t export any last year from Crown

land.

MR. FROST: And how much the year before?

MR. COX: Perhaps two or three thousand cords

MR. FROST: This last year?

MR. COX: This last year? None.

MR. OLIVER: That wouldn*t upset It very much.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal Affairs):

That Ife cutting It down 100 per cent, then.

MR. COX: I beg your pardon?

MR. DUNBAR: That ife cutting it down 100 per cent,

then.

MR. COX: Well, I cut it down 100 per cent, but you

are not. Now, I want to show you the disastrous effect of

this. I do not know whether you realize it or not.

MR. FROST: Mr. Chairman, I want to say that that

is realized, and the fact is that for the first time in the

history of this province a government has come out with a

policy fo rending export. My hon. friend (Mr. Cox^ when he

was here did not do that.

M.R OLIVER: Then a policy is all you have got, you

are not reducing exports to any appreciable extent.

MR. FROST: Oh, of course we are. Look at the
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figures

.

MR. OLIVER: Of course you are not.

MR. FROST: 6OO to 300, is not that a reductionj*

MR. COX: Would you mind letting me talk?

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. FROST: You have been talking for so many years,

but you are not doing anything.

MR. COX: Well, not unlike John the Baptist.

They should listen to me. There may be, as a result of your

policy. . Wien you said this is the first time you

exported Crown wood, that is not correct, prior to the

depression of 193^ and 1935, whjr , it was almost ireason to

export wood from Crown land -- almost treason.

MR. FROST: When?

MR. COX: Prior to 193^. And let me tell you why

that was brought in. It was due to the fact that there

were thousands and thousands and thousands of men working

for $5. a month on the government road contracts, it was

suggested, and I subscribed to the suggestion that by

making the bargain temporarily, that some men could be put

to work and some money could be brought into the country.

But, what was supposed to be a temporary measure, and what

was a blessing then, has turned out to be a curse to the

country today.

MR. FROST: Well, is that not your policy? Who

came in 193^ but your government?

MR. COX: Yes, but look at the debacle we found

the country in, look at the position of the country.

M.R FROST: Wei}, you say you created this debacle
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in connection with exports, which has nothing to do with uhj.s

government

.

MR. OLIVER: He didn*t say anything of the kind.

M.R. COX: I did not say we created any deb&^'"',e, v*e

created the measure which would offer some temporrary relief

fromthe most unfortunate position we found ourselves In then.

Bennett was in power in Ottawa.

(TAKE -36" FOLLOWS)
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You can see why —
HON. MR. G. K. DUNBaR (Minister of Municipal

Affairs): How did you think of that?

MR. FROST: That was pretty bright. You talk

about exports like the pot calling the kettle black

— the biggest exporter in the country,

MR. COX: I wonder if the hon. members

realize that all this unmanufactured wood is going

out of the country? I wonder if the hon, members

realize the disastrous consequences which are likely

to follow?

MR. DENNISON: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if the hon, member for Fort

William (It'-., Cox) has moved a motion that we do not

discuss this at the present time, but put it over

until after the special committee meeting?

MR. COX: I did not make that motion but I suggest

that might be proper,

MR. FROST: I want to be fair to the hon,member

for Fort William (Mr, Cox), but you have on the Committee

of Lands and Forests, two hon. members, Messrs, Brown

and Chartrand, Might I ask the hon, member for Fort

William (Mr, Cox) if he was at all of the meetings of

the committee, to-day?
one

MR. COX: Yes, one this morning and/Saturday

morning.

MR, FROST: Because you were not able to be

there^ you ask us to delay the proceedings of the House,

MR. COX: Simply because I was there, I did not
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hold up the procession.

M. FFiOST: But you did not think it was

important enough?

MR. COX: I should have been notified.

MR. FROST: Notice was on your desk*

MR. COX: I think I am stating facts, and I

still say I doubt very much if the Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) realizes how serious it is.

The only reason I read this is because the

figures make it clear how serious the matter is.

I am going to preface my remarks by saying that the

Toronto newspapers are having difficulty getting

newsprint to-day. The Brandon Sun has had to reduce

the size of its publication because it is unable to

secure an adequate supply of newsprint. The Edmonton

Bulletin, has difficulty and went out of business, a

contributing factor in that paper going out of business

was that it was unable to get an adequate supply of

noesprint, . Surely, with all of this timber going

out of the country we can find some way of supplying

our Canadian newspapers,

MR. FROST: The hon. member for Fort ViJilliam

(Mr. Cox) knows that in 194^ there were a niomber of

contracts which had been made years before, many of

them running back into the days when the hon. member

for Fort William (Mr. Cox) sat on this side of the

House.

In 194^ the policy was brought in of cutting

that down in a graded way to end it within ten years.
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That policy is in effect and is being carried out.

Would t^ie hon. member for Fort William (Mr. Cox) go

further than that and cut it off at once? Is that the

idea? Or, might I ask the question of the hon. member for

Fort Willaim ({^Ir. Cox) if hevould continue the policy \*.ich

was brought in at that time? I may say that there were

some protests from parts of Ontario about the policy which

was introduced in 194^. Does the hon. member for Fort

Vifilliam {Ik-. Cox) agree with it or not?

I JR. COX: Probably the protest came from those who were

primarily beneficiaries.

MR. FROST: They were beneficiaries under contracts

made by the government of which you were an hon. member,

MR. COX: You mean for the exportation of wood?

I^R. FROST: That is right.

KR. BQX: V/hat ha that to do with the situation

today?

m. FR^ST: We are the ones vrho are in here.

MR. COX: Let me read this: During the past eight

years, Ontario has exported from Crovm lands 3,427,744 cords

of pulpwood

—

f-IR. FRCST: From what are you reading?

MR. COX: I am reading from something I prepared

myself.

MR. OLIVER: This, at least, is authentic.

MR. COX: Had this wood been manufactured into news-

print here it would have produced approximately 3,000,000 tons

of newsprint or a sufficient ruantity to supply the three

Toronto dailies for approximately 15 years; also provide

work for 2000 employees and vjould be the means of TLt^'-:.lhM-/^iig;

6000 persons. That only refers to raw pulpwood. Also there
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is exported from Ontario annually approximately 600,000 tons

of pulp of various grades. This is a semi-manufactured pro-

duct. Providing this pulp and pulpwood could be processed

in Canada, many thousands of persons waid be assured of

employment here and in addition to other far-reaching and

substantial benefits for Canadians.

The policy followed by the present government and that

previously by the Drew Government of exported unmanufactured

resources is not only unsound injurious, but is a form of

economic suicide, ever-increasing the annual exodus of

Canadians fron Canada. In other words, Kr. Minister {llr.

Scott) you may say, providing employment for citizens in

countries other than Canada. By this policy, thousands af

workmen have been robbed of employment owing to the "oulp and

pulpwood not being processed in Canada. In other words, Mr.

Chairman, you may say, providing employment for citizens in

countries other than Canada. As I say, by this policy,

thousands of workmen have been robbed of employment owing to

the pulp and pulp\raod not being processed in Canada. Are you
of that,

aware/ r5r. Minister (Mj-. Scott)? I hope the hon. members

of this Assembly will listen to these remarks so that they will

fully understand hovi the resources of this country are being

exploited and how not only by this policy are the people

of the North and Northwestern Ontario being injured, but the

people of the whole of Ontario.

In support of this contention let me read you one para-

graph from the Ontario Royal Commission on Forestry, 1947,

by Maj or-General Howard Kennedy:

"V.Tiether the export of unprocessed xvood is

sound on a long-range policy for Ontario is open

to grave doubts. I cannot believe that any system
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"of long term agreements which permit overcutting

of timber and 'mining olT the most desirable

s ecies, is a sound policy. As long as the present

export policy continues in effect, the peoole

of this province may well be classed as "Hewers

of wood" for the United States who are the bene-

ficiaries. '"

I have, in support of my contention, that paragrai^h from the

Kennedy Report, which, as you know, was prepared by this

government* He is expressing himself in that paragraph

in similar words to mine with respect to the effect resulting

fran the export of this wood. I would like to point out that

this policy provides to a very great decree employment for the

unskilled only. Many of our trained young people are forced

to leave their hor.eland in order to seek an ' utlet for their

talents

,

VJell, Toronto newspaper's and others throughout Canada

are having difficulty in securing adequate supply of news-

print, some being forced to curtail and reduce the size of

their publication the export of our unmaniifactured forest

resources continues. Surely this unsound econom.ic situation

demands immediate and drastic action in order to protect Ontario

ciLtizens and their forests. Canadian nev/spapers should be

assured of a steady and sufficient su'Dply of newsprint in

order that they may continue to function and correct the present

policy which is having the disastrous effect of driving citizens

from Canada. These are interesting facts, I think.

Mr. Speaker, it may be of interest to know that the

Sunday edition of only "^^^o American newspapers utilize more

newsprint in producing one Sunday edition than all the news-

papers in Canada combined require for a single day. Also,
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the Sunday edition of one American newspaper required and

cuts 200 acres of Northern Ontario timber to make this one

day's edition possible. This may give you seme indication

as to the extent of Ontario's forests being depleted.

m. SALSBERG: Is that the Chicago Tribune?

MR. COX: I did not mention the name. One newspaper

utilizes more paper for one edition than all the papers in

Canada dombined. I do suggest, Mr. Chairman, that this

is a very, very serious problem for Canadians. " '•. •••
•

(Page BB-7 follows)
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bringing D. P.s in the fr^nt door and we are driving

Canadians out of the back door.

I would like to have such a committee formed to go up •

into Northern Ontario. I think it would be one of the most

valuable committees. It would bring more information to this

House, perhaps, than any committee which has ever been
/these

formed before. I would like' to go down into v/isconsin, to

the state of Michigan, to Illinois and find where our timber

is going, find, perhaps, v/here our men are wofcking on the rough

wood produced in their own country.

I want to s ay something about dues. The only way you

can determine the value of dues would be perhaps on the ground,

itself. Let me mention one company—the Brompton Pulp and

Paper Company. I think they are paying—and the hon* Minister

(Mr. Scott) will correct me if I am wrong--dues on 3000 square

miles. They are paying ;i)l.62 for spruce, 900 for balsam,

700 for jackpine and 400 for poplar, per cord. I suggest that

is a reidiculous price. That should be at least doubled.

Everything seems to me to have gone up but the people's assets.

They are paying very little more to the government for their

stumpage than they did during the dark d ays of depression.

Poplar is worth only 500.

I noticed in The Financial Post not long ago that the

Brompton Pulp and Paper Company had an offer to sell
for

that limits $15,500,000. If it is worth ^15,000,000 odd

to another company, surely the timber is worth something more

to the people of Ontario.

131. SCOTT : It would not be the limit they would seel.

They cannot sell limits.

m. COI: I dpjnot just understand that.

MR. OLIVHR: He says he cannot sell the limits.





rn. COX: Yes; but I immediately agree, lir. Minister

(Mr. Scott) that this would not be the first time sales of

this character have been made. I think it would not be

unusual if they ^^?ere to sell the mill to another company

that the limits would follow the mill. Surely that would

happen.

MR. SCOTT: The limit, yes; but you said "sell the

limits" in the first place.

VR. SCOTTi Obviously the limits would not be of much

use without the mill, and vice versa. I do not think you

could put a great deal of value on them. I think they bought

it for 1)1,500,000. I doubt if they paid that for it.

MR. SALSBERGS \ifhen?

MR. COX:, Only a few years ago. I am sure that they

were offered spl5, 500,000 for that limit, based on perhaps

4,000,000 or 5,000,000 cords, which would be at ^3 a cord.

It does not sound reasonable, Mr. Minister (I-dr. Scott).

Not many years ago pulp was $50 a ton; now; it is |100. Not

many years ago paper vras s?60 a ton; now it is more than vlOO.

Not many years ago lumber was V40 and $50 per 1000; now it

is $75 per 1000. All these articles have gone up, and I

sug'-iest that a proper corresponding increase in the dues

should have been charged to these companies. ?0^ a cord;

two cords of wood per 1000—about |j1.50 or ^2 per 1000,

whereas you pay ^75 to '!\i>100 per 1000 when the lumber is man-

ufactured.

Across the lake, in the State of Wisconsin, similar

sales of timber, not nearly so accessible, bring as high as

^U a cord. Here we are selling it for <t>1.60.

I say to you, Tir. Chairman, that these problems are

very important. I want to repeat that I think any
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prudent businessman, if he controlled these areas, would

bring at least into the Province of Ontario another vl, 000, 000

to ;p2,000,000 a year, by the present yardstick of v alaies » That

is one reason, Fir. Chairman, Vir. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)

and ])fr. Minister (Mr. Scott) why I think if this committee

could function throughout the year it would be able to secure

a lot of valueable information upon which it could report back

to the hon. members of this House. Only in that way would

you be able to gain the information to which I refer, ViThy

should fere build up the mills in Wisconsin, the mills in

Michigan; why should we provide those in another country

with work? I think a thorough investigation should be

made of these resoijrces of the Province of Ontario. There is

a maricet for newsprint in Sdjuth America,

(Take CC follows)
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Thers is a market in India and in England, all these outlets

should be canvassed for our product. I noticed the other day-

there './as a demand in British Coliimbia that the ore of the Pro-

vince of British Columbia be manufactured in that province and

that should apply to all natural resources wherever possible,

rphey should be inanufactured here. So, Mr. Chairman, I v:ant to

reiterate and repeat that I think it might have been a good

thing if the committee could have met again before we had gone

into these Estimates so the hon. members of the committee could

familiarize themselves with the forest accounts. I think one

of the most important was tlr. McMillan who has charge of the

accounts,

MR. SCCTT: It happens Mr. McMillan met the committee

on Friday morning and discussed the accounts with the

committee.

MR. FROST: And you were not there.

M. COX: iJe had not had the Estimates then.

M. FROST: I say, when you were not there.

M. CCX : I am always around.

m. FROST: You were not around that day.

MR. CCX: I never saw any notice, nobody gave me a

registered letter. I v/ould have been there had I been advised.

I do hop® the hon Minister (Mr. Scott) will give some con-

sideration to the suggestion that this committee can continue

to function throughout the year. I would be glad to take

them around myself, take them to these forest states in order

that they might see for themselves just where the timber is

going. If you decide to go on with these Estimates tonight

I suppose we will have to go into them but I thin': it will

take considerable time. I notice the cost of the Department

of Lands and Forests ten years ago was something like
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13,000,000 or §4,000,000. I think now it has increased to

someth ng like UO, 000, 000.

I'li. FRC3T: Tht.t is because v;e are giving more service.

You people drained it off and used/for so riE thing else, we

are using it for the forests.

ilR. CCX: I do not recall your giving much service at

the Mississauga fire.

liR. FROST: Would you tell me anyvrhere else that a fire

was handled better? A quarter of a billion dollars worth

of lumber was salvaged for the people of Ontario from that

fire. Tell me of any other government inthe Province of

Ontario that did that.

MR. COX: I do not know of any government in the

nrovince that had such a fire.

MR. FROST: Do you think we lit it? I v/-uld say the

hon. member (J^lr. Cox) knows better than that. Does he think

we went up and lit the fire?

W.. CCX: I am not making any such suggestion at all

but I have been - perating there quite a while, I have been

watching these fires for a long v;hile and let me say, my

personal opinion, 1b, if we do not fr-et some

more effective measure of keeping out these fires and some

plan of reforestation this whole territory v^rill be as bad

as the Sahara Desert in 25 or 50 years. I cannot agree with

you when we have had such disastrous fires as that,

m. FRC3T: VJas there a fire at Garden Lake in 1936?

Would the hon. member tell me about that?

rE. COX: It x\ras scrub compared tc your fire.

Ml. FROST: How much timber did you or your govern-

ment salvage from that fire?

MR. COX: That v/as shortly after we came into Tsower,
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MR. FROST: It was two years after, you came in, you

came in in 1934 and that was in 1936. How about that?

M. OCX: There was no relation between the two,

SOI'2; hon. tiEfiBERS: Oh, oh.

M. COX: No relation at all, the timfeeb at Garden

Lake v^ras all poor quality and inaccessible. The timber burned

up two years ago was a virgin stand of the best timber on

the North American Continent, accessible and easy to put out,

it ohould never have started.

MR. SCOTT: I agree with you there, it should never

have started,

M. CCX: I am glad somebody over there agrees vilth

me.

SCKE hon. ISIIBERS: Oh, oh,

l^ . CCX: If the rest of you agree with me, I will make

you a few million dollars and save you a few million dollars.

So, i^. Chairman, if you v/ant to go on tonight, I can assure

you if we go into these astronomic figures, how they have

increased in the last few years, it will require a lot of

explanation because they certainly have jumped. If you

decide to go on tonight the hon. members on this side of the

House and myself will be glad to go into th?m with you but I

want t say again I hope you willgive serious consideration to

alloL/ing that committee to operate throughout the year and

bring back a very intelligent report for you,

M. F. 0, ROBINSON (Port Arthur)P Mr. Chairman, on the

main office vote, I do not '. .• to speak at lengtl) but there are

a few words I would like to say in the light of lA^iat w^s said

about the committee. I must say I agree with much the

previ us speaker (Mr. Cox) has said. The committee gave us

a great deal of interesting information but in listenning to
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the length reports of the authorized departmental officials it

did not give us the opportunity to bring up questions in

committee that may now borne up tonight. I v/ant to make it

perfectly clear, and that is one of the reasons why some of

the questions v/ere not asked in committee. I agree also with

what ha-^ been said, that if there is any committee of this

government that deserves to be a select committee, this would

be it because I know that the hon. members of the committee,

from conversing with the hav^ many, many cuestions they

would like to have answered but they have been requested to

listen first to the departmental officials so we can get an

idea of the framework of the Department, and that is very

desirable. The unfortunate part is, this House is just about

to prorogue and the Standing Committee dies with the House and

the oppcrtunity to ask and get answers to these important

questions is not gcing to present itself. I think that is what

is going through the minds of every hon. member of the

committee and so I would like to associate myself with the

idea that should be a Select Committee of the House.

One point I would like to mention on this vote

is the position this government is now in insofar as basic

policy is concerned. Throughout the last three or four

Sessions I have striven as best I could to get a statement from

the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) and from the discussion tonight

I would say that thehon. Prime liinister (Mr. Frost) seems to

have undertaken that portfolio. Aliat I have tried to get is

some statement of the basic forestry policy of the government.

In reading over the remarks the hon. Minister (Hr. Scott) made

a year ao, on March 23, 1950, he pointed out that the inventory

was then going on and he wound up his r emarks by saying that

in some areas the inventory v;as completed and the initial ste ">s
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in these areas in which the inventory is, three stages

hfeas been completed, is going forv/ard to forest management

policy. Speaking earlier in the House this year in reply to

a cuestion asked by myself, the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) made it quite clear that they thought that the solution

laid da^n in the Kennedy Report insofar as it involved forest

operating companies was a highly doubtful experiment. Other than

that the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) went on to say that you

could not take these contracts and repudiate or alter tham, so

the natural assumptio n i-zo uld be from that statement that the

solution laid down by the Kennedy Report was not acceptable to

the government. - Now, if that is the case
J.
think the time is

past when this government should tell the people of Ontario

what their solution to the problem is. I think it is perfectly

clear that the Kennedy Report through pages and pages and ^oages

of this most interesting and commendable inforiation lays down the

shortcomings of our present forest system in very vigorous

language and in gery commendable language. Then,/ several places

throughout his report when he runs into a real serious problem

he points out that the solution is found in the final chapter

of the Report, When we get to the f nal chapter of the Report

he suggests three points, one that an advisory committee be set

up by "the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) and in fairness to the

government, that has been done. But the real importance of

the Kennedy Report v/as his effort to get away from the single

purpose o^ieration and get a real genuine forest policy in

this province. His suggestion was to set up operating com-

panies and cancel or sugpend agreements and so on for ten

years. He then went on to say inside of that framework you

can find the answers to the problems. Now, if we are not

going to work under that framework, I would plead with the
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hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) tonight, now this inventory is

at least nearing the end, surely the governmentnow knows

wist their basic forest policy is. It is very fine to talk

about sustained yield and all those things that have been

talked about year after year but the real meat, the real

li.64 question is, how do we solve our problem? So, I do

say to this government that it owgs to the people of Ontario

now to tell us what the basic forest policy of th: s govern-

ment is to meet these problems, that are so clearly definfed

in the Kennedy Report and that, I vrould plead for tonight.

SCI'i; hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

M. SCOTT: Mr. Shairman, regarding the first speaker's

remarks (Mr. Cox) on exports^ it has been mentioned before,

the policy v;as laid down in the Fall of 1947 whereby

there x^ere two classifications of exporters, those who had

fixed investment in the line of mills or railroads

or a highv/ay system, had contributed to the development of

the province would be placed in the ten year category; those

who had only put in logging roads and camps were put into the

three to four-year category. dn that basis the hon.

member for Fort 'illiam (Mr. Cox) v/as a little unfair as he

mentioned that export in 1947 was around 600,000 cords. Under

this policy in 194^ it became 470,000; in 1949 39^51,000, and

in 1950 305,000, showing that we were carr;^/ing out the

policy as enunciated at the lakeheads in the Fall of 1947.

Now, he referred to the export of unfinished pulp. I have here

this quotation from'The Forests and Forest Industries of Norrland,

by Gunnar Lowep'ren:

"Vrny was cellulose pulp, for which so many forms of re-

fining processes exist, sold abroad Kiainly in its semi-

fabricated state? VJhy was so little use laade of the waste

cooking lye and the many substances it contains?
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"Tlie first question has been ansv/ereti by a prominent

expert as follows; The more refinded tiie products are,

the higher the customs barriers that are generally-

raised against them in international trade. Just as the

forest is the raw material in Sweden for semi-fabricated

pulp, so has this product over a long period, and

very extensively, formed the rav/ material for the

industries of the foreign purchasers."

IiR. JfecLEOD: VJho was the expert quoted there?

m. SCCTT: This is a booklet from Sweden.

IiR. MacLECD: He quotes an expert but does not give

the name of the expert.

IIR. SCOTT: I have given you the name of the man who

made the report. He does not name the expert.

IIR. MacLEOD: l./ell, his information is not v/orth

very much then.

IvIR. SCOTT: Now, the hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr.

Robinson) referred to the recommendation which was to end

all the fore- try problems. I think you must admit that the

Commissioner in summing up qualified this that he did not

know definitely v/hether this v/as the oro ^er thing or not.

You have complimented us that we have implemented his Report

to the extent of setting up an advisory committee. The hon

memb er (Mr. Robinson) will admit that the man v;ho wrote the

Report is on this committee, we expect him back in the early

Summer. If the twelve operating companies was not the

proper idea, something else could be worked out. ''^e vrould

hope that something would come from that committee work v/ith

the Department officials v/hich would tend to solve the

problem.

I-'H. COX: Var. Chairman, may I sp-eak again?

I'IR. ROBINSON: At the moment, there is no basic policy,

you still have to work that out. (Take DD follov/s)
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MR. WISMER: I^'Ir. Chairman, on Vote IO5, there

is a very large salary item, dealing with temporary

employees, and some days ago I sent several questions

with regard to this matter to the Hon. Minister (Mr,

Scott, Peter-borough) and I wonder if perhaps he might

have the answer,

HON. MR. SCOTT (Minister of Lands and

Forests): The hon. member for Riverdale (Mr, Wismer)

was kind enough to send me some questions, to which

he would like answers, I might say that they are

not as simply as they look, and I am very grateful

to the hon. member (Mr, Wismer) for giving me some

opportunity to delve into the records on these.

His first question was:

QUESTION 1: "For what types of work does the Depart-

ment of Lands and Forests hire casual

employees? Are these included in the

general classification of temporary

employees,"

The Department of Lands and Forests hires

Casual employees to take care of any peak load of

vrark that cannot be handled by the staff on the regular

establishment of the Department, These peak periods

are reached in different seasons of the year, but,

in the main, occur between May and October of each

year. They are caused by: the existence of fire

hazard; extra work in connection with Reforestation

projects; seasonal work in connection with Fish and

Vifildlife propagation and surveys undertaken during
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the spawning seasons; timber cruising and scaling;

surveying and running lines for townships and other

boundaries; the operation of boats and automotive

equipment; construction of various types of building

and observation towers (although this type of opera-

tion is now largely taken care of by the Department

of Public Works); and in executing the extra duties

in our many offices throughout the Province at these

peak periods.

Employees are engaged, as well, on a Casual

basis for the duration of a particular work project

when it appears fairly obvious that the projects

involved are too great to be absorbed into the

regular establishment of the Department. An example

of such a project is the Mississauga Salvage Operation.

There are a lew persons engaged there that the Depart-

ment feels it may not be able to absorb into the

regular establishment. They will remain on staff only

for the duration of that project. Before the end

of it, however, this condition may have changed, either

due to vacancies occurring in our establishment or

the expansion of the establishment, and it could be

that these persons may be offered regular employment

on the completion of this project, The Department

insists, when a person employed has been kept on a

Casual basis for one full year, that our Field

Officers review the existing establishment to ascer-

tain whether or not the establishment should be

extended, as we are opposed to engaging persons on
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Casual employment when they should be regularly employed

and come under the provisions of the Public Service Act,

If, after such a survey, our District Officers recommend

the extension of the District establishment and prove

the need for such an extension to Head office, we proceed

to authorize the appointment of the persons concerned

to regular staff.

There are many persons engaged by the Depart-

ment for part of a year, who regard this employment as

their "off-season" v/ork and their other occupations as

their life's work. In this category there are trappers

who are not interested in full-time employment and who,

in many instances, make a considerable sum of money

during the winter season at trapping. They are happy

to be gainfully employed in the off-season and many have

worked with the Department during the summer months,

mainly at Forest Protection work, for a number of years.

V/e have, as well, many who work for woods operators in

the fall, winter and early spring, and who, like the

trappers, are happy to work with us in the summer months.

For many years, in the summer months, in certain Districts,

we have been employing persons who have worked in the

woods in different parts of Canada and joiorney to Ontario

in order to work with the Department. In looking over

the records of Casual employees, it is not unusual to

see that the home addresses given are places in other

provinces, V/e have persons on our Casual staff, who

regularly work in Manitoba in the winter months and in
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Ontario in the summer. It is not unusual in these

cases to find their home addresses given as Elmo,

Trans cona or Indigo — all places in Manitoba, On

the other side of the Province, we have persons who

regularly work in our Cochrane and Temiskaming Districts

in the summer months and in the Province of Quebec in

the winter months, and here again the homes of these

men are located in the Province of Quebec and a number

of this group comes from the vicinity of La Reine,

Some, too, come from the Province of Saskatchewan and

have been doing so for years — working in the woods

in the northern part of that Province in the winter

months and in Ontario in the summer months. These

are all experienced men and the Department is very

glad to have their services. Our District Officers

inform us that this transient group of woodsmen are

numbered amongst their best men.

In the winter months, when scaling operations

are heavy, it is sometimes necessary for a District

Forester to go outside of the regular establishment

in order to get a sufficient number of men to assist

the scalers in their very exacting duties. In this

group we employ settlers who do not engage in

trapping, persons who work in connection with the

tourist establishments during the tourist season.

In connection with Fish and 1/ildlife, v;e

require persons to collect spawn from the natural

breeding grounds of the fish for transportation to

our fish hatcheries; to collect parent fish for
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breeding ponds; to assist in the distribution of fish

from hatcheries; and, in the autumn season, to assist

our Officers in pheasant distribution, Veuy few are

employed in the last named category.

In some Districts where there might be gaps

in emplo3rment at peak periods, for example, between

the Forest Protection season and the Scaling season,

in order to retain the services of certain Casual

employees for the latter period, our District Officers

have these men assist in lot inspection and land tax

inspection, for example, checking to see that persons,

who have acquired rights to Crovm lands, have lived

up to the terms of their agreement. Also, in

Districts where a large number of Tourist Establish-

ments are operated, they are employed in checking on

these establishments and the data that they collect

on such inspections are used for the compilation of

land tax, which must be revised every five years.

To give some idea of the amount of this type of work

that goes on, there are 7,000 such inspections required

in the Kenora District every five years.

There is another very small group of Casual

employees that could be described as the "old timers"

group. These are persons that have worked in the open

all of their lives. Many of them worked periodically

with this Department for some years on a Casual basis,

and who are now beyond the normal retirement age for

employment as regular Civil Servants. In these cases,

every effort is made to find them employment at which
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they can continue to work and gain a livelihood. One

such employee, now 82 years of age, an old boatman,

still operates a boat for us on the Lake of the Woods

for six months of the year and assists in scaling

operations for five months of the year. To deprive

such men of the right to work would, in effect, be

depriving them of the right to live, as the bush and

the open spaces have provided their life's work. This

group is small in nijmber.

Are these included in the general classifica-

tions of Temporary employees? Assuming this question

to mean are these persons appointed as Temporary

employees within the meaning of the Public Service Act,

the answer is - No,

QUESTION 2: "About how many such casuals are employed

each year?"

To give an accurate answer to this question

would require a great deal of research work, which

would necessitate the counting of names on paylists

as personnel files are not established for employees

until they are appointed to the regular staff. The

average monthly total of Casual employees for the

past five years is as follows:

1946-47 1341

1947-4S 1437

194^-49 1634

1949-50 1445

1950-51 1304

The average over a five year period would be in the
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neighbourhood of 1500,

AVERAGE MONTHLY TOTAL OF CASUAL ET'IPLOYEES

Extra
Fire Grand

Head Office Field Total Fighters Total

April 1946-Mar.47
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Fiscal Year 194^ - 49
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1949
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Q,UESTION 3: "Hov; many would be employed for more than

one job at different times through the

year?"

To answer this o^uestion accurately would again

involve a great deal of research. Our District Foresters

have been consulted in the matter and their estimate is

that approximately 15^ of all Casual employees are employed

for more than one job at different times through the year.

This would place the number at somewhere between 225 and

300 employees.

Q,USSTION 4: "How many would be employed for six months

or longer, at one job or another?"

This is a very difficult question to answer as a

different answer would probably bo obtained for each year,

depending upon the nature of special projects undertaken

by the Department. It would be safe to say, however, that

approximately seven to eight hundred would be continuously

employed for six months, and some of them perhaps longer.

To give an accurate answer to this question would

involve a considerable amount of work in tallying our records

of casual employees.

QUESTION 5: "(a) How many of these Casuals are

rehired from year to hear?

Approximately 50fo of our Casual staff are men who

have worked the year before. Our practice is to rate

previous year's performance and to indicate whether or not

the man's performance won him further aonsideration for

employment. Sometimes these men do not re-apply for one or
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more years, during which time they have sought to win their

fortunes elsewhere but many of them return to us year by

year seeking off-season emplojrment,

(b) "How many have been employed in this way

from three to five years?"

Our District and Regional Foresters estimate that

approximately 40^ of this group have had employment with

the Department as Casuals for periods ranging from three to

five years.

(c) "Five to ten years?"

Our District and Regional Foresters estimate

that approximately 20fo of this group have had employment

with the Department as Casuals for periods ranging from five

to ten years.

(d) "Over ten years?"

Our District and Regional Foresters estimate that

approximately 25^ of this group have had employment with

the Department as Casuals for periods ranging over ten years.

Q,UESTION 6: "What access do Casual or Temporary employees

have to superaiinuation benefits?"

Casual employees do not come under the provisions

of the Public Service Act and are, thereforo, not entitled

to superannuation benefits. It is the practice of the

Department, as previously stated, to nominate employees for

regular appointment as soon as it becomes apparent that their

services must be retained continuously and establishment

enlarged.
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Temporary eraployees coise undor tli3 proviiions Cx

the Public Service Act and on appointsi'snt to Pcr:nanent

staff are given tho riglit to pay bade ^'jperannuation to

the beginning of their service as Temporary eziployaeso

V/e insist that an employes c'jiall nob :,:• amain on Tcnporory

staff for a period in excess of on; ycir, as /:- doom one

year to be a svaficient probationa.v;' psriode I-"ej at ~lie

end of that time, shall be placed c'l l^armanent strSt or

be dismissed from the Ser-'-icSo The czveptici.s to this

rule are person?^ v;ho do r'Ct pass the r.'.dical f.'.o: Ination,

as required by the Civil Service Co.Tin.r'.:;sion, <?rd thoe c v;ho

have been retired but the^r services have beor. retained

after the usual age of retirement, :; might s ly that Dr.
Zavitz is one in that category

.

QUESTION 7: "V/hat is the -provision oi* sick loo.rs

berer^its for Casual or Te-Tporary e^cployees?

Can it accumulate from I'eer to yn-n.-. ? \/hat

guaiaiitee is v.'~/ire for iese empj.o. oes

the-. .:!ick If .re accumui-i-Mon wli: be honcur&d

by s\i3cessi^'^3 aiminlsti'r- ions?"

The Casua: employees of the I>:;^artment r. Landa and

Forests come under the previsions of "'he Work'ijn's Com-

pensation Act and in this rrispect arc treated .' n exactly

the same way as employees in industry-.

Temporary Civil Servants are o.^ployees \-ithin the

meaning of the Public Service Act and are avi/ardr,d sick

leave credits at the rate of l-S- days for each month of

regular attendance. This can accumulate from j^ear to year,

Vife can reasonably assume that each siicceslve administra-

tion will honour this accunulalion of sick loa^ c, aothough,
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it is quite obvious that we oannot forecast the will of

any succeeding Legislature;

Q.UESTION 8: "V/hat is the provision for vacation

benefits? How is it guaranteed,"

The Department pays Zfo of the gross earnings of

a Casual employoe in lieu of vacation with pay. This

amount will be included in his final salary cheque at the

close of his employment

•

It does not apply to extra fire fighters who may

be on for only part of one day or until the particular

fire for which he has been employed is over. This '
.

guaranteed in Circulat instructions issued on the authority

of the Deputy Minister and this arrangement has been honour-

ed since August, 1945,

Casuals employed for a term of employment that ex-

ceeds one year are granted 12 work days holiday per year,

and, therefore, do not receive the percentage of gross

salary in lieu of vacation.

Accounts Circular #10 - 4 gives full particulars

concerning payment and the accounting instructions issued to

Departmental Officers,

Q,UESTION 9: "V/hat means of appeal have casual or temporary

employees v^/ho may feel they have been wrongly

fired?"

As casual and temporary employees are not Civil

Servants within the meaning of Tho Public Service Act, the

provisions of the Civil Service Board of Review as set forth

in Section 18 of the Regulations made under the Public
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Service Act do not apply to theme In the Department of

Lands and Forests, liowsver, we have insisted that before

any employee b-i summarily dismissed he must be given

the right of access to the officer superior to his imme-

diate supervisor, v;ho has recoinmonded his dismissal, and

if he ;,o desires, a further appeal to the District Forester,

If an employee is not satisfied with tho treatment

that he has been accorded by the District Office, we have

provided ezi additional safeguard by making available the

services of tho Chief Inspector, who acts as tho repre-

sentative of the Minister and his Deputy in the field and

will review any such case and report thereon directly to

the Deputy Ministerr, The present Chief Inspector was for

numerous years prominent in tho labour movement and,

prior to hie employment by tho Department of Lands and

Forests, was a conciliation officer with the Department

of Labour. As a result of his investigations, over a

period of years, n^omerous employees have been retained

on staff who otherv;ise would have been dismissed.

On the w.bole, however, our staff relations are very

good and we are vcty proud of our staff and of the job

that they do for tliis Province.

M5.« V/ISIVER: MTo Chairman, I wish to thank

the hon. Minister (Mr.Soott. Peterborough) for Giving

such full ansv;ers, and if I may ask for one more in

question in relation to that:

In answer to Question 5, the hon. Minister (Mr.

Scott, Peterborough} was good enough to give some percentages
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of, for instance, how many casuals are ro-hired from

year to year. In the three to five year period, I think

I got the figure "40?^"; from five to ten years "20^,

and over ten years "25%".

MR. SCOTT: Right.

MR. V/ISMER: The question I want to ask is

would it be possible for people of that sort to be brought

into a status somewhat on that of the temporary employees,

where they would be able to get superannuation benefit?

It seems to mo, although they do not work the full year,

yet they are the same people working year in and year out.

Without too great difficulty, would there be some possi-

bility of bringing this type of casual employee into line

for superannuation benefits?

MR. SCOTT (Peterborough): On the other hand, Mr.

Chairman, the hon. member (Mr. Wismer) will realize

that for so many of them this is just off-time employment,

when they aro away from their regular work, such as

trapping, and so forth. They come to us, but they look

on their other work as their life's work. I think it

would take a great deal of consideration before anything

could be worked out along that line, I think actually

the Public Service Act would have to be changed, before

anything could be done.

MR. v/ISMER: I do not want to delay this any

longer. Q,uite apart from my own interest in the largo

group of the casuals and temporaries of the Department

,

an editorial appeared in the 1951 issue of the Civil

Service Association "Official News'*, and there is one

paragraph which rather startled me. It reads as follows:
(Ti^B »»EE« FOLLOV/S)
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"For these --"

and that is, casual, --

"For these more than 12,000 employees "

N,^w, this is rather startling to me, that there should be

12,000 c'. ual employees of the government of Ontario,

"There is:

(a) No promise of superannuation when they

become too old to work;

(b) No sick leave accumulation on a

guaranteed basis (a change of government

or even a departmental Minister could

wipe out the accumulation provided by

previous authority)

(c) No guarantee that vacations at pre-»-

sent granted h\\ but seasonal workers will

be continued on a basis of equality with

permanent employees; and

(d) NO appeal to a Board of Review should

they be fired for purely personal reasons

even after 20 or 30 years of faithful

service.

"

And I bring that up, because it would appear that this is

something that is of considerable concern to the employees

of the government, and it seems to me perfectly reasonable

to suggest that they are employed by the government be-

cause the government needs them. And while perhaps ir^

a man is only on for a few weeks or half a day or that
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sort of thing, not much can be done, but uwhere they recur

year In and year out on part-time basis, perhaps some change

could be made In the provisions of The Pi^bllc Service Act

so that they can at least participate In superannuation on

the percentage basis and participate In sick leave -- after

all, under the present hon. Minister of Lands and Forests

(Mr. Scott) one might not need to worry about this, but

perhaps someone else some day might be Minister of Lands

and Forests and a whole lot of these casual people might

lose employment and despite anything they might have done

In service for the province, any sick leave which they

might have accumulated would all Just disappear -- In other

words. It might be possible for these people who go on year

In and year out to have a guarantee of the accumulation of

sick leave and vacations with pay.

HON. MR. SCOTT; I think you are getting a little

beyond my Department. I have given a reply which conce. :ied

my Department, you are now coming to a matter of govern"!^

ment policy which I am not qualified to discuss.

MR. COX: Mr. Chairman, I might ask another ques-

tion, and make another suggestion. I know what the hon.

Minister (Mr. Scott; said about my reading over the figures.

I exceedingly regret that I misconstrued the figures about

the exports. He then made some mention about tariff, the

final qualify of the manufactured article on the other side,

that there is a proportionate increase in the tariff, to

which I agree, but I should like to point out to you not-

withstanding the tariff there was still over $100 million

worth of products brought into Canada last year from
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articles which were made out of wood, irreepective of tariff

I can bring you all manner of things made out of Canadian

wood. We send the wood over and we buy it back -- ladies

stockings and everything else -- almost everything you buy

around the table is made out of wood.

Then getting back to the actual export, I do not want

to appear as though I were asking too embarrassing questions

-- I wanted to point out first that while there might be some

reduction in some of those who are exporting, you must bear

in mind that some of that wood is now going into pulp,-

which is only a semi-manufactured article, u t ore than

30-40 percent manufactured, and if this question is not

embarrassing — and I do not want to suggest it if it

is, Mr. Minister (Mr. Scott) -- do you think anybody

actually knows how much wood is being -exported?

Do you think anybody knows? I am extremely doubtful,

myself.

MR. MacLEOD: V/hat do you mean by that?

MR. COX: Well, no one has any clear knowledge.

This wood, from a practical standpoint, goes across

the lake in five, ten, fifteen thousand rafts, it goes

250 miles across the lake, and it is loaded on the

other side. Now, who knows whether there was five

thousand cords, ten thousand cords, or twelve thousand

cords of wood in those rafts? I will challenge anybody

to tell me, and I am just wondering, and my suggestions

are supported by the remarks of Gen, Kennedy , who clearly

indicates that there is confusion and likely to be con-

fusion in the method and manner upon which this wood is
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being exported. I have been in this business a long

while, and I suggest that nobody knows how much wood

is actually going across Lake Superior.

MR. FROST: lir. Chairman, I should just like to

say to my hon. friend (Mr. Cox) about exports, just

to keep the record straight, so to speak: under the

Government, previous to 1934, my hon. friend (Mr. Cox)

knows that there was virtually no export of pulpwood

from Crown lands.

MR. COX: I agree.

MR. FROST: That is right, is it not?

MR. COX: That is right — almost treason.

MR. FROST: i/e understand that. Now the

principal export at that time was from private lands,

MR. COX: Practically all, yes.

MR. FROST: Yes, that is right, vifell, in 1933,

the last year of the previous Government, that was

the Henry Government at that time, there was 26,' -V^

cords of wood exported from Crown lands,

MR. COX: In '33?

MR. FROST: 1933, and if my hon. friend (Mr.

Cox) would take these figures down, they would be

very interesting for him.

MR. COX: I think I have read them before.

MR. FROST: Yes. /ell, they are interesting.

In 1933 from Crown lands there was 26,240 cords

exported. That same year from private lands there

was 190,566 cords exported. Now, in 1935, the first

year of the government that my hon. friend (Mr. Cox)
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supported and is now represented by that group opposite

there; 1935 there were 45,413 cords from Crown lands,

MR. COX: 45 thousand?

MR. FROST: Yes, 45,413; and 220,741 from private

lands, making a total of 266,154 cords. Now, by

1942, the laet year of that regime, the 26,240 cords

from Crown lands had risen to 4^2, 59^ cords.

SOME HON. HEIuBERS: Shame.

MR. COX: In 1942?

IiR. FROST: That is 1942, 4^2,596, and from private

lands, 254,450. I do not blame my hon. friend (Mr.

Cox) for being surprised to hear that this happened

under the great conservationist regime of ray hon.

friends opposite.

In 1950, the 4^2,593 cords had dropped to 305,690,

and from private lands had dropped to 129,94^. Now,

to give you these combined figures —
MR. MacLEOD: What about the 623,000 in 1947?

MR. FROST: Yes, but the point is that ''is is a

reduction, " of nearly 200,000 cords over

the mark of 1942. Nov/, I will give you the combined

figures, they are easier to follow. From both Crown

and other lands in 1933 the amount exported was

216,606 cords. In 1935 that had gone up to 266,154

cords. In 1942, which was the last year of the con-

servationist regime, that my friend the member for

Fort William (Mr. Cox) has spoken of, it had gone

up to 737,048 cords. That is under the conservationist

regime.
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MR. IviacLEOD: That is right.

MR. FID ST: Last year, under the policy of

curtailing export and bringing it down to nothing

over a period of ten years, the 737,000 cords had

dropped to 435j636 cords.

MR. MacLEOD: That is that we know of.

MR. FROST: Those are figures for my hon.

friend (Mr, Gox) to take with him, down to the

hotel, and think about the enormity of the crime that

he and his friends perpetrated against the forests of

this province.

Examples of v/hat curtailment is resulting in

are to be seen all over the province. I will give my

hon. friend (Mr. Cox) an example of a limit that he

knows very well. I imagine my hon. friend (Mr. Cox)

has heard of the Little Pic limit,

M. COX: I know it well.

MR. FICST: From the Little Pic limit v/as

nothing but export v/ork. 1 notice my hon. friend the

member for Bellv/oods (Mr. MacLeod) smiles knowingly

at that. From the Little Pic limit went nothing but

export to the United States. When this Government

introduced its plan of curtailing export, the limit

was sold to a domestic company and there now is not a

cord of x^rood being exported there as far as I know.

Now those are the facts which my hon. friends

can take home and think over.

SOl-IE HON. MEI^iBERS: Hear, hear.

I'iR. COX: Yes, that sounds fine, but as 1
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pointed out, Mr. Premier (Mr. Frost), of these 100,000

cords of wood which we were exporting before, you are

just simply putting through a semi-manufactured product,

little different than a bale of straw, and shipping it

over to the other side.

MR. FROST: It is at any sight better than

sending 437,000 cords over to '> * processed in the United

States, which is what you did,

MR. COX: Certainly not 100,000 —
MR. DUNBAR: Tell us about Little Pic.

MR. COX: V/ell, I did not export any wood from

the Little Pic.

MR. DUNBAR: The fellow behind you there knows

more about it.

FIR. COX: This .'^ellow here.

AN HON. MEMBER: Two Little Pics.

MR. COX: No, no. I am forced to suggest —
I might use the word "subterfuge methods" which are

now being adopted to get around, around the semi-

manufactured wood, to get it out of the country —
subterfuge methods. But I did not have an answer to

my question. Does anybody really know how much wood

is being exported now? 1 do not think anybody does.

My suggestion is — and I am not making any implications

— my suggestion is supported by the statements of Mr.

Kennedy that in all probability there was .-n^usion

in the quantity of wood which was being exported.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Chairman, I have not said

anything up to this point, because I was hoping that
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the Hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) would, at the very

outset of presenting his Estimates, deal with some

of the more fundamental questions affecting the

operations of the Department of Lands and Fore^its.

Now, of course, I am a comparative newcomer to

politics in this province, and I do not know what

happened during those dark, dismal days when the

Modern Liberal Democracy was in power,

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: I do not know much about that.

MR. FROST: Well, I have just been telling

you a few things; and that is only a few things,

MR. MacLEOD: Yes, but I do Knew that the

present government, the present party that forms the

government, has been in power since 1943, and I also

know that when that party sat over on this side of

the House and I used to sit up in the "mourners'

benches" up there —
SOME HON. ME1*4BERS: Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: — that the then leader of the

Progressive Conservative party (Mr. Drew) had a

great deal to say about the Department of Lands and

Forests. Mr. Drew certainly did deal with the fund-

amental questions; he did not confine himself to the

picayune items in the Estimates, but he really got

down to the bed rock of department policy. And I

think in fairness to the late Mr, Drew —
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh,

MR. MacLEOD: It should be said that he really
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discussed forest policy with poise, and, I think that

he could, during his heyday in the province of

Ontario, lay claim to being one or any of the best-

informed men on that question in the political life

of Ontario. You agree with that, do you not? I do

not see anybody putting up their fingers.

SOME HON. MET-iBERS: Oh, oh.

(Fake FF follows.)
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Now, Mr. Chairman, all the members of this

House, have had in their possession for some little

time, the report of Major John Kennedy, following a

very exhaustive study of the forest industry of the

Province of Ontario. It has been said many times,

and it can be repeated now, that the Kennedy Report

constitutes a scathing denunciation of Governments

that have been in Office in this Province down through

the years; ejid he does not make any distinction bet-

ween the record of the Liberal Party and the record of

the Progressive Conservative Party. As far as he is

concerned, both of them, in so far as their forest

policy was concerned, were "weighed in the balance and

found wanting."

I would have thought, Hr. Chairman, that after

the Kennedy Report had been before us for a period of

years, after the public press in the Province of Ontario

has had so much to say about the iniquities of the

Department of Lands and Forests, in view of the serious

charges, that have been made against this Government's

forest policy for the last few years, and in view of the

serious contributions that have been made in this House

by the hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) and

the hon. member for Fort William (Mr. Cox), and others

who have spoken on this question --

I would have thought that the

Minister of Lands and Forests (Hon. Mr. Scott) would

have thought it necessary — ver y necessary -- to have made

a full length speech, a full length policy in this House
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that would clear up this question which has been the

subject of such wide -spread discussion throughout the

Province, I do not think that it suffices for the

Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) to stand up in his place,

with his usual expansiveness, and point an accusing

finger at the hon. membel" for Fort William (Mr>, .Cox) or the

members of the middle group. I do not think it

suffices to say that "You did thus and so between

1935 and 1942; we did less than thus and so during

the period of 1943 to 1950". The fact of the matter

is that when you add up the export of pulpwood from

crown lands for the period 1935 to 1942, you get a

total of 2,237,127 cords for those eight years. Then,

when you take the period from 1943 to 1950, you get

the total of 3,427,734 X5crds. And that, of course,

contradicts the statement made in the House a couple

of weeks ago by the Attorney General, that since this

Government has been in Office, there has been a sub-

stantial reduction of the export of pulpwood.

Actually, there have been more than a million cords

exported since the present Government has been in

Office than were exported during the period that the

friends to my right were in office, — according to

the figures issued by your Depar tment. And, as the

hon. member for Fort William has pointed out, these

figures do not begin to tell the whole story. No one

has any idea of the volume of pulpwood being exported

from the Province of Ontario to the United States.

Suffice it to say this, that for every job our forests
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in the Province of Ontario are providing, they are

providing three jobs in the United States of Mmerica.

That is a statement which I do not think the lanister

will be able to contradict, — that for every Job

provided in the forests of Ontario, this ga?eat asset

of ours is providing three jobs for somebody across

the line. That is what Mr. Drew has correctly called

' Economic Lunacy*, and it is an explanation of that

serious statement of affairs that we want the Minister

of Lands and Forests to give. Of course^, as the

hon. member for Fort William (Mr. Cox) has pointed out,

it is not just a question of the amount of pulpwcod that

we are shipping to the United States. V/e must also

include in our reckoning, the great value of wood

pulp which is being shipped to the United States and

there providing tens of thousands of jobs across the

line, where hundreds are provided here. As the hon.

member for Fort V/illiam (Mr. Cox) has reminded us,

Major General Kennedy had a great deal to say on this

subject. I quoted said portions of his report when I

spoke on the throne debate. I should like to repeat

again a couple of sentences that I referred to at that

time.

On page 155 of his report, Major General

Kennedy says:

"I was much impressed by the argument

in one brief presented before the

Commission. It pointed out that un-

processed pulpwood exported has a
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value of roughly half a cent per

pound; but if this same v\/ood were

processed, it would result in a

product worth at least 40 per pound

possibly, and possibly several

times that amount." The difference

in cost per pound between the pulp-

wood stage and that of the finished

product would be made up largely of

wages paid to Canadian labour. I

subscribe to the idea expressed and

recommend that the fuure policy of

the Province be aimed at the develg>-

ment of the final product at the

higher cost per pound."

That is the idea of the chairman of the Royal

Commission appointed by this Government , and that was

breugtit' to •tbo*Qtt ention of this Government in 1947.

It has had since 1947 to consider that point along with

the other important points contained in the report.

Now, what conclusions have the present Govern-

ment and the present Minister of Lands and Forests

(Mr. Scott) drawn from the Kennedy Report, and where do

we go f rom here? What is the perspective? Are we

going to continue year after year permitting the forests

of Ontario to be mined by these great monopolies who are

carrying on these great assets of ours, taking it

across the line, and providing permits and employment

for the people of another countgry.
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This is not a matter that is engaging only the

attention of the few members of this House, who happen

to come from the Forest areas of Ontario^ like my

friend from Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) and the member

for Fort vailiam (Mr. Cox). The situation has become

so serious that it is now engaging the attention of the

presidents of our great Canadian banks. Here is vi/hat

Mr* Carson, the president of the Bank of Toronto, had

to say ih his annual report,

"The matter of processing of goods

in Canada applies particularly to

the pulp industry. In ^.945 this

industry took pulpwood valued at

§240,000,000, and converted it into

products having a gross value of

$C36,000,000., thus increasing by

three and a half times the value of

wood which is used. Nevertheless,

it is my understanding that there are

still large quantities of pulpwood

being exported to the United States,

and this also applies to pulp."

and so on.

Now, we' were told the other day that this country

of ours bought back from the United States in a single

year wood products to the tune of over $100, 000, COO.

Surely that bears out the contention of Col. Stevens,

whom I quoted in the House last week, thatwe are getting

a dime for a product which, is worth a dollar.
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Mr. Chairman, I do not think that this state

of affairs can be permitted to continue, and I do not

think that the Government should expect the members of

this House to be satisfied merely because a very

select committee of twelve members is formed and

committed to sit down with the officials of the

Department of Lands and Forests and be rlievod

certain matters affecting the administration o f that

Department. I have no doubt that the members of that

Committee found what the officials had to say very

interesting, very illuminating; but that does not

absl.olve the Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)

from his responsibility of coming before this House

in the year ISfil'CJiC *Cjliog\tIi2) members of this

legislature exactly what the basic policies of this

Department are and what the perspectives of this

Government are in so far as the exploitation of our

great forest areas is concerned. And I would urge

the Minister even now, before we move into the sep-

arate items, to bring us up to date in this matter,

tell us where the Government now stands so far as the

implementation of the redommendations of the Kennedy

report are concerned, bring us up to date to the plan

this Government has in mind for demanding that the pulp

and paper industries now operating in Canada shall be

compelled to process q greater volume of products in

this country. Those are the things we would like to

hear about. This is what we have a Minister of Lands

and Forests for; and I think he should stand up and
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speak up and bring us up to date.

im. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South): I wanted to say

a word in regard to this question of export of pulpwood.

Sometimes 1 marvel at the agility of the Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) to handle figures in a waythat convinces

himself he has made a good case. Tonight I think he

really was right on top. He excelled himself. He

takes the figures of exports of pulpwood from the

crown lands and he mixes them up with the export from

the private lands, and between the two of them, he

works out a formula that is somewhat satisfactory to

his point of view.

(TAKE GG FOLLO:/S)
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MR. FROST: The hon. member for Grey South

(Mr, Oliver) could take them separately,

MR. OLIVER: I have no desire for anything

else but facts,

MR. FROST: Oh.

MR. OLIVER: I suggest ' the Hon. Prime

Minister (Mr, Frost) that the only real basis to get

at a solution of this problem and to appraise it

properly is to take the figures for Crown lands, I

want to do that first. If the Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) will add up the figures as was already

done by the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod)

he will find that between the years 1935 and 1942,

the total exports from Crown lands was 2,237,127

cords; between 1943 and 1950 the total exports

amounted to 3,427,734 cords; or, in other words, in

the seven years, say, whatever it is, between 193 5

and 1942, there was 1,190,000 cords less shipped from

Crown lands in this province than there was in the

seven years between 1943 and 1950, The Hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) will suggest that we should

include those exports from private lands. That is

where the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) made his

figures look not too bad, from his point of view. It

is true that in the years of the Liberal Government

there was a heavier export from private lands than

there was in the seven years this government has been

in power; but I suggest to the House that the reason

was very obvious why there was an increase in the
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exportation from private lands in those days, because

as the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) well knows,

there vjere thousands and thousands of people in this

province who v^ere on relief, drawing sp5.00 and $6,00

and ilplO.OO a month.

M. FROST: The biggest year was in 1942.

Vifas there unemployment in 1942?

MR. OLIVER: It afforded those people an

opportunity to make a living, to eani something from

the export of pulpwood from private lands. That need

does not exist to-day. The picture is entirely dif-

ferent, and the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) knows

it — and he talks about cutting down the pulpwood

ten by ten until it goes away. The Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) goes back to .' X7, which is the year

that Mr. Drew made the great pronouncement that things

had been bad before, but from now on they are going

to ''mprove,

MR. FROST: They have.

MR. OLIVER: In that year we exported from

Crown lands 623,000 cords of pulpwood. In fifteen

years that is the highest figure from 1935 to 1950,

It was in that year that Mr. Drew chose to make his

great pronouncement that he was going to cut it ten

percent; whereas anyone so stupid would not think that

that would be an end easily accomplished. If you take

a year in which there has been a tremendous increase

in pulpwood exportation —
MR. FROST: It has been cut over fifty percent.
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MR. OLIVER: From that figure; but let the

Hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frcst) look at these figures.

The Hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) says it has been

cut by fifty percent, and it almost has; from 1947

to 1950 it has been cut about fifty percent, and I

would like the Hon. Prime Minister <^r, Frcst) to

look at this. In 1950 we are still shipping, according

to these figures — and I think they are correct,

305,000 cords from Crown lands. Back in 1939, iii

the depth of the depression, we were only shipping

25,000 cords, V/e are shipping to-day, in 1950 —
MR. FID3T: How much did you ship in 1942?

MR. OLIVExl: It was more.

MR. FROST: How much?

M. OLIVER: 4^2,000 cords; 404,000 cords in

1941 ; 360,000 cords in 1940, 243,000 cordd in 1939;

344,000 cords in 194^; or, in other words, in 1950

the figure is comparable to the average over that

period of time. So, if we are going to cut out the

pulpwood exportation from Crown lands, we have to go

a lonf ways yet and make a start,

IiR. ;'. C. NIXON (Brant): Mr. Chairman, might

I ask the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) apart

altogether from th:.t. '.. ^-ins*.; cf thr^shlr-jj over this

old straw, we trhought we had something that justified

us in exporting wood back in those days of the depres-

sion. The Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) will remember,

surely, when this House divided on a resolution —
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M*. FROST: About the hon. member«s for Brant

(Mr. Nixon) call of 1942 during the depth of the

depression? ^

MI. NIXON: We were in another situation at that

time. You get tied up with the export of power and

wood and get into a war condition. V/e are dependent

on practically all we produce in wartime years --

MR. FROST: I think the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon) wishes to be fair, and he has got down

to something which is fair, now. As soon as the war

was completed in 1947 we brought in the export policy

which has so radically reduced the exports.

MR. NIXON: The Hon. Prime Minister tMr. Frost)

knows the difficulties involved under war conditions

to withdraw any trade condition which existed between

these two countries,

MR. FROST: That is the most sensible thing

you have said to-night.

MR. NIXON: Might I ask, has there ever been

any attempt to limit the export of pulpwood from private

lands and Indian reserves by the government of Ontario;

or has it always been considered these people had the

right to cut their wood and export it if they found a

more favourable market?

MR. SCOTT: With respect to the Indian lands, we

have no control; that comes under the federal government.

On private lands, I do not think it would be a good thing

to limit it because it acts as a checkagainst the buyer

for domestic mills, in that it might assure their getting
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a better price. We have made no attempt to control it.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I want to raise

another point. I hope the Hon, Prime Minister (Mr,

Frost) does not think I take an undue interest in

radio programmes, but I would like to ask the Hon.

Minister (Mr, Scott) whether he is aware that a series

of school broadcasts began this morning on the subject

of Ontario's lands and forests? Was the Department

consulted about that? 'Was the Department consulted

about these broadcasts and the content thereof?

MR. SCOTT: Frankly, I have been so tied up

with committees the last few days, I know nothing about

it. I will have to find out from the Department. This

was under the Department of Education?

MR. JOLLIFFE: As in the case of the previous

broadcast, I understand it is another of those which

are arranged in collaboration mth the C.B.C. and

the Department of Education. However, the subject-

matter of the broadcast is such that I think it would

be very fodish to accept such an undertaking. There

is to be a series of broadcasts on lands and forests,

I would think it would be very foolish to undertake

it without consulting the Department of Lands and

Forests. I have no particular fault to find with

this broadcast, I think it is a good one, although

I was a little disturbed to be informed that the

general approach this morning was in defence of the

city slicker who cuts down our forests, I thought

that was a rather remarkable beginning. I will
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reserve further comment about it until I see it,

I must take this opportunity of saying,

since apparently the Hon. Minister (Mr, Scott) cannot •

tell us, at the moment, about this; I want to take

this opportunity of saying that I think the hon,

members of this House are entitled to see these

broadcasts, if they desire so to do. Some two or

three weeks ago I raised the question of a previous

broadcast. After many promises, we did not get it.

This is the Legislature of the province of Ontario,

Hon. members of this House ask the CB.C, if they

can see such a broadcast. They are put off with the

usual bureaucratic elusiveness that, "We cannot do

that without the consent of the Department of Education

with whom we collaborate." VJe have not been able to

see the previous broadcasts. I would like some

assurance now we are going to see it. I would like

some assurance now we are going to see this broadcast

which began to-day, I think the hon. members of this

House are entitled to a little more respect than has

been shown in this matter, and I am not joking this

time.

MR. SCOTT: I have received a note from

my officials that we have not heard of these broad-

casts, we know nothing about them.

MR. JOLLIFFE: If that is the case, I think

the Hon. Minister (Mr, Scott) or his Department should

have heard about it and should have been consulted. I

am v/ondering what is wrong with co-ordination in ':lt&
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government when an undertaking of this sort, a series

of broadcasts about our lands and forests, undertaken

by the Department of Education in collaboration with

the C.B.C. and the Departments of Lands and Forests

knows nothing about it. I think that is entirely

wronf. I think the Hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) is entitled

to know about it, and he should inquire to find out

why he was not informed about it, why his Department

has not been consulted.

I still have not my assurance about whether

we mere hon. members of this House may be permitted to

see these broadcasts which are given to all children

over the air on Monday morning. V/hat about it?

MR. SCOTT: I am inclined to agree with the

Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) on that.

I will certainly look into these broadcasts, if they

are under our Department. I was not aware of it, nor

were our officials.

(Page GG 8 follows)
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HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Chair-

man, I may say that I have not, so far, the answers to

all of these questions, which have been asked, and I have

had to overlook some things. I promised the Hon. Leader

of the Opposition (Mr, Jolliffe) that I would give him

a copy of that broadcast v;ith which I —
MR, rfecLEOD: Why the Hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) only? Is he a privilege! character here?

MR. FROST: I will table the broadcast, with which

I assure you I had not the slightest thing to do. I was

not even consulted, either directly or indirectly. The

first I heard of it was upon wqlking into the House one

afternoon and hearing the Hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) talking about it, I give my under-

taking to table that broadcast. I will get it from the

C,B,C, and I will table it before the House prorogues,

probably some time before the latter part of this week,

MR, MacLEOD; Have you seen it?

MR, FROST: No, My v;ife heard it. My wife is a

little bit critical of it, in fact,, I was a little bit

afraid to get a copy of this broadcast. I spoke to her

about it. She vras a little bit critical, I do not know

whether she thought it overdone or to be "blowing" , With

women you have to be very careful,

I want to just say a word or two at this point,

and I do not intend to say anything further — believe

it or not -- in connection with these estimates, I want

to say just a word about the present Hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) and the magnificent job he is doing
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for the people of this province.

SOBffi hon. METOERS: Hear, hear.

MR, FROST: You say that comparisons are odious.

Well, one of the previous Ministers of Lands and Forests

of another government, having regard to the esteem with

which he was held by his ovm party in the late leadership

campaign, received about six votes, which showed what

a job they thought he did, I will say I well remember

another Minister of Lands and Forests who wanted to be

Miniter of Mines and his leader said that he had enough

difficulty looking after him above ground without getting

him underground. The hon, member for Fort William (Mr,

Cox) v/ould remember that incident. I remember if quite

well, .. ,

I would just like to say, as a matter of general

policy, that 1 do not think there is a Department whic^

over the years, going back, indeed, fifty years, which

has been a more difficult department to administer than

the Department of Lands and Forests, The hon. members

of this House v/ill remember, going back a great many

years, the various timber inquiries and probes which have

been held. Going back fifty years in this province, the

hon. members v/ill remember that. Everyone knows the

difficulty any hon. Minister would have in taking hold

of that difficult department,

Mr. Chairman, i want, at the expense of a little

repetition, to tell the hon. members some of the things

the Hon. Mnister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) has

done during his tenure of office, or proximate to his
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tenure of office. I was just given a book by the Chair-

man of the V/hole House, a book to which he referred in his

speech this afternoon, I see written in this book,

"Learning brings thereof noble things", I want to impart

a little learning to the hon. members opposite and tell

them that this government and this Hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests {¥ir. Scott) has embarked on a policy to

correct the errors of not fifty but of one hundred years

in this province, I will say to the hon. members opposite

when you talk about policy, great things have been

accomplished in the period of the last few years, with

respect to all of which the Hon. Minister (Mr, Scott)

either he, himself, has done, or he has been closely

associated.

Go back, for instance, to the cancellation of

15,000,000 acres of forest lands which X'jere returned to

the Crown, which were granted during the days of these .-

economic Royalists who sit opposite; fifteen million

acres of land granted to the people. That was cancelled

and returned to the people of this province,

I sat in the corner where some of the hon, members

now sit, some thirteen or fourteen years ago, when the

Lake Sulphite scandal broke in this province. Hundreds

of thousands of acres of land were involved in that

affair; Lake Sulphite v/as in bankruptcy. That has been

cleaned up. On that point, you have hundreds of Canadian

workmen engaged there, living at a high standard. That

was a bankrupt concern when this government came into
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office, I have told the hon, members about experts

being halted. The hon, members can say what they like

about it, but the facts are these; taking export alone,

when they came into office, there was about 26,000

cords of wood being exported from Crovm lands . Tl»e;

hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) mentioned the fact

that war conditions intervened. Of course they did,

I know that those things made a difference, a very

great difference, and I point that out to the hon,

member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod), too.

(TAKE "HH" FOLLOWS)
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but the fact is that when they left office, they were not

expecting 26,000 cords, they were exporting 4^2,000 cords

in one year, from Crown lands alone,

MR. MacLEOD: And you got it up to 6^3,000.

MR. FROST: With the termination of v/ar con-

ditions, and a return to some degree of normalcy —
and the hon, members know the extent that normalcy has

returned — we have been sujgcessful under this Minister

of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) in reducing the amount

down to 305,000 cords. If I wanted some applause, I

would hold up my fingers at this point —
SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. FROST: That is the record the hon. Minister

of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) has every reason to be

proud of, in that regard.

The Abitibi Company v;as in bankruptcy. It has

been brought back to solvency.

.MR, MacLEOD: What did your Government have to

do with that?

IVIR. FROST: I want to tell you a few things about

policy. The hon. member has been referring to "policy",

I would like to tell you a few of the practical things

in regard to policy.

Sturgeon Falls — a ghost town; go up to Sturgeon

Falls to-day and see what kind of town it is; a fine, up-

and-coming community, where hundreds of workmen are em-

ployed as a result of the policy of this Government,

MR, MacLEOD : What policy?
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Regarding
MR, FROST: 'jV the kianufacturing and processing

of wood in this province of Ontario; the same with

Espanola. Then there is a great enlargement of the plant

at Kapuskasing. The hon. member (Mr. (Ddx) was speaking

about exports. I remind him of the Little Pig Limit, he

will agree with that. New towns which did not exist

before, Red Lake, Marathon, Terrace Bay, they are great

projects which have been brought in, because this Govern-

ment's policy is to administer the forests of this

province for the people. I mentioned before an old

saying which we used to hear, "God made the land for the

people." With regard to the forests, I would say, "God

made the forests for the people of Ontario", and that is

the way that policy is being administered.

MR. MacLEOD: Mostly for the people of the

United States.

MR. FROST: You haje a Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott) who is doing that job for you, that

job for the people of the province of Ontario.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. FROST: Consider the sustained yield program.

The hon. member (Mr. Cox) spoke about the

amount of export which has taken place from the province.

I am not a forester, but I understand it to be a fact,

that if you leave a forest to the stage where it rots and

falls down, you do not get any benefit from it. If you

can produce a sustaining yield from your forests, you can

even think of an export policy, if that can be sustained

from the yield of your forest. If you have timber, and
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you cannot process that timber in this province, then

perhaps, under certain conditions, export may be justified,

I point that out simply as an aside. Take, for instance,

the limitation on our sawmills to 15 million feet a year,

I received one of the books from one of the Gillies,

telling us about the tremendous cuts taken from the Ottawa

valley in the last century, Mr, Chairman, if there had.

been a limit of 15 million feet per year, to-day we would

have great stands of pine instead of that timber being

cut, and the lumber shipped all over the American con-

tinent. After all, the raw lumber, which is sawn, and

is under processing, is not as much as the pulp we are

exporting at International Falls, May I point that out

to the hon. member (Mr. Cox).

Consider, for instance, a forest inventory; what

other government in Ontario, what other government in

Canada — indeed, I say to the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon), what other government in America has brought

in a forest inventory policy along the lines of ours, and

as extensive as ours? There is nothing that equals the

forest inventory policy, inventory by both air and land,

which this government has brought in, and it has been

administered by the Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests

(Mr. Scott), Peterborough, who is sitting here to-day,

I mentioned before about the salvage operations.

We had an unfortunate fire arising from a very bad year

in I94S. From that fire, I say to the hon. member for

Fort William (Mr, Cox) that we have salvaged, through the

foresight and knowledge of this Hon. Minister of Lands
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and Forests (Mr. Scott) over a quarter of a billion feet

of pine -- principally pine, although I suppose perhaps

some other timber, also. Such a thing has never been

undertaken in the history of Canada before. The Hon,

Minister (Mr. Scott) stepped into that operation, and

under very difficult circumstances, with no organization

whatsoever, has been able to save and salvage for the

people of this province, over 250 million feet of fine

timber, which otherwise would have rotted, and been

destroyed. Speaking of a policy of conservation, there

is a great example in that one item alone.

Then, consider the ranger school at Dorset. That

was started back in 1943 by the other government, but it

has been extended and extended, until to-day it is one

of the great practical means of education for the

foresters in this province. In that connection, not all

foresters go to the universities, but these are practical

scalers from across this province.

Consider the protection by air, and consider

the enormous expenditures on 44 aircraft, 5000 miles of

telephone lines, thousands of canoes and motor boats,

practically all of them new since 1943, and the great

majority of them since the present hon. Minister of

Lands and Forests (Mr, Scott), who is a practical

lumberman himself, took over the Department.

Mr, Chairman, it is very difficult to size up

the opposition. One minute they talk about conservation,

and conserving the forests of this province, and the

next minute they "crab" about the expenditure of money.
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If there is anything in our estimates I am proud of. it

is the fact that the expenditure of this Department is

about four times greater than when we took office,

because it indicates the tremendous expansion in con-

servation, forest management, sustained yield, fire

protection, and a host of things this government has

taken under the direction of the Hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott),

I am not a bit alarmed by the fact that instead

of draining millions of dollars from lands and forests

,

as was done by the other government, and the other

departments of government, we are spending practically

every dollar we get from lands and forests, and from

fish and game, in conservation in this province. I

think that is a great record,

I say to the hon. member who like to be critical,

without any grounds for being critical, if you want to

see what has been done by the Hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott), just look about you, and look at

these estimates, and see the extent that improvements

have been made in the protection of our forests assets

in this province. Waen we came into office, about two

and one half million dollars was spent in the protection

of our forests, in forest management, sustained yield,

and things of that sort. No wonder the hon. member (Mr.

Cox) does not want to talk about the Garden Lake fire.

He said, "Oh, you have only been in office for about

two years". If he would only recant and repent of his

sins, and tell us what the previous government did — if
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he would only repent, instead of coming here and trying

to throw sticks and stones at a manwhom, I believe, is

the best Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests this province

ever had, he would do a much better job,

SOME hon. MEMBERS:, Hear, hear.

MR. MacLEOD: That is what you said about the

last one,

MR. FROST: Now, I^Ir. Chairman, I would like to

say as regards the Kennedy report, just what the Hon,

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr, Scott) has said. You

can take his conclusions on the point that is raised.

The hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) mentioned

it in a very pious sort of way. I always think the hon,

member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) has his tongue in

his cheek when he says these things,

MR, ROBINSON: Oh, no, he has not.

MR, FROST: Le me tell you, first of all, and

especially to the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) that

General Kennedy's report provides, above «\'?i;Grything else,

for a sustained yield with integrated operations in our

forest lands. In that there is positively no objection,

not one positive objection, but there is positive agree-

ment with the policy of this government. On the other

hand, the method which General Kennedy mentions, accord-

ing to my recollection of his report, he says he advances

as a matter for discussion. I think myself that what he

suggests — and there are many elements which are sound in

his suggestions for the cure of the situation — is the
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method to be adopted. I do think, however, that it is

radical, and perhaps in many ways unworkable — very

difficult of operation without creatihg in Ontario an

all-out monopoly in management companies.

(TAKE II FOLLOWS)
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Now, I think myself thorc are vmys and that is

what we arc looking for,, accomplishing the objective,

that is of an intergratod operation and with the best

forest management and with sustained yield, wo think there

is a way that that can be accomplished by other raethoiie

than that v^hich general Kennedy suggests. On the other hand,

we are not throwing overboard anything that General Kennedy

suggests, we are looking at this whole problem objectively

with the idea of giving to our provmnco the very best service,

promotion management and sustained yield better than any-

where in the world. The policy of this government is just

this, under the Department of Lands and Forests to give

to this province of ours the best forest policies there are

in effect anywhere.

I will say to the hon. member for Port /j^thur

(Mr, Robinson) who very grudgingly commented on what the

government was doing, we did not bring in this Forestry

Advisory Committee just because we are going to play with this

subject, we brought it in because it is an indication of

our intention and our earnest intention to proceed with giving

to our people the very best forest policies that are in effect

anywhere in this world. I might say the hon. Minister of

Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) and his officials are good men,

as good men as you can get anywhere and I am satisfied they

will give a real lead to the people of this province.

Now, Mr. Chairman, that is the policy of the govern-

ment and that is the confidence we have in the men who

are administering that Department.

SOME hon. MIMBliiHS: Hoar, hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, that is all very well.
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but what is the answer to my question? Tho hon. Prime

Minister (Mr, Frost) —
MR. FROST: i^k your littlo question and I will

see if I can answer it,

MR. JOLLIFFS: I do not think you can answer it.

The hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) began by making refe-

rence to the fact that in 1943 tho Progressive Conservative

Government had cancelled leases of many, many millions of

acres of land and returned them to the people of Ontario,

Now, my question should bo easy to answer for a man vi/ho

has been a member of tho government since 1943. V/hat has

happened since to those millions and millions of acres?

MR. FROST: If tho hon. leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) would just go to Northern Ontario and see

tho now towns, Marathon, Red Rock, Terrace Bay, and those

other places where previously there was nothing but vi/ildor-

ness and now you have good, thriving communities and full

dinner pails.

MR. JOLLIFFE: My question does not refer to dinner

pails, it refers to leases. The hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) takes groat credit for having taken back or canceled

leases which wore presTjmably notorious because they had

been granted by a Liberal government. Now, in what respect

are tho subsequent leases granted by this government? in

what respect do they differ fron tho previous leases?

MR. FROST: I will say to the hon. Leader of tho

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) in answer, I v/as up in Kapuskasing

I am not suro whether I was with tho hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) or not but I was talking —
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MR» M..CLECD : You wero in bad shape that day.

MR. FROST: He was on that tour anyv;ay, and certainly

I think tho great wonders of nortl.'rn Ontario were made

plain to tho hon. members of tho House who went on that trip,

I remember speaking to the General Manager of the Company

at Kapuskasing, Spruce Falls, and I asked him "How many acres

or miles of land have you?" ijid my recollection is he told

me it was around about 6,000 square miles, that would be

60 by 100, That is tho area of the land.

I said to him, "V/ill this land of yours here provide

for the perpetual operation of this plant?" He said, "Mr.

Frost, that area of land will not only provide for the per-

petual operation of this plant but it will pejinit us to ex-

tend our plant", and ho then mentioned the extent that fo-

rest management and tho assistanco given by our Department

of Lands and Forests havo contributed to tho perpetuation

of our forests, A short time after that,

I v;as flying over Northern Ontario going

the South and I could not help think, what a little bit

60 by 100 was to maintain that beaufiful community at Ka-

puskasing,

Now, Mr, Chairman, that is the policy that we are

forest
follovdng, that is the purpose of our policy to provide

for our people a perpetuation of these plants.

Now, Mr, Chairman, I can take tho hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) down to Southern Ontario and

I show him what has been done in the last 100 years,

the devastated area line betwen Georgian Bay and the Ottawa

River, ^.t the present time tho hon. Minister of Lands and
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Forests (Mr, Scott) and his Department are working that

back with the planting of somo twenty million trees a year

with the natural growth of the forest which is a tremendous

thing. I understand they mean to step that up to sixty

million trees a year and more. Now, Mr, Chairman, that is

a great record, a very great record. Somebody handed this

to me just a moment ago, it is dated April 2nd, 1951,

Forestry Practice in Ontario by Sir Shane Leslie, Irish

author and lecturer who prepared a paper on Canadian forestry.

He said in an interviev/ today, China, Spain and Greece are

striking examples of "my conviction that a nation goes to

the wall once it has lost its tress,"

Sir Shane, who so far has visited the forests of

Ontario and Newfoundland, said "Ontario foresters are

far ahead of any I have ever seen and this is due to the

fact that they are alive to the great peril of losing

their trees,"

Sir Shane plans to complete a survey of all Canadian

timber lands before the end of June#

(PAGE II-5 follows)
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"^iiat, . is a statement from an outside man

and I think v;9 h.ave reasons to compliment our foresters

and our Department and the job they are doing for this

province

c

SC?JE hen. MEMBERS: Hear, hoar.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I notice the story which has been

quoted and the genbleman who was quoted is described as

an author, I have noticed that the most important matters

of our forestry practice usually come from authors, politi-

cians and faction vn?iters rather than from the foresters,

like Major General Kennedy, I think that is in about the

same class in which that statement could be placed. Now,

of course J the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) has not

anewered ray question about leasing. Ho has referred to

Bruce Lake, and refers to it because it was the first

company to produce a forestry plan. It is the exception

rather than the ruloo

MRr HIXOIsT; It was there when I first came in in

1919 c

MR, JOLLIFFE: It is a work which has been in

existence for many years,

MR, FROST: It is bigger and better after over 30

years, that is not the story in ray country whore it was

devastated by sa^/miill operators and others.

lUc -JOLLIFFE: The hen. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost)

talks as though the Tpruce Falls Development is something

nowe It is not new at all, largo rights wore there for many

years, and it indicates hov; little difference there has

been in the matter of cutting rights between his govern-

ment and the p:oeviorss government

«
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I want to say a word about the roforencc made

to the Kennedy Report. It is becoming a practice of the

government to give lip service to the Kennedy Report,

to give assurance —
MR. FROST: I think that is very unfair, 'the fact is

we have implemented wide stretches of the Kennedy Report

and more all the time.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I cannot agree with you. As the

hon. member for Port ij?thur (Mr, Robinson) pointed out,

the solution put forward by General Kennedy, what ho

described as a solution, the hon. Prime Minister (Mr,

Frost), while he condemns it with big praise, eventually

gets around to telling us that he does not think it is

workable

.

Tow, sustained yield was undoubtedly the objective

of that Report but I am sorry to say that this term

"sustained yield" is becoming sort of an incantation which

everybody uses without explaining v^hat they mean. "Sustained

yield" is repeated over and over again and the expression,

of crorse, is meaningless. It is meaningless to say that

an objective is sustained yield unless some action is

given and the methods whereby sustained yield becomes

possible and General Kennedy made his suggestion, perhaps the

right suggestion, perhaps the wrong suggestion but ne-

vertheless one to which he devoted a great doal of time and

thought and one which he was well qualified to propose.

Now, v/e have been told definitely as we can expect

that that solution is not acceptable to the government.

I would not be so disturbed about that if tho government
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offered an equally definite alternative but we have

not been offered an alternative either by the hon.

Minister (Mr. Scott) or the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost). We have not been told how you assure sustained

yield or integrated operation from companies which are

interested in paper on the one hand or from companies who

are interested in the lumber business on the other hand

operating in different parts of the provihoe and operating

for their own purpose. How do you assure us of sustained

yield and integrated operation through companies which

are not integrated by their very nature. We have been

given no explanation, no answer to that question and until

we are given such an explanation we are obliged to con-

clude that the government as yet has not an alternative

policy and no matter how much advertising is done and

no matter how many expressions of good intentions are

given we still would like an alternative policy from this

government.

MR. DENNISON: Mr, Chairman, I would like to draw

the attention of the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) to

the fact, he mentioned the Marathon Company. Now, the

Marathon Company ., I notice in Votes and

Procedings, is the one Company which is increasing its

exports to the United States year by year. The Marathon

Company in 1948 exported 20,000 "" cords of pulp;

in 1949 26, 000. cords, and in 1950, 29,000 cords. The

Marathon Company, when we visited that Company in the Fall

of 1949, was cutting up into pulp at that mill the

day we visited there, they were cutting up into pulp logs

at least 12 to 14 inches, being sawn up into four-foot
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lengths and put through the barker and yet that company

under a Report given to this House in answer to a question

on page 17 of Votes and Proceedings, that Company is

supposed to have three active saw mills, .-Jid now, I do

not believe those pulp companies usual primary interest

is puip, it should further be able and v^illing to saw

logs into lumber which sjiould be devoted to lumber.

Their main interest is pulp and if you ask my opinion I

think the only reason some of these companies establish

a saw mill in the first place is just as an excuse so

they can say to the government Department, we are a dual

purpose company, we are utilizing both the pulp and the

saw logs in our operations and therefore you do not

need to worry about us, we are looking after it for you,

you do not need to bother at all about our forests,

they are in complete operation, and we are operating

on a sustained yield. Now, as the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr, Jolliffe) has pointed out, that sustained

yield may bo & very inefficient thing, ^^ sustained yield

by a company which does not plant the tree may require

25^0 to SOfj larger area in which to operate on a sustained

yield basis than if we had a proper sustained yield basis

and proper tree planting and proper reforestation policies,

followed by the government. Now, the basis of the govern-

ment seems to be this, first you repudiated Mr, Drew's

proposal,

IHR, FilOST: .'hat proposal? We repudiated what?

MR, M..CLEOD: Forest Resources Commission,

MR, FROST: Well, the Kennedy Report was against

that.
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MR, DEiSTNISON: No, no, the Kennedy Report was

entirely different from the promise you made when you

were first elected, I recall the Drew proposal

was to establish a Forest Resources Coimnission, the same

as the Hydro Commission,

MR, FROST: Yes, hut the Kennedy Report recommends

against that,

MR. DENNISON: No, the Kennedy Report recommends

these forest operating companies will r.ot be public." y

owned but it will be a separate company operating and

selling to the existing pulp companies. That is the

Kennedy Report/ forest operating companies" put Mr, Drew»s

proposal was ^ ^cmmission the same as the Hydro Commis-

sion, a publicly owned Commission which would do all the

cutting and the forest operations and would provide the

liomber mills with logs, pulp mills with pulp logs and

would develop the whole conservation of our forests and

government land,

MR. M/.CLEOD: The hon, member for Grenville-

Dundas (Mr, Challies) introduced a Resolution in the

House calling for just that.

MR. DENNISON: That is right, and I believe Mr,

Drevj himself introduced a resolution calling for that,

MR. FROST: I will refer the hon. member (Mr,

Dennison.' to page 183 of the Kennedy Report which deals

with that and he said he is convince-:! that Commissions

are far from infallible and he does not think it is in

the interests of the province that bo done,

(T.'iKE "JJ" FOLLOV/S)
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Now, I accept the Kennedy Report, we have been endeavor-

ing to follow out the Kennedy Report wherever we could pos-

sibly do it. Now my hon. friend (Mr.Dennison) wants us to

depart from it.

MR. DEKNISON: Now then, you accept the Kennedy Report

insofar as it quashes the Dre^v proposal for a Forestry Commis-

sion.

IE. FROST:: Don't cross-examine me.

SCME hon. MEf.lBERS: Oh, oh.

m. DENNISON: Now you have told us this afternoon,

or this evening, that as far as the Kennedy Report is con-

cerned- -and I still do not understand what -art of the Kennedy

proposals for the operations of woods, or for the woods opera-

tion, you are accepting--certainly general Kennedy did not

advocate leaving this whole thing in the hands of the pulp

companies and trusting to their tender judgment and their

tender mercies tb provide the sawmill operators with logs.

Now that just is not happening. ^A^e have large sawmills in

this province that are being closed doc/n for want of logs,

are starved for logs, and the pulp conpanies make a pretence

of operating 20 active sawmills in the Province of Ontario,

and some of those sawmills are the most "haywire and prunes"

outfit you ever looked at. The hon. member for Hamilton and

I saw one at Fort William one day, and the men were v\rorking

out in the open air. It was something like one might see up

in the hills of Haliburton County.

M. FROST: Do not get my county mixed up.

MR. DENNISON: IJhere they were operating on 25 acres.

Hon. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal Affairs):

You missed a wonderful afternoon seeing the nice sights, you

spent all the afternoon in that mall.
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m. DEMMISON: Oh, no, not in that small mill. You

could see that in five minutes, T'lr. Minister (]\1r. Dunbar)

.

That small mill did not solve the problem. But the hon.

Prime Minister (Mr. Frost), having rejected Mr. Drew's pro-

posal in having refused o implement the Kennedy Report,

puts his whole faith in the hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott), and the hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests' (Mr. Scott) is permitting a pulp company such as the

Marathon Company and the Kimberley-Clark Paper Company,

paper com^^anies which already have mills set up, is permitting

those companies to export pulp. \'^y should those companies

of all companies export pulp? They -nanufacture it right

here where we would ^et more revenue, v/here it would produce

more employment for Canadi: n people. I cannot for the life of

me see why those companies should be allowed at all to export

pulpwood.

The final question is, vihere does the government stand

on this export question? Th© hon. member for Kenora (Mr.

liite ) suggested in his speech that if there was plenty of

ll
pulp, exporting v/as not such a bad idea, after all; and a few

minutes ago the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) said almost

the same thing, if there was lots of pulp to supply all the

local mills, exporting is not so bad after all. I am wondering

if you are now going to start to reverse your p- sition and

your stand on the question of export as you have reversed it

on the question of I'ir. Drew's proposals, on Mr. Kennedy's

operating proposals and now will you reverse it on the question

of export?

Now, that is a very vital question.

MR. COX: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that fran

the hon. Prime Minister's (I/Ir. Frost) remarks, the implication

was that perhaps we were rather antagonistic to the hon. Minister
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of Lands and Forests (Tlr. Scott), but I want to asr.ure the

hon. Minister {llr. Scott) and yourself thri-.t that is not the

case. I agree with everything you have said about the hon.

Minister cf Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott). There could not be

a more estimable gentleman than he is.

IR. E. B. JCLLIFFE (Leader of the Tpnositicn): That is

so, but that is not the Estimate.

MR. CCX: I beg your pardon? v^

MR. JCLLIFFE: The hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) is not

the Estimate,

IvR. COX: ',/ell, I v/ill put it this way: He stands high

in our estimation— if I may use that word.

MR. FRCST: ,Tiat are you going to try to do now, damn

him with faint praise, as the poet says?

I'R. MacLEOD: He is trying to praise him with faint

damns

.

IR. COX: No, I am not trying to do that at all.

Everybody knows the hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr.

Scott) is a splendid type of fellow, and I a^rree with every-

thing you say.

IR. JOLLIFFE: Hear, hear.

I'R. COX: He is a verynopular fellow.

M. JOLLIFFE^ Hear, hear.

MR. COX: If he stays in public life as long as I

have, probably he will be elected as often as I have, A very

popular fellow.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

AM hon. I"E['IBSR: Try again, Charlie. (Mr. Cox)

M. COX: Now you have got me laughing. But I want

to take issue withthe hon. Minister (I/ir. Scott). He said he

was not practical. That is pretty obvious when he said that

when wood was lying in a natural state it rots and decays and
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should be harvested anyv/ay. That is not right; if wood is

left in its natural state, it reproduces itself, but when you

cut that wood down an inferior species of tree returns in its

place. As far as this sustained yield we hear so much about,

that is just plain "eyewash," it does not exist. Th t is one

of the reasons I would like this Committee to come up North to

try to ascertain that for themselves.

I rather resent that the hon. Prime Minister {¥x.

Frost) said that I am "throviing sticks and stones," People

do not get elected 25 times who build their life on throwing

sticks and stones. You say something about the past; I am

only trying to correct the abuses of the past in the timber

business, and they still exist, and I XTOuld like t& tell the

hon. Premier (Mr. Frost) that if we were to have a thorugh

,intD conditions
investigation/during tne nast three or four decades, from

my general knowled:?e and n-eneral observation, I think it

would be just about as illuminating and just about as

interesting as the Kefauver Report how going on in the

United States.

Now, with that feeling, and having represented those

two great districts—a third of the revenue of the Depart-

ment of Lands and Forests originates in that district I

represented 20 years, is it not a natural thing I take some

interest in this Department/ ^.'^•. heip conditions for the

people?

It is all right tc talk about the Marathon and the

Long Lac pulp and paper company, and the nice glowing accounts

you ga've of them, but they are only semi -manufacturing that

wood and shipping it down to the state of Wisconsin. And

I would like to let you know that the people of Ontario have

$20,000,000 in that proposal ^>20,000,000. I would not give
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so much credit to the Long Lac Pulp and Paper Company when

it is being financed to a great extent with Ontario money.

So I am not trying to throw any sticks and stones, and I am

not trying to be critical, I am only trjdng to correct the

situation that should be corrected.

MR. FRf;ST: Well, that is what vie are out to do. You

should turn around and support us onthe great efforts

we are trying to make,

M. COX: Support what?

SOIE hon. JEMBERS: Oh, oh.

IIR. FROST: Support us inthe great efforts we are

making to correct the 100 years of mistakes.

I-IR. COX: You sup'-^ort me and my suggestions and it will

be helpful to all the province. Stop the export of wood from

Crown lands and leave the wood in Ontario.

THE CHAIRMAN: Vote 105 carried.

MR. COX: VJhere are we?

SOm hon. IffiMBERS: Oh, oh.

M. FROCT: Now, do not get off again.

I'H. R. A. McE'.^ING ("Wellington North): Vote 105.

IB. l^fecLEOD: I^Ir. Chairman—

MR. COX: I am still talking.

MR. MacLEOD: Oh, I beg your pardon.

m. CQXi lATiere is 105? Oh, yes, I see $70,000 of

travelling expenses here. I do not know whether you are going

to take us all dov/n to Miami or not, I v;onder how the head

office is going to spend that much money? "/hen we get to that

one, we might have that explained, |i70,000 for one office.

MR. MacLEOD: Are you through?

MR. COX: V/ell, through this time.

MR. MacLEOD: Well, Mr. Chairman, there is a matter
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here I think every hon. member of the House would like to get

clear up. It is a matter that came to the attsntion of the

Standing Committee on Lands and Forests this morning, and I

may say that every hon. member of this House and every citizen

of this province who reads the ne'.'spaper or who listens in on

the radio has heard something about this matter, at least once

if not a dozen times in the last year or two. I am going to

raise it on the floor of the House in the hope that either the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) or the hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) will make a statement on this question

that will dispose of this matter for all time.

im. FROST: V'/hat page is it on?

MR. MacLEOD: I am going to quote a report on this

particular matter v.hich appears in the Glube & Mail of to-

morrow morning, whichwe received a few minutes ago.

MR. FROST: On what page?

M. MacLEOD: It is on page 5 of the Glube & Mail. The

headline says:

"SAYS l-.^OODS FIRM FORCED TO FOLD BY ONTARIO GOVT.

"The Ontario Government ivas accus d yesterday

of forcing Great Lakes Lumber and Shipping Ltd. of

Fort William out of business to protect pulp and paper

monopoly interests in the province.

"The charge came from the firm's president,

E. E. Johnson, in a brief presented to the legislature's

standing committee on lands and forests.

"He said the gover ment had used strangulation

methods in depriving the lumber firm of the right to

access to timber for saw-log purposes.

"A shutdown of the corpany's Fort William plant,

the largest east of the Rockies in Canada, put 3,000
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"men out of v;ork, Johnson's brief claimed.

"The government had ignored the recommenda-

tions of the Kennedy report on forestry to pro-

vide timber for lumbering concerns, he said, and

had bestowed practically all of Northern Ontario's

vast timber tracts on eight powerful companies.

"Johnson said his coripany, a merger of logging,

transportation and saw-mill" ng companj®, was first

hit in 1947 by restrictions on the Export of pulp-

wood. Overnight, the company's pulpwood division

went out of business.

"Other companies were able to continue prac-

tically unaffected by the government restrictions.

"The end cf the pulpv/ood brought a quick end

to the shipping division, leaving only the sav;-

milling business. In 1940, when lumber v/as in great

demand for \far purposes, the Ontario Government had

assured him of a supply of raw materials.

"Three parcels of land on the west, eaat and

south sides of Lake Nipigon had been allotted to the

company for saw-log cutting, Johnson said, but the

government had permitted him to cut on only one of

them

.

"Further restrictions and broken promises

ham.pered the company for several years, but it con-

tinued to operate on a shrinking scale. V/hen

government directives compelling pulp and paper com-

panies to produce saw-logs ran out and an ap-reement

Johnson's firm had v/ith Great Lakes Paper Col expired,

the sc.wmill was left vrithout any sxirce of saw-logs,

he said."
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Now I think it is rather important to have this

matter raised at this time, because I recall that in the dying

moments of the Session last year, the hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) informed the House that he at that time

vms negotiat ing this matter with the gentleman named in this

fdport, and I believe he included Mr. Justice McTague as well,

and that they v/ere just about at the point of having the whole

matter settled. , A.ccording to this story, the matter is

far from settled, this matter is being discussed all over the

Province of Ontario, we are getting endless submissions on the

matter through the mail and so on. Why not make a clean

breast of this whole business, tell us the facts and inform

us just where matters stand.

I would just like to add this point before I take my

seat, that if all the things that are charged in the documents

laid before this Committee this morning are true, if in fact

that sawmill has been closed down by the policies of this

government, then one wonders just how it is possible to make

sense out of a situation where lumber is being shipped into

the city of Toronto from a community 400 miles north of

Edmonton. I know if a town three or four hundred miles north

of Edmonton that is actually shipping board lumber into the

city of Toronto, and yet that mill in the city of Fort './illiam

is closed dov^n for want of an adequate supply/- of saw-logs.

What is the score? Will somebody tell us? Will

you tell us, or if you do not want to tell us, will the hon.

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) tell us the v/hole

story?

Hon. MR. SCOTT: V/ell, Tir. Chairman, I am asked to

certainly cover an awful lot of ground. I have not seen this

brief which v/as presented to the Committee this morning. I
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have not seenthe article in this morning's paper— if it is

now this morning,

IE. MacLEOD: '^ell, you have received a lot of

correspondence from these people.

im. SCOTT: Now I did not interrupt you, did I?

M. I^cLEOD: Okay.

M. SODTT: Thanks.

MR. MacLEOD: I will not interrupt any more,

m. SCOTT: First of all, they refer to a diminishing

cut underthis government. Might I say that the actual cut of

that mill increased each year up to I think it was 1949, to

60,000,000 feet that year, which is the largest cut that was

ever made in its history. I am sorry the hon. member (Mr.

MacLeod) did not tell me he wauld go into this, I might have

brought the figures with me. I came prepared to discuss

my Estimates, not things of this nature.

I did mention last V/inter in the House that I had

hopes of coming to a solution of this problem, with the

idea of setting up a n area of which the one section which

the hon. member (Mr. f-lacLeod) referred to on the west side

of Lake Nipigon would have been a part. I had had dis-

cussions with the representatives of this company, they had

asked also for further cutting rights on islands in Lake

Superior and in Lake Nipigon. I thought that we would

later on this Summer, como pretty Vi/Gll'4g^ .gn-- arrangment where^

this cutting would start, but the quea-tion then was inter-

jectedabout the operation of 22 portable mills.

(Take KK follows)
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MR. SCOTT: They folt that it v^'ould take a

yoar or two years b ofore the drive could got down from

this area of Lake Nipigon, and for the operation of their

planing mill it was advisable that these profitable mills

should bo put in operation, ^it the time, Mr. Johnson,

of the Great Lakes Liomber Company, pointed that there were

certain areas lying north of the Lake heads which ^-Mnot

run to over E5% conifer timber, but mostly poplar and

white birch, ahd in some cases hc,d been by-passed by pulp

operators in their cutting; in other cases they had not

been touched yet. So we suggested that they give us a

list of these areas, and we asked our officials at the

lakehoad to also review the area from their point of view

and submit to us parcels which would permit the operation

of one or two portable mills for this inteyimporiod until

such time as logs could come on the area established in

the Nipigon waters. V/e had several meetings on this

portable mill question, and some of the areas wliich the

lumber company pointed out as being suitable to them ; .

our officials were not fejiiiliar with, or our officials

what was
pointed out that in place of/ suggested in the first

place, only 25% conifer, they v;ere running very much

higher in conifer content, therefore they did not feel

they should fall in this category. On the other hand,

the lumber company said that several areas which had been

suggested at the lakeheads they had not had the opportu-

nity to look over, and thoy were not in a position to say

whether they v;ere suitable or not.

That apparently was the esenco of the situation





at that time, and I suggostcd that we have planes go in

there and fly a company and a department representatives

to look over these areas with which wo are they might not

be familiar, to see if they were suitable. I think this

meeting was held either Thursday or Friday, and we had two

planes there Monday morning to fly the personnel selected

to look over these various projects. They came back in

a week's or so's time with their opinions on those several

lots. Some were acceptable to the lumber companies, some

were not acceptable to the lumber companies. Some which

our foresters wore of opinion v7CTft ei:ltct3e, they olainod

they had not had an opportunity to see. So I asked them

to narrow it down then to how many are suitable. There

was not enough for the 22 mills to go mn operation on.

I said, "Do you want us to negotiate with the pulp com-

panies, make arrangements for these mills to start in

there, or would you rather have the whole thing lined up?"

They said they would rather have the whole thing lined up«

The representatives wont away lasc Fall to look over

these other areas with v\;hich they were not familiar. I

have not seen any of them in the office since last Fall,

That is how the situation stands at the present

moment.

MR. A.i.. IVLICLEOD (Bellwoods): Have you reached

the conclusion, then, that it is not possible to satisfy

this company and that the perspective must be for the

permanent closing down of the mill? Is that where matters

stand now?

MR, SCOTT: Now, Mr, Chairman, I think you will have

read from some of this literature which you have received,
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requests that this aill should operate at par, which is

quoted as being 125 million a year. Now, translating that

into cords, and taking into consideration that vast area

produced approximately 25% sawn log, it v;ould moan that

to operate that mill at 125 million feet a year, to

operate the other mills in the area, and integrate logging

operations — if you like to use the expression- we would

produce a percentage of pulp work in excess of what the

lakehoad domestic mills can consume, and we would be forced

to export that pulpage.

The hon. member from Bcllwoods (Mr, MacLeod asked

me whether it was feasible to operate that mill or not.

One of the requests we have from this same company is

for permission to operate a 15 million cut, a mill at

the Lac Soul area. I cannot see how that ties in with

the operation of this mill at Fort V/illiam at the rate

of 125 million feet a year. It is my feeling that this

mill can be operated.

MR. M..CLEOD: The one at Fort V/illiam?

MR. SCOTT: Yes, but the annual cut of that mill

must be tied with the domestic mill requirements for pulp-

wood. In other words, if the domestic mills require a

million cords a year to operate, then, if the woods want

20% pulpwood, there will be 200,000 cords of sawn logs

produced on a properly integrated operation. V/e have two

mills, so the operators claim, in oqual capacity there^

therefore that 200,000 odd cords of sawn logs that would

develop in operating the domestic pulpv;ood mills should

be divided between them. I do not think that mill can be

operated at the rate of 125 million feet a year and till
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have proper forest management in the area. Does that

answer your question?

MR. M/xCLEOD (Bollwoods): Oh, it is very interest-

ing. '' If the facts as contained in tho

documents laid before the Committee this morning are to

be taken at their face value, I do not see how the Mi-

nister's statement can bring very much comfort to the

3,000 people v;ho are out of work because of tho closing

down of their mill.

(Pago KK-b follows)
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Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): I think

that it is hardly fair to say they are out of v;ork. They

are working elsewhere. They are working on other things

arising from integrated operations,

MR, MacLEOD (Bellwoods): I know, but according

to this gentleman —
MR. FROST: Well, perhaps I may say this to my

hon. friend (Mr. MacLeod), My friend the hon. Minister

of Lands and Forests (Mr, Scott), has, I think, given a

very clear statement of the problems. He has, I know,

himself spent endless days and hours of time trying to

solve that situation.

The sense of the matter is, that the Johnson

Mill has a capacity of run in three shifts a day of 125

million feet a year. Now, Mr. Johnson thinks that there

is a liunber capacity up there, a logging capacity, to

provide 125 million feet for the operation of his mill,

and on a basis of a sustained yield policy and an

operating policy for the area, on an integrated basis, he

could be sustained at 125 million feet a year, and that

these industries would operate up there. Frankly, our

operation is different. V/e are acting, or trying to act,

for the people of this province. We do not think that you

can stand t^e operation of a sustained yield policy or

that the country there would stand it. In any event, we

certainly do not think that, without the completion of our

forest inventory of that area, which will not be completed

until this Fall or early next year, that would be possible

or wise.
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The Minister of Lands and Forests ha-s given the

figures. This mill was started, according to my

recollection, early ih the forties,

MR. SCOTT: 1941.

MR. FROST: It never did operate at 125 million

feet a year. The peak it arrived at were about 60 million

a year. That was the positive peak. Now, we have looked

at it from the standpoint of perhaps endeavoring to work

out on that basis of 60 million feet, which is four times

as much as the limit that we have put on cutting operations.

Mr. Chairman, I want to say -;
,

as
quite frankly,/ I have said it to the principals

that not only are there differences in basic policy but

we do not think that that mill can operate at anything

like that capacity. The fact is, if it is properly

'•'vTf..loped it could operate on a sustained yield basis, in

the area, of 60 million a year. You say "That is your

opinion". It is the opinion of the Department. I^ir.

Johnson's opinion is quite different from that. He thinks

it can't be. But again, that is the situation.

Now, the forest inventory is being completed, and

there ought to be some of the answers to these fundamentals

upon the completion of that inventory.

I will say also, and I might as well be quite frank

about it, that there are differences of temperaments and

points of view that make it extremely difficult to do

anything in this case. I think in most of the cases,

that the Department of Lands and Forests thct ^

, working between forest interests and ink'viduals in
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this province, it is possible to get a deal. I am not

saying that these particular people are not reasonable,

but you can see the point. When logs come down, if it is

an integrated operation and logs come down to be cut at

but
the Johnson Mil)' when they get to the Johnson Mill, for

one reason or another, '. ^ . , he may

then say the logs are not satisfactory, and he may be

right . perhaps the other fellows are not giving him the

logs. But on the other hand those other fellows say they

are gimng him excellent logs and he won't take them,

because of the fact that he is not satisfied with the

arrangements that have been made, I can only say this

to you, Mr, Chairman, t^at if people do not want to make

a deal, if there are differences that prevent a deal,

then you cannot work one out, . , I will say that o

is true as between people who are reasonable people;

and we have found no difficulties in the province of

Ontario in trying to .. • . and in arriving at,

integrated operations as between various interests in

tljis province.

TAKE "LL" FOLLOWS)
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HR. FROST: I think the point is this, and you

get back to 12$ million feet. Our experts tell us that

the country will not stand that, that you cannot have

a planned sustained yield operating on 125 million feet

when there are other mills in the locality,

MR. Oliver; Can you wish sixty million feet in

this instance?

MR. FROST: I would say we are very doubtful about

that, even at sixty million feet. The Hon. Minister of

Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) worked this out, taking an

area on the west side of Lake Nipigon and certain islands

in the Thunder Bay district, and working it on that basis,

to be good until the forest inventory was completed, the

operation on the limits to be given to the Johnson

interests, to be worked on the same forest management

basis as the pulpwood limits in the locality, and that

there should be sutting of everything on the best basis

of forest management practice on that limit, and then an

exchange of the logs for pulpwood and so on as between

these various interests, I would say you would think

that there would be no difficulty in working out an

arrangement of that sort, but the minute we get within

arm's length, or nearly within arm's length, of a settle-

ment, something comes up and it does not come about. I

think I am a person with a great deal of patience, or,

at least, I think I have patience, but I do not know

whether I ever ran up against a more difficult problem

from the standpoint of the personalities of the people

involved than with respect to that particular problem.
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In view of the statements which are being made,

I think that in the public interest I should say what I

have said here to-night. I v/ould say that only people

who are prepared to sit around the table in a spirit of

reason, and give and take, involving very complicated

problems, could effect a settlement. It is awfully

difficult to bring about a settlement of that matter,

I do not know that I ever ran across more difficult

personalities, to begin with,

MR. OLIVER: What is the capacity of the mill of

the Northern Wood Preserver?

MR, SCOTT: VJhen you say "capacity" you have to

take into consideration a number of shifts, whether you

are going to run three shifts a day and whether you are

going to run 315 days in the year, or, like in the normal

summer operation, spring to fall, when the ice goes out.

It is my understanding in the normal spring to fall

operation, two shifts produce around 45 million feet.

MR. MacLEOD: I take it from what the Hon. Prime

Minister has said that he personally has been involved

in the negotiations or discussions between the warring
,

parties. Is that so?

MR. FROST: I v/ill say this, that at the request

of the Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)

on a number of occasions, I have sat in with these people,

I would say I know that the Hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott) has used infinite patience with

respect to this. I, myself, have used infinite patience,

I know the Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)
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and myself would be prepared to sit doi'm again to try

and work this thing out. If you cannot get the spirit

which leads to an arrangement, then you can do nothing.

Now I think the arrangement the Hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr, Scott) proposed in connection with an

area of 2,000 square miles on the west side of Lake

Nipigon and on the islands in the area, offered a basis

for a reasonable settlement, and I should say a reasonable

exchange on an integrated basis with the other operators,

the pulp and paper operators in that area to provide for

a sustained yield operation, and with forest management,

and with nothing not in accordance ^idth the latest

practices , All I can say is that that has not been

successful.. It has not been possible to do it,

MR. SCOTT: I would like to clarify one point,

lest the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) should have given

the hon. members a wrong impression. The 2,000 square

miles was not entirely set out; The nucleus was t^e one

one the west side of Lake Nipigon and the islands in

Nipigon Lake formed a part; but the total 2,000 square

miles had not been delineated,

MR. MacLEOD: Is it correct that some weeks or

months have passed since there have been round table

discussions on this subject?

MR. SCOTT: Yes.

MR, MacLEOD: Several months ago?

MR. SCOTT: When they were flying; about the end

of flying weather. It would be October or the early part

of November,
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MR, MacLEOD: I do not wish to pursue the matter

any i'-jirther, I raised it because I felt wo should bring

this matter to the attention of the standing committee

on lands and forests this morning and the report of that

in the Press seemed to provide a proper occasion for

raising it in the House. My knowledge of the situation
*

up there does not extend beyond a visit to the mill,

A number of the hon. members of the House, during our

pilgrimage to north-western Ontario, had the opportunity

of going through that mill. I must say that I, for one,

was tremendously impressed with that plant. I do not

imagine that you would find many mills like that, as up

to date, with such --

MR, FROST: It is true, but remember, that mill

was erected in 1941 and it has never operated at 125

millioh feet, but at half of that.

MR, MAcLEOD: I would not want to be drawn into

a debate with respect to this aspect of the question,

becaiise I do not know enough about it; but I would say

that the existence of such a plant in Fort William, capable

of giving employment to 2,000 or 3,000 people, places

an obligation on the government to bend over backwards

in an effort to find a solution. The Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) is a pretty good 'peace-maker. He can wage

war when he wants to,

MR. FROST: Not very often.

MR. MacLEOD: But he can also make peace when he

wants to. I think if the hon., Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)

made up his mind that he was going to bring the high
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contracting povrers together, and to insist that a solution

be found to this problem, and the impasse broken, I think

he should if he tried hard enough,

MR, FROST: I can assure the hon. member for

Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) that I have tried very hard, and

I know the Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)

has tried very hard,

MR. MacLEOD: If at first you don't succeed, try,

try, again,

MR. FROST: We might do that, sir.

MR, COX: I have not the slightest desire to enter

into this controversy at all.

MR, FROST: You are taking a good course to keep

out of it.

MR, COX: That is exactly what I am going to do.

But, I know something about the practical aspect of what

the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) is talking about, I

know something about the west side of Lake Nipigon. I

took out a million ties on the west side of Lake Nipigon

before any of these parties, ever, knew anything

about the west side of Lake Nipigon,

MR, MacLEOD: How much profit did you make on

that?

MR, COX: We are not talking about profits,

MR, OLIVER: Overall operations,

MR, COX: What has profits to do with estimates?

This is a very difficult problem to settle. I

have to assure the hon. members that what the Hon, Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) has said, in a practical way, is
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absolutely correct. It is not so easy to settle. I did

not know before that an offer had been made to take the

lots out of the west side of Lake Nipigon. I see no

reason why, if people are reasonable and sensible, either

the pulp company, or this company, or vice cersa, could

not take the timber out on the west side of Lake Nipigon.

The pulp company could get the logs,

MR. FROST: Hear, hear,

MR. COX: That is a reasonable thing to do. I

was there long before I/:.;- rest of them were. What the

Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) said in regard to the

difficulties and the complications, from a practical

point of view, is absolutely correct.

SOr^; hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. F. 0. ROBINSON (Port Arthur): Mr. Chairman,

there has been considerable discussion at the head of

the lakes during recent months about t^e possibility of

sawmills as appendages to pulp. I v/ould like to read

a paragraph at Page 1+5 of the Kennedy Report.

"I therefore argue that v/e must maintain

the labour industry of Ontario, even though

it means a changed viewpoint of pulpwood

operators. This should not fee achieved by

closing a majority of existing sawmills and

opening up nevf ones which might be appendages

,

of the pulp and paper industry. I Relieve

that, in general, the continuity of present

mills and their dependent communities should

be assured, and that provincial interests
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will best be served by so doing, rather than

by the development of new mills,"

I think that is a very cardinal point. V/ithout getting

tangled up in the affairs of the Department, I would like

the Department to give us some information of their thoughts

in that direction, in the light of developments in recent

months

,

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I have no desire to

pour cold water on the peacemaking solutions v\*iich have

been devised. If peace can be made, I do not know any-

one better qualified to make it than the Hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Flpost). Even the Globe and Mail of to-

morrow morning pays tribute to the Hon.Erime Minister's

(Mr. Frost) ability to induce a sense of security and

well-beimg where none is justified,

I do think, seriously, that perhaps it is worth

another reference. If that effort should fail to succeed,

then I would suspect that the reason must simply be that

the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) and the Department

are trying to integrate the unintegratable . That brings

us right back to the Kennedy Report, Just how you can

get the pu".p companies and the lumber companies to lie

down together, much less to integrate cutting operations,

is the problem which is before the gogernment and which

is going to be before us again next year, as long as the

present methods are pursued.
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MR. 'SCOTT: ]Vir. Chairman, might I point out that

we have had the Northern Woods Preserver — t%r* hon. member

for Fort Vifilliam (tlr. Cox) can corroborate that — working

with the Hammermill Company for years, taking out pulp-

v;ood and exchanging it with sawmills, ' ...eh the Hammennill

Company took out on their operation. They have been doing

the same thing with the Great Lakes Pulp and Paper Company,

This was a further step in the interchange of stock.

However, they have worked out the process a little

further than one has obtained for some years. We have

at Fort Francis and Mathews the 0, and N. Paper Company;

at Dryden we have Farlinger and Dryden Pulp and Paper;

we have the Abitibi working with A. E. Wicks: and I

could name various firms v/here we have this integrated

operation going on, one taking out pulpwood and the other

saw-logs, and exchanging back and forth. This seems to

be the one place where we do not seem to be able to

click so far; but, as the Hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) has suggested that we should try it

once more, I might say that we have received a request,

within the last couple of days for a further appointment

with the delegation from the Lakehead. As soon as I

can recover my breath after this Session, I intend to

have a meeting, and I trust that the Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) v/ill attend. I have not had a chani^' to

discuss it as yet with the Hon, Prime Minister (Mr,Frost),

(TAKE "MM"FOLLOWS)
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MR. MACLEOD: Mr, Chairman, I understood this morning

that one of the negotiators in this controversy is Mr,

C«P. McTague, \7hy should it be difficult for him to teach

a solution, with a political blood brother like Mr, MCTague,

MR. JOLLIFFE: Like what?

MR. M/*CLEOD: A political blood brother. Ee is not

an exclusive personality,

MR, SCOTT. (Peterborough): The best answer to that

is that politics do nofc enter into the administration of

the Department under the present Minister, *

SCME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR, :A.CLE0D: Have you fourtd Mr, McTague Mfficult

to approach?

MR, FROST: He is a very able lawyer, and presents

his points of view,

MR. MACLEOD: Is that what lawyers do? I am

surprised.

On Vote 107,

MR, F,0. ROBINSON (Port Arthur): Mr. Chairman, this

is a very interesting part of the Department of Lands and

Forests, the Research Department. I was a little surprised

to learn the other morning in the Standing Committee on

Lands and Forests that the government experts on Resear-ih

had no knowledge of the not-so-recently development with

chemi-ground wood, a method for making paper from hard-

wood. There is no doubt they can make newsprint and other

paper from poplar and birch. In the light of the large

stands we have of these two woods, I would like to know

what the Research Department proposes to do alorag this line?
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/ind while I am on my feet, I would like the hen.

Minister (Mr, Scott) to say something about the utilization

of saw-mill slabs, and what the policy is, in that direc-

tion. The Kennedy Report said if sav;-mill slabs could be

utilized, they would produce 55,000 cords of balsam, and

8 0,000 cords of poplar. That is a huge amount, ./hat is

the view of the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) on that?

MR. SCOTT (Peterborough): The hon. member (Mr,

Robinson) brought up the question of this chemi-process

in the Committee on Friday morning. Frankly I have not had

^ chance to look at it, and I am not in a position to know

what he is talking about.

As regards the utilization of slabs; I quite

agree with the two experts, General Kennedy, and the hon, member

for Port aj?thur (Mr, Robinson) that there is a great waste of

slabs throughout the province. In areas where the slabs are

produced in the small mill, where there is no market for fuel,

the handling charges are too high to ship any. Then we

have the problem of the bark, where the logs have not been

watered, and the bark is glued on, and it is hard to utilize

them, except in certain types of paper.

The hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr, Robinson)

did speak to me about a type of portable chipper. I discussed

that with tJtie management from time to time. If some method

could be worked out for portable chippers across the country,

with the idea of blowing these chips right into the cars,

it might be workable, but it is too expensive to attempt

to bail them and move them by truck, or any method of that

nature,

I think at the Mounted Joy Lumtber Company, outside
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of Timmins, they are utilizing their slabs in place of

coal, which has to be shipped in, I believe they are

getting a very fair yield, when they compare it with the

high cost of coal shipped in by rail.

MR. COX: If anybody wants any slabs, I will give

them a few thousand cords for nothing, I do not know what

you can do with them.

MR. ROBINSON: Better not give up. There are lots

of ways.

MR. COX: If anybody finds a way to utilize to

utilize them, there are lots available.

Mr. Chairman, I must have been thinking about

sometliing else when you got by this item.. I wonder if the

hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) would mind explaining the

070,000 traveling expenses for the main office. TiVhen I

looked back in former years, this seems to be about 400^5

or 500?^ higher. Perhaps the answer would require too much

detail, and I will not press it.

MR. SCOTT (Peterborough) : It is the same amount as

it was last year, and you must bear in mind that since 1945,

fish and wild life have entered into our departmental life,

and our staff has been increased, in connection with the

forest inventory, and we have had more traveling than we

did at the start; however, it is the same amount as it was

last year.

MR. COX: Can you state the total traveling expenses

of the Department — the entire Department?

MR. SCOTT (Peterborough): It is broken down through

the different divisions.

MR. COX: You have no idea of what the actual figures
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are?

MR. SCOTT (Peterborough): I cariiiot tell you the

total, without adding it up,

MR, COX: I am interested in the amount , It looks

to me as if it was several 1 •
:

'
-c ...i. thousand dollars.

MR. SCOTT: That might be. $500,000.

MR, COX: That seems like a substantial figure for

traveling.

Vote 107 agreed to.

On Vote 108:

MR. DENNISON: Just on the question of traveling;

in this Department alone, there were $525,000 traveling

expenses. I want to deal with law enforcement for a minute.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) was kind enough to answer

a question as to the number of teats seized by the Depart-

ment for infractions of the Fishing Laws, and last year.

1950, 18 boats and canoes were seized, 9 were sold back

to the owners, and four were given back; 13 outboard motors

were seized, 9 were sold back, to the owners, and three wore

given back; 17 motor vehicles were seized, 14 were sold back

to the owners, and three were given back, I am glad to pee

that looks better than it did last year. There were less

given back in 1950 than there were in 1949. I would urge the

hon. Minister (Mr. Scott), however, to try to establish

a policy here, so there is not making fish out of one, and

fowl out of another, so that the same policy, having regard

to the offense committed, is followed in selling these motor

vehicles back to the offenders, or giving them back, as

the case may be.

In regard to the enforcement of this Department, in
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regard to dogs; I would like to say a word.

The Conservation officers in each district are

often required on government land to shoot dogs, to get

rid of these wild dogs — and some of them are not so wild --

who are worrying the (3e^r». I would like to ^ve two

instances of the amazing variation in the treatment this

problem receives at the hands of the Magistrates.

In The Gllbe and Mail of March 29th, we have an

item from Sudbury " V/ild Life Officials reported today

that 20 deer, mostly does, have been slaughtered by dogs

along the Anaping River, west of here". It goes on to

say: "Two settlers will appear in Court to face charges".

Earlier in this Session, a settler at Markdale

was fined (>50, and his dog destroyed after a neighbor saw

his dog killing a deer, I think that is a reasonable fine

for allowing a dog to be loose and destroying a deer.

Now, let us come down nearer homo. Here is an

instance in the riding of the hon. Minister of Agriculture

(Mr, Kennedy) and is in connection with this dog menace,

and the ^ural Co-operator, of February 13th, points out

that not only are these wild dogs worrying the deer, but

the dogs are mainly responsible for the killing of the

sheep, and we are reminded that 6,000 head of sheep were

destroyed last year by dogs.

In the riding of the hon. Minister of /tgriculture

(Mr, Kennedy) — I cannot tell you hav close to the boundary

line of the riding —
MR. criAIIvKAN: V/e are on the Department of Lands

and Forest, not the Department of Agriculture,

MR, DENNISON: No, but this is in the riding of
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tho hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr, Kennedy), and it

concerns the officers of the Lands and Forests Department*

A certain Mr* Zetyl, of Inglewood — first, I will deal

with the other problem. Up north of Brampton, approximately

on tho 1st or End of February, three officers of the Depart-

ment v;ero asked to stop dogs running deer, on the edge of,

and right in a Government Preserve, Finally one of the

officers had to shoot two or three of the dogs. One dog

was shot in the water, attacking a deer. That case v,/as

broght up to Court, along v;ith another case. I will deal

with this one first. V/hat does the Magistrate say? The

Magistrate says:

"I am sure the accused had no intention

of running deer, I also know that

foxes lead the dogs. Case dismissed."

Jiiid. we are informed, in this case, that not only

one officer, but three officers saw it.

In the case of Sudbury, a farmer gets 05O. and

his dog is destroyed. In Brampton "case dismissed",

althou£,h three officers saw the offence being committed,

I want to refer to another case. One Bert Zetyl,

of Inglewood, was up on the same day, before the same Ma-

gistrate, for having vonison in his locker, and he could

not produce a deer licence, nor would he tell '?.;.:-.•. •".'lom

got tho venison, and therefore, he was clearly breaking the

law for having seven packages of venison in his locker,

yjid, did the Magistrate attempt to enforce the

law? No, Hero is what ho said. He said, "I will dismiss

this case, I myself have kept venison in cold storage",

I suggest you should have the Magistrate arrested for a
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breach of the Game Laws, '.i/'hat kind of law enforcement do

we have in Peel County, if a Magistrate can get up on the

Bench and flout the law of this province, and dismiss two

cases like that? .-. thihk the Department should call on

the Magistrate to come in and explain, in a case like that.

Here ho has convicted himself; he has admitted that he has

given away hundreds of pounds of meat.

MR, FROST: Perhaps he was referring to his lifetime.

MR, SALSBERG: How old is he?

MR, FROST: I have hunted for years, and have given

away most of what I secured, I hope that is legal,

MR. DElNmiSON: If you give a slip along with it.

MP,, JOLLIFFS: I would advise the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) to do it the right way next time, or the hon,

member for St ..David (Mr, Dennison) will certainly be after

him.

MR. FROST: My wife will not have it around the

place, and I have to give it away.

MR, DEM^ISON: I think the hon. Minister (Mr, Scott)

takes too lenient a view of this lack of law enforcement,

MR. a/-.LSBSRG: Has the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott)

the povjer to intervene?

Mli. DEIiLvFISON: He can appeal it to a higher Court,

and I certainly hope that he does. I drew this to the hon.

Minister's (Mr. Scott) attention the other day, but I have

the idea that he does not look upon this with sufficient

clarity —
MR. FROST: Severity, you mean?

MR. DE1\lNIS0N: Yes, I think so. If the hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) gave away venison, or I gave away venison,
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or anybody gives away venison, the law says you have

to have a slip to prove innocent. I would not say a

person vi/ould be fined for that, but if you have venison

in your locker, and you do not dare tell who you got it

from, it looks very suspicious.

MR. DUlffi.Jl: Oh, have a heart.

(T.JCE "NN" FOLLOV/S)
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Votes 108 and 109 agreed to.

On Vote 110.

UR* ROBINSON: Under this item of reforestation,

in the experience of the Department Vi'hen lands are cut

over in the northwestern Ontario section V7hat must be done

if v^Q want those same lands to produce a stand equal to

the one which has been cut? Could the hon. Minister (J/tr*

Scott) give me the Department's impression of that?

M?.. SCOTT: './hat kind of timber was cut off?

MR. ROBINSON: Say, white spruce?

MR. SCOTT: It is hard to give the regeneration,

it is very hard to got regeneration of white spruce, it

is more likely to come back to balsam in the first crop.

MR, ROBINSON: If the Department wants to maintain

the course, have they given thought to what theh might do,

what they have to do to reforest or what is the plan? Ijtq

we going to see our white spruce go away forever?

MR. SCOTT: This has been going on for centuries,

you have your cover crops come up,-.I v\/ould expect the v;hite

spruce to come back.

MR. ROBINSON: Without any assistance?

Vote 110 agreed to.

MR. ROBINSON: Mr. Chairman, I would like also to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr, Scott) when he thinks his forest

inventory will be entirely completed?

MR. SCOTT: Vfell, Mr. Chairman, the forest inventory

is something that will never be completed because you are

constantly changing your figures. A preliminary forest

Inventory we v/ould expect would be completed late in 1952.

You must remember the inventory is no use unless it is kept
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up to date "; . -n to be constantly revised

c

MRo ROBINSON: That is true, but I have reminded

the hons Minister (Mr, Scott) several times that the forest

inventoi.y is complete so I thought I would ask.

' -^ '. '.'.1 agreed to*

MR. DENNISGL^T: Mr, Chairman, the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) mentioned some place in Ontario v;e were planning

twenty million trees a year. Our nurseries are not producing

twenty million trees a year for the i^^ole province.

MRr SCOTT: Between 19,000,000 and 20,000,000 trees

sent out last year.

I'lR, DEI^jNISON: But not to one district?

MR. FROST: No, combined across the province and

then natural regeneration is in addition. I would refer

the hon. members of the House to this copy of The Canadian

Geographical Journal with an article on Timber Management

in Ontario v;hich I think would be well worth reading. Take

it hone and read it.

MR, M..CLEQD: Who is it by?

MRo FROST: Mro J,— o Brodie, whoever he may be,

MR. IVL.CLEOD : Eon do we know we can attach any

importance to what he says?

Vote 112 agreed to.

MR, JOLLIFFE: On the 20,000,000 which the hon.

Minister (Mr, Scott) mentioned and which I understand is to

be greatly increased within the next three or four years,

and to which the hon. Prime Minister (Mro Frost) made reference,

these trees are actually distributed mostly for private plan-

tations and to institutions in Southern Ontario, is that not

correct? I mear.j it really has nothing to do Vi/ith timber
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management in Northern Ontario.

MR. SCOTT: Well, it was not tied up that way,

I thought the question was the number of trees sent out

and that is what I said, SO, 000, 000.

MR. JOLLIj?FE: The hon. member for St. David (Mr,

Dennison) raised it in 'hat sense but previously there was

somothir^ raised in connection with reforestation, in con-

nection with Crown land in Northern Ontario.

MR. FROST: Not necessarily, you take the groat areas

that the county have dovm hero, immense tracts of land, take

for instance the SiMCoe County.

MR. SCOTT: V/e planted approximately 1,500,000 on

Crown lands; 11,500,000 on private lands; between five and

six hundred thousands for municipal projects and miscellaneous

600, approximately one and ono-half million put on Crown lands,

MR. OLP/ER: \/hat would you expect the nurseries will

produce this year?

MR, SCOTT: Y/e thought we would have a good year but

according to reports we have had a bad Vi/inter, one of the

nurseries has had a 30^ loss from frost heaving and it is

estimated 20,000,000 to 21,000,000 trees this year.

Votes 112, 113 and 114 agreed to.

On Vote 115;

MR. DENNIS "iN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say

something about salvage operations in the Missisauga Chapleau

District. I attempted to bring this up before the Committee

the day before yesterday but to say the least I did not get

a very good reception when I attempted to discuss govern-

ment policy before that group, I just about had to fight

my way in to discuss this question but I would like to —
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MR. DUlSiBj-Pi: I bet you had your say 11 right.

MR. DENNISON: No, I was cut off by thQ Chairman,

I was told to shut up by the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) and

I finally decided that was not tho place to discuss this

question.

MR. Mj'.CLEOD: /ind that after you received an

official invitation to go down to the Committee,

MR. DEIJNISGW: That is right, after I received an

official invitation but I was not a member of the Committee,

and I was just there by sufferance I suppose.

MR. MACLEOD: No, you were there by invitation*

MR* DS1>INIS0N: I was there by invitation of the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost). I believe this Missisauga-

Chapleau salvage operation, has not been salvaged yet.

That timber is first-class ^j}\t- -jty timber, the big majority

of it white or red pine. V/hite or red pine after a fire

is usually first-class timber in many cases. The bark is

not even burned off. It is dirty stuff to handle, anyone

handling salvaged timber Vi/ill be black frori head to foot

but I still say that is just as good a quality of timber

if it could have been taken out the year after tho fire

as if it had been cut green. Now, I wonder why there was

not a greater effort to get that timber salvaged tho first

two' years after the fire? I know tho hon. Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) is probably telling the truth, ho is factual

when ho said it is the first time there was a real serious

effort to salvage fire-damaged timber but I think in view

of tho fact that this lies in Ontario's last wliite pine

country, there is not much left, tho next to last white

pine district, I think that overy stick of that timber
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should have been salvaged.

Now, in a reply tabled today by the hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) we are told that 645,000 acres were

burned; there were 50,000 acres non-forested so we can take

those out; there were 51,000 acres whicih had been logged,

so we can take those off; there were 113,000 acres of young

growth so we take those off and there were 56,000 acres

salvaged. That means there are 375,000 acres still unaccounted

for and they are accounted for as being slightly damaged and

inaccessible. In other words, wo have only salvaged 14^ of

the total, apparently that should have been or might have

been salvaged, only 149^, This is last year, next year v;hite

pine eiA red pine I expect will be of no value. I talked to

boys from Pembroke »' > woro up there this year and they say

when you cut an 18 inch pine down there was only about 18

inches in the center free from worms and I imagine this last

winter, the winter of 1951 will be probably the last winter

as far as white pine and to a similar extent the red pine

salvage will be practical.

Now, we were told at the exhibition, the government

at a groat display, amd we were tp;d sp,etjorag

like this, and I think this is really self -information. We

were told first of all, and this is the report again in the

Department of Lands and Forests Report, that pulpwood production

in the 1900 was only 65,000 cords, by proper care and attention

the production vms 2,500,000 cords in 1950.

Now, wo are told at the Exhibition further that Ontario

government units entered the burned-out lands to salvage the

good timber. Now, that just is not true, neither of those

statements are true. In this answer, filed today ~
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MR. DUKB.'Ji: liiould you say they are false?

MR. DEMI SON: Well, I would say there is something

wrong with them. In the answer that was tabled today we

wore told there were 35 government units entered the burned-

out area to salvage the timber. Now, there v;as not a single,

solitary government unit in the burnod-out area, there were

a bunch of little contractors, some big ones, McFadden Lumber

Company and some from the province of '^^uebec who v;ere big

ones, but most of them were the smaller contractors and they

alone went in to salvage this timber e This ^ovemmeiit did

not have any miit of their own in there salvaging timber

o

I suggest to the hon. Minister (Mr, Scott) last year that

they she uld have some government units in there if for no

other reason than to provide a yardstick and providn a check

on the efficiency of these private contractors; ho refused

to send a single government unit. The 56,000 acrey that

were salvaged were salvaged by contractors and not by anybody

else. Out of the total, out of the estimated totel of 511

rll^icn feet of timber or lumber in that burned out area,

166,000,000 has been salvaged up to the end of 1950, and

30,000,000 will bo salva(^ed this winter which will make

196,000,000 feet out of 311,000,000. In other words, at

115,000,000 feet of lumber is still in the area up there

and I suppose will still remain there. That would have kept

Mr. Johnson's mill operating for a whole year. Of course,

it is a long way away, I do not suggest it may be transported

to Fort '..'illiam but just to give you an idea of the amount of

lumber remaining in the bush now, there was no reason wl'.y

a larger crew of workers double the size should not .^ave been

put there in the winter of 1949-1950, In the -inter of
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1949-1950 you will remombor there was a lot of pulpv>;ood

cutters idle that particular winter > which I believe, was a

winter when there was some reduction in the cut by a good

many pulp companies. That was the Spring when up in Port

^"iTthur you had large number of people, workers in the pulp

and lumber business idle, so I am quite confident that that

particular winter you could have organized government units,

you could have salvaged a good deal more of that timber.

(TiiKE "00" FOILOV/S)
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That is right, it might have been that the govern-

ment might have had to build a lot of roads, but sonner or

later you are going to have to build roads in that area any-

way, and in an area like that roads for the purpose for

which I have Just suggested are a permanent investment and

should be looked upon as a permanent investment, and should

be looked upon as a permanent investment.

Now we have made, according to the report filed in

the legislature payment to the contractors of $8,870,000.

In the Estimates over the past three years, we have a total

of almost $11 billion in the Estimates made available for

this purpose, and this year we have $2,200,000. In other

words, year by years we have been giving the hon. Minister

of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) a very large "lest egg"

here and we were looking for lumber, we were looking for one

that would satisfy housing needs of Ontario. Now, with' »H

tiic e 'cest e,'r e" we havejgiven him, the time has come for

him to hatch them out or , as the fellow asys, "Get off the

nest".

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: You are being very delicate.

MR. MacLEOD: Now these nest eggs, this money he

has been putting into salvage timber, perfectly good timber,

and yet in the Committe, the other day when I asked the

hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) If'he i> . ; ch;:nnelled any of this

money into housing he became most indignant and said that

no lumberman would ask that question because had he attempted

to channel this into low rental housing, he would have

interfered with the price structure. He said that the

government was very, very worried about ?^11 this surplus
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lumber, they were very worried for fear it might cause

a breakdown In the existing marketing procedures in Ontario

for lumber. N w I say if the government were half as wor^

ried about building houses as they were about maintaining

the existing status quo in regard to lumber distribution in

this province, wejwould have lots of housing Iby this time.

Now don''t forget -- now, the hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) sincerely may not believe in public

housing, he sincerely mdjc not believe that the government

should at any time channel any of this lumber into public

housing. That is his privilege, he may even think it is

all nonsense, but, after all, I want to remind him that

he was elected on the promise that he did believe in that--

i. ...cvw *
;:; .'

.

housing. NqW really a political party elected on the promise

they do believe in public housing --

MR. FROST: It is not a shortage of lumber that is

causing difficulty in housing, Mr. Chairman, it is a short-
of things

age/that come out of steel.

MR. DENINISON: L^'mber and bricks?

MR. FROST: No, no, there is lots of lumber, it comes

from the cement, that is one thing. The second thing is

hardware and steel. When you say "steel", that includes

nails, furnaces, b athrooin equipment, locks for the doors,

handles — all of that sort of thing — eavestroughing;

that is where the trouble comes in. We can get enough

lumber to build the houses, it is the other things we need.

MR. DENNISON: Well, now, let me remind you

that had you appointed, as you promised back in 1948, an

Bousing Commission, I would say this housing commission
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would have surely lool^ed after the necessary Ingredients of

a house, they would surely have arranged with the manufac-

turers of hardware to provide enough hardware to put on the

doors and to hang the doors. They would surely have arranged

with, the steel companies to provide enough beams for the

c^ll' rs, and about the only steel you need in a house is one

steel beam lengthwise in the cellar.

MR. FROST: 0^, no.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Nonsense, nonsense.

MR. DENNISON: You need a steel beam and a

"T" abo."* each window and door or your brickwork, but there

is no reason why a good many of these houses might not have

been built with lumber alone, not brick.

MR. FROST: How about locks and eavestroughes

and furnaces and one thing and 'another?

MR. DEKNISON: Oh, yes, we-.. nef:d steel for that.

MR. FROST: Well then --

MR. DENNISON: But remember, there has not been

a real shortage of furniture.

MR. FROST: Oh, yes.

MR. DENNISON: And I say that a housing commi-

ssion's first duty would have to be to go right to the

forest and plan plenty of lumber, and here we are in

Ontario with the largest lumber yard in the history of

Ontario owned by this government -- you are owners of it,

the hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) used

to be a lumber man but today he is the biggest lumber man

he ever was, and he has got the biggest lumber yards today

in the history of Ontario.
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This lumber yard is flooded, a hundred and sixty-six million

feet of red and white pine, and from this lumber yard 50

per cent of the sales are going over to the United States,

becausfe the government is afraid they might lower the prices

in Ontario. I think that is a preposterous situation, I

think it is a scandalous situation when we have people in

this province forced to live In basements, forced to live

in garages, even forced to live in empty chicken coops be-

cause we have not enough housing, and we are the owners of

the biggest lumber yard in the province. It just does not

make sense, does it? And I say if you people could only

take the trouble to read your own platforms before you

accept nominations - the hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests (Mr. Scott) would have refused to run as a Tory under

Mr. Drew's platform; if he does not believe in it now, he

would have refused to run. And I say that half of you, if

you do not believe in this program, would have had no right

to run in that election.

MR. DUNBAR: He did not need to run, he walked

right in.

MR. DENNISON: The hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar)

says he walked right in.

MR. DUNBAR: A walk-in.

MR. DENNISON: He did not walk in by so many

votes in 1943. And if you had not put forward a program

like that, pretty close to the C.C.P. program, you would

never have been elected in 1943.

MR. DUNBAR: That was pretty smart work, eh?

MR. DENNISON: N&w, a Tory thinks it is smart
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work, a Conservative thinks It Is smart Jwork when he can put

forward a program that gets him elected, whether he believes

in It or not, that just does not mat'.. . .

THE CHAIRMAN: Order.

MR. DENNISON: Now I want to say that here under

this item we are asking the taxpayers to put up another

$2,200,000. and I wonder if we will ever get an Ontario

government linlt in there this year. There were none last

year and none the year before.

(§ AN hon. MEMBER: You will never get a C.C.P.'er

anyway

.

MR. DENNISON: And you told us at the exhibition

there wer^,- :. Yc-d- told us in reply to the question from

the hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) there Jwere

Ontario government units there, but I do not call these

Ontario government units, they are private contractors.

MR. COX: Mr. Chairman, --

THE CHAIRMAN: Order.

MR. FROST: Going to move a vote of thanks now?

MR. COX: For me?

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to ask

one final question,

AN hon. MEMBERS: Are you going to move a vote

of thanks?

MR. MacLEOD: — before we repeat the '.?:frala

benediction, which is going to come in a few mlnutws. My

qeustlon is this, and it is a question of basic policy:

What is the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) doing, or what is the

government doing by way of persuading the pulp and paper

companies now operating in this province to process in Ontario
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a larger volume of the actual forest ccop? I said at the

outset of my remarks tonight that Ontario '-s forests are

providing three jobs in the United States for every one

job provided in the province of Ontario, and I challenge

either thelhon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)

or the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) to take issue with

that.

It was also pointed out tonight and on earlier

occasions that we are buying back over $100 million worth of

wood products annually from the United States. Now, It is

the closing of that gap, that gap between one and three that

must of necessity engage the serious attention and considera-

tion of the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost; and his col-

leagues. And for tlie.-. reason, if we are going to con-

tinue the policy now in operation, we might just as well

reconcile ourselves to the fact that the population of N rth

Western Ontario is going to remain stationery. You have

enough people in north western Ontario now to provide raw

materials for American factories and mills.

MR. FROST: My hon. friend (Mr. MacLeod) knows

of course the difficulty. The difficulty is one of operations

and populations.

MR. MacLEOD: Well, I --

MR. FROST: Let me point this out: we could of

course in Ontario -- supposing we cut down our forests

production to the amount that we could assimilate in Canada.

MR. MacLEOD: I am not suggesting that.

MR. FROST: I know, but that is the logical

conclusion to what you suggest.
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MR. MacLEOD: Oh, no.

MR. FROST: If you do that, then consider for

instance white fine paper, papers like this magazine is

printed on. I do not know whether paper like that is manu-

factured in Canada or not. It may not be.

MR. MacLEOD: Well, why should it not be?

MR. FROST: VJell, the pc:': .nt is that we have only

a population of, say, 13 million people in Crnada and pro

bably it is much cheaper and much better that that manufac-

turing be done, at an immense cost, in the States.

we might of course say that there would be no

export of any type of wood pulp to the States, but of course

if we do that, then we limit our forest production. Now I

think it gets down again to your sustained yield policy. If

your sustained yield is such that you can maintain the great

mills and concerns we have in northern Ontario, then gradualy

these things are going to be built up around industry.

Consider the growth of the pulp

and paper business in Ontario in the last 30 or 35 years..Consid-

er for instance the manufacture of such things as kleenex

and the things that arise out of that type of manufacture.

I mentioned the"- plant, I think, at Kapuskasing .
Gq up

there and see what is done there. That did not exist a few

years ago. Those additions to our industry are constantly

growing, constantly increasing. The pulp and paper industry

at one time, or the pulp industry, was largely an export

industry at one time. Now we are getting these immense biHs

and we are getting all of the additions to them, and science
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is adding to that. I would say that I think the key of the

thing is this, that we should not go beyond what sustained

yield provides.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) did not mention our

negotiations with the federal government, which I think may

eadlto very important results xinder The Conservation Act of

Canada. That is what they und4rline, sustained yield, and I

would say that Ontario today is ahead of any other province,

far ahead of any of the other provinces. The fact is the

Dominion people will agree that there are only two .provinces

or one province that can compare with us, and that is British

Columbia, for their sustained yield and their forest

management policy.

It is all very we^l to say that if we can provide

for sustained yield^ cut off, for

instance, export of certain types of paper and wood pulp to

the United States and Insist upon manufacturing here. Well,

you reduce the size of your industry and if we can take

what we are doing now on a sustained yield basis, why not

do it? You are providing work for tens of thousands of

our citizens, and permanent work. These other things. come

with the increase of population in Canada, and no doubt in

reciprocal trade agreements. These things are /going all

the time

.

I think that is the answer to my hon. friend's

(Mr. MacLeod) question.

(TAKE "PP" FOLLOWS)
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I'R. COX: Mr. Premier, do you not —
THE CHAIMAN: I ^^rould like to suggest to the

hon, member that he is entirely out of order. When

did he move to North Wellington?

MR. COX: Well, I move around a good bit. I

moved from Port Arthur to Fort V^filliam, and got

elected. To a certain degree i am disagreeing with

you. I do suggest that some smaller canvass should

be made to see if we could not develop new markets

for our finished products,

MR. FROST: My hon. friend know^ we are constantly

doing that.

MR. COX: Even in Mr. Drew's report, he related

the ever-increasing use wood is being put to. I

was in Germany many years ago and I got part of a

suit of clothes made out of wood at that time. As

far as these other concerns, — the Marathon, and that

other mill — they are only interested in supplying

pulp to their mills in VJisconsin; they have not any

desire to manufacture paper here so long as they can

supply their own mills. So I think it would be in the

interests of the province and of the Dominion, to see

if we could devise some means of making use of our

pulpwood other than shipping it out to the United States,.

I was going to ask the Minister a question at

the time we were talking about salvaging wood. Perhaps

it may be a difficult one to answer. He said that

contractors accounts were small; but looking over the
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amounts that were advanced last year, I noticed that

one contractor received almost half a million dollars.

Well, that is not a very small amount, and I was

wondering how all these contracts worked out --if they

were satisfactory, if the contractors were able to

carry them out, and on what basis, I was wondering

whether he had looked into the credit standing of those

to whom these large sums of money were advanced by the

Department. Has this ' "^ked out satisfactorily? Is

their standing good? Are they carrying out their

undertakings? i^re they financially sound?

IVIR. FROST: How about calling it a day?

MR. SCOTT: l/e put in accountants in all these

jobs,

MR. F. 0. ROBINSON (Port Arthur): I do not

think we should rush this item 115 • After all, this is

the most important estimate of the Department of Lands

and Forests. I think the Minister may want me to.

repeat my request, and ask him what is the definition

of a saw log, in the Department's opinion?

MR. SCOTT: Some people have suggested that we

should say a saw log is eight inches and up in diameter.

Others have said, nine inches and up in diameter. But

all practical men, like the hon. member for Fort Vifilliam

(Mr, Cox) who has been in the woods for many years, or

so,' Ofinnot bo pinuod.. down to any such definition. An

eight or nine inch top might be suitable for sawing, but

the heart content, the nature of it, the sweep, the curve,

and so on —
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MR. ROBINSON: A straight, sound log, I am talking

about.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I believe this is the last vote

in this department, and the last vote of any department.

The Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) will remember

that on Tuesday, the 6th day of March, he moved, "That

Mr. Speaker do not leave the Chair and that the House

do resolve itself into a Committee of Supply", That

motion, Mr. Chairman, has not yet been passed. So

co-operative are we in Opposition, so desirous are we

of facilitating the transaction of public business,

that we have passed practically all of the estimates

without ever having decided to go into Committee of

Supply.

MR. FROST: That is right,

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think some appreciation is due

to the Opposition, combined or otherwise, for the

manner in which that has been done. But I do think

the amenities ought to be observed. The Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) is a la^^ryer, and so am I, Let us do this

thing properly, and let us leave one vote, at lease,

so that we may presumably go into Committee of Supply

if the Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) prevails on

the House,

to go into Committee of Supply. Otherwise, we shall

be faced with the grim prospect of no estimates and

no votes to pass after the Budget Debate is concluded,

and the motion is passed. Otherwise we will be

asking ' the Speaker '^ %h.e chair, with no business
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to do in the Committee of Supply, I know the Government

has freg^uently drawn a blank, but I would not like to

see them draw a blank on this position. I hope we

shall respect the amenities. You know how much we of

the Opposition respect tradition. I thinkve should

respect tradition and have at least one vote passed

after the Speaker has left the Chair,

MR. FROST: I am quite content to do that.

I think technically that is correct. The method we

are following now is a new system we have devised. It

is well-known that formerly the estimates were never

considered until the Budget was adopted and passed.

To-morrow we will be proceeding with the Budget Debate,

and in the ordinary course we would then move a

motion that the Speaker do leave the Chair, — when

the Budget is passed, as I hope it will be passed by

the unanimous vote of this House, to-morrow or the

next cfey,

MR. JOLLIFFE: ViJell, we will consider it,

MR. FROST: And the Speaker will leave the

Chair, and this last vote will be passed, I think

the point is well taken.

In that case, I move that the Committee rise

and report progress

,

MR. ROBINSON: Mr. Chairman, I had one more

question,

MR. FROST: All right; go ahead,

MR. ROBINSON: The question I think I should

ask if this, that when agreements are negotiated, is
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it the policy of the Department to discuss the power

question, that is, the cost of power, to the people

the limits are allocated to, so that we may prevent

ourselves from getting into the situation where vf«

have a very preferential rate for pulp and paper

companies, five or six dollars a horsepower less than

the domestic user is charged, and while we have a

situation such as at Aguasabon — where a tremendous

amount of money was spent in locating a power plant

in the wrong location. I wonder whether this is

discussed by the Department when the leases are nego-

tiated?

MR. SCOTT: We do not actually negotiate

agreements for Hydro. V/e have no authority to

negotiate agreements for them,

MR. ROBINSON: Well, did you discuss the

question?

MR. FROST: That is a matter for Hydro,

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park): Just on that

point, did not the Premier or the Minister tell us

that before the plant was built months were spent

on negotiation, that they called in the Hydro, that

they discussed this with the Hydro and with the company,

and meeting after meeting was held. I think all those

terms were used in discussing this wonderful plant.

Now, the Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)

says there was no consultation.

MR. SCOTT: The hon. member must realize that

these discussions took place before I assumed office.
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Motion agreed to.

The House resumes, Mr, Speaker in the Chair.

MR. PATRICK (Middlesex North): Mr. Speaker,

the Committee of Supply has come to a certain resolu-

tion, begs leave to sit again, and moves the adoption

of the report.

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE lu. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr,

Speaker, I should like to revert to the order of

introduction of bills in order that the Minister of

Health (Mr. Phillips) may introduce a bill, which he

will explain,

MR. SPEAKER: The House will revert to the

introduction of bills,

THE OPTOMETRY ACT

HON. M. PHILLIPS (Minister of Health): Mr,

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Foote,

that leave be given .
'

to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to Amend the

Optometry Act'*, and that the same be now read the first

time.

Motion agreed to; First reading of the Bill.

MR. PHILLIPS: This amendment is a simple

one, merely to change the number of optometrists

on the Board, — as a matter of fact there are now

five on. the Board of Examiners. On this new Board

there will be twelve, consisting of nine optometrists,

and three opticians, and they will be elected or

appointed according to geographical districts.
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MR. FROST: Elected by the —

?

MR. PHILLIPS: Elected by the optometrists

themselves,

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr.

Speaker, to-morrow I should like to go ahead with a

few bills that there '>ill be on the Order Paper, and

incidentally, on public bills and orders numbers 14,

16 and 1^; the highways bills that I promised to

take up of the private members bills. After that,

Mr. Speaker, we will go into the Budget Debate; then

the routine motions can be made which will enable us

to complete the work of the House.

I move the adjournment of the House,

Motion agreed to; the House adjourned at 11.57

of the clock p.m.
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The House having met.

Prayers.'

Mr. Speaker: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by Committees.

FISH AND GAME.

MR. J. L. Mcdonald (Stormont): Mr. Speaker,

In the absence of Mr* Allen • •

I beg leave to present the report of the Standing

Committee on Fish and Game, and move that it be printed

as an appendix to the JSlirnals of the Legislature.

Motion agreed to.

••.. ..•• PRINTING.

MR. J. A. PRINGLE (Addington); Mr. Speaker,
present the

I beg leave to/ report Gf the Standing Committee on

Printing.

THE CLERIv ASSISTMT: Mr. Pringle, from

the Standing Committee Printing, begs leaare to

present the following as its report;

"Your Committee recommends that the

supplies allcis'fiK.aQT-ter Member for the

current Session of the Assembly be

fixed at the sum of iji^ES.OO and that,

to meet the convenience of the Members,

a cheque for that amount be issued to

each Member of the Assembly in order that

he may make the desired purchases in his

own constituency.

Also that an allowance be authorized and
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a cheque Issued to each of the full-

time daily newspaper representatives

covering the present Session of the

Legislative Assembly, as nominated

by the Press Gallery and approved

by Mr. SpeaK'-ar.

Your Committee recommends that

copies of the Canadian Parliamentary

Guide, the Canadian Almanuo and the

Canada Year book be purchased for

distribution to the Members of the

Assembly; also that each member be

given a year's subscription to the

Labour Gazette.

Your Committee recominends that the

Departmental Reports and Sessional

Papers for the current year be

printed in the following numbers:-'-

Sessional Pafiefsi to he Printed .

for Departmental use I fiiM distribution:^

1951.

Public accounts 2250

Estimates 12500

Lands & Forests (including
Game and Fisheries Report )2250

Mines

Legal offices

250

650

Superintendent of Insurance
Abstract 700
Detailed 850
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Registrar of Loan Corporations
Abstract 400
Detailed 650

Public /orks 325

Highways 600

Labour 1100

Education 1250

Univ. of Toronto 325

Births, Marriages & deaths 2750

Reform Institutions 840

Ontario Training Schools 940

Public vfelfare 750

Liquor Control Board 1000

Dept. of i^^riculture (Minister) 2250

-do- OStatistics) 3850

Ontario Northland Transportation
Comniission 550

Ontario Municipal Board 800

Hydro-Electric Power Commission 3700

Provincial Auditor 700

Workmen's Compensation Board 1250

Ontario Veterinary College 2550

Provincial Police 350

Niagara Parks Commission 4500

Fire Marshall 1450

Civil Service Commissioner 450"

MR. J. B. SAL3BERG (St. Aniia?ew) : Mr. Speaker,

although a member of this Committee, I feel obliged

to rise and to oppose the adoption of the report of

the Committee, and to suggest, that the

entire report bo sent back to the Committee, with
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certain instructions!

I do this for the follovang reasons. A year

ago, when the Committee on Printing met, I moved "that

the Kings Printer be invited to attend a meeting of

the Standing Committee of Printing and to provide such
mifht

information as ' be asked of him about the branch

that he is in charge of." Unfortunately, he was not

called and he did not appear. This year, Mr. Speaker,

during the consideration of the estimates of the Department of
the
Provincial Secretary (Mr. .felsh) I rose, v/horc

we reached the items dealing with the Kings Printer,
would

and asked whether an opportunity be given to dis-

cus that branch of Government, through the calling of

an early meeting of the Committee; otherwise, I

would utilize the consideration of that item for a

lengthly discussion. Both the hon. Provincial

Secretary (Mr. Vfelsh) and the Prime Minister (Mr

Frost) assured me and the House that the Committee "vjould

be called together at an early date.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): ./hat

Committee?

MR. SALSBERG: The Committee on Printing.

Now, Mr. Speaker, the Committee convened to-day, and

again I asked that the Kings Printer be called in so

that he may answer questions about the operation of his

Department. I am sorry to say that the Committee

voted against sailing the Kings Printer. I think

their advice was bud, think the proceedure

I suggested is highly desirable, and I further think.
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the contrary is opposed to the rules and regula-

tions of this House.

In the first place, in so far as rules are con-

cerned, I want to quote from Lewis (1939 Edition),

page 77. The heading is: "Committee on Printing",

and the following is stated:

"The Committee on Printing consults

during the early part of the Session

with the Kings Printer and the

Deputy Heads of the various Depart-

ments, and recommends to the House

the number of each public document

or Departmental Report which should

be printed for distribution."

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that ruling was

clearly violated in that the mbmbers of the Committee

were not given an oppt.j'tunity to consult with the

Kings Printer., as is provided, simply because the

Kings Printer did not attend the meeting. The fact

that the Committee by a majority vote decided ILct not

to call him hardly altered the fact that it was con-

trary to the regulations to decide matters which

were decided by the Committee, in the absence

of the Kings Printer. That is in so far as the

regulations are concerned. il

Mr. Speaker, there is anotl;<jr and perhaps

more imprtant aspect to this problem. The hon,

members of this House vjho had the opportunity of

sitting on the Committee on Printing know that in
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the past the late Mr. Bowman, who was Kings Printr

for some years, attended every meeting. — ir.^f^axjt,

the meetings were held often in his own offUce --

hon,
and readily answered questions put to him by/members.

I say that the Kings Printer is responsible for the

placing of printing orders that run into very large

sums of money, perhaps hundreds of thousands of

dollars; and the least that/ memoer can expect is

that that public servant be available to members

of the House to answer questions.

It was suggested to me that such questions

could be asked during the consideration of the

estimates of the various Departments. My reply is,

that that is the wrong way of going about it. It

would be unfair to ask/ llinist'er, when you consider

his item on printing, how he sjjends that money, /where

he placed his orders, because in most instances, he

would not know. The proceedure is that the Minister

or Department needing printing orders it through the

Kings Printer. They are through with it once they

place their order with the Kings Printer. It would

therefore be unreasonable to expect the Provincial

„, ,
hon.

Treasurer .(Mr. Prost
)

, th^' Minister of -Education

(Hon. ]»!r..'.Fort6i.'|v.Ginany ben. Minister to be able to

answer questions that /^4laber might ask during the

consideration of their estimates. But, certainly,

when the Standing Committee on Printing convenes,

ordQrs for
the man in charge of placing/ all printing for

the whole Government, should be able to tell us at
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least, for instance, how big our printing bill was,

whether the orders have been placed on the basis of

open bids, whether competition is allowed, etc.

The fact that the Kings Printer absents himself raises,

and I believe unnecessarily, all sorts of doubts and

questions that should not exist.

Viftiy is the Kings Printer elusive? Why is he

afraid to attend the meetings? Vi/hy cannot members of

that Copnittee receive the information that they

desire?

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is known that the present

Kings Printer is not a printer. It is misnomer , of

course, to call the present incumbantn*, of that office

a 'Kings Printer". He is not a printer. But that is

not the worst thing. Perhaps a non-printer could

handle that branch better than a printer. But

certainly he should make himself available to answer

simple question.

For instance, there is strike on to-day in a

bindery in this city. Union bookbinders have been

on strike for about five weeks against the Firm that

is binding the Liquor Commission permits. I for one

think that this Governraent should not place any

printing order with ejiy but Union Print shops; and I

think that at a meeting of the Standing Committee of

Printing they should be able to discuss that an make

such proposals . But in the absence of the Kings

Printer, you cannot even raise questions like that.

It 1;':.. common knowledge in the PrintingEndustry that
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vr.'U the maps printed for the Province are printed in

a non-Union shop.

HON. LESLIE M* FRCST (irime Minister): I v«;ould

to my friend that, as I understand it, that does not

mean that in thG sho s where they printed the men are

not Union men. The shops may not be Union shops with-

in the technical expression that my friend uses, but

nevertheless, the men in most of these cases are Union

men. — is that not correct? — I think, in all cases

MR. SAESBERG: T he Premier (Hon. Mr. Frost) may

be correct.

MR. FROST: "/ell, my friend is a great man for

making a half statement. I will not say that he

makes mis-statements, but he makes half statements,

and he does not deal fairly with his subjects. The

fact is that the shops that are doing printing^ are

shops in which the Union men and -.the .Uaions are

definitely interested. It is true that they may not

be closed shops or they may not be Union Shops, but

nevertheless, they are shops in which Union printers

handle these matters. My friend might be fair about

that.

MR. SALSBERG: I was about to say that the Premier

(Hon. Mr. Frost) may be right. That may be so. But

no-one knows; and it is, in my opinion, that the duty

of the Kings Printer to provide precisely such informa-

tion. I do not say that this should be a rule in the

House —
HOH. G. ARTHUR ^fELSE (SECRETARY AM) REGISTRAB)

:
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May I add something?

IVIR. SALSBERG: -- that no printing whatso-

ever be placed other than in a Union label shop,

.'fe can argue about that.

HON.MR. FROST: That is hardly fair.

TEIi SPEAKER: Order. I am not .prepared to

accept a discussion on Union and non-Union places

so far as printing is concGrnod. We are discussing

the matter of printing, but I submit ic the House that

we are not discussing the relative position of

whether I belong to a Union and somebody else does

not.

im, C. H. MLLARD (York './est ) : You belong

to a Union alright.

I.5R. SALSBERG: I am sorry; I am not any-

where near finished,

THE SPEAKER: I stand corrected, but some

statement has been made with regard to the speaker.

MR. MILLARD: No, I said all speakers

belong to a Union.

THE SPEAKER: I differ from the hon. member.

MR. FROST: Get up and prove it.

MR. SALSBj]RG: I was in the middle of my

remarks,

THE SPEAKER: An inference has been made

with regard to the Speaker which I wish vathdrawn,

MR. MILLARD: I did not say: "The Speaker"

I said all Ministers belong to a Union.

MR. SPE/l^ER: I beg your pardon.
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IKR. MILLARD: I meant that, as a Minister of

the Church, you belong to a Union.

MR. SPEAICER: I ask that that statement

be withdrav.Ti, please. I refuse to allow that.

]\m. ICTLLARD: I withdraw it. I am very-

glad it is not tniOo

MR. SPI].AKER: I regret very much that a

statement like that was made.

Now, I want to clarify the position! We

ere not here discussing the relative position of a

Union .Member and anon-Union member; we are discussing

the matter of the printing committee; and the dis-

cussion must be ccnfln'-di to that field.

im, SALSBERG: Vfell, Mr. Speaker, I agree

that v;e are not discussing Unions, but —
THE SPEAt^IER: The hon. member.from St.

Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) is discussing Unions.

MR. SALSBERG: V/ell, Mr. Speaker, I am dis-

cussin£ a matter of great public importance. I am

discussing the fact that a civil servant who is in

charge of the expenditure of hundreds of thousands

of dollars of public funds is not available to the

only Standing Committee that can question him.

THE SPEAKER: I am not prepared to accept

that e,'i an arg^oment. I am not prepared to have the

House discuss the matter of Union relationships.

The Kings Printer -- yes; that is ^ subject. It

is not a question of whether a man, I care not what

his vrark is, belongs to a Union or not.
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HON. G. A. Vi/ELSH (Secretary and Registrar):

Mr. Speaker, I am not prepared to accept what has

been said —
MR. SALSBERG: I have the floor; I am

speaking, and the Minister can answer vjhen I am

through. The only reason I referred to certain

types of shops, Union or non-Union, was to illustrate

to the House the kind of questions which should

properly be discussed at a meeting of the Coibmittee

on Printing and which we are unable to do in the

absence of the Kings Printer, who refuses to appear

unless he is summoned.

MR. J. 7/. HANNA (Huron Bruce): Mr. Speaker:

MR, SALSBSRG: No, the "Senator" will wait —

unless siimmoned by the Committee.

Here is another Jillustrat ion of why the

Kings Printer should attend the meeting. I preface

what I have to say with this statement, that I have

not gingle shred of evidence to prove any charges or

rumours that are being circulated.

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney General): You

never had.

MR. SALSBERG: I have, Vilhenever I make a

statement, I substantiate it with facts, — unlike

the Minister who has just popped up. But it is a

fact there are rumours

that certain Firms are favoured with printing orders;

that a person who formerly occupied an important
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position gets the bulk of the printing orders from

the Liquor Commission; and another politician of

prominence in this Province is a shareholder in that

print shop that does practically all of the printing

for the Liquor Commission,

These are things that should not be

rumoured about. I do not imply that there is anjr-

thing wrong in that shop getting the printing. But

these rumours will continue to fly, and people will

make all sorts of snide remarks, so long as the

Standing Committee on Printing will not teve the

elementary opportunity to discuss with lhe» Kings

Printer the operations, and the management of this

very important Department. I cannot for the world

see why . "^ refuses to come, why he should not be

made to cfeme. It is because of these considerat-

ions that affect good Government and

the interests of the tax-payers of this Province,

that I now move, Mr. Speaker, seconded bjr the hon.

member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod);

"that the report of the Standing

Committee on Printing be not now

adopted, but that the report

be referred back to the said

Committee with instructions to

meet again, to call upon the

Kings Printer to attend the

meeting of the Committee on

Printing andto provide such
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information as may be asked

of him by members of this

. Committee with regard to the

conduct and operations of the

office of the Kings Printer."

E(M. LESLIE M. EROST: (Prime Minister):

Mr. Speaker, I have listened to my hon. friend, the

member for St. Andrew (Mr, Salsberg) and the indig-

nation with which he has placed his Case before the

House, and I am taken back to a year ago, vi/hen he had

a discussion on this very subject. My friend, I

think, have profited by what was said at that

time.

First of all, as regards the Committee on

Printing, I think this is the situation. That

Committee is authorised by the House to go into matters

relating to Printing, which I think, in/m£n, have to do

with the number of reports that are required by this

House, and matters of that sort. if the printing

committtee in its wisdom desires the presence of the

Kings Printer, or any other official, then it is

within the competence of that committee by a Icrote of

the committee, to order the presence of such official,

im. SALSBERG: Vail the Premier permit --?

MR. FRCST: Mr. Speaker, I gather that the

committee voted against the motion of my hon. friend,

I do not know vi/hy we should reverse that decision here.

The fact is wo do not know the circumstances of the

vote.
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im. SALSBERG: You know it is contrary to

regulations. The regulations saying, "Consult the

Kings Printer".

rm. FROST : That is right, but nevertheless

that is within the competence of the dommittee. And

the committee itself, consisting of hon. r;--r^>:'h(5.^s of

this House, sat in the meeting this morning and they

decided that they did not want the Kings Printer

there, that it was not necessary. Now, my friend

from St* Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) mmy have thought that

from his standpoint it was extremely desirable that

the Kings Printer should be there, but the committee

decided otherwise. I think that it would hardly be

the proper thinfe for this House to-day to reverse the

decision of the committee because my friend from St.

Andrew does not agree with it. My friend from St.

Andrew is in disagreement with most of the things that

this House did.

(TAKE "B" EOLLOV/S)
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If always we took the attitude the hon. member for St.

Andrew {It. Salsberg) advocates v>re would be in perpetual

turmoil. 'e have to be governad by the majority.

I would like to explain two ^^oints to the hon. members

of this House. I have some doubts as to whether the print-

ing committee is the place for this to be discussed, I think

if the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) called

for the Public Accounts Committee to meet.The Public accounts

Committee met and discussed these matters of contracts

and payments, therefore, he might. gain the ^ ^'iformation he

wishes I* have never heard of the printing committee being

used for that particular purpose.

The other point is that quite frankly the government

has not any objection any hon. member of this House in(t5uiring

into the Public Accounts of this province. The fact is^it

may be material and if any hon. member thinks it is material

to inquire into contracts which are made v/ith various printing

firms, let us call the Public Accounts Committee and let it be

there discussed and determined. /e have not the slightest

objection. I may say to the hon. member for St. Aniirew (Mr.

Salsberg) that we have not any objection to that course being

followed but I think the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr,

Salsberg) might follow the prober course in that regard. If

he feels that there are printing accounts and that there are

contracts into which he v/culd like to inquire, I vrould tell

the hon. member for St. Andrew (l^Ir. Salsberg) that if he

desires that the Public Accounts Committee be convened and that

matter be considered, of course these things would be considered

at that time and at that place.. I doubt that the committee

on Agriculture is the place to inquire into the affairs of

the hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) from, the stand-

point of the fiscal arrangement of his Department. I dc not
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thinly that is true with respect to the committee on mines,

the committee on education, or the coimiittee on printing; but

I can assure the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg)

that there is not the slightest intention of withholding from

him information as to who contracts for p rinting are placed

with and the prices virhich apply.

m. SALS3SRG: Does the hon. Prime Minister (I'Ir. Frost)

think it is correct for the King's Printer not to appear?

M. FR03T: If the committee in its wisdom wanted the

iCing's Printer there, then, f course, the committee would sub-

poena the King's Printer. I think that the indignation of the

hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) is an indigaation

which he knows is pretty well affected for the purposes of

this protest today.

MR. SALSBERG: I must reply to the statement that my

indignation is an affected one. It is not. I am very genuine.

I feel exactly the ,/ay I speak about this. To me it is an

unheard of and an indefensible position for civil servants to

refuse to appear before a committee when the regulations specify

that they shall consult with him and he is not there for the

consultation. ffey I remind the hon. Prime Minister (Mr,

Frost) that a year ago—
BIR. FROST: I hardly think it is fair to say that of

Colonel Johnson, who, I think, is a very obliging civil servant.

I think he goes out of his v/ay to assist the hon. members of

this House at every turn. The only reason I assume, from

what the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) says that

he v.'as not at the committee is that he vas not re'-uested by

the Committee to be present. I understand the vote this

morning in the committee v/as a non-partisan vote , that the

hon. members of the committee felt it v/as not necessary to
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call the King's Printer there, and therefore he was not

called.

IIR. SALSBERG: He would not come unless he v-as

sumn-ionsed, in other words. So, the hon. members could not

ask why one firm has the printing contract in Toronto and

why such contracts are for two and three years' duration.

151 . SPEAOR: Hon. members, we are getting away off

the line with respect to this matter. The amendment is that

the King's Printer is supposed to attend some committee. I

think we have had a pretty good discussion on it. I will

concede to allov/ing the Chairman of the committee to make a

statement, if he so desires. He is the only one from whom

we have not heard. I think we should put the amendment

before the House. 'Je v/ill spend all afternoon on this and

really not get very far

.

IIR. J. A. FRIMGLE (Addington): I was concerned,

Fir. Speaker, with the way the hon. member for S^ Andrew {Itr.

Salsberg) endeavored to convince the House that the King's

coming
Printer is used to to the meetings. The King's Printer

was nsver invited to the m.eeting. I have been en this printing

committee now for seven and eight years, l/e used to hold it

in the King's Printer's office. That is the only reason the

King's Printer v-as there, according to my understanding of

th:"s matter. I know also that the hon. member for St. Andrew

{Mr. Salsberg) has been a member of that committee for

a good m.any years and, sitting in the King's Printer's office,

I have nc/er yet heard the hon. member for St. Andrew (Jlr,

Salsberg) direct a question to the King's Printer, sitting right

beside him. I was on the committee, but 1 v/as not at the meet-

ing last year. The motion was defeated. I could not go

against the ruling of the committee. That is i&hy the King's
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Printer was not there.

MR. SaLSBERG: Just one correction, Mr. Speaker. It

is not correct, and I am sure the hon. member for Addington

(J'ir. Pringle) did not deliberately nake a misstatement, but

he has forgotten. In the old days, when the meetings were

held in the office of the late T/Ir. Bowman we not only asked

questions but I recall very v/ell Mr. Bowman opening his files,

taking out material and showing them to the hon. members.

You felt satisfied with respect to the inquiry you had to make.

It is only last year that to

my knowledge for the first time the King's Printer failed, to

show up. That is all.

Amendment negatived.

Motion agreed to.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. D§vid): On a point of order. My

point of order is that it concerns the report of the Fish and

Game Committee. At the time the report was made the hon.

chairman of the committee, the hon. member for Middlesex South

(Mr. Allen) was not in the House. I wuld like to direct this

question or ask this question: One of the recommendations of

that committee this morning was that a special Select Committee

be set up to investigate the pollution of the streams by

industry.

MR. SPEAKER: If I might interrupt the hon. member for

St. David (Mr .Dennison) , for a moment, I am sure that all of

the hon. members of the House are very happy to welcome the

legislative group of The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen

who are, I am sure, more than edified by the interesting dis-

dussioHS v/e have had this afternoon oin printing. We are more

than happy to have these gentlemen, who try to make us com-

fortable on our railroad journeys, as our ^^^^/Tr this afternoon.
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S0I2E hon. flEMBERS: Hear, hear.

riR. DENKISON: Thanl< you, Mr. Speaker.

The point of procedure about which I would like t o ask

is, that report was accepted by the House. By acceptance by

the House, does that constitute a motion by the House that

we hereby appoint such a Select Committee to investigate the

pollution by industrial users of our lakes and rivers?

m. F. S. THOMS (Elgin): That recommendation v;as

passed by a small majority but the committee could not recomi^end

the Hpuse do this. It is the judgment of the House which

counts, './e cannot vote money by-laws or anything of that

sort.

MR. SPEAKER: Tte moti n was carried. It does not

mean that it is adopted. Is that satisfactory?

MR. DEIv^NISON: Yes.

M. SPEAKER: v/e still have one more committee report.

I think we should proceed vdth the Committee on Agriculture.

riR. S. L. HALL (Halton): Mr. Speaker, in the absence

of Mr. Robson, I beg leave to present thethird and final

report of the Committee on Ajgri culture and Colonization, and

move its adoption,

CLERK ASSISTANT: i^^ r. Robson, Chairman of

the Standing Committee on A^^riculture and Colonization

presents the Committee's final report as follows:

Your committee begs to report the following Bill, with

certain amendments: Bill No. 116, An Act to amdnd the Farm

Products Marketing Act.

(Page B-6 follows)
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Motion agreed to.

M. C. H. MLLARD ( YOrk ",fest): Mr. Speaker, on a

point of order, there was another committee, namely, that

on government commissions. The hon. member for Oxford

(Mr. Dent) was Chairman of that comm.ittee.

IIR. FROST: It vrill orobably be brought in tomorrow,

MR. D3NT: I might say that I consulted the Clerk of

the House. There was no legislation passed or any recommenda-

tions for legislation of that Committee. It is not necessary

to report it today. The report is withheld.

MR. MILLARD: V/ould the hon. member for Oxford (Mr.

Dent) mind repeating that, that there would be no legislation

passed?

M. FROST: I have just been given an excerpt of the

proceedings of that committee and the report which I have

reads as follows:

"m. DENNISON: We are all proud of Hydro and

I move a vote of appreciation to the

Commissioners for the valuable information

that they have given here today,

"MR. HOUCK: I second that,

"M. C ALDER: Me, too."

SOI'E hon. MH''?BERS: Hear, hear.

M._ E. B. JOL..IFFE (Leader of the Opposition); Mr.
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Speaker, on this point, the matter is not quite in order.

Earlier inthe Session, \fhen this particular committee was

under consideration, I referred to the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) some references of the journals of other Legis-

latures. There is a proper way in which to r^rt to the

House the work of a Committee such as this one. I think

it is important it should be on the journals of the House,

Jhat was done in Manitoba, for example, was that the

Committee reported as to what government commissions or

corporations had been inquired into and v/hether the execu-

tives thereof had been heard from. It is true that that

particular committee I am mentioning—the P'lanitoba committee

did not recommend any legislation, but it did state how

far it had gone. I think it is very important that the

journals of this House should show, for example, that the

committee did hear from members of the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission. It is equally important that it should show

that as far as this date is concerned, it has net heard from

any of the other commissions. That should be on the record.

This matter will not be in order until it is put on the

record,

MR. V/. L, HOUCK (Niagara Falls): In order to keep

the record straight, that motion was moved by the hon. member

for St. David (Mr. Dennison), seconded by myself and agreed

to by the hon. member for London (Mr. Calder). That was at

last Thursday's meeting and not at this morning's meeting.

M. FROST: I understand there is a better one today.

IIR. DENNISON: Mir. Speaker, in order to further keep

the records straight, there was a motion made today by the

hon. member for Niagara Falls (llr. Houck) expressing appre-

ciation of the Hydro Chairman and saying some very nice
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things about him. I seconded that and I suggested that a

copy be sent to Mr. Walter Thomson.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

m. FROST: I am going to suggest that the hon.

member for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houc^) see his leader about

this,

IK.. SALSBERG: His leader may see him about it, too.

MR. FROST: Probably outside.

FIR. DENNISON: Seriously, may I say this in connection

with the matter raised by the hon. Leader of the Opposition?

There was a recommendation made at that committee meeting

which I think should be put before the House by the Chairman,

that is, a recomriendation that this committee on government

commissions should be made a Select Committee with authority

tc sit between Sessions and complete its work. Tliat was

passed. I think the Chairman probably should put that re-

commendation to the House.

im. FROST: Might I ask, Mr. Speaker,/the Committee

that we
may report tom.orrow or the next day,/ let this stand over and

we can discuss it. .

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods): F^. Speaker, in view of

what was said a moment afeo about this motion of thanks to

the Chairman of Hy -ro, I think it should also be noted that

last night in London the leader of the Liberal Party (Mr.

Thonson) announced that when he became Prime Minister the

first thing he v;as going to do was to fire Mr. Saunders.

MR. OLIV.^R: Freedom of the party.

MR. DUNBAR: He thought he was on safe ground.

MR. FROST: He felt he would never get it and therefore

it was all right for him to say that.

im. OLIVER: The hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) does
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not think that; he is worrying a bit about it right now.

MR. FROST: V/ho is?

MR. OLIVER: The hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost).

MR, JCLLIFFE: V>Jho is worried?

MR. OLIVER: The hoh. leader of the 0--oosition (I^lr.

Jolliffe).

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I desire to introduce two Bills which I do with apologies to

the hon. members of the House, but I think, in view of their

r ure the hon. members of the House would grant the necessary-

indulgence that we might put these Bills through, perhaps

waiving the ordinary time v;hich is involved in introducing

and passing a Bill in this House.

SUSPEND THE INCOME TAX, ONTARIO, ACT, IN

RESPECT OF INCOME FOR THE CALENDAR Y.:CAR 1950

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): ¥ir. Speaker,

I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Doucett, that leave be given'

to introduce a Bill entitled "An Act to Suspend the Income Tax,

Ontario, Act, in respect of income for the calendar year 1950,"

and that the same be now read a firfct time.

Motion agreed to;- first reading of the Bill.

MR. FROST: l^-lr. Speaker, I think the purpose cf this

Bill is familiar to the hon. members of this House, though per-

haps not the technical details which lie behind it. This

Bill does not refer to the Bill whichwas passed in this House

a year ago and which comes into effect on proclamation. I gave

this House the undertaking that the Bill would never be pro-

claimed unless the House were convened and advised that it was

to be proclaimed, I think the hon. members will recollect

that.

(Take C follows)
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MR. FROST: This Bill deals with the old

1937 Bill ^^?hich v;as passed in that year, and which

was suspended by the suspension agreement of 1942.

¥e repealed the provisions of the 1937 bill, in a

bill which was passed last year, but owing to the

fact that the bill of last year is not proclaimed

the old act of 1937 still applies^ and is still the

law of the land, so it is necessary to pass this bill

to suspend the bill of 1937.

THE POV/ER COI#iISSION ACT

MR. F?rF^' Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by

^^r, Doucett, that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to Amend the Power Commission Act,"

and the same be now read the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

I-iR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, in 1934 the Legis-

lature passed certain provisions which are now

incorporated in the i ower Commission Act to provide

for the appointment of an advisory committee of five

members. That F"^ovision has never been acted upon.

The Government and myself, personally, have been very

much interested in such a provision and such an

enactment; but we have found that the number of five

is too rr.all; it is not large enough to give a broad

representation of the citizens and classes across

Ontario, which I think should be included in such an

advisory committee. Therefore, I have felt it

desirable to increase the niomber from five to not

more than nine members.
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I had intended to introduce this before, but

due to the press of other things, I overlooked it, and

I did not notice I had not taken that action until last

night.

May I say, r4r. Speaker, that this is another

of the "firsts", as far a s this Government is concerned.

We intend to appoint an advisory committee for The

Hydro Electric Power Commission.

Yesterday v;e took steps to change the system

in connection with the Niagara Parks Commission, ViJe

have done a large number of things this year, and we

think we have bettered our system of government in

Ontario, and we intend to appoint an advisory committee,

all the terms of which are in the Act at the present

time, with the advisory members now being up to nine

in number.

As regards the personnel; I do not want to

make any commitment to the House other than to say —
and I think this is important — that first of all we

intend to appoint a member to represent the Ontario

Municipal Electric Association.

SOME HON. MET'IBERS: Hear, hear,

MR. FROST: Secondly, we intend to appoint a

representative of the A. M. E. M. That, I think is

the Amalgamated Municipal Electric Utilities. In any

event, they are a very important association, but the

letters "A.M.E.U." are all I have here. I think it

is known also as the "A.M.E.A." I am giving the hon.

members the name of the association as I have it. This
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means, Mr, Speaker, that for the first time in the

history of Ontario, the municipalities, through their

associations, will have a direct and official contact

with The Hydro Electric Power Commission. The only

commitment I make is that one of the appointees will

be a woman, and that should please the hon. member for

York East (Miss MacPhail)

.

M. JOLLIFFE: Only one?

MR. FROST: It is a f^eat innovation in Ontario,

that a woman should hold an official position associated

with the great Hydro Electric Power Commission of this

province.

That is the purpose of this Bill, There is a

small change in connection with the payment of members,

which will be on a per diem basis, with travelling

expenses and will be a charge against the undertakings

of the commission,

MR. HARRY NIXON (Brant): V/ould you consider

putting a representative of land owners on that Board?

MR. FROST: I will take this all into considera-

tion.

HON. G. A. WELSH (Provincial Treasurer): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to present to the House the following:

"The annual report of the Secretary and Registrar

for the province of Ontario, for the calendar year

ended December 31, 1950 , on administration of

the Extra Provincial Corporations Act,-
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The annual report of the Secretary and

Registrar of the province of Ontario, for

the fiscal year ended December 31, 1950,

with respect to the administration of the

Companies Act, and the mort main and charitable

uses act."

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the Day.

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order No.

10.

THE VOTERS LISTS ACT, 1951

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 10th Order, second reading

of Bill No. 109, "The Voters Lists Act, 1951," Mr.

Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move second reading of Bill No. 151.

I beg to inform the hon. members of the House

that this Bill, together with the next two, which will

come forward for consideration, have been before the

Select Committee on elections, and have been considered,

and a report has been submitted to this House indicating

certain amendments. The amendments are proposed in

this Bill, and Bill 110, which will no doubt be called

next, but no amendments were proposed with respect to

Bill No, 134, and what I suggest ie.;^ in view of the

nature of this legislation, which covers a great many

matters of detail, these bills go forward to the Committee

stage with the amendments, and if my motion for second

rSading of the bill itself with the amendments as

reported by the Committee, carries.
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I may say that the main changes which have been

made in the election laws not only the bill! with

reference to the voters lists Act, but the Bill with

reference to the Election Act, in general, are designed

to bring the procedure for making out lists, and the

procedure for determining the eligibility of voters,

as far as possible, into line with the federal procedure

under the Dominion Election Act, and to make it fit

in, certain features cf the provincial legislation

will require slight changes from the federal procedure,

and I would suggest that the best place to discuss

these matters in detail, in view of the fact that

the whole bill has been thoroughly considered by the

Committee v;hich has been meeting on a number of

occasions, would be in committee stage.

May I say at this time, that the deliberations

of this Committee were very useful, and a great spirit

of co-operation was shown, and 1 believe as the result

of assistance which has been given by members of the

committee from all parties, that we have an improved

election machinery.

If it is the wish of the hon, members that this

go into Committee stage, I would move second reading

of the Bill as amended by the Committee, and leave it

to Committee Stage for further consideration.

MR. W.J. GRUMTiETT (Cochrane Southf: Mr.

Speaker, will the bill be reprinted before it goes

into committee st§ge, or will we receive the amend-

ments in committee stage?
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MR. PORTER: The bill will be reprinted and

be here to-morrowi

MR. JOLLIFFE: I would also prefer to make

any comments I have to make at the Committee stage,

when the Bill has been reprinted, as amendedui

Motion agreed to; second reading of th^ Bill.

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order

No. 11.

THE ELECTION ACT, 1951

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 11th Order, Second

Reading of Bill No. 110, "The Election Act, 1951",

Mr. Porter.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I move second reading

of Bill No.llQ as amended by the Select Committee on

Legislation.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the bill,

MR. PORTER: The same remarks will apply to

this bill, Mr. Spdaker.

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order

No. 112.

THE ACTIVE SERVICE ELECTION ACT, I95I

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 12th Order, second reading

of Bill No. 134, "The Active Service Election Act, 1951."

Mr. Porter.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I move second reading

of Bill No. 134.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister); Order N0.I4.
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UNIFORMITY OF ASSESSMENT IN GREATER TORONTO

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 14th Order, second reading

of Bill No, 153, "An Act to Provide for Uniformity of

Assessment in Greater Toronto", Mr. Dunbar,

HON. G. H. DUNBaR (Minister of Mimicipal

Affairs): Mr, Speaker, I move second reading of Bill

No, 153.

MR. SALSBERG: Has the Hon. Minister (Mr.

Dunbar) anything to say at second reading of this

bill?

MR. DUNBAR: I would be glad to, if what I said

on first reading was not sufficient,

MR. SALSBERG: Very insufficient.

MR. DUNBAR: Leading up to this bill, was an

application from the municipalities surrounding Toronto

for amalgamation.

The enormous growth in population and industrial

development in the Greater Toronto Area has lead to very

serious problems relative to supplying the necessary

municipal services in all the municipalities contained

in the area.

In the early part of 1950 the Government,

realizing the problems this expansion would create,

were instrumental in having a committee composed of

representatives from the 13 municipalities consider

the problems that would have to be faced.

The next step was an application by the City

of Toronto to the Ontario Municipal Board for amalga-

mation of the 13 municipalities in the Greater Toronto
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area,

I would like to point out here that the Town

of Mimico made application to the Ontario Municipal

Board, for the setting up

of a board of joint management for certain services

for the entire area. The hearing of this application

was postponed at the request of Mimico to permit

further study and preparation of a brief.

The Ontario Municipal Board have been conducting

public hearings of both applications since June 19th,

1950 and hearings are still in progress.

Anyone who understands municipal agfairs and

who has attended or read the reports of these hearings,

cannot but be of the opinion that some change must be

made in the set-up of the 13 municipalities in order

to give the citizens of the area the services they are

entitled to.

The Ontario Municipal Board will no doubt give

their decision as soon as possible after the hearings

are completed, but it must be remembered that the

unification or amalgamation of the 13 municipalities

in the Toronto area will be a tremendous task and

the decision of the Ontario Municipal Board will have

far-reaching effect over a quarter of the citizens of

the Province of Ontario,

Notwithstanding that the hearings of the Board

have not been completed, the chairman and vice-chairman

of Board have written a letter to the Minister of

Municipal Affairs stating in part:
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"— It is common knowledge that notwith-

standing the mandatory provisions of

'The Assessment Act' there has been, in

practice, no uniform basis of local

assessment in Ontario and the municipalities

in the Toronto area are no exception.

This departure from the statute is not

necessarily a serious matter within a

single municipality so long as the assess-

ment is consistent throughout and is

equitable as between comparable properties.

VJhen, however, inter-municipal relation-

ships are involved, or any form of joint

municipal action is contemplated, lack

of uniformity in assessment becomes a

serious obstacle and may prevent effective

action. Problems of this nature are clearly

the basis of the present applications.

For the above reasons, the undersigned

Ktjtbtrs cf tfc© Board have the hcnour to

recommend to you and to the Government

for immediate consideration with a view to

enactment during the present session

legislation providing for

(a) The preparation of a complete valua-

tion for assessment purposes on a

uniform basis of the entire area

concerned in the present applications.
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(b) This work to be done under the direction

and control of an independent Special

Assessment Board to be appointed by the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council with

suitable provision for the employment of

staff and the payment of salaries and

expenses,

(c) Authorizing the Special Assessment Board

to obtain all reasonable assistance from

local assessors and officials, access to

local rolls and records and power to

obtain necessary information and make

inspections of property.

(d) Requiring the Special Assessment Board

on completion of the work to report, in

writing, to the Minister, the Ontario

Municipal Board, and to each of the

municipalities concerned, including the

County of York,

(e) Requiring such valuation to be made in

conformity with the requirements of the

Assessment Act in the same manner and to

the same extent as if such valuation

were an actual legal assessment.

Although the primary purpose of the under-

taking as contemplated by the Board would be

the preparation for the first time and by a

single authority of a complete picture of the
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potential taxable assessment of the entire

area on a uniform basis and in conformity with

The Assessment Act, the Board feels that it is

entirely possible that it may eventually be

found possible and desirable in one or more

of the municipalities concerned to have the

actual local assessment conform to the

completed potential assessment in question.

In such case some additional action would be

required either by the local municipality or

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, The

Board expresses no opinion as to this except

to say that in its view no actual taxation

should be based upon the proposed uniform

special assessment, without providing for the

normal rights of appeal now contained in The

Assessment Act,

The undersigned respectfully solicit your

careful consideration of the above recommenda-

tions."

Tijie Government believes that whatever the

final decision of the Ontario Municipal Board may be,

valuing of real estate in the Toronto area on an ^

equitable basis is absolutely necessary before any

imofocatopm pf servo ces, metropolitan area or amalga-

mation can be brought into effect.

In addition, it is felt that such a valuation

would be of enormous assistance to the municipalities

if it is decided that the municipalities in the Toronta
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area should continue to function as separate corpor-

ations.

Sections 1 to 10 provide for the establishment

of an Assessment Board to be composed of three members

whose function will be to value in ac ^ordance with

The Assessment Act, all the land in the municipalities

comprising the Greater Toronto area. These valuations

will be carried out ^y the Assessment Board and its

staff in collaboration with the assessment departments

of the various municipalities. It is anticipated that

the staff of the local. assessment departments will

wholeheartedly co-operate v;ith the Assessment Board

and its officials.

Provision is also made for the Assessment Board

to report to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council from

time to time and provides that such reports shall be

made available to the area municipalities.

The second part of the Bill, sections 12 to

22, provide authority for using the valuations prepared

by the Assessment Board in making an assessment in any

or all of the municipalities.

It is expected that a decision will be arrived

at as to whether or not there is to be a unification

of services, a metropolitan area or amalgamation of

the municipalities in the Greater Toronto Area, or

whether the municipalities are to continue as separate

corporations, attempting to maintain their own indi-

vidual services.
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Section 11 of the Bill provides that when a

decision is arrived at the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, by proclamation, may declare that the

assessment roll for the following year in any or all

of the 13 municipalities in Greater Toronto area set

out in the proclamation, shall be prepared under the

direction and control of the assessment Board.

Sections 12 to 22 of the Bill shall only apply

to a municipality when it has been designated in a

proclamation of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

These sections of the Bill provide for the local

assessment office of each municipality, under the

control and direction of the Assessment Board set up

under this Act, to prepare the assessment roll based

on the valuations determined by the Assessment Board,

In order to maintain the object of equalization,

authority for the creation of special courts of revision

are set out in the Act.

It is expected that when the time comes to use

these values that all the assessment rolls in the area

will be returned on the same date so that a taxpayer

in one municipality can compare the assessment of

his property with the property in any of the 13

municipalities, and if he is not satisfied he can

appeal to the special court set up under this Act.

If he is still not satisfied, he can appeal to the

higher courts as provided in The Assessment Act.

(Take D follows.)
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That is to say, they have special courts of revision.

Until the proclamation the municipalities

affected would continue on with their own courts of revision.

When the proclamation is made the government would set up a

special board to deal with the complaints. Therefore, there

woi-tLd be no home owner, property owner in the municipality

who would not have the same opportunity of appealing as he

had prior to the board being set up. He could appeal to

the special board which would be set up, he could appeal to

the county judge and also to the Municipal Board.

There is something to which I would like to refer,

taking 100% on the Toronto assessment. I want to make this

clear, that this refers to the taking of what they call a

spot assessment, of some areas from municipalities by our

assessors going in, making assessments and getting records

from the assessors in the municipalities, if you take it

on the Toronto basis as lOO;^ you will find t^t none of the

municipalities are up to the figure of 100?S; in fact, one

municipality you read about in the newspapers today, v;hich

is in difficulty with respect to raising money, selling deben-

tures, if they were properly assessed and the money market was

all right, I do not see why the bond houses could turn them

down with respect to borr- wing money, because they are only

assessed at a little more Ihan 255^ of Toronto's assessment.

If their assessment was what it should be, and having regard

to the fact that their borrowings are so low on that increased

assessment, no bonding house could turn them down when it

was sanctioned by the Municipal Board. I can see great

advantage to the municipalities around Toronto to be properly

equitably assessed, with fair assessment so that the

Municipal Board would know, when you aooly to them for per-
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mission to issue debentures and the bonding houses which are

selling their bonds would know exactly what your assessment

means, if it has been assessed according to the Assessment

Act. I believe in that way the outlying municipalities would

find it of great advantage when they were assessed all on an

equal basis. I remembei/quite well the hon. member for York

VJest (Mr. Millard) speaking in the House. I was really

embarrassed, as Minister of Municipal Affairs,when the hon.

member for York West (I4r. Millard) made the comparison of the

assessment on one side of the road, the assessment on the

other and v/hat they wer paying for school taxes. This has

reference to an incident which happened a few years ago* It

was after that I made up my mind I would set up an assessment

branch in the Department of Municipal Affairs so that we would

through time endeavor to equalize the assessment if not through-

out the whole province, throughout districts or counties, and we

have now in the Province of Ontario 21 out of 3^ counties with

county assessors. vJe have been doing a lot of assessing with

our own assessors acting as assistants to those people; in

fact, in some places we have been taking over and doing the

full assessment throughout the province during the last year.

I will grant you, they are small municipalities v^ich.we

assess in full. There is no charge for it. '.'^e went in. V/e

were asked to do it. vJe did it. Je charged nothing for it.

'•Je are now working with the city of North Bay. Mr. Sloan,

one of our men, has been up there a number of times. I am

sorry the hon. member for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck) and the

hon. member for Port Arthur (Ifr. Robinson) are out of the

Chamber at the present time. Me worked for Port Arthur last

year. 'Je had our men up there last year and smoothed things

out. It was assessed according to the Assessment Act. "^e
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had no complaints. They are well pleased with the assessment.

I feel it is just a matter now of some people feeling that

perhaps they should be asked to do it, or r)eo|)le who will say

"If so and so is going to do it we do not vrant anything to do

wit|i it," but if it is an independent board I feel at least

95?^ of the people in the 13 municipalities will be well pleased.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, I am cv:f:z»-;d at a number of

things in connection with this Bill. I get the gneral impres-

sion that this is legislation smuggled in during the dying days

of the Session.

MR. PCRJR: Not dying. The hon. member for St. Andrew

(J'Ir. Salsberg) may be.

MR. SALSBERG: I assure the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter)

who made that remark that I have it on good authority

that I v/ill attend his/ rather than he attend mine.

MR. PORTER: I am not crying.

MR. SALSBERG: I am speaking of politica]. funerals.

M. DUNBAR: May I ask t^hat you permit me t o make a

correction?

MR. SALSBERG: I do not permit a correction before I

finish a sentence. If the debate is started in this way,

that the hon. Cabinet members jump to thar feet before we get

a sentence finished we might as well have no discussion.

I got the impression that this legislation is smuggled

in during the dying hours of the Session, so as to not give

—

MR. DUNBAR: VJill the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr.

Salsberg) be fair and let me explain that one part?

IR. SALSBERG: I am always fair, everywhere.

I'R. DUNBaR: On Thursday, a week ago, this letter

v;as presented to me by the Municipal Board. I called the
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municipalities together on Tuesday. Monday was Easter

Monday. As I say, I c ailed them together on Tuesday. They

asked me if I would leavd it over for a v/eek. I agreed

with the municipalities that I would leave it over for the

week. I brought it in. I had to telephone them. I thought

the Session v;as coming to an end, on Monday. "It will be

only six days instead of seven that I am waiting on you. Is

that satisfactory?" They said: "Yes." So, I brought it

in in the dying Session! One day quicker than I had pro-

mised tol

IR. SALSBERG: I vrant tc complete my sentence. In

order to convey the thought involved in that sentence I will

have to repeat it. I get the impression that this Bill is

smuggled in during the dying d ays of the Session, so as

not to give the municipalities affected a proper opportunity

to present their views, their ansv/ers and their wishes. The

hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) tried to explain a moment ago that

this was not smuggled in during the dying days of the Session

because the Board proposed to them such legislation only a

few days dgo, Thay m.ay be true—
MR. DUNBAR: Eight days ago.

MR. SALSBERG: but that does not alter the fact that

this legislation is brought in during the dying days of the

Session, with only a day or two left, and the municipalities

will be deprived of the opportunity to present their views and

make their wistes known properly. This is not a nev/ issue which

suddenly sprang up and caused the Municipal Board to hurriedly

advance a proposal to the Minister (Mr. Dunbar ), which proposal

the hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) is obliged to rush through
the

the House in its dying days of session in order to save a

catasyo'p-hfei- . The Municipal Board, as the hon. Minister (f'Ir.

Dunbar) has pointed out, has been handling the amalgamation
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issue for almost a jrear. The facts of the assessment condi-

tions are very well knovm to the Ilunicipal Board for a long

time. They, hov.-ever, have decided tc make a radical proposal

a few days or a week before the adjoiirnment of the House, or

the prorogation of the House and the hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar)

felt obliged to rush it.

Mr. Speaker, when the hon. Minister (Tlr. Dunbar) stood

there and spoke of the 13 municipalities affected, and remember-

img that his first name is George, I could not help but think

of a historic period when 13 colonies felt they no longer stand

dictation from George the Third, it resulted in a revolution

in the North American Colonies.

m. JCLLIFFS: But first there was a Tea Party.

MR. SALSBSRG: But first therav/as a Tea Party. I do

not know what sort of party took place btf ' r<i this Bill was

brought in. There must have been some party. But, to have

the hon. Minister {Mr. Dunbar) stand there and speak about the

13 municipalitffies one cannot help but think that there is

almost a dictatorship, speaking to 13 municipalities, and, saying

" whether jrou'. like it or not, "That is what you are going to

get." That is the essence of ' the proposal and of the

speech of the hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar). "Jhether munici-

palities agree, or not, they are going to have a nevj assess-

ment. V/hether they v/ant it or not it is going to be carried

out. V/hether ibhe municipal governments will accept the

assessment which the special board will propose, that new

assessment will be imposed upon the municipalities by order-

in-ccuncil, by proclamation. It is true that people v/ill have

a right to appeal

—

MR. FROST: Did the hon. member for

St. Andrew (Mr. Sals berg) not use the same kind of lanpuage
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, a year ago, accusing the government and

members of the govdrnment of cracking the whip, forcing amal-

gamation and doi::g all sorts of things? Has the hon. member

for St, Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) not learned ^:y in the last

year, that those opinions are entirely unfounded, that it is

matter of trying to find for the people of this big area a

method by which they can arrive, as much by agreement as

possible, which will get the poor people on the outskirts

of Toronto out of the mud, get them into a decent transporta-

tion system and a lot of things like that which will lead them

into good living and provide housing for countless thousands

of people in this comm.unity at the present time? The hon,

member for St, Andrew (rir. Salsberg) might be more tem.perate

in his remarks. There is nothing to be gained by exaggera-

tion. VJe are only trying to find the best method of solving

a very difficult problem.

IIR. SALSBERG: Is this true, that I did a year ago

—

M. FROST: And you were quite wrong.

MR, SALSBERG: —speak about the government wielding

a big stick over the municipalities? If I might be permitted

to remind the hon. Prime liinister (Mr. Frost), I would remind

him that ths.t v/as a quotation from local papers which I read,

with which I agreed. I agreed with the heading iii one of

the Torotifco papers a year ago that the government was wielding

a big stick over the municipalities. The hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) said that v;hat we are trying to do in a difficult

situation is to arrive at agreement, ''ith that I agree, but I

suggest that the v/ay you are proceeding is not to arrive at

agreement but to foist a solution on the municipalities regard-

less of their wishes.

fIR. FRCST: No. Let me point out to the hon. member
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for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) that if there was ' this

idea/ a common assessment the municipalities could sit

around the table, v/ith the cards face up, knovjing the

value of the assets with v/'^ich theykre dealing and the

effect on the municipalities. It does not change the

present situation one iota except that it gives them a

common denominator upon which to form judgment. That is

the point,

in. SALSBERG: Ilr. Speal<er, I cannot agree, m.uch

as I would like to, very often, with the hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) that this is a method leading to

agreement. It certainly it is not an attempt to reach

agreement when municipalities disagree with the proposal

contained in this Bill.

(Take E follows)
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I might say, Mr. Speaker, that in my opinion the

present Bill seeks to accomplish what thig Government

P s
has announce^ its determinate policy more than a year

ago, — to force through amalgamation.

MR. FROST: No, no.
/

t

• MR. SAISBERG: — in this area. This Bill

seems to advance this objective. Now, Mr. Speaker,

all I am suggesting is that wo proceed by way of

dictates
agreement, not by way of ;:.«'.• . rrom the Minister

and decrees issued by his Department and orders such

as now contained in this B ill. I ask you, Mr.

Speaker, is it agreement when the City of Toronto,

through its Council, adopts a resolution unanimously

which is sent to, I d-aagine, all Toronto members and

to the Government, and which I now wish to read so

that it be ofl the record of proceedings of this House.

This letter is dated April 3 on the official station-

ery of the Corporation of the City of Torofiito. It is

addressed to me, and I am sure it is addressed to

other members who received it;

"J. B. ralSberg, Esq., M.P.,
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto.

Dear Sir:

I forward copy of a resolution

adopted by the City Coxincil at its

meeting held this day, as follows:

Resolved: whereas this Council,

having been informed of the intro-

duction by the Government of the
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Province of Ontario of a proposed

Bill to equalise assessments in

the Toronto area under a body to

be known as The Greater Toronto

Assessment Board; and

whereas a review of the Bill makes

it clear that the powers to be

conferred on the said Assessment

Board are much voo wide for the

purposes as it takes away from

this Council and vests in and

appointed Board of the Ontario

Government the control of our

Assessment officials and staff;

therefore, be it resolved that

this Council places itself on

record as being unalterably

opposed to the proposed Bill

with its wide powers which inter-

fere with its jurisdiction of

the City of T oronto and control

of our employees; and further

that a copy of this Sesolution

be forwarded to the Prime Minister,

Members of the Government, Leaders

and Members of the Opposition,

Respectfully yours,

Geo. Weale.
City Clerk.
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, the
MR. DUNBAR: V/ould that agree with/Mayor's

statement two days ago to the paper, when he said

that their Assessment Department should do the

assessing? Did he not agree that the assessing should

be done in these twelve municipalities — not

including his own? Did he not state to the Press

that their assessement department in Toronto should

be in charge of the assessment for the twelve

municipalities? Do you think for a moment that

the other twelve municipalities would like that?

No, they Vi/afet an indepondeit Board.

IIR. SALSBERG: I recall something like what

the Minister is quoting having

appeared in the Toronto papers.

MR. .DUNBAR: It was on the air too.

MR. SALSBERG: I think the Minister is

right is saying that such a statement was recorded

in the PrSss. But that is not the question at this

moment. The question is this, whether we will attempt

to arrive at an amicable and just solution i3f the

problems of greater Toronto through discussion,
and

conviction and negotiation^ ' bargaining, or whether

will attempt to solve the problem in accordance

with what membersof this Government believe tv- ;W3

a correct solution and force it upon the municipal-

ity. That is the issue.

I am not for a moment stating that the

present assessment in the various suburban mmnicip-

alities is a satisfactory one, I can agree with
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the Minister that there is need for reform. That

is true. That is generally recognized. Then let

us proceed in a manner that will result in a re-

assessment of these unassessed areas witb':-'Ut the

cracking of the whip, the ir:pGHiti':n of dictatorial

powers of the municipal Board and the Government

over the municipalities. Let us do it through

negotiatioiB and discussion. The Minister has not

called together the representatives of these munic-

ipalities -- pardon me, let me finish —
MR. DUNBAR: I did it eight years ago,

and I got deimned from one end of York County to the

other for doing it. A man named MacBonald, who they

r.mdde:.a:'K.C. afterwards, said I had no business in the

municipal affairs, they could settle their own

business. They have been eight years trying to

settle their affairs, and now they are before the

municipal Board.

liTR. SALSBERG: What I was about to say was

that the Minister of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar)

did not call together the thirteen representatives

of the Thirteen Colonies ~ I mean, municipalities -p

and say, "Plea^ Gentlemen, let us ^cerrylthrough

the assessment of these unassessed areas; let us find

a way, a basis, a yardstick for the proper assess-

ment; and then we will talk it over for two or three

weeks and maybe arrive at a satisfactory method,"

Instead, the Minister told

the representatives i|ore than a week ago, that he
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has this recommendation and that he will introduce

a Bill to that effect; that is all. They were not

asked whether they agreed or not. I suggest that is

a wrong proceedure.

Now, the Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)

said a little while ago that last year, when I

accused them of weilding a big stink over mmnicip-

alitles, I was incorrect, and nothing of ttee sort

is attempted now. Let me remind the Premier that

he made a statement about a year ago that the

were
Thirteen Municipalities given to January 1st

to achieve amalgamation.

HON. I^ilR. FROST: Oh, no.

Iffi. SAL3BERG: Oh, yes.

MR. FROST: No, no.

MR. SALSBERG: T'O January 1st, and if

by then they will not have achieved amalgamation, or

an agreement of an amalgamation, this Government wiH

step in. It seems to me that now the Government is

stepping in by this Bill in order to hasten the

accomplishment of v;hat should be accomplished in a

gradual democratic way, by the methods that they

employ. There vi/as agreat deal of opposition to the

Government's position of a year ago from supporters

of the Government as well as from those that do not

support them. The Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)

could not have been unaware of the fact that even

members of this House coming from areas close by

were veiy unhappy about the Government's position a
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year ago as announced from time to time by the

Premier (Mr. Frost) or the Minister of Municipal

Affairs (Mr. Dunbar). TKotr supporters, their

voters, were very unhappy about it. They felt they

were being dragooned into something instead of b'-'ing

convinced and arriving at a correct

policy. Now],: I suggest that this method is a

continuation of the policy of dragooning them,

whipping them into line.

m. FROST: Oh, no.

MR. SALSBERG: That is the wrong method.

I will go further, atid say to the/Minister of

(lur, Dunbar)
Municipal Affairs/ that I am not prepared to say that

the re-assessment that took place in Toronto is an

"..idcJal re-assessment. I am not prepared to argue

that it is. There were many features about the re-

assessment in Toronto that called for a lot of

just criticism. I think some working

class homes were over assessed in the re-assessment

process. I think they did not develop a yardstick

that would result in a just tax payment from commercial

buildings in the City of Toronto, which would have

permitted a reduction of the assessment on home-owners.

I do not hold up the Toronto re -assessment as a model

of perfection. But to come to Toronto, now, two years

after they spent a million dollars in re-assessing

the City, and say to them: "We are going to re-assess

you, and our re-aasessment will stick, whether you

like it or not," is a very high-handed method. I
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object to It.

MR. FROST: it was explained to my hon.

frier.d (Mr. Salsborg) by the Minister of Municipal

Affairs (;^r. Dunbar) before he introduced the Bill,

that it was not the purpose of this Bill to re-assess

Toronto. The purpose would be, of course, to coi.i:i.unicate

with Toronto and obtain full particulars of the re-

assessments, and then endeavour to make an assessment

across the board as uniform as possible, and to

provide for the equalization factors. I can assure

my friend that the Province is paying for this job,

and the last thing . they would intend to do

would be to come in and re-assess the City of Toronto.

i'Vhat would be done would be for the purpose of

finding the equalizing factors in order to provide

for as nearly as possible a common assessment across

the board.

MR. SAISBERG: Mr. Speaker, I will conclude

by saying that the Irime Minister's few words now

are the first that I recall —
MR. FROST: That is what the Minister of

Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) told you when the

Bill was introduced.

FiR. SALSBERG?^'^^ ^^first announcement I

recall that the City of Toronto will not be re-

assossedy But the Bill does not say it will not be

re -assessed. All the explanations given by the

Minister of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) so far —
MR. DUll^BAR: Listen to what I said.
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yftien the Board is created, the initial step will be

to investigate the basis used for the valuation of

land and buildings for assessment purposes in the

City of Toronto. No doubt, the Board will use such

a basis in arriving at the valuation for assessment

purposes in all the municipalities of the Toronto

area, is it tJj-ii^ir opinion the basis is prtfuerly

applicable to the whole area. Is not that quite clear?

Iffi. S.ALSBERG: It says, it is the opinion

of tne new Board that will be applicable.

MR. FROST: Vfell, then they say, "you put

the equalizing fact or i"

MR. SALSBERG: I will conclude by saying

that the whole proceeduro is one that cannot but

cause resentment and opposition, opposition to

the Bill/iSt without foundations or justification.

I think that it would far more of a service to the

solution of a problem that is serious and a compli-

cated one if the Minister and his Department were to

advance an assessment policy, an assessment yardstick

that would bo far more just and equitable from the

one used in the City of Toronto in its recent assess-

ment and then point to public view the weaknessoss of

the assessment situation, show how insupportable

certain assessment proceeduros are in certain local-

ities, and call upon the municipalities to reach an

agreement on a common assessment basis, and seek ita

implementation.

That is not being done. i;l/hat is being done
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Is that the Government sets up a Board; this Board

stands above municipal Governments, above municipal

Councils; it will carry thrnu gh a re-assessment as

it will be set, it will use such assessment jiard-

sticks as it selects. It will then be in a posit-

ion, ifi the Government will agree, to buy proclama-

tion impose such an assessment which may be very

unfair on the citizens of the City. I do not think

we need a relationship such as existed between the

Thirteen Colonies, and George III. Let us have a

relationship that will call for confidence and trust

betvreen the municipal Departments, the municipal

B oard. and the Thirteen Municipalities that are not

Colonies, but self-governing bodies of citizens v\;ho

levy and pay taxes cud elect . local Governments, and

who certainly have something to say about it.

im. DUWB/lR: Do you think that an Assess-

ment Commissioner i^'not just as indepcndetit as this

Board? You know that when an Assessment Commissioner

is appointed, he takes the oath and he basiigbt uasbc

nur;hr]povjGr astthlg Bcjard has — h?':^is not to be

interfered with by any elected representative or any

citizen of any municipality. The Assessment

Commifefeionor of any District has just as much power

as this Board has.

im. C. H. MILLARD: (^ork West): I believe

that many members of this House are particularly

anxious to find soijie basis on which the problems

in Greater Toronto can be resolved; and 1
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suppose there is no hon. member in the House that is

more concerned than this hon. member who represents

York West, in which are included all or part of

seven of the munic: palities that are enumerated in

this particular Bill.

I would like to go on record as saying that

I believe that uniformity of assessment is one of

the cardinal starting points to find a solution to

the overall problem. J believe it is also true that

up to the present time, there is a great difference

in the basis of computing assessments, and there-

fore a difference in rates, — I mean tax rates,

and I have no doubt that that will^ in the long
critical

run^ at least, affect the -, position of certain

municipalities. I know that there are some munic-

ipalities who have expressed themselves as being

anxious to continue as they are; and other municipal-

ities, like the Town of Mimico hage expressed them-

selves very much in favour of some type of ajnalgama-

tion, and have, a^ the Minister said, placed their

case before the Municipal Board some years ago and

have made a very thorough study. Other municipalities,

such as the Town of Vfeston, have taken the other side

and have voted against amalgamation. But I am quite

sure that the people of the Town of Weston were not

armed with all the facts when that plebiscite was taken,

I do not see how they possibly could have been, under

those conditions.

The part that I would like to refer to, and
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which deals, I think, only with the principles of the

Bill, is the ag"?eement of the idea or the principle

of uniformity of assessments. That, I would like to

tell hon» members, is not a new principle. As a

matter of actual fact, the County of York for the

pixrlpd-fiieijtof its levy, and all the municipalities,

v/ith the exception of Toronto, which is separated

from the County of York, have an equalized assess-

ments In other words, they take the various types

of assessment and have them apply an equalizing

factor, and in order to make their levies, they

Seal on an equalizing assessment basis. That will be

found in the submission made by the Town of Mimico

to the Municipal Board, which I have read in great

detail. And I think that is the situatioh that

prevails at the moment. The question that strikes

me regarding the principle of the Bill is that there

are likely to develop problems from this dofini- •

tion of the municipalities. In other words, this Bill

seems to circumscribe and define what is Greater

Toronto, and it does not coincide altogether with the

bodies that have been set up to study this question

over the last several years. I am thinking of the

Toronto Advisory Council; they established a

Metropolitan problems Committee of that Council;

they also had a Finance Committee that went into this

whole question of taxation and assessment. They

have made an exhaustive study of the problems con-

cerned, and I think that this idea of a uniform
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assessment conforms to their findings, that it is

necessary e.^ basis. But also I would like to

point out that they not only recommend the incor-

poration of the Thirteen Municipalities named here,

they also recommend an alternative proposition of

a larger area. Now, it seems to me that in order

that the Municipal Board might be freer to make a

decision on these matters, they ought to take iinto

consideration the question of the areas adjacent to

those areas named in the Bill. I am suggesting, Mr

Speaker, that the Government might give some con-

sideration to an inclaaive clause that will allow

adjacent municipalities to come under this question

of a uniform assessment basie, in order that they

might consider whether or not they should come in

to the incorporation of a Greater Toronto Metro-

politan Area.

(TAKE "F" FOLLO.VS)
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The other matter I would like to bring to the

attention of the hon. Ministers, the members of the govern-

ment in particular, and to the hon, members of the House

is that you have one municipality here which is very much

different than most of the other municipalities, I am

referring now to the township of Et obi coke, where you have

almost half the township as a rural type of development;

in other words, it is still a rural township, with half

of the land area or more, in Etobicoke tovmship* Naturally,

on any uniform basis of assessment, that problem will hive

to be considered. Immediately lying outside the tovmship

of Etobicoke, you have the township of Toronto and the

township of Vaughan, ahd the metropolitan area — or

urban area, if you prefer — of Lakeview, with all the

problems which the municipalities on the periphery of

Toronto have, and at the same time the services, such

as the water supply, sewage disposal, and so forth,

referr.?d to by the hon. Minister, and which also equally

apply to Lakeview,

Then there is another aspect to this, I think the

hon, members all know there is a tremendous industrial

development, Vi/hich with the tenant and educational problems,

assumes quite large proportions, and it requires water,

sewage, and other services in the tovmship of Malton, which

is Vaughan township, v;hlch is mixed up, that is, immediately

on the side of the Etobicoke township, and certainly in

the metropolitan area, the Toronto Advisory Council re-

commends strongly consideration be given to the incorporation

of these sections, in order to allow for planning, greenbelts,
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and what have you,

I will not say anything more about these sections

of the Bill, But, on the principle, I want to aogree

on the necessity for uniformity of assessment, but I believe

it is wrong in principle to adopt circumscribed area and

say: "That is greater Toronto", bscause, in the final analysis,

that may not be the final solution.

I would like the government and the Minister to give

some consideration to amending that particular section,

which allow for a broader approach to the problem,

tPi-GS F-3 FOLLOWS)
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. Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

may I refer very briefly to this Bill. I was very much

interested in the very constructive remarte by the hon,

member for York West (Mr. Millard), and I am very hopeful

we will be able to convince the hon. member for St.Andrew

(Mr. Salsberg) that this is not a Boston Tea Party, or

a matter of a revolution such as took place in the

United States, 150 years ago,

I think this is a good common sense approach

to a very great problem in this district. The hon,

member for York ¥est (Mr. Millard) has mentioned certain

things, but let us remember that we have within ten miles

of where we are at hhe present time nearly one million

people, one-quarter of the population of the province

of Ontario. I have been reading in the papers about

some of the citizens of these areas being located on

streets which are not only muddy, but upon which you

cannot move at the present time. One has only to go

across some of the vast stretches around and north of

Toronto to find in these areas people who have not any

sanitary services at all, except a septic-tank system.

We have the problem of giving water to those people;

and we have the problem of giving to them transportation.

After all, why should a resident of this area be faced

with the spending of a great portion of his lifetime

sitting in a bus, or riding in f^;- transportation system

which does not meet the neeiis of all,

MR. MILLARD: And three fares night and morning.
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M. FROST: Yes. These are some of the problems

of living in those areas, and one which makes the question

of housing so important, and I think I can say here

without any heat whatever, that if we can find a cure to

this very involved and complicated matter, there is no

reason why this Toronto area should not have the best

housing in Canada, and the best housing scheme. But the

great difficulty is to find any basis of agreement between

the murricipalities concerned.

In the Toronto area, we are faced with a situation

where tens of thousands of people live in the out-lying

areas, who come downtown to work in the morning, and go

out again at night.

The hon. member for York West (Mr. Millard) has

mentioned the difference in the assessment. In addition

to that, we have to plan for a great city, these green-

belts, and parks, which will provide a good life for people

for generations to come. These should be planned now.

One of the great problems in this community, as

I see it, is the competition for industry, and you will

find one community with a lov/er industrial assessment in

order to attract industry to that area. It might be in

the interest of good living not to have these industries

in there at all. All these banded together will endeavor

to meet the needs of this great community in the days to

come,

I will not take the time to read Mr, Gumming 's

letter to hon. Mr, Dunbar, under date of March 2nd, but I
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am sure if the hon. members read that letter, they would

be quite convinced of the necessity of taking the course

we are recommending to the House,

In regard to the fundamentals of planning in this

area, an assessment is fundamental, A year ago last

January I called the municipalities together for the

first time. I found the municipalities at that time were

almost at complete variance. During the year the

municipalities have met on numerous occasions, and I

have had the opportunity of meeting with the heads of

these municipalities at different times. These people

have their problems. They are a very decent lot of

people. They have the problem of housing, which con-

cerns their own rate-payers to some extent, and last

December I think it was, — or the latter part of

November -- the municipalities came to me with a pro-

posal to meet the situation here in Toronto, They had

progressed a long way from the previous January, when

they had come at utter variance, and the various municip-

alities came in with an alternative proposal to amal-

gamtion, I was very much impressed with certain elements

of the proposal each municipality made, but it was

predicated on equalized assessments. The minute you get

into the question of equalized assessments, involving

13 municipalities, and tens of millions of dollars, which

this proposal involved, Mr, Speaker, it becomes impossible.

You cannot get any common ground of approach. The fact

that one municipality may be assessed for 35^, another

one for 75^, and another even up to 100?^, you run into
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difficulties, and you hav«» some men 'tting around a table

trying to get together, but there very often • •• are

dealing with experienced people, and you cannot do as we

have done in the small county councils, where small

matters were involved, but here they are getting into a

situation where they are dealing in hundreds of millions

of dollars, and a great transportation system, and so,

Mr, Speaker, I say it is almost an impossible r-'uation.

This is the gist of Mr. Cumming's recommendations

to us and I can only pass them on to the House as

fundamentals and good planning in that area, with a

common assessment, stands on a scientific basis. That

is required, if you have a unification of services, even

you do not amalgamate. Secondly, if you have out-right

amalgamation, then it is positively necessary. All of

these things have merit in them, but the common assess-

ment becomes the fundamental thing,

Mr, Speaker, that is the situation I would like

to make plain to the hon, members of the House, I have

never yet made a pronouncement favoring any particular

system, or unification of service, in a metropolitan area,

or the Burrough system, I have followed that procedure,

for this reason, that I wanted to keep my mind open and

try to decide which would be the best thing to do to

draw our people together in the type of partnership which

would beBTt provide for the people of this area.

Concerning the point raised by the hon. member

for St,Andrew (Mr, Salsberg), I think the situation is

that Toronto has been re-assessed under a plan f-vjolved
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by a Mr. Gray, the Assessment Commissioner. Mr, Gray»s

plan has never been forwarded to the Department of

Municipal Affairs., but I understand that Mr. Gray regards

his plan as, to a certain extent, his own personal in-

vention, and his own personal property,

MR, SALSBERG: Did he patent it?

MR. FROST: I do not know that he went so far as

to patent it, but he regards it as his own particular

property, and if he was asked to use it in other

municipalities, he feels he should be paid for it. I

may be unfair to Mr. Gray, although I do not want to be,

but we have discovered a very, very serious objection on

the part of the City Council as to what the assessment

in Toronto really is, and we have not been successful

as yet in getting together, and finding q recommenda-

tion satisfactory to all the municipalities,

Mr, Speaker, is this not the sensible thing to

do? This Bill has many merits. It has stood appeals in

the Courts of Revision, and apparently it seems to be

viTorking fairly satisfactorily. But what we wanted to do is

to go into Toronto and find out what Toronto's assessment

basis is, and have the assessment Commissioner take a

spot check in Toronto and then apply it to find out how

much of it would work in together with the other

municipalities, and if there could be an equalized figures

arrived at, to use such parts of it as we find are wcrl:able,

V7e have no desire to come into Toronto and re-

assess Toronto; but we want to arrive at an assessment,

and if possible, to find the common denominator, and to
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reach a factor which could be readily used.

The City Council has been unduly disturbed about

that, and we cannot come to the House with the proposal

that we should take the Toronto assessment and apply it

to the other municipalities. We do not know v/hat it is.

It is their own arrangement, and their own invention.

Our purpose is to investigate the feeling which

has arisen in the other municipalities. There is another

factor which I mig|[t deal with very briefly. We propose

to have the province pay for the expenses of the Board,

the additional help that may be required and the

remuneration of members of the special courts of revision.

I think that will be justified from the fact that

we are dealing with almost one quarter of the population

of Ontario, and we are dealing with the very lives of these

people, and we feel we are taking the wisest course, and

we propose to pay the cost ourselves. Vife will try and

avoid the re-assessment in portions of this area, and

we are trying to do the best job we can,

MR, MILMRD: Before this comes to Committee, will

the government give an idea —
MR, FROST: I was going to mention that, I have

not discussed it with the hon. Minister of Municipal

Affairs (Mr, Dunbar), but i can see what is involved. In

some of these plans, the boundary might be affected between

some of these municipalities — North York, for instance —
and it might be cut in two. Each proposal under this
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assessment should be limited to that area,

MR. MILLARD: Not "limited", but adjacent to

the municipalities,

MR. FROST: Perhaps the hon. Minister of Municipal

Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) might be able to throw a little

more light on this question.

MR. DUNBAR: I will assure the municipalities,

and their Assessment Branches, that they could assist

the assessors, and put them on the same basis, if they

so desire.

(TAKE "G" FOLLOV/S)
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MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker, I

wish to detail the passage of this legislation for a moment

because, while I do not think it specifically helps the

40,000 people I represent, it might help some of the other

millions In this area.

The hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) mentioned

the fact that a great deal of the population of Ontario re-

sides in the 13 municipalities of greater Toronto. I mlr'it

remind the House that that would suggest perhaps at least

another 5 hon. members should sit in this Legislature re-

presenting those people, which is another problem we had

on our hands, but not Immediately, before. The hon. member

for York East (Miss Macphall) I believe, should be twins.

MISS MACPHAIL: Triplets.

MR. WISMER: Or, triplets, to represent all

the people who reside in that constituency.

All of this creates problems. I have sat very

quietly for over a year as this ^ of amalgamation or

some other scheme has been discussed or suggested in this

area. Nothing yet has been emphasized which, to my mind,

really aodtec the problem of the people living in this area.

Nothing] I say that in all fairness but I do suggest

and I say it in fairness to the hon. Minister of Municipal

Affairs (Mr. Dunbar), that 100 years ago the Municipal

Act was devised and probably, as so many people have said,

it was one of the greatest things ever done in the province

of Ontario. All the amendments made to it, all the

changes which have occurred over the years, leave us a

little helpless in dealing with a situation in Ontario,
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especially in the urban areas ^ which is getting almost out

of hand. While the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) was

speaking , I made a little note on a piece of paper. What

I wrote down is that this is symptomatic legislation.

What I mean by that it is symptomatic of two things: symp-

tomatic of the fact that the municipalities, especially the

ur^an ones in the province of Ontario, are bursting at the

seams. Symptomatic of the fact that we have not the legis-

lative machinery to handle it.

I am a member, and have been for several years

now, not only of this parliament but of one previous parlia-

ment, on the Private Bills Committee. The difficult ques-

tions which come before the Private Bills Committee involve

situations in our municipalities whether they are big ones

or little ones, which the legislation already on the books

cannot look after. The general legislation, the Municipal

Act, the Assessment Act, or any other of the general laws

permissive, or otherwise, of the province of Ontario, Just

will not deal or will not allow the municipality to deal

with a specific case.

I have said and I think it is wise to say now,

without making my remarks too long, to the hon. members of

every political party of this House who were Jfepresentedon

that committe, that we need( a complete revision of the

general municipal law, a complete revision of the general

municipal law, in line with the present day conditions. I

say that without any polticial content whatsoever. That

is purely my own personal observation. I think we live

today, Mr. Speaker, in a time which could only be suggested
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by the swing of a pendulum. When a pendulum is at is ir.rtliCGt

distance -- I do not know whether the hon. members can

see the pendulum on the clock over the Speaker's Gfllery —

out to the right it stops. When the pendulum has swung out

as far as it will go it is actually stopped. From the time

it leaves that position to swing over to the other side, it

gets to Y(a going very rapidly. When it goes past the centr-.:

point it is travelling faster than at any ether time than in

its process of motion. When it gets away over en this side

it stops again. I think it is very Important to carry through

that analogy in regard to our municipal life in the province

of Ontaro and this Bill before the House.

My grandfather and my father lived through the

period when the pendulum was stopped. It v/as as far ever

that way as it could get. It gradually has been m ving out

of that position by changing economic conditions, social

circumstances and --

MR. DUNBAR: They were pretty happy.

MR. WISMER: It is easy to be happy when every-

thing is stopped. The Victorian days were days vihen we

were stopped but since then the pendulum has begun to

move. I am sufficiently bold to say that today wc live

in a period in which the pendulum is almost near the centre

point and we are moving at tremendous speed. It is very

difficult for the wit of man, no matter v;ho he m.ay be,

whatever his political, social or economic outlook may be,

to catch up with the actual changing economic and social

circumstances in this province or in any other part of tho

world. That is why I suggest that this legislation is just
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symptomatic. It Is symptomatic of that. I represent a small

segment of the city of Toronto. The city of Toronto re-

assessed Itself by some sort of yardstick -- it does not

matter really for this argument whether it was a good or

bad yardstick -- but the outlying municipalities of this

city of Toronto did not. Should we say that the government

of .the province of Ontario should re-assess Toronto? I am

not suggesting, Mr. hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) or

Mr. Minister of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) that, under

this legislation, you will ask that the Board will, but you

have the power to do so. I am also asking, in fairness,

whether the municipalities bordering on the city of Toronto

should be re-assessed by the same yardstick as the city of

Toronto. I am not sure in my own mind that that would be

fair, that it would be an equalized assessment. I

think it is fair to suggest that in some respect the munici-

palities which are contiguous with the city of Toronto are

there because of the city of Toronto, because of the in-

dustries, and commercial activities, within the city of

Toronto; but some of the municipalities which are contiguous

with the city of Toronto are there in spite of the city of

Toronto and have no special relationships with it except

geographic. I think that should be taken into

consideration. I am not convinced in my own mind, in spite

of the fact that I will not oppose this legislation, that

this is the way to attack this problem. I do not think that

the question of whether, as the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) said, you should have amalgamation.
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you should have a new county, you should have

a metropolitan area, you have unifi. ition of services, or a

burrough system. Maybe there is another system; but I am

not satisfied in my own mind that the equalization of assess-

ment is a necessary step to making a decision as to which

you should have. I think it is a secondary thing. I think

you could make the decision. I think the Municipal Board

could make its decision, or any other board of investigation^

inquiry, or decision, could decide what sort of arrangement

should exist, or what sort of co-operation should exist,

between the municipalities and the people of this area

regardless of whether the property was assessed on an

equalized basis.

MR. FROST: Except for one reason: oftentimes,

if you take that course, there are created such differences of

opinion as to what the cost would be, the effect on real

estate, houses and that sort of thing, that it seems to be

better to have an equalized basis on which to work.

Y'ou can always translate the costs and arrangements down

to the ordinary taxpayer. It has tha advantage, that you

are not working in the dark. Otherwise, I agree with the

hon. member for Riverdale (Mr. WismerJ that it is impossible

to devise what appears to be the best system of some type

of unification. Your great difficulty is that you cannot

then, at that time. Judge the implications of what you are

doing. I think that is one of the great causes of mis-

understanding with respect to this matter. You go to one

municipality with a suggestion and they say "In my munici-

pality that would mean my taxpayers would be paying this

much more" and so on. You can see, when you multiply that
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by 13, and everybody says "What is the effect In my munici-

pality?" It w^ould try the judgment of Solomon to try and

find that out. If you could get a common basis on which to

work and if you can translate that down into tax rates,

then you are getting some place, as I say, where the

cards are on the table face up. If there are serious impli-

cations they understand what Is Involved and perhaps steps

may be to circumvent those things*

MR. DUNBAR: I agree it would not be necessary

snd
to go arountyhave annexation, amalgamation, or anything else;

all this would have to come afterwards. The Municipal Board

felt/ I feel that in making any decision when issuing their

order they would have to mention something about the assess-

ment, the assets which were to be adjusted and so forth, in

the different municipalities. n9 matter *hat they had de-

cided on, they would have that feeling. Therefore, supposing

they decided this fall, in say, October, that they were

going to have amalgamation and they gave their order. You nc.y

be sure that there is going to be 10 per cent of the rate-

payers who will object. That will have to go before the

Legislature in 1952. Perhaps it could not come into force

even in 1953 because of the assessment work which would have

to be done. ;Not one municipality of the 13 has disagreed.

There is not one of the 13 municipalities who have not agreed

that something must be done. This is just something to liurry

along, whatever they decide on. You put your finger on the

point; the Municipal Board might give their decision before

this assessment is completed but It will be so far advanced

that they will know exactly how to issue their order. It is
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the first step. What the second step will be and when it

will come into force is to be determined

.

MR. WISMER: I am very glad to the hon.

Minister (Mr. Dunbar) and the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frosts interrupted with respect to this point. I want to

make one further suggestion aad I am through. Something

is going to be done about this area. It has to be done.

The economic and social facts require it. I am not on

my feet to suggest what should be done. I may argue about

what is done as to what is a reasr^nable

way of handling this situation, I do want to say this now

while this legislation which is a step towards some solu-

tion, '-"whatever the municipal board"s order may be, I think

the hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) probably put his finger on

the fact that there will be 10 per cent of at least some

municipalities which will object to it. That, Mr. Speaker,

will require -- I think I am right but I stand to be cor^

rected -- that they will have to ask for legislation,

which means that we will have to go to the Private Bills

Committee of this HOuse. I wish the hon. Minister (Mr.

Dunbar) would take that into oonalderation.

I say in all sincerity and fairness I/muster

there is nothing wrong with the Private Bills Committee,
is

there is nothing wrong with its set-up, but this/a

problem which is too great to place before men assembled

in parliament in 15 minutes. Whether or not your

Department is in favour of it, you have a right to make

up your mind in your Department if it is sound. It makes

no difference whether the hon. members of the Private
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Bills Coinmlt4e come from the side of the government or any

group In the Opposition benches, this Is the sort of thing

which Is too difficult to ask men to decide In a few minutes

some morning In the Private Bills Committee. I wish you

would give that some consideration. This matter was bound

to get to this position before we are through. I think it

is not a matter of removing responsibility --

MR. DUNBAR: W: will have a banquet at the golf

c lub

.

MR. WISMER: We caald deal with these things in

this way. The hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) knows the city of

Ottawa. He knows I happen to live in it and he knows it has

a specific pr2»l)lem which some say has to be faced up to.

It may have to be taken out of the whole municipal set-up

of the province of Ontario. You may disagree with me nww,

but I ofSer it at the moment, that that situation with res-

pect to the city of Ottawa is so tangled up that in time it
whether

will have to be declde<Vit may have to be taken out.

There are other difficulties to be faced. If we are going

to double our population over a period of years, we will

get into worse trouble 1b|ian that in which we are now.

Then we will look back and say "That was easy compared with

what we are dealing with now". I suggest that some effort

be made to find a way of dealing with the situation which

obtains in the city of Toronto, realizing it is very easy

to have 10 per cent of the population which will disagree

with any order made by the Municipal Board, for or against,

that it not be brought some bright morning next year before
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the Private Bills Committee and expect us to register an

opinion, finalize It and have It go through the Legislature

and exist as a precedent for all time. I do not think that

is quite a practical way to handle it. I am not sure what

alternative to suggest but I offer this for the consideration

of the hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) and the governnent, that

at least some consideration be given to these matters, be-

cause tils is the greatest area, the greater population of

the province of Ontario. Wg should be giving at least some

little consideration to the ways in which we will be handling

the objection to the majority decision.

MR. H. W. WALKER (Weiaand> : I would like to go

on record as commending the Department of Municipal Affairs

for bringing about this Bill. It seems to be the common

thought of all people concerned in the various municipalities,

who are faced with the same conditions as are the city of

Toronto and these 13 municipalities, that the people want

to know if the tax bill will increase, or decrease, and if

so, why? I do feel that the municipal board, having this

Bill put through, the people have the privilege of knowing

what it will cost with annexation and what the new assess-

ment will be.

(TAKE "H" FOLLOWS)
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I quite agree v^ith the hon. Prime Minister {Mr,

Frost) that in the past these assessments have induced

small municipalities to create great hazards and have

made serious difficulties for the parent body that has

been connected v;ith these municipalities. I repeat that

these benefits in the past have created a great hazard,

and I feel that this Bill v,/ill bring to life some of the

things that have been in the back in the past,

I was quite in agreement with the Minister v\/hen he

said that municipalities upon request will have the assess-

ment department re-value the assessment in their municipa-

lities. But will the cost be borne by the municipality,

or will the Municipal Board bear the cost?

MR. DUNB/Jl: No, V/e have five men in our Department

and they are at your beck and call at any time yountnt

the services of these men to assist your assessment depart-

ment, to help you re-assess.

MR. MILLi'J^tD: Ko cost?

MR. DUIIBAR: No cost.

MR. IV, DEi\il\fIoa\l (St, David): I would like to say a

few words on this Bill, I think that this Bill, at least,

puts. the horse before the cart. It seems to me that,

to achieve any uniformity among these thirteen municipalities

in the Toronto area, the first job vi/ill be to get the assess-

ments of these municipalities on some sort of a uniform

basis. Else, hov*; in the world could you strike your first

tax rate after the amount mentioned. There is no other

way that a uniform assessment which vrauld allow the taxpayer

to feel he has been fairly treated.

MR, DUNBi-iJR: You would have to delay the date for
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another year, and have your appeal.

liIR, DEMNI30N: That is right. If we do not have a

\iniform assessment, all tax payers would be denied the

right of appeal, or if they did appeal, would have no

yardstick on vi/hich to appeal, and the tax rate would be

an entirely arbitrary thing, based on no yardstick v;hate-

ver, I think that is very important. I am not going

to discuss the amalg;xTraticn Issuee I do not think that

the amalgamation issue is necessarily brought up under

this Bill, although I think it is true that it is necessary

to have the Bill if amalgamation is going to be successful.

There are two or three points of view in regard

to amalgamation. I think that it is true to say that

practically everybody wants some kind of unity achieved

in this area, something which will allow this area to

grow into the great city it can be and will be some day,

I believe we should give any assistance we can to achieve

the unity of this whole area, v;hich some day, Mr« Speaker,

vdll be one of the largest ocean ports on this continent.

I foresee the day when this city vdll practically extend

from Oshawa to Hamilton.

AN hon. M2MBER: Right up to RenfrewS

MR. DEMISON: iinything we can do to achieve the

unity of this area and bring about the prosperity and

wellbeing of its people, provide them with better housing,

better roadways, better schools, and other services of

that nature, we should do. V/e should lend our assistance.

It is true that the city of Toronto have sent a letter

objecting to the Bill, but the objection is not to the
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principle. As I read that letter, they are not opposed

to the principle of uniform assessment, they are objecting

because they think the Bill goes further than is necessary

to do the job. That might very well be a matter for

amendment in Committee. I do not have any views on it,

one way or the othero './hat I do say is that cno cf the

greatest rcrsficns why the city of Toronto almost unanimously

made appeal for amalgamation was the factor of housing,

the need of low-cost housing, ./hat disturbs almost every-

one in this city is the fact that today no houses are being

built around the perimeter of the Toronto aica that a

v;orking man can afford to po.y and still remain solvent.

The other day, when I was up in North York talking to some-

body about this, he told me that working people who are

buying properties at the crossing of Bathurst and Wilson

Avenue are }.ay:ng so much of their income per month for

these properties that any slight adjustment, even an

addition of th_ree or four dollars a month, means that they

have to default on a portion of that month* s payment which

they have set aside for their taxes and other taxes. It

is a serious situation. We know that today there is a

situation under which working men are asked to practically

sell their lives away to own a house. Shall I say that

some unification has to be achieved. That is why from

the beginning I have looked vjith anticipation to anything

which will speed this process up.

Mil. DUHB^Ji: The hon. member (Mr. Dennison) has

mentioned the attitude of Toronto. Does he think there

is anything wrong in telling Toronto that we must examine

their books and ask hov; they did their re-assessment.
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and wanting to look through their records and check

over some of the buildings. Is there anything/ ao ou'C

that? Toronto is the only municipality that has refused

these facilities,

Mr, DSKNI30N: Mr, Speaker, I do not think Toronto

could have any objection to what the hon. Minister (lir,

Dunbar) has referred to, I think that what Toronto is

afraid off is that there will be another measurement

made by the assessors of the widths of the lot, the size

of the rooms, the height of the house, the widths of the

house, and so on, I think that it would jg completely

unnecessary that the Board should advocate this work;

the Toronto assessment records now contain all those

details.

MR, DUNB^J?: liVe could not ask the other municipalities

to accept anything that we had not examined ourselves,

MR. HEmiSON: That is true, I think the first duty

of this Board would be to examine the Toronto assessment

records and see if they provide enough information to be

a base for a new re-assessment. I am convinced that they

will provide enough information.

It is not right to say, as the hon. member for St.

Andrew (Mr, Salsberg) has done, that this Bill is an attempt

to subjugate or split these thirteen municipalities

in the same way as George the Third did. Actually George

the Third tried to split the thirteen colonies, keep

then divided and separated, and keep them forever divided.

That is what George the Third did, and that is what some

local politicians did in the last election,

MR. DUNB.iR: George the Fifth has tried to draw
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them together.

MR. D21WI30N: v/e should do exactly the opposite

of what George the Third did. V/e should try to bring

these municipalities together, unify them, and give them

something to live for, and something that they can hand

out to their children which will be a little better than

it is at the present time.

MR. DUKB.Jl: Leave them as a c^cat big happy family,

MR. DSNNISON: The city of Toronto over the years

would have been willing to put two or three million dollars

annually into housing, but we could not find an acre of

vacant ground. Not a single municipality in that area

would give us an acre of land on which to build a house

unless we also provided all the services, educational and

everything else. That was a perfectly ridiculous situation.

I think the City Council of Toronto need have no fear that

this Bills is going to mean a repetition of the type of re-

assessment that was carried out two or three years ago.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, regardless of what assessment

is decided upon, an assessment does not raise the tax

rate, it just rearranges the basis of the tax rate.

It is still the responsibility of the elected r presen-

tatives in any municipality to decide Vi/hether the tax rate

will be raised or lowered,

MR, DUNB^jR: It is the proper end equitable basis

on which to raise the money.

MR. JjiHNISOil: The Municipal Act in theory laid dovm

a plan which, if it were follov;ed correctly, would already

give us a uniform assessment throughout the province.
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But we all know that in each municipality there is a

different view and a different interpretation of that

Act. We have not a uniform reassessment. This

present Bill will, I believe, lay down a uniform

yardstick; and regardless of the mistakes th*it have

been made by the Department in approaching the

municipality, vi/e may be hopeful. I think the

public relations of the Department of Municipal

Affairs would bear checking up. Your Public

Relations man, Mr. Minister, should have discussed

these proposals with the City of Toronto and these

other municipalities some time ago. I am sure

thatlj: had they done so, the great majority of the

municipalities would have agreed with you.

]\'IR. C. ,/. COX: (Fort Vdlliam): Mr. Speaker,

I was going to ask the Minister one or two questions

on what is undoubtedly a Toronto matter, but I have

not been here for the last few minutes and do not

know what was said. I quite agree with the state-

ment of the Minister to the effect that usually there

are many inequalities of assessment. To my mind,

there is no question about that. I will say tjhis,

that I have had iaany years oxpreience with the

Minister and I always found him eminently fair. I

want to say that.

MR. DUNBAR: There is our Public Relations, -

right there.

MR. COX: The relations I had in one City

for many years were indeed very fair. But I hear
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there is considerable concern expressed in some quar-

ters with regard to this particular Bill. I

believe the question I was going to ask has been

answered by the Prime Miilister (Mr* Frost), and I

did notice in the Bill that it was proposed to

assess Toronto. From what I have gather, in the

last few years, Toronto assessment has been completed

at a very substantial cost to the citizens. And

then, some apprehension is in the minds of some

people with regard to the juggling of the assessors

of the various communities from place to place. I

wonder what is the viewpoint of the Minister in this

regard,

B/ER. FRCST: I might say that I am agraid

we explained that when the hon. member (Mr. Cox) was

not in the House.

IIR, COX: Thank you, Mr. Premier.

MR. PORTER: Read it in Hansard. Hansard

has it all.

MR. COX: I will read that when I go home.

Then, Mr. Minister, if you are going to assess all

these municipalities, as undoubtedly you are, I

think it will be interesting to know wtet it is going

to cost and who is going to pay for it. Have ya

answered that?

MR. SPEAKER: May I just interject that I

think these questions have bgen answered. Unfort-

unately, the hon. member for Fort ^/illiam (Mr. Cox)

was not here earlier in this debate.
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Jffi. COS: That has been answered?

THE SPEAI.ER: Yes.

MR. FROST: If my hon. friend is not satis-

fied with the answers in Hansard, he might raise

them in Committee

.

MR. COX: I have not yet read to-day's

Hansard, and I do not know what was said. I asked

the question only because I think some concern has

been expressed in some quarters about the cost, and

who is going to absorb it; and also as to the

matter of j\:iggling assessors in various communities

from Place to place. It seemed reasonable to ask

these question.

Motion agreed; second readingof the Bill.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Order

number fifteen.

STATUTE LAW AMENDMENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifteenth order, second

reading of Bill number 157, the "Statute Law Amend-

ment Act" 1951, Mr. Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill number 157,

the Statute Law Amendment Act, 1951.

Motion agreed to, second reading of the

Bill.

MR. PORTER: I wish to mention one aspect

of this Bill, All the items in it are of a

minor nature, but o.tie amends the Milk Control Act

to provide for the contiDol of wholesale prices.
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Hon. membGrs will recall that the Milk Control Act

as amended at this Session, provided for control of

the retail price. This adds the wholesale price as

well.

MR. V/. DENI^TISON (St. David): Mr. Speaker,

I do not think that that will altogether prevent a

situation such as developed in Toronto yesterday,

when consumers of milk, who thought they were pro-

tected on the price of milk by this legislature,

suddenly found the price of everything else going up.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): We

can discuss that tohen the matter comes up in

Committee, because there may be some chinks, that we

we will able to block up £md we might as well do it

at that time.

Order number sixteen.

THE CH/iaTIES ACCOUNTING ACT

CL:ERK: of the house: sixteenth order, second

reading of Bill number 158, and Act to amend the

Chairites Accounting Act, Mr. Porter,

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney General): Mr. .

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill number 158,

and Act', to smend the Charities Accounting Act.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

Lffi. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill, as I

outltnisldit to the House on first reading yesterday,

is designed to provide in a practical way and with

the intentions of avoiding any oppressve proceedures.
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the possibility of ordering the passing of accounts

in cases whore persons or organizations go to tho

public to raise contributions or gifts of money.

; It will be perfectly obvious, I think , to

hon. members that nothing that we do should have the

effect of discouraging the proper and legitimate

charitable activities that we see on all sides in this

dountry; and if we make legislation too oppresive,

if wo surround charitable activities with a great

complexity of rules and regulations, it may be that

we will discourage the very typo, of activity that

all of us, I think, v/ish to encourage and to promote.

On the other hand, we are faced with the

very serious problem of cases 'where people do go to

the public and ask for subscriptions of money, and free

gifts, £ind the only control of that money remains in

the hands of the people who receive it, and by law

they may not be accouitable to anybody as to how

that money is used.

This Act provides a proceedure that is quite

simple, but we think it does provide sufficient pro-

tection, at least as a first step, in this sort of

control.

In the first place, any person who wishes

to complain about the administration of any organiza-

tion of this kind — I was about to use the word

"charitable", but "charitable" has a somewhat narrow

legal meaning, and many of these organizations call

for subscriptions from the Public which in a legal
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sense may not be charitable, but on the other hand,

for some general public purpose or for some cause

which many people may think is a good cause — I

say, when any person or organization is soliciting

subscriptions for funds and receives refunds from the

public at large — not from members of the soliciting

organization, but from the public al? large -- any

person who makes a contribution will have the right

to complain to a County Judge. If the County Judge

thinks that the complaint is not a frivolous one, if

he believes that the statement made by the complainant

would justify a further investigation, the matter may

be investigated as set forth in this Bill; finally,

the accounts may be passed, and the matter may be

dealt teith mnder the auspices of the court in that way,

I do not know that I need to press the

reasons for this action, because hon. members have

already agreed that there are reasons for passing some

legislation along these lines, I ask hon. members

to vote in favour of the second reading of this Bill-.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (York South): Mr.

Speaker, we are prepared to support second reading

of this Bill in the sense of the term which the

Attorney General (Mr. Fortor) used. I think the

words he used were "a first step" or "at any rate a

first stgp."

MR. PORTER: It may or may not be. ^':-:

MR. JOLLIFFEE: We regard the Bill as a

first stop, a partial answer to the problem. I
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should like to make it porfeotly clear once again

that I do not pretend to know what is the complete

answer to this problem, and probably it would not be

fair to expect that the Government at the moment

would know what the complete answer is. That, I

think, will require further inquiry and much further

consideration. Actually, the problem is so com-

plicated and so serious that no-one could be

expected to devise a satisfactory answer in haste.

In respect to the Bill itself, I think it

is desirable that there should be facilities by which

members of the public may complain to a County Court

Judge, and the public Trustee cu direction of the

County Court Judge may make that inquiry. I think

also it is obvious that in most cases, the complaint

will be made after the dsimage has been dohe.

(TAKE "I" FOLLO.VS)
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MR. JOLLIFFE: The secret of the thing is suoh

that no one is likely to complain on sound ground until

damage has been done, and there is little or nothing in

the Act to indicate what remedy, so far as the public is

concerned, would be available after the damage has been

done.

There is a provision in this Bill for passing

accounts. There is not I think a sufficient provision for

the release of publications and the findings made upon

enquiry, but that perhaps is more for the Committee than

for this stage of the Bill,

One of the reasons that this problem is so difficult

is that charities are apt to be conducted in a way which

is not criminal or fraudulent in any sense, but in a way

which offends the conscience of the public, and disappoints

the expectations of the public who support such a charity,

and we may, therefore, arrive at a result in the case

charity whereuron enquiry it will be leeiv. td ttat tho

accounts are in order, that no section of the Criminal

Code has been violated, and no other law has been violated,

but the expenditures, for one purpose and another, are so

far out of proportion to the actual need, and so far out

of proportion to the results achieved, that the public

conscience will very definitely be shocked and offended.

That is one aspect of the trouble which, as I see it,

this Bill does not meet.

I realize how difficult it is to deal with that

aspect of the matter, because no one wants to impose an

oppressive system of regimentation upon charitable activi-

ties in the true sense, in Ontario. On the other hand.
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I think we have to anticipate that this kind of activity-

is likely to continue, and may even increase. In times,

such as the times in which we live, Mr* Speaker, there

are so many opportunities for making charitable appeals.

There are many highly worthy causes which will be used

to make appeal s^ and some cases for good reasons, and in

other cases for q.uestionable reasons*

I have here the V/ar Charities Act — a Federal Act —
which was in operation during the vmr. I happened to be

in the Gallery of the House of Commons when this Act was

introduced in 1939. I was very much struedc at that time

by the fact that one of the first steps taken by the

Federal Government on the outbreak of war was to introduce

the "i7ar Charities Act. It was recognized immediately,

in the base of experience in the first \7orld ',/ar, that as

soon as the nation was faced with a crisis of that kind,

there would be a number of charity appeals made in the

name of patriotism, to the Canadian people. So the Act

of 1939 vhich, for all practical purposes continued in

force until 1947, did meet the problem head on, by requiring

that no such appeal could be made without registration.

I am not suggesting that is the answer here to our present

problem. I do point out that v;ar conditions made it very

necessary that such legislation should be passed, and I

think it was the right thing to do under those conditions.

Vv'e are not, however, living in normal times; the

v;orld is not exactly at peace, and there will be many

appeals, even in these days, which ressemble those which

vi/ere made in wartime, if there were no restraints imposed.

I vms interested to see that the Act of 1939 made
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it an offence to sollicit money or make any appeal, unless

the appeal was authorized under the provisions of that

Act* The Act provided not only, Mr» Speaker, that it was

necessary that applications should satisfy the Minister

that adequate provision had been made for the establish-

ment of the fund, and the control of the fund in accordance

with regulations made under the Act, and it was necessary

to satisfy the Minister that there was reason to believe

that the specific purpose of the appeal was not already

satisfied, and that the application was made in good faith.

There were many other provisions for the protection

of the public, to prevent the duplication of appeal, and

prevent the negligent, inefficient or fraudulent conduct

of the affairs of the war charity. But, as I remarked the

other day, it has no application to oiir problem in Ontario,

at all,

I commend the government for introducing the present

Bill at this +ir.e, I think it may afford us some measure

of protection during the coming years. To be fair about

it, I think it may possibly be a deterrent to those who

are otherwise reckless or extravagant with charity funds.

It may be a deterrent, because of the provision for an

accounting or an enquiry.

But, it seems to me, I must say, Mr. Speaker, very

frankly to the government, that there ought to be a Royal

Commission to enquire into the whole problem.

The government will have noticed the statement

made by some of our well established and experienced charities

since last Thursday, I think their attitude is quite clear

that they would welcome more adequate supervision of these

charity appeals.
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Nothing which has been said in this House throws any

doubt on the bona fide, efficiency and good judgment

of organizations such as the Red Cross and many other

established and continuing agencies which have served

the Canadian people for many yearw, and in whom I think

there is great public trust and confidence. It is in

their interest, as well as in the interest of the public

that we should find a complete answer to this problem,

and I do not think we will get it without an enquiry

on a very full scale, I have mentioned "established

charities" because I believe they could assist, and I am

sure they would wish to make representations to the

Commissioner — if you apppint one -- and I am sure their

advice and experience would be of real value.

I have in mind that the Commissioner should listen

not only to representations of established charities and

experienced social service agencies, but should Study also

the experiences and the law of other jurisdiction. I

doubt if a busy government, or a busy Opposition, really

has the time or facility for entering upon an enquiry

of this kind. Therefore, I renew my plea that a Royal

Commission should be appointed, that it should preferably

be one of otu? best J'udges, and the enquiry should enjoy

the broadest terms of reference, and should be requested

to enquire into the problem as a whole, into the case

histories of some recent charitable appeal and into the

experiences into other jurisdictions, and make recommen-

dations for legislation, vjhich I would hope to see at

the next Session and which, on the one hand, would protect

the public against unwise, unsound or fraudulent appeals,
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and at the same time would do nothing to discourage

the voluntary efforts which we all wish to see continued

in the province in connection with many appeals, both

large and small, which are a credit to those who organize

them and to all those who contribute to them.

I must conclude, Mr, Speaker, by saying as clearly

as I know how that unless a full inquiry is undertaken,

the government will not be doing its duty in regard to

this very serious matter,

SCME hon. MaiBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. PCRTER: Mr, Speaker, as regards the proposal

to appoint a Commission or some enquiring body to investiga-

te this whole matter, I may say that it is under con-

sideration. There are various aspects which I think we

should consider very carefully before we decide in what

way to go about it, or whether we should go about it at

all.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Jolliffe)

has mentioned one specific example of the sort of difficulty

v/hich arises in connection with some of these charities.

For instance, he mentioned "expense account'* or "over-

head'' as it may feg called — the cost of operation in

relation to the total amount of money which might be

contributed or braought into the exchequer of the organi-

sation. That is a very good example of the extreme dif-

ficulty and complexity of the problems with which we are

faced in dealing with this whole matter, because who is

to say whether ^10,000 or 020,000 -- or more -- may be

reasonable under all the circumstances? It may be my

judgment would differ from the judgment of a person
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who decided to spend a little more, or it might be

that the judgment of a person who was responsible, and

who had gained the confidence of the public might,., la the long

run, turn out to be not quite in accord with the judgment

of the people who have given him the money. V/ho is to

determine the yardstick to be used?

There was a specific example the other day, but

I think we should be very careful not to pre- judge any

case, whether it looks on the face of it to be unconscion-

able, until we may get all the facts of a particular

case, so as not to prejudice the fair dealings in the ad-

ministration of a charitable fund, V/e want the facts

diapassionately considered, because sometimes people are

too prone to think that somebody may be guilty when they

may not be guilty at all. If we are to consider the

sort of case which came before this House the other day,

it appears there was a large amount of money spent in

promotional expenses and advertising. It fa all very

well to speak in a deprecating tone about people who

are in the 'Public Relation Business, but there are many

fine people in that business, i-s a matter of fact, one

of the hon. members was complaining a short while ago

that the Department of Municipal -'affairs lacked

a good Public Relations branch.

We do need them, whettC'- 'n cte-rlty lt industry,

cr charity promotion on any scale to get people to con-

tribute monies for hospitals or something of that nature,

and it requires professional people to do that. Consider,

for instance, what was done in connectioh with the Toronto

Sick Children's Hospital. There was a magnificent example
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of Public Relations Work, and a great many people acted

without remuneration in that drive, nevertheless there

must have been expenses, some disbursements for publica-

tions, printing, and perhaps for radio time. I do not

know whether that was freely provided or not, but it

should have been if it was not.

If an organization goes out with the hope of attempt-

ing to raise the sura of ,,v» million dollars, a'-"- a purpose

that is apparently of great interest to many people, and

they go all across Canada, from Nova Scotia to British

Columbia, in an endeavor to raise funds to supply food

for Britons, surely that would cost more to advertise,

than if it were done on a much smaller scale. I have

not formed any judgment about this matter, because

I have no knowledge of all the facts but I would say that

because they appealed to raise 5 million dollars, the

expenditure of considerable money might not have looked

out of the way if the 5 million dollars had been raised.

They did not succeed in their program, and did not succeed

in their campaign for funds, anc the public got to the

point where they were a little soured on the vi/hole thing,

but it might not have been the fault of the promoters

of this charity at all. Nevertheless, it is evidenb,

they did not succeed in raising the full amount of money.

It is pretty difficult tl come to a conclusion that the

mere fact of substantial expenditures of the kind referred

to here, in itself, is any reflection upon any particular

person, with this exception, that it might be a reflection

on the judgment of certain people ai.d their inability to guess

how the public is going to re-act to this campaign.
{1J&E "J" FOLLOWS)
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I am merely pointing this out for the purpose of

showing ' wr crtremely difficult it is for us in this

Legislature to set up any yardstick which will apply

to these sort of cases fairly and equitably a? ". across

the board. We do not knowbut that after this bill

has been in effect for some time, for a few months,

there may be some situations met under it, and we

will know how effective it is in dealing with these

situations. We may find it is not an anowti*

to this question, or ^lot a bad solution to the

problem, taking everything into consideration. Also,

in the meantime, we shall consider very carefully the

suggestion that some independent inquiries be made,

r-'iR. JOLLIFFE: The Hon. Attorney-General (Mr.

Porter) ) spoke twice, so I am sure he will not

object if I say another word or two. Everything the

Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) said, and parti-

cularly his repeated reference to the difficulty of

the matter, support my sxiggestion that there should

be an inquiry by a judicial mind, I

agree entirely that it is a difficult problem. That

is precisely why we need an inquiry of the kind which

has not yet been held in Ontario,

As to the Hon. Attorney-General's (Mr. Porter)

other remarks, if they were intended to imply that

I had pre-judged the matter —
MR. PORTER: Not a bit; I did not imply anything

of the kind. The Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr,

Jolliffe) must be very sensitive.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: No, May I remind the Hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) that, with respect to

this matter, far from pre-judging I made an inquiry,

and when I make inquiries I come to conclusions, just

as does the Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter). I

stated something less than my conclusions the other

day for the very reason the Hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Porter) has indicated, namely^that in matters

of * his kind, one should be very cautious about

sweeping generalizations, or about branding anyone

with a degree of guilt, xvhich is something I do not

consider it my place to do at the moment, I must

say that vhrt the Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter)

said, in all kindness to him, in pointing out that

sometimes one man's case is as good as another's, and

so on, and that sometime expeiises are high, although

it may not indicate bfu* judgment, is one phase

of this problem which has to be gone into. That is

part of the problem. What the Hon. Attorney-General

(Mr, Porter) has said is precisely what was said,

almost from the inception of the U.E.F.B. by the

people who made so many mistakes in connection with

that enterprise in their own defence. I can assure

the Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) that it is

not entirely a matter of guessing. The people who

have had experience with the Bed Cross, for exam.ple,

do not have to guess about the amounts of an appeal

which should be made or can be made practically to

the Canadian people. There is far more involved than
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guesswork and poor judgment. That is quite apparent

when one notices how frequently of late these appeals

have been initiated, not by social service workers,

or people of that kind, not by ministers of the gospel,

or by some of the people one would expect to take the

initiative in eucb matters, but by gentlemen whose

principal qualifications are that they promoted

mining companies, stock promoters. The Hon. Attorney-

General (Mr. Porter) must know that that is no co-

incidence, that the two principal cases in recent

months were both initiated in the first place by

promoters — not even public relations men, but

promoters — people of that sort. In those circum-

stances one should hesitate to rise to the defence of

a sorry record, no matter how prominent some of the

sponsors may have been,

MR. PORTER: The implications of the Hon. Leader

of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) are quite uncalled for,

I take nobody's defence, I said I am not pre-judging

this case, and, after the Hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) has spoken, I am still no further ahead

with respect to coming to any final judgment, because

he has not convinced me finally at all. I do not care

whether they are high-placed people or low-plaood people

who are involved; either they have been honest or they

have not; either they have undertaken to do a job

according to their lights or not; I do not think any

hon, member of this House should pre- judge, smear and

slander people who may have been doing something
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perfectly legitimate in the interests of some public

charity or enterprise, no matter who they may be,

or no matter how they may have failed.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

HON. LESLIE I.. FROST (Prime Minister): Order

No. 7.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Resuming the adjourned

debate on the amendment to the Motion, that IVIr,

Speaker do now leave the Chair, and that the Hcuse

resolve itself into the Committee of Supply.

MR. H. L. WiiLTEUS ( Bracondale) : Mr. Speaker,

this is the first opportunity I have had to pay my

respects to you officially. I do so with pleasure.

May I say I am entirely in agreement with the other

hon. members of the House that you fill your position

with high honour, with honour to yourself, and in the

best tradition of your offices.

Last evening, when I sat down, I had an oppor-

tunity of realizing how true it is that the best

speeches are never spoken. But I am in the happy

position of, shall we say, getting a second chance,

second wind, another life, as it were. I thought to

myself, Ifst evening, that, in many respects, it

probably would have been better that I stayed in

bed and instead of making speeches, written political

essays. I can think of some pretty fair titles for

political essays, at that. However, I think t hat in

this instance I shall take anothdr run at it and qIvq a

short resume of what I spoke about yesterday evening.
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I had covered my riding shortly, spoken of the housing

problem there, and also of the other big problem, the

removal of that eyesore on Queen Street, known as "999".

I have spoken of the new appearance on

the political scene -- and that was more of an innuendo

— of the new leader of the Liberal party. I believe

I have spoken of some of the back-sliding, vices

and sins of my fellow-man. Of course, as I explained

at that time, I did not wear a halo insofar as the

back-sliding of my fellow-man was concerned. IJhen

other human beings do things which I think are rather

peculiar, sometimes, I can find the answer by a

little introspection. Therefore, I am not too critical

of my fellow-man and I hope he is not too critical of

me in certain situations,

I think I had reached the stage in "ly speech

where I had brought forth a book of clippings, which I

assure the hon, mem.bers I have no intention of reading.

I brought it in as an exhibit, because ovtr the months

I have been collecting in this book from the various

newspapers, pamphlets, articles, expressions of opinion,

of many people upon many things. Actually, I have only

two clippings I am going to use, and not in their

entirety. I will be lenient with t he hon. members.

I had reached the stage that I declared that in my

estimation most of our trouble is caused by economics.

The important thing about this book is that all these

expressions of opinions on economics, politics and

general affairs, are by people who write for our news-
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papers. As you know, our newspapers are all in favour

of the dispensation^ as it were. Consequently, whenj

as the Hon, Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) is aware, during

a time of, shall we say, a buoyant economy, I pick up

the newspapers and I find the economists of the country,

the indistrialists of the country, the bankers of the

country, perturbed over the economic conditions of the

country, I, as a mere layman, begin to wonder just

what is wrong. They seem to think that the "beast/ is

not very well. Like a group of economic votorinarlans,

they gather around to see what is wrong with the beasty.

As a layman, that perturbs me very much. Of course,

as Alexander Pope once said, "Vifhen the doctors disagree,

who, then, decides?" That is the position in which I

find myself. V/hen the doctors disagree, who am I to

decide? They are disagreeing. There is the proof of

it right there — all types of economists, all in favour

of this system, and all particularly perturbed about

it.

la. MacLEOD: What do you think?

MPl. 17ALTERS : I could tell you my personal opinion

as a very inexpert person.

(Take K follows)
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I do not wonder that there is something wrong

with this system, for the nature of the "beasty" is

the cause of all the trouble. This is a system that

has as its main driving force, whether we like it or

not, selfishness, personal greed. The will to survive

is measured in terms of dollars, and the more you

get out of the system, the more you amass, the more

security you have -- up to a point. But even those

who are v/e&lthy under this system are not feeling too

secure now, they are feeling very insecure because

this is a day by day scramble. There is no objective,

there is no plan to it, we just go on day by day and

we have to be prepared to meet all the eventualities

in the twenty-four hours of this e conomic system we

have got. There is no plan to it; no system.

Well, 1 would like to be one of the doctors

, - , from . , . .to find
who are called, / their diagnosing the cure for that

system, I can ;.,. ve you the cure for it,

MR. PORTi;R: Go ahead.

MR. WALTERS: I do not think that all these

old-time homeopathic remedies tln»y have been trying

out all this time — of course it has got a little

more drastic now; nov/ and then they have to give it

a little shot of blood in its veins to bolster it

up with transfusions, which are becoming more costly.

But as far as I am concerned^ I think what the system

needs is a little surgery,

MR. MacLEOD: Which?

MR. V'JaLTERS: Surgery, the surgery of socialism.
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I think that would assist it a whole lot,

MR. ShLSBERG: Hear, hear.

AN HON. MEMBER: You have a supporter.

MR. I'ULTERS: OH, I think I have a lot of

supporters, maybe not there, but right in this group

here I have got a lot of supporters.

H^'.IE HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. WALTERS: And outside I have got a vifhole lot

more supporters. Do not worry about that,

AN HON. MEMBER: The next move, Communism.

MR. i^/ALTERS: Now, that is all I am going to say

about economics. I have here a clipping from a news-

paper, The Star of Toronto, I am not going to quote all

of it, I am going to quote from it, but I am going to

put it CQ-- the record in its entirety, because no one

in this House is ever going to accuse me of removing

remarks from any article from their context for my

own personal use, so it v;ill be on the record in

Hansard for anyone who wants to peruse it and see just

exactly what the continuity is. This is called, "Methods

and Morals of Exchange" and it is written by Charles

Herbert Heustis. The fact that a man writes an

article in itself may be important and may not be

important, but the information that he has gathered

here from experience and from the thinking of other

people, is important. He says:

"Exchange is the mutual transfer of goods, money

and services, or their equivalent. This process

is known as 'marketing' . In primitive societies
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this was carried on by means of barter,

each group or country producing the best it

could. Today, society is too complex for

barter, which is the essential in true

exchange, and it has usually been replaced

by money. Broadly speaking, the term is

now used for the exchange of goods and

services for money. The value of the various

factors of exchange is in theory, at any

rate, determined by the 'market' demand for

them. This often involves injustice. The

Greeks had a word qualifying business

agreements — 'time' which means the honour-

able estimate of the same. The failure of

the present economic order to live up to

that standard has been the cause of many of

the ills that afflict society.

This order which has prevailed for

the past tv;o centuries is known as laissez-

faire or free enterprise —

"

I have names of my own —
SO^iE HON. MMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. WALTERS:

"--the doctrine that the economic system

functions best when there is no interference

by the government or any other organization

with the power to coerce. So long as there

was a demand for all the goods produced

and the people had sufficient money to buy
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them, all would be fine in the best

possible of worlds.

This was the idea of a great economist,

Adam Smith, who in 1776 wrote a book, 'The

v/ealth of Nations', describing the process.

He was a man of high moral and religious

nature who believed that man by nature is

a social being, since the 'Father of

Nature' had made him so. He was opposed

to anything like monopoly and believed

that any injustice which might accompany

exchange would be adjusted by an 'invisible

hand'. This was to him 'the obvious and

simple system of natural liberty' . But

with the advent of the machine age in

which production so far exceeded the

demands, and wages were so low that the

workers could not buy what they had made,

trouble began which still, from time to

time halts the mills of progress. Adam

Smith's doctrine worked well enough in

times of scarcity. It fell dovm before

the advance of the technological age in

which we live.

These downfalls, from time to time,

caused depressions in commerce and industry

characterized by falling prices, restric-

tion of credit, attempts to liquidate and

numerous bankruptcies. The short periods
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of depression, in which fear takes hold of

the minds of business men, are called

'panics' . The most recent of these occurred

• in the late twenties. Stuart Chase described

it in his book, 'Prosperity, Fact or Myth'.

He wrote:

'Sixty billions of gas was pumped into

the market. VJith a hissing scream,

sixty Mllions came rushing out.

Some two or three billions of actual

cash was lost by the margin men. Some

cash exchanged hands , a great paper

balloon was inflated and deflated

-- broadly speaking, this is the sum

of the Wall Street story. Logically,

if not psychologically, nothing

happened at all. An all-night poker

game was broken up; excitement fades

as the players snatch a cup of coffee

and start for work. They carry the

same sum of money, though in different

pockets.' "

This thing is getting fantffitic. The more you read

about this system, the more fantastic it becomes —
they played poker games with peoples' lives,

"That is a picture of the anarchy which

characterizes the economic system in

which we live when its machine no longer

works. An even greater crisis was feared
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in the United States after the last war, but

it has been delayed by the operation of the

Marshall Plan and the present preparations for

war which have kept the wheels of industry

turning. Crises have occurred at intervals

of about 10 years in the United States since

1825. Times of recovery have been marked by

widespread suffering especially among the

lower-income groups, numsmis failures in

business and general economic depression

until the demand for goods is recreated.

Nevertheless, the capitalists cling to it as

something infinitely precious which is menaced

by the Socialist system v\;hich would spell the

end of depressions.

The late Sir Montague Norman was noted

for his reticence, never making speeches or

giving interviews. But he is reported to

have said once something worth a niomber of

speeches: 'Money is something I know nothing

about' . As one studied the conduct of men of

finance, it would appear that they are guided

rather by a sort of instinct than by intelli-

gence, "^so that when occasions of grave

importance occur which require intelligence

they are entirely at a loss as to how to

meet them, H. G. V/ells, who possessed a

unique understanding of most things, once

said: 'In the course of my life I have met
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a certain sprinkling of bankers. I do

not think there is any sort of human being

more marvellous and incredible. They take

money for granted as a terrier takes rats;

v;hen they see it they go for it. They are

absolutely innocent of any sort of

philosophic curiosity about it. They are

individualistic in their aims; the sense

of being a possible part of one complete

social organization has not come to them.

All their characteristics are the charac-

teristics of immaturity.' "

MR. MacLEOD: VJho said that?

I-IR. WALTERS: H. G. Wells.

MR. MacLEOD: Oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Good for H. G. Wells.

MR. WALTERS:

"The characteristic was abundantly illustrated

in the conduct of the allied powers after World

War I toward Germany. First of all they loaded

on Germany the full cost of the war for all the

allied nations which was a lunatic proposal, as

Keynes pointed out in his book, 'The Economic

Consequences of Peace' . They could not pay in

goods or services and, as for gold, the amount

Germany was to pay v/as far greater than all the

gold in the world. Moreover, they did not want

Germany to recover too rapidly because she would
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compete vdth them in the world's markets.

So they said, 'iJe will lend you the

money and you can pay us back with interest

for the same. But since the Germans could

not pay in gold and the allied nations would

not let tJhem pay in goods, the next thing

they did was to lend them the interest*.

All of which v;as quite in accordance with

orthodox procedure in business but utterly

absurd in the circumstances. Commenting,

Bertrand Russell said: 'The plain fact is

that the governing classes of the world were

too stupid and ignorant to be able to think

through such a problem, and too conceited to

ask advice of those who might help them.'"

MR. MacLEOD: Very true.

IvIR. v/kLTERS:

"Thus inability of governments, dcminated

by businessmen, to solve fiscal problems in

v/ays other than they have alx^rays been solved,

is responsible for the anarchy which exists

in the world today; in the high cost of

living and the housing problem, for instance,

in Canada and the currency difficulties which

interfere with exchange between countries

v/hich has so crippled efforts at recovery in

Britain and other European countries. But I

have not space to go into that. Bertrand

Russell says that two things are essential;
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a stable currency and security of credit.

He would have one central bank in the world,

and only one currency so managed as to keep

the average prices as nearly constant as

p{ ssible. Why is this not done londer the

Uhited Nations? Russell says:

'Because of nationalism; that is t." say,

because they are more anxious to keep

foreigners poor than to grow rich

themselves.' "

I want that all written in the record, because I want

the context to be seen.

SOME HON. MHVIBERS: Hear, hear.

AN HON. KIEMER: IJe will do that, at no extra

charge

.

MR. li'ALTERS: But the important thing now,

Mr, Speaker is that economics itself does not mean

so very much, but it is in relation to government

that it does mean a great deal, because, • after all,
parties which

right in this House are two "carry the

torch'Tor this economic system. One is the government

of this province, the other is the system on our left,

and that is a geographical and pha^losophical paradox,

if I ever saw one, that they should be on our left.

They are the government at Ottawa. Both parties

carry the torth for this economic system. If anything

goes wrong with this system and it does not work for the

benefit of the people of this country, then they must

share the blame equally.
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I have noted a rather peculiar thing, that this

one government, this party over here known as the

Conservative Party, when they get in tight corners,

like the "Reluctant Dragon", slither slyly over

to Socialism.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. WALTERS: But you will find this, that

while they may put a Socialist label on the things

that they introduce, after the preamble there is no

similarity. In other words, you can put a label on

a bottle and it can say anything on that label, but

after you have had a couple of drinks out of the bottle,

you know whether it is good Scotch whiskey, or whether

it is well- •Altered down, and any Socialistic legis-

lation, or any social legislation this government

brings in, is well-watered dovm, as regards our program

over here.

MR. J. L. EASTON (Wentworth) : And they charge

the same.

MR. WALTERS: My hon. friend (Mr. Easton) says

they charge the same price, but it is even more

expensive, because you are not getting value for your

money.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David): You would not call

the Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) a socialist,

MR. VifALTERS: Oh, no. On the other hand, we

have the Liberal party, which is in control at Ottawa.

It plays a sort of dual part; they actually talk as good

socialists -- up to a point — but they never do it as
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the government, but always as the Opposition, As a

matter of fact, these two parties remind me of two

men on one horse, they are both riding the same horse.

They do have acrimonious debates as to who will !. 7d

the reins, but that is as far a s it will gc»

•

AN HON. MEMBER: You are on a donkey.

MR. '^ALTERS: As far as any principles of economy

are concerned, they are identical, they get along

very well, but of course they like to be in the saddle.

The Liberal party always reminds me of the

policeman in "The Pirates of Penzance", who is always

saying, you know, "V/e go, we go against the foe", but

as the bold Major-General used to say, "But you doun't

go, you doun't go." and they stay.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Who brings up the rear on the horse?

MR. WALTERS: V/ell, that is probably what they

are fighting about, and I would not blame them very

much, either. Now the Hon. Premier (Mr. Frost) of this

Province, is a very affable person, and it may well be

that he will go down in history as "The Happy Premier".

Nothing makes Jiim more happy than to rise in the House

and tell hon. members what a good boy he has been and

look what a beautiful plum he has got for "Old Man

Ontario". However, when you listen to iiim tell about

the wonderful things this government has done, you

get a very warm glow and you can almost imagine the

bees buzzing and the birds chirping, and you can smell

the flowers. And then, you get up out of this House
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and you go out and go dovm among the people in the

riding and you talk to them about the wonderful

conditions in this province, and it is just like

getting hit in the face with a bag of snow

— that is the reaction I have.

SOm HON. MMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. V/ALTERS: So far from reality that it is

not even funny — as a matter of fact, it is almost

tragic,

MR. J. L. DOV/LING (Hamilton East): Bilge

water,

MR. V/ALTERS: All right, bilge water. I have

here an editorial from that same newspaper, The Star,

Now, just as the Liberal party is a dual political

party, the paper that supports it is a dual newspaper,

It talks and prints the best socialism between

elections than any newspaper I have ever

read, H'Sre is an editorial from it, which in my

estimation, is one of the finest declarations of

socialistic a ims I have ever come across. Of course

it is miles and miles away from election time. It

is called: "The Child's VJorldly Rights". I am not

going to read it in its entirety. It arose over a

case that took place in a February court over a child

five years old being abused by its parents and being

denied all the rights and privileges a child should

have. I v/ould like, however, to read the points

listed in the editorial as the rights and privileges
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cjf childhood:

"(1) A home, and the love and security which

the home provides;

(2) To grow up in a family with an adequate

standard of living and the seciority of

a stable income

;

(3) Understanding and guiding of his person-

ality;

(4) Health promition and protection of health

from birth to adolescence;

(5) A dwelling-p^ace, safe, sanitary, and

wholesome;

(6) A school which has space and properly

equipped, and, for young children,

nursery schools and kindergartens to

supplement home care,

(7) A community which recognizes and plans

for his needs, protects him against

physical dangers, moral hazards and

disease, and which makes provision for

his cultural and social needs."

Now that is quite a program, and we have not advanced

very far, I am afraid. VJhen the Hon. Premier (Mr.

Frost) ofi this province, or, th^ Premier of this

country or of any countries can riee and say to

Parliament that there are no under-nourished or

under-privileged children within the boundaries

of his domain, that all our elderly people are

cared for and housed, that there is economic and
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social security within the boundaries of his country,

that there is every cultural and educational oppor-

tunity within the boundaries of his country, then,

Mr. Speaker, we shall think that that Government has

done everjrthing that can possibly be done for the

happiness, welfare and health of the people in that

country, and that that Premier has a right to exult

— and I think that under those circumstances we

could even excuse the almost diapasonical outbursts

of the present Hon, Premier (Mr. Frost) of this

province in a situation such as that. But then, and

then only, can he be complacent, and I would hate

to think there would be any hon. member at such a

time who would get up in his place and would ask

that Premier whether he could show a Budget with a

surplus or a deficit.

Than^ you.

SOIVIE HON. I-iEMBERS: Hear, hear.

(Take L follows)
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MR. A. CHARTRAND, (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker; at the outset

of my remarks may I extend to you and your charming wife my warmest

congratulations for the splendid manner in which you discharge the

many duties of your high office. I wish also, even at this belated

hour, to associate iryself with the previous speakers in offering my

felicitations to the mover and seconder of the Address in reply to

the Speech from the Throne, and all other members, for their magni-

ficent contributions to the debate. I wish also to extend my

congratulations to the two hon. Members of this House who have been

elevated to cabinet rank.

I desire further to congratulate the hon. Premier, (Mr. Frost)

in his capacity as Treasurer of Ontario, and the hon. Minister of

Education, (Mr. Porter) in his advisory capacity, as great Canadians,

for raising the provincial grants of education generally and more

particularly with respect to two institutions of higher learning

in our Capital City, namely Carleton College and Ottawa University,

Their contribution to the advancement of science and of the cultural

life in the eastern section of the Province is very great indeed and

their cause is a most deserving one. They have a very bright future

^Viead of them and may I hope that the grants for their maintenance be

increased from year to year so that these seats of higher learning

may attain greater achievements.

After reading the budget and digesting its many provisions,

one must conclude that the government of the Province of Ontario is

getting to be BIG Business. As a sobering thought, however, we should

always bear in mind that the business of government always begins with

raising and spending money, keeps on moving by raising and spending

more money, and ordinarily ends up by collecting and spending too

much of the people's money.
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In 1948, the Ontario government collected the sum of

$191,698,952.37 by way of taxation for net ordinary revenue and

spent for ordinary expenses the sum of ^pl60, 589,199.53 leaving a

surplus, before providing for Sinking Fundri, of $31 > 109, 753c ^4.

In 1949 the figures were as follows: net ordinary revenue b^'-

taxation ^215, 469, 513 r, 61 j net ordinary expense:; $190,706,361.37

with a surplus of <?24,763,252.24. In 1950, the spiral co.-'.rse keepj

moving on to a steeper peak and the net ordinary revenue collected

by way of taxation amounts to $228,550,022^27 v.'hile the accrued nst

ordinary expenditures amounts to $199, 271 > 373. 67 leaving a crrplus

of $29,278,648.60. In 1951, in the abcence of any outburst of

public indignation the administration respects no n.ore bo^ords and

provides tentatively for net ordinary revenues by taxation amounting

to $251,373,000.00 and net ordinary expenditures o;: $228,398,000.00

with an estimated surplus of y22,9745CC0.CC v;hi;h v.r.?.l probably be

much larger at the end of the fiscal 3'ear, ?S:ix now on we nc.j just

as well abandon all hopes of putting any taxin^^ lirr.tction u^on this

government until such time as the citizens decide for themselves

upon the limits of taxation to be set dovci for administration of

this province by ousting this govern'iient out of power, l^'f-r tho

welfare of the people of Ontario, I trust that this event does not

lie in the too distant future..

SOME hon. I^^MBERS: Hear, hear.

m. PORTER: How long?

MR. CHARTRMD: At any time. You settle do-.-.Ti, we will get alcn^

It should be borne in mind that the gross national pt-'cduct of Canada

is not a flexible matter and cannnt be stretched at will to suit

the purposes of any interested parties at any time. Its limitations

are determined by physical, economic and social factors. VJithin

its purview the people of Canada must find their livelihood, finance
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their governments and provide for all their other requirements and

commitments of every nature. Accordingly with our three level

structures of government any additional raising of revenues for

expenditure purposes by any one government calls for a corresponding

subtraction of taxation by another government, along the line, if

we are to safeguard and maintain our standard of living.

At the moment, we are living at the twilight of peace and

war - on the eve of a possible struggle which may involve life or

death for our national institutions. The Dominion government,

quite properly, has adopted a policy for levying about nine per

cent of our gross national product for war preparedness. Over the

period of the next three years a sum of five billion dollars

($5,000,000,000) will be allocated for defence and armament pur-

poses and our income taxes contributions will probably be raised by

20 per cent,

MR. PORTER: Have you got inside information on that?

AN hon. MEMBER: I hope he is wrong.

MR. CHARTRAND: Is my hon. friend (Mr. Porter) reading the

newspapers?

M, PORTER: I thought perhaps with your influence, you

might have some inside information on that.

m. F. R. OLIVER (GREY South): Well, it may be, at that.

AN hon. MEMBER: Right from the horse's mouth.

W.. CHARTRAND: Faced with a rapidly increasing population

and with corresponding demands for further municipal services in

addition to the carrying charge of the crushing burden of unwarranted

obligations cast upon them by the Provincial Legislature, the

municipalities cannot be expected reasonably to discharge their

duties with less revenue than they have now at their disposal.

The contrary is rather true. Even with the magnitude of the provincial
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grants the local assessments and tax rates on real property are

being raised year after year.

Incidentally but purposely may I say that this state of

affairs is becoming intolerable and calls for an early solution -

real property must be relieved, at all costs, from taxation for

matters totally unrelated to its nature. Other ways and means must

be found and devised for the maintenance of such other worthy causes.

The present system of provincial grants is absolutely

unsufficient and entirely inadequate. The municipalities do not

wish to be kept into wardship; they want eventually their ovn

autonomy so dear to provincial governments.

In the meantime however the municipalities as creations of

this legislature, are to be looked upon as its children whose care

in their dire need for additional financial assistance is the

responsibility of the government. At the moment in spite of all

appearances, they are the neglected children of this province and

for such reason they may be excused for many of their shortcomings.

The high costs of municipal government is directly referrable

to the niggardly policy of this government who prefers accumulating

huge surpluses rather than offer further financial assistance to

municipalities sadly in need. In my estimation, for so doing, this

government stands in disgrace, indicted and convicted for the plight

and condition of a large segment of the population in industrial and

other centres who are living in slums and shelters unfit for human

habitation, under the constant care of social workers, while the more

fortunates are paying excessive taxes for rentals for decent homes

and the rest of the population must of necessity be satisfied and

contented to live in cubicles bearing very often the resemblance of

b\inkhouses and exposed to all the moral social and welfare evils

attendant upon promiscuity.
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After giving up all hopes for tax reductions in the federal

and municipal fields the people of Ontario were looking for an

easement in the provincial field, but their hopes were sadly dashed

out and completely frustrated. This administration is still bent

upon a policy of raising ever greater revenues by way of taxation

and of spending even more lavishly than ever before.

In the coming year, the proposals are to raise for the

purpose of ordinary expenditures the fantastic sum of .t;265,400,000

which will probably be exceeded by several millions, as usual, at

the end of the fiscal year. This sum will account for so much

taken away from the gross national product. In the trying times

lying ahead of us, as a result of our war commitments and of the

of
increase in taxation by all our three forms/our levels of govern-

ment, we are leading straight, inevitably and forcibly, towards a

drastic lowering of our standard of living due in some measures to

the policies of this government.

MR. FROST: Would the hon. Member (Mr. Chartrand) tell us

where we could make the reduction in school grants?

MR. CHARTRAND: I will come to that.

MR. PORTER: Where shall we cut?

m. CHARTRAND: You have a $30,000,000 surplus.

MR. PORTER: This is the department of Education. Where

will we cut dowi the grants?

m. CHARTRAND: In all fairness to old Man Ontario and to

the taxpayers of this Province we would have expected this admini-

stration to practice a policy of extreme retrenchment - or else it

could have passed on into the Old Age Pension Fund and unto the

Municipalities the full amount of its surplus after providing for

the necessary statutoiy amount to be set aside for its Sinking Fund.

By so doing. Old Man Ontario would have felt and enjoyed some kind
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of relief from taxation somewhere along the line of our

three levels of government. He would have found a sub-

traction somewhere. This he has been denied for the

greater glory of the party in power and for the false

wisdom of accumulating unnecessary surpluses at all costs

and at all times.

From now on Old Man Ontario will have to pay

greater federal taxes, greater provincial taxes, greater

municipal taxes and in addition he will have to beqr the

full effects of a lowering of his standard of living. Such

is the lot that this government has prepared for him by

its extra¥agance and by its failure to provide adequately

for the general welfare of its needy people,

I move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

It being six of the clock the House took recess.
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'the House l^osumod at 8.00 of the clock, p.m.

MR. CHiiRTRjjro: In his review of current conditions

and operation on the oconomic front and v;ith respect to

Hydro, the Treasurer of the Province seems to pride him-

self on the facts that last year Ontario accounted for

over seven billion of Canada* s estimated gross national

production of 17,7 billion and he goes on to say that the

record levels of production was made possible by the ex-

pansion in our industrial structure and by the addition

of over 600,000 horsepower brought into service last year.

He also reminded that the population of Ontario has in-

creased by 840,000 or 23^ in the last twelve years, that

a total of nearly six billion dollars in new capital has

been invested in the Province in the last five years and

that we have to-day an efficient labour force of 1.8

million men and women with an increase purchasing power of

(PAGE ilA-2 FOLLOWS)
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and so on and so forth.

There is no doubt that these achievements in themselves are

tremendous and outstanding when compared vdth our own conditions,

shall we say five years ago, but they dwarf in importance and

significance vrtien compared with the moving forces of industrial

expansion in the Province of Quebec within the same period of time.

We take it for granted that this Province will remain as

it has always been for many years now, the banner province of this

Dominion

.

AN hon. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. CHARTRAND: Yet there is no assurance that it will

always be so. I have read a few days ago a resume of the Budget

speech from Quebec and also a resume of the debates and comments

made therein.

I gather, Mr, Speaker, that we are about to be challenged

for leadership in the field of economic and industrial expansion.

The race, it seems to me, is now on and we will have to give, in

the future, a better performance than we have in the past five

years, if we care to maintain our leadership.

In order to substantiate my submission I would like to read

into the record of this House an excerpt from an article entitled

"Watch Quebec's Smoke" by Fred Bodsworth in Maclean's Magazine

dated February 1st, 1951;

"Official government statistics, usually two to three

years out of date before they see light, show little of

the story yet, for many of Quebec's biggest industrial

gains haven't had time to become statistics. At last

report il9l^B) Ontario, the self-styled banner province,

was still well out in front in the industrial race. It

was responsible for 48^ of Canada's total industrial
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production; Quebec was still a poor second vdth 31^.

But Quebec is rapidly closing that gap

.

Since 1939 the value of Quebec's manufactxiring

production has jvunped by about four times — Ontario's

by about three times."

MR. PORTER: They must have a good government down there too.

MR. CHARTRAND: Better than we have over here.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. CHARTRAND: "Between 1939 and 1947, according to

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Quebec added 3,000

manufacturing establishments while Ontario added 2,000,

In the past 10 years Quebec's minersil production has more

than doubled while Ontario's has increased by about one

third. Between August, 1947, and August, 1950, the number

of persons employed in Quebec jumped 100,000; in Ontario

about 65,000.

Electrical consumption graphically lights Quebec's

industrialization story; kilowatts, not steam, are the

bread and butter of Quebec's new machines. Quebec today

is burning up more electricity per capita than any other

part of the world. In 1949 it used 6,600 kilowatt hours

per person. The runners-up were: Norway, 4,700; British

Columbia, 3,320; Ontario, 2,770; Sweden, 2,320, and the

U.S., 2,260. The big aluminum smelters of Arvida, 100 miles

north of Quebec City, where 25% of the world' s aluminum supply

now originates, alone use more than 20 million kilowatt

hours per day - more than all domestic and industrial con-

sumption of Montreal and Toronto Combined .

Quebec's gargantuan appetite for electric power has

increased by about one billion kilowatt hours over the
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monthly average of 10 years ago - more than half the in-

crease for all Canada. During the same period, power-

short Ontario, by squeezing its own resources and buying

heavily in Quebec, has increased its consumption 600

million kilowatt hours per month."

So I ask you, Mr. Deputy Speaker, and hon. members of this

House, in the light of these facts and disclosures, viiat is the

sense and meaning of all this elation, this boasting and this over

enjoyment over our industrial expansion when as a matter of fact

our general staff has been altogether outmanoeuvered, out-generaled,

out-fought and completely routed by that of Quebec in their bid for

industrial supremacy?

MR. PORTER: Must be a good government down there.

MR. E.B. JOLLIFFE, (Leader of the Opposition): But they

can't build bridges.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, Oh.

MR. CHARTRAND: Are we being lulled into a false sense of

security or are we to be satisfied to drift along and surrender

completely to this state of affairs? Or else is it only a display

of brazen self conceitedness to beguile this House from the short-

comings of this administration? Again when the Premier was wishing

for industrial prosperity upon all the provinces of Canada was he

trying then to break gently to us the admission that with the

natural resources at our disposal the province of Ontario might

not be able in the long run to keep pace in this new race.

I do not know the answers to these questions but they are

very pertinent and a proper explanation would be very illuminative

and quite welcome. In the meantime, I find no worthvdiile reason

for rejoicing over the stewardship given to this province over the

past five years in the field of industrial expansion yhen it stands
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in comparison with that of our sister province of Quebec over the

same period of time,

Hon. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): We are glad to

see Quebec getting along too.

MR. CHARTRAND: You might copy some of those policies of

theirs

,

MR. PCETER: We are getting along all right.

MR. OLIVER: That is your opinion.

MR. PORTER: And yours, too.

MR. OLIVER: Oh, no.

MR. PORTER: Yours too. You know it in your heart.

AN hon. MEMBER: H ow are the highways in Quebec?

MR. F.S. THOMAS (Elgin): Tell us about the Quebec highways.

MR. JOLLIFFE: And the bridges,

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. CHARTRAND: I can tell you about them, because I travel

very often on them.

MR. THOMAS (Elgin): Yes. Tell us.

MR, CHARTRAND: I am going to tell you that they are building

now very good highways.

MR. THOMAS (Elgin): Where?

MR. C.H, MILLARD (York West): Y ou don't go beyond Three

"Rivers, do you?

MR. CHARTRAND: You go up there and you will find out,

MR. THOMAS (Elgin): I was there last week. Tell me.

MR. CHARTRAND: While listening the other day to the informa-

tion and details given to this House by the Prime Minister in relation

to the method of financing the funded debts of this Province, it

struck me that the Treasury Department might render itself and the

people of Ontario a great service by opening up v*iat is known as an
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annuity branch. It would entail very little expenditures for

personnel and publicity —

MR. PORTER: Is this a cut you were going to recommend?

MR. CHARTRAND: I will tell you.

m. PORTER: I am waiting for it.

MR. J.G. BROWI (Waterloo North): Just a little patience.

MR. CHARTRMJD: — while the income and outcome could be

mathematically controlled by the use of a modern table of mortality.

There are a great many people with savings accounts in our

chartered banks and trust corporations drawing yearly interest of

one and one half or two percent thereon. They do not wish to part

with their life savings in any risky business venture but would be

quite happy to contribute several hundred dollars to the sinking

fund of this Province in return for a government guaranteed security

bearing yearly revenues of six, seven or eight percent or more ,

depending in age and becoming payable yearly during the full term

of the natural life of the annuitant.

Mr. PORTER: ^i^iat does the hon. member for Waterloo think

of that?

Mr. BROWN: I did not write the speech.

Mr. CHARTRAND: I can defend my own opinion.

I can very well think of some employee with, fair earning

powers only, who would be delighted to provide yearly for themselves

an extra fifty dollars for the Christmas season or an extra one

hundred dollars for the s\immer vacation. I can also think of widows

with a limited capital being interested in such an investment. There

is also the cases of the old and disabled labourers and farmers who

may like to supplement their Old Age Pension in that manner and more

so if their pensions in the future are to be awarded to them without

a means test. It may be that some members of this House would be
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willing to invest part of his yearly indemnity into such a plan.

There are possibly many other persons who would be interested in

such a safe venture.

I know that some Insurance Companies and the Labour Depart-

ment of the Dominion Government are dealing extensively in annuities,

but they think in terms of thousands of dollars and of long-range

plans. I would like this Province to think in terms of hundreds

of dollars cash deposit with payment of annuities beginning in the

following year.

After proper advertisement and publicity it should be an

easy matter for some officials of the Treasury Department to prepare

and forward from time to time to the clerks of each municipality

in Ontario a chart showing the percentage returns on a hundred

dollars which the Province would be ready to pay yearly, depending

on the age of the annuitant.

The prospective applicant co\ild consult this chart during

business hours and, if he should see fit and willing, he could

leave his application and his money deposit with the clerk who

would turn it over to the proper officials of the Annuity Branch

of the Treasury Department,

I think that this thought has sane merit and I leave it

with the Treasurer of the Province for future reference.

War clouds or no war there are some services which must be

attended to. One of the most conspicious is that of education.

It is now being said that education shapes the destiny of nations

and is accordingly everybody's business. I am glad to acknowledge

that the government has made it its business to increase the

school grants this year to $63,271,000. I trust that it will meet

with everybody's approval and that they will keep on increasing

from year to year. It helps to relieve the municipalities.

(TAKE BB FOIXOWS)
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MR. P0R1-i]R: You do not advocate any cut in that item.

The hon. member (Mr, Chartrand) was saying a while ago that we were

spending too much, I hoped that he would come to the point where he

would advise us ao to vheUier we should cut some expenditure,

1-31. OLIVER: 1 -chink that is in the latter part of his

speech.

SC}S hon. lEMBERS: Ch, oh.

m. OL'lI/M: Jv.st b3 patient,

W.. rORTZR: I gather on these educational grants the hon.

Member (?lr, Hhartrand) has no intention of advocating any cut what-

soever. Ho Kouid advocate a large increase.

m. CLIVI'^R: That is richt.

!'R= CHArul'RAIlD : I an telling you I am glad you increased

that but your birdirot caa.ls for 265 million dollars, I am cutting

off two million dollars,

IjR. F0RTI]R: Ho'ir ravch would ;''ou like to increase the grant

by?

MR. CHARTR.'ND: I am telling you, I like that.

M:'.. FCRTI]?.: 5o v:c are not extravagant there.

MR. CHARTRi^}!];: No.

MR. FORTIilR: I btu glad you said that, they all know it is

right in their hc.\rt&.

tIRc CFARTR/:iD: I mn tell you something about that,

IIR. PORTER: Cf course, the hon. member realizes that would

cost a considerabl'= s-iOuril of money,

MR. CHARTRi-KD: I would say out of these grants you could

create a fund,

MR. PORTER: Cut the grants and put it into the fund?

MR. CHARTRAND: Yes,

MR. PORTER: As long as we know what you want we will be
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glad to consider it.

MR, CHARTRAND: I can send you a copy of my speech if you

want it.

MR. PORTER: I am very much interested in the hon, member's

(Mr. Chartrand) speech but I would like to know whether he is

advocating cutting expenses or increasing acpenditures and if he

wants us to increase expenditures on education I would be very glad

to know.

MR. CHARTRAND: Among the worthwhile criticisms levelled at

our e ducational system one of the most valid to my mind is the

inequalities of salaries paid to teachers with the same ability and

equal qualifications by reason of the difference in wealth, taxpaying

ability and the relative number of children to be educated in

different localities. It is an extremely vexing problem, I know

the solution of which is very difficult. However, I am given to

understand that some American States have provided out of their

grants what is called an equalizing or stabilizing fund for this

very purpose. Out of it, they draw from time to time supplementary

bonus on the basis of need, on the recommendation of the inspectors

and at the discretion of power that may be towards the end that

there should be a greater equilibrium between the salaries paid to

teachers in well-off municipalities and those in municipalities of

less financial ability.

I wonder if the Minister is aware of the existence of such

a plan and in the affirmative if he has given it any consideration.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I hope the hon. member (Mr. Chartrand)

MR. OLIVER: Mr, Deputy Speaker, I think I have been very

Tpatient but I do think the hon. member (Mr. Chartrand) should be

allowed to continue. These repeated interruptions are made for the

purpose of throwing the hon. member (Mr. Chartrand) off his argument.
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I am quite sure it is.

MR. PORTER: The hon. member (Mr. Chartrand) is

MR. OLIVER: The hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) is enough of a

parliamentarian to know he should not interrupt an hon. member

vdthout his permission.

MR. PORTER: I apologize, but I alvrays regarded the hon,

member (lyir. Chartrand) very highly and always found him more than

capable of looking after himself.

MR. OLIVER: But he does not want his speech all cut up*

MR. PORTER: It has made his speech all the more effective*

MR. OLIVER: V/ell, I say it on his behalf.

MRi CHARTRAND: -— I believe it has great merits and with

the provision of a few million dollars, it would go a long way

towards levelling off any discrepancies and inequalities with

respect to the salaries paid to teachers of equal ability and with

the same qualifications in different municipalities.

I now wish to make a few comments on the Hope Report v^ich

will eventually cost this Province over three hundred thousand

dollars . In my opinion this sum of money could have been put to

better use and the majority of the people of Ontario would have

been much happier if this commission had never come into existence.

MR. FROST: Did not the hon. member (Mr. Chartrand) favor the

commission in those days, you were making speeches about it,

m. CHARTRMD: I never did.

MR. FROST: Five years ago the hon. Member (Mr. Chartrand)

was in favor of it.

MR. CHARTRAND: Oh, no, when I came in it was in operation.

MR. MILLARD: It is so long ago he has forgotten.

MR. FROST: That is right, he has forgotten.

MR. CHARTRAND: If the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)
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points it out in Hansard I would be glad to listen to it but I

never made any favourable comments about it,

MR. FROST: Your memory is bad.

MR. CHARTRAND: It seems that very often high hopes pass

into disillusionment but personally I have always entertained great

forebodings and great misgivings as to this Report.

At this juncture and without any further delay, may I say

that I do not believe that it will change anything much and certainly

not soon or drastically. Its very nature precludes any other sensible

assumption. I further believe that it will meet but with a limited

success of personal esteem within a close and restricted circle of

a few well-chosen friends, but outside of these surroundings, I

feel quite confident that this Report will neither be looked upon

with great fervor by the great majority of the people of Ontario

nor by their representative in this House.

In voicing that opinion and those sentiments, I associate

myself, in the words of Mr. B. K. Sandwell of the Saturday Night,

"with that large body of public opinion who made no representation

to the Hope Commission but who will probably in the long run decide

what the Province is to do about the clash between the secular-school

people and the Roman school people, and may decide it nicely".

It appears to me, Mr. Speaker, that whenever this administration

is confronted with a major difficulty it appoints a Royal Conimission -

there has been Royal Commissions on Mining, Royal Commission on

Forestry - Royal Commission on Milk Control and I presume that we

shall hear of other Royal Commissions yet. It allows the government

a breathing spell for several months and years, it quiets down

public opinion for the time being, it also affords the interested

parties an opportunity to air their conflicting views but in the

long end when the findings are made public, they are usually along the
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lines of the earlier forecasts and rejsresents with minor variations

what everybody knew very well, long before the terms of reference

were ever submitted to the commission. The Hope Report on Education

is an illustration in point.

For instance, we have known that from the early days of

Confederation there has been with regard to separate schools two

trends of thought, one to the effect that since separate schools

are legal entities with guaranteed rights under the terms of the

Constitution they should be given proper financial assistance to

carry out their tasks to a successful conclusion; the other, while

admitting that separate schools may have some constitutional rights,

finds them so objectionable in their nature as to suggest that a

minimum of financial assistance should be provided for them in the

hope that eventually they will disappear entirely and all the

children will be educated under one common system of public school.

The Commissioners inform us in their findings that the

cleavage still exists; that they have been unable to reconcile their

opposite views but despite their fundamental disagreements they

have agreed to part on the most friendly terms. To all intents and

purposes an irresistable force has met with an unshakeable power

which resulted in a stalemate. This condition should serve us

with an objective lesson as to risks and dangers involved upon

retaining the sources of a body of men with strong feelings in an

advisory capacity but with no corresponding political responsibilities,

It would appear that shortly after receiving their appoint-

ment the majority of the commissioners resolved tO' settle the

Separate School issue upon their own terms and conditions, with

mayhem aforethought leaving no room whatsoever for any useful or

sensible compromise. In our Courts of Justice whenever a suspect

is apprehended he is usually indicted; then brought to trial where
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a verdict is obtained and a sentence imposed if found guilty.

In this case the process was reversed. The sentence was imposed

from the start, the verdict was obtained by the consensus of

opinion of a majority vote; the hearing then followed, and the

indictment is novf preferred at last and turned over to the public

in the nature of a report of 1173 pages.

MR. W.J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane South): Not guilty'.

Hon. Mr. PORTER (Attorney-General): Not proven.

MR. CHARTRAND: Of course a frontal attack towards that

end would have been held in extreme bad taste and some face-saving

had to be resorted to. For the purposes of securing some plausible

justification for their sentence the majority of the commissioners

proceeded to their objective along the line of least resistance in

a very ingenious manner. With full consciousness that the inter-

pretation of the letter of the law will kill the very spirit of

that law and that the spirit of the law will vivify the letter of

the law they proceeded to interpret the constitutional law according

to the letter of the law in order to kill the very spirit of Con-

federation which in turn is the very cornerstone of the union of the

two great races in this Dominion and without which it will not and

cannot survive.

They attempted to roll back the tide of time, as if it were

possible, and to ignore the historical march of events towards

closer union and co-operation which has been noted and entered in

the Statute Books of this province since the days of Confederation.

They refused to acknowledge that history is written from day to day

and is always moving forward but never retracing its steps . They

failed to perceive that life as well as politics is the process of

perpetual adjustments and re-adjustment in the light of new

circvmistances and conditions arising from time to time. They also
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failed to assess the fact that there is such a thing as winning

the day but losing the future, and they vd.sh us to accept as a

palliative, a drug that is far more offensive than the ailment it

seeks to c\ire. To gain their own end they are ready and vd.lling

to counsel and to advise the consummation of our people's energy

into friction and fruitless conflicts at this critical time in our

history. The enemy, if any, is not fran within but from without.

What we need today, Mr. Speaker, more than ever before, is

not the strict legal interpretation of the letter of the law but

the interpretation of both the letter of the law vivified by the

spirit of the law so as to blend together the mind and the hearts

of all the people of this Province of Ontario and of this Dominion

within a common cause of ideals, aspirations and destiny. But this

goal shall be impossible of attainment except through the mutual

respect of the faith, the traditions and the legitimate ambitions

and rights of all citizens of two great races who united in 1867

in a true spirit of Confederation,

At the moment, and I hope it will be so forever, I am

happy to note and to acknowledge that in the near future no

political party in this House is contemplating the adoption of any

policy which would rock the very foundation of our national unity

and would amount to sheer and unadulterated nonsense which at no

time should gain any citizenry rights in this province or any other

province of Canada,

I am aware, however, that sooner or later some pressure will

Tdc brought upon this House to implement the recommendations against

the Separate School, so as to make you and me, as legislators, the

executioners of the sentence imposed by the majority of the

commissioners without any previous indictment, without any fair

trial, and without any proper verdict being obtained. But let us
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remember at all times that the Court of Public Opinion is the Court

of Last Resort and as its duly elected representative by proper

mandate from the people of Ontario, we have assumed the duties and

obligations to foster and to promote the cause of peace, order and

good government within the four corners of this province. Ontario

is wide and handsome enough to hold together all its people of

whatever nationalities, or whatever religious tenets, of whatever

language and of whatever personal ambitions bound together through

a common allegiance to its political institutions . I therefore

suggest this House, Mr. Speaker, that we shoiild at no times have

any truck or trade idth any submission the purpose of which would be

to breed discontent and disunity in our population.

It is a matter of daily experience and common knowledge

that the words and actions of any man or woman with clean hands and

pure hearts are seldom the object of adverse and searing criticism.

We must almost conclude that the majority of the Commissioners on the

Hope Report do not belong to such a class and their reputation for

political sagacity and national wisdom is about to suffer the most

irreparable damage from the comments made and aimed at them from a

great many sources of information originating fran all across the

country. I have before me a few excerpts of the press vrtiich is the

natural reflection and the proper v ehicle of expression of public

opinion generally. I would like to read and enter them into the

records of this House for future reference.

The Ottawa Journal suggested that "there was no need to get

eXated, dejected or anyway excited over the Hope Royal Conmiission on

education" because they venture to think that, "by the time any

government in Ontario gets over to implementing any or many of its

three major recommendations, 99 percent of the public will have

forgotten what 99 percent of the recommendations were about".
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The Toronto Telegram has this comment to offer:

"The majority report appears not entirely free of bias and

has aroused fears amongst separate school supporters as to the

future of their schools. It was to have been hoped that this

spectre which has bedevilled the poHtics of this province in the

past has been forever laid,"

In the Saturday Night issue dated the 9th of January, 1951

Mr. B.K. Sandwell made the follo;idng statement. "The Hope Report

is not a report, it is a statement of disagreements. If anybody

needed evidence that Ontario is a hard Province to govern, here

it is. The nop3 Commission was discussed in Ontario with aDjnost

every shade of opinion represented, except that fortunately rather

large body of opinion v/hich does not greatly care whether more or

fewer children crs transferred from Roman Catholic to secular schools

provided only that all Ontario children get a decent education."

"It consists of the peop?e who made no representations

to the Hope Commission, ].eaving that task to be done by people

who feel strongly and excitedly ftbout education and especially

about how secular or hovr Catholic it can be made to be. But also

it consists of ths people who will probably in the long run decide

what the Province is to do about the clash between the secular

school people and the Roman school people and may decide it nicely,"

"I fe'5l 3ure (says Ifr. Sandwell) that moderation and good

sense will prevent the Hope propo-sals from ever being brought

before the LegisJatr -e in a Government measure. The Legislature

and the Government are responsible to the people of Ontario including

that large section which was unrepresented on the Commission and

which made no submissions to it, but which is concerned that so far

as possible minorities in Canada, of whatever kind, shall feel

themselves secure not only by virtue of the words of the constitutional
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law, but also by virtue of the goodwill and tolerance of majorities."

Time Magazine reported that "superficially it looked as

thoiigh nobody really liked the report except the commission's

natty, balding chairman. Justice John Andrew Hope of the Ontario

court of appeal, and the fourteen commissioners who joined with him

in the majority findings'."-- It added that "There was not the faintest

chance that the separate school recommendations would ever be put

into practice. Since the population of Ontario is 30fo Catholic and

the national Tory party is trying vigorously to win friends in

Catholic Quebec, the Tory government at Toronto was bound to consider

the politics of the situation".

On December the 23rd the Toronto Daily Star said; "That

separate school boards should lose jurisdiction over their children

as soon as they pass their twelfth year, the Star does not consider

it justifiable or a practical proposal. We doubt whether any

government would act upon it."

"V.Tiat the Star does believe is that children in the separate

schools should be assured just as good an education as those else-

where. If they are not in some cases receiving it at present - and

about that we do not know - steps should be taken to bring about a

change"

.

In a weekly coliomn edited for the English-speaking Press

reflecting the views and sentiments voiced from time to time in

the French language Press on national and international matters,

Lenore Crawford under the caption of School Furore in Quebec had

the following comments to make on January the 4th, 1951:

"Nothing with the exception of the Korean war has stirred

the French-language press so deeply in years as the Hope Report

on education. V/hether published in Ontario or Quebec, papers

expressed astonishment at, and bitter disapproval of the pro-

posals to decrease the control of education by separate schools
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and to close Ottawa Normal School.

'Hellish scheme' was the description given by Le Devoir,

of Montreal, to the report. Le Canada, of Montreal, and Le Droit,

of Ottawa, joined Le Devoir in believing that if the Hope Report

proposals were implemented, a new battle over education would be

set off in Ontario.

Le Canada believed implementation would be 'a direct blow

to the French and Catholic Schools' . Le Droit pointed out that the

report had created a sharp division among the commission members

and that it was not endorsed by all of them, by any means . "In the

face of such a division", it declared, "the government ought to

proceed with great prudence in its study of the Report. Mr. Frost

seems to realize this".

'.'It isn't an exaggeration to see in the findings",

Montreal Matin declared, "an attack in grand style against the

Catholic and French schools. " Our com-patriots in English-speaking

provinces aren't novices in this kind of battle. Since Confedera-

tion there have been few years without a crisis of fanaticism rising

on some points. Only Quebec has been spared, because it haskiown

how to practice generosity and respect for the rights of the Anglo-

Protestant minority. It's too bad this example hasn't been followed.

"IJhat is comforting", Le Matin continued, " is that our

com-patriots particularly those in Ontario, are bett er armed than

they were previously. The Franco-Ontarions have an active and

vigilant association, a daily paper capable of leading a good fight,

elements among which the French -way of living isn't merely a formula,

but a demanding claim."

Le Matin expressed astonishment that "at the moment when a

great many of our English-speaking citizens are talking about
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democracy and liberty — for the Koreans — they are, in turn,

incapable of rendering justice to the first in habitants of this

country, who number almost a third of the Canadian population".

L' Action Catholique, of Quebec City, referred, like all

other French-language papers, to the recommendation concerning

separate schools and the use of French. It put it thus: "You

shall not teach your language and your religion except to your

children of less than 12 years. Their first six years of study

ended, your children can continue to be educated, but in another

language to theirs and not in religion at school."

"It took five years", the paper continued, "to arrive at

this infernal conclusion, which Stalin would sign with two hands,

grinning with the glee of a diabolic persecutor" . The present

method of taxation was called an "injustice" but L' Action Catholique

thought its amelioration a ;irorse crime. Admittedly, the fewer years

of schooling would render siifficient the amount of money collected

by separate schools from tcixpayers. But this is "reasoning of a

Hitler or a Stalin", the paper declared.

The Hope Report will not be implemented, it concluded, for

"conscious of its responsibilities", the Ontario Government will

hasten to repudiate the "machine infemcuLe".

I have been wondering on several occasions if the Commissioners

while preparing their reports and subnissions had taken cognizance

and received the benefit of a very sound piece of advice given by

one of their leading, clergymen on Catholic and Protestant relationship,

A Canadian Press dispatch dated Toronto, the 11th of August,

1950, quoted Dr. R.C. Chalmer, associate secretary of the Board of

Evangelism and Social Service of the United Church of Canada vAiile

addressing the Vforld Convention of Christian Education attended by

representatives of 62 countries as saying -

"Let us seek for co-operation of Catholics on the secular
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level, of public and moral matters of mutual concern",

he said. "There are many areas of welfare work, civic

affairs and social amelioration where Protestants and

Catholics do co-operate."

"Protestants should stop expecting and requesting co-

operation with Catholicism on the church level. Invitations

such as that extended by the World Council of Churches

requesting the Vatican to send eelegates to the Amsterdam

assembly were a mistake,"

"In effect such invitations are asking Catholicism to

cease being Catholic, since the Vatican considers there

is only one chiirch.

Protestants should set their oim house in order."

I dare not add anything to the above quotation - it meets

with my entire approval and I could not have expressed it in better

terms.

Democracy is a system which has evolved through the ages as

a way of life which sustains the maximum freedom of the individual

within the framework of a \anity of Government. It postulates some

cultural attainment through education which has been defined, outside

the scope of its mechanical Equipment, as the science of hvmian

relationship, the actual training in the science of living together

as sensible friendly beings. It finds its truest expression in the

development of love of one's fellow man, tolerance, sportsmanship;

in compassion and above all in reverence which is so lacking in the

Hope Report,

In Belgiiam where the problems of education are similar to

those in Canada, as an incidence of the blending of two nationalities

of different religious tenets, .Mr. Spaak, former socialist Prime

Minister of that country while debating this vexing question of

(TAKE "DD" ?0LL0Y;3)
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Catholic and secular schools asserted in substance, that the

buiding and transcendal principle to be looked for and vindicated

was the recognition of the true freedom, the real liberty of the

father to choose that form of education which he may desire for

the upbringing of his sons and daughters and that the state should

never be tolerated to begrudge its financial assistance on that

account. Otherwise the citizen becomes the prisoner of the State.

On this score the public generally was expecting greater acumen

from the Commissioners and a better comprehension and guidance

from them. With a little display of imagination and aresolute

determination to compound and iron out the difficulties, the

majority of the Commissioners could quite easily have devised a

solution along the lines above mentioned which would have met

with the entire approval and comprehension of the vast majority

of the citizens of this province.

As it now stands the Hope Report is just a political throw

of some resounding but discarded philosophy which obtained some

thirty years ago, when passions were fierce and bitter, but it

surely does not belong to our time when tolerance and good will

have asserted their supremacy.

History offers no warranty that the dead hand of the past

can forever shape the destiny of nations in every respect and for

all times to come. In an ever changing world, the political picture

of any day is always transitory in its very nature, for the people

are always seeking new formulas and new techniques to solve the new

problems and the new challenges peculiar to their time. Each

generation evolves its own system of values, its own code of

reverance and its own mode of action.

V'Jhile seeking its own individuality and its own personality

the people of our day and our time, generally speaking, are
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responsive to the ideas of unity within diversities and of freedom

from discriminaticn on account of race, colour or creed. Arising

out of these sentiments and beliefs they are most repulsive to

any interference or coercion with other people's way of life on

account of their racial or religious backgrounds. This is the

atmosphere that belongs to our day and our time and to the

immediate future.

There is noreover, an old latin maocim which I might quote

as follows: if my memory serves ne right; "Tempora mutantur et nos

mustandis in illis sed magna est Veritas et prevaluerit" . In the

language of modern liberal democracy it means that "times are ever

changing and we, the people, are ever changjjig within those very

times, but commonsense is a powerful weapon which will eventually

prevail against all obstacles laid in its v/ay''. I em further

aware that one of the tests of truth and logistics is the power

of the mind to gain recognition in the market of free competition

and as a correlative repudiation in the offspring of failure which

in turn is the vrages of ineptitude to assess correctly the true

relationship of facts.

If posterity ever refuses the majority of the Commilssioners

a niche in the Temple of Fame, they will have nobody to blame but

themselves „ They had before them their greatest challenge to

statesmanship but they failed miser'-'bly to rise to their oask and

to the occasion. They are and will remain the authors of their

own misfortune for submitting to us a report v*iich has failed to

assess properly the needs of the people of our times.

It is a matter of an.ir,ement that the most elaborate theories

very often ignore the most obvious facts but then this is a

compelling necessity for bias and prejudice. Again inasmuch as

truth and commonsense are usually gushing out with crj^stal clear
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limpidity by their very natiire, there seems to be very little

logical justification, except of course if it should be for the

purpose of enveloping a highly rickety, specious and sophisticated

line of arguments, for the submission of a report which has been

referred to as an elephantine, a mastadone and sometimes compared

to the Stone of Scone — but which I wo\ild describe as a Rip Van

Winkle Tale of Two Continents, of several States and of many cities

vrritten, out of mostalgia, to the tinkling sound of three hxindred

thousand dollars.

As against such black clouds there are, however, some very

bright silver linings in the horizon. We have come a long way

towards mutual understanding and closer co-operation in the past

twenty-five years and I am sure that this will be the line of

advance in the future. To my way of thinking this is the road to

our ultimate destiny.

There are at present some unmistakable indicia that the

rising generations are actuated by a very real and genuine desire

to acquire complete proficiency in the two official languages of

Canada. The youth of our country have a feeling that this addi-

tional cultural equipment may in the future become of major

importance and even a necessity in some calling in life. Parents

and pupils alike are demanding and insisting, more than ever before,

for compulsory teaching of both languages in publicly financed

schools for their own sake and for the sake of national unity.

Nothing could be more desirable or more commendable.

In our democratic world there is this further wisdom of

governments to refrain from interfering with the cultural activities

of its people or to curtail their freedom of opinion and of faith

in their respective ways of life, upon condition always that they

should not slash fundamentally with the welfare of the whole
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population. This is all to the good.

From vdthin and from vidthout the future of Canada is singing

aloud to our young generations. In their ascendency towards greater

achievements I hope and I trust that these rising generations mil

be motivated and actuated by the lofty principles of such standards

of life so that Canada, this land of many promises, will become

eventually a beacon and an inspiration to all people of mankind as

a land of tolerance and comprehension towards all men of goodwill.

As a parting word, in their quests, their ambitions and endeavours

I wish them vrell, good hunting and Godspeed.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. M. LEGER (Cochrane North): Mr. Speaker, might I ask the

hon. member for Ottawa East (Mr. Chartrand) the question I wanted

to ask him about half an hour ago? The hon. member for Ottawa West

(Mr. Chartrand) referred to equality of pay for teachers. I am just

wondering how one would get, as most of the teachers come from

Southern and Eastern Ontario, those teachers to come up and teach

school in Northern Ontario for the same money they get in Southern

Ontario

.

MR. CHARTRAND: That is a grievance you should take up with

the hon. Minister of Education (Mr, Porter) and with the Treasury

Benches,
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MR. LEGER: .ils you know, costs of living and

transportation are liigher in the North than down here.

Conditions cannot bo compared at all. The second question

is this: wh.at percentage of 'Quebec Rural Schools get

grants from the Provincial Government as compared with

Ontario Separate Schools?

The third question is, if our system of educa-

tion as regards separate schools in this province is

as bad as the hon. member would have us believe, why

would British Columbia went to take over practically the

same system as we in Ontario have today; Vi/hy are they

studying our present system?

My last question is, is it not true that mora

new separate schools have been built in the last five

years in this province than there wero built through

the entire regime of the new modern liberal democracy?

MR. F^.R:1UILU^ OLP.^ER (Grey South): If my hon,

friend (Mr. Loger) had placed these questions on the

Order Paper, no doubt the Minister vrould have answered

in due course.

MR. LEGER: I ask those questions because of the

speech of the hon. member for Ottawa East (Mr. Chartrand).

IvCl. PORTER: V/o have no official Information

about ;,ueboc, but I thought the hon. member for Ottawa

East (Mr. Chartrand) had, I thought also that he was

coming to some of the cuts that he was going to recover,

but we have not got to that* Perhaps the hon. member

will be speaking later on.

MR, CIL'-RTI^J.vlD: Well, that is all right; I will be

speaking later on.
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HON. G. H. CHALLIES (Minister v.lthout Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, it is again my privilege to present to you

a siimmary review of the operations of The Hydro-Electric

Power Commission of Ontario during the fiscal period

that closed on December 31, 1950. That fiscal period

comprised fourteen instead of the usual twelve months

because of a decision to make future fiscal years coincide

with calendar years. Waen, therefore, I refer in this

report to the past year or to 1950, I shall usually be

speaking of the fourteen months from November 1,1949,

to December 31, 1950.

The enormous task of making provision for

adequate low-cost electric power for the citizens and

the industries of our Province never ends. It is en-

trusted mainly to a planning group that forms an

important part of the great Hydro organization of which

we are all proud. This group must analyse and appraise

the records of the past and relate these experiences to

what is happening at present. They must be able to make

wise estimates of what can reasonably be expected to

happen in the future.

Forty Years of Growth

Back in 190?, before the Commission began its

initial operations in the Niagara district, it had

negotiated a contract with the Ontario Power Company for

the purchase of 100,000 horsepower. At the end of 1910,

the first year of power delivery, the Commission's load

in that district was only about 3,500 horsepower. This
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fact caused some adverse criticism of the Commission's

estimate of load-growth as implied by the Ontario Power

Company contract. Some prominent business men actually

threfcitened to get an injunction to save the public from

the consequences of Hydro's rash venture. In about five

years, however, the power contracted for was all in use.

It took just eighteen years for the Commission's

peak load to reach the million horsepower mark. That was

in 192s, Fifteen years later, in the midst of V/orld

War II, actual primary peak demand rose about two million

horsepower. Just six years later, in September 1949,

it topped three million horsepower. During last

December primary peak demand reached 3,751,990 horsepower -

more than a thousand times the Niagara district load of

1910.

Let me state these facts in another way, so you

can better appreciate the load-growth of the Hydro systems.

During the eighteen years from 1910 to 192^, the average

annual increase in load was less than 56,000 horsepower.

In the second period of fifteen years to 1943, the increase

averaged about 67,000 horsepower last year. In the third

period, from 1943 to 1949, the average annual increase

works out to about 167,000 horsepower. The primary peak

demands on all systems in December 1950 totalled 572,057

horsepower more than in December 1949.

The phenomenal growth of Hydro during its forty

years of operations may be illustrated further by

referring to the numbeiE^ of its employees , It started

out with a mere handful of engineers and clerks. By
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1925 there were 3,350 employees on the payroll. At the

end of 1950 the Commission employed 20,024 men and women

of whom ^,^73 worked in the Construction division. The

Commission's contractors at the same time listed 5,445

employees.

The total assets entrusted to the Commission

grew to nearly $200 million by 1925. At the close of

1950 they exceeded |969 million. Including those of the

cooperating municipalities, as they stood at the end of

the previous fiscal year, the gr£:;;>1 total of more than

$1,243 million places Hydro among the very largest economic

enterprises in Canada.

The expansion these figures reflect was undoubt-

edly caused in large part by the necessity of tv;ice

meeting the challenge of world war. Hydro entered World

VJar II with adequate reserves of power. However, during

the succeeding six v/ar years, it was called upon to meet

a 47 per cent increase in primary load and a 70 per cent

increase in primary energy demand. Hydro is justly proud

that, in the face of these increases, no war industry

lacked power sufficient for its needs.

By the fall of 1945, howeyer, the Commission had

more than reached the limit of its available capacity.

Shortages of labour and materials prevented the immediate

improvement or expansion of facilities. It had been hoped

that the return of peace would bring a recession in demand

that would permit rehabilitation of equipment and lines.

Instead the post-war years have produced continuously

greater demands for power for homes, farms stores and factories.
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Ontario's Post-¥ar Expansion

Industrial expansion since V-J Day has been the

greatest in the history of Ontario. It is estimated that

to the end of 1950 more than 3 SO new manufacturing plants

were established in Ontario municipalities. Many were

branch-plants of industries established in the United

States and the United Kingdom, Some were new branch

plants of industries in other Ontario municipalities. The

figure of 3S0 "new^' factories does not include plant ex-

tensions at the home site. These have been both substantial

and Numerous

.

Ontario's industrial potential has thus been greatly

augmented in most major lines of manufacturing - steel,

motor cars, textiles, chemicals, electrical equipment and

so on. Ontario now has 40 per cent of all the factory .

facilities in Canada. Gross value of the production of

Ontario factories in 19A-9 was |6 million, or just over

50 per cent of the total for Canada,

Another significant index of Ontario's post-war

growth is the estimate of capital invested in fixed assets

for the years 1946-1950 inclusive. This figure is $4,^00

million, or an amount equal to more than $1,065 for every

man, woman and child in the Province, The money has been

invested in factory extensions, nev; plants, housing, schools,

streets, waterworks and other assets that will provide the

basis for further industrial expansion.
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Hydro's Post-War Building; Program

Hydro has grown with the province it serves. In-

deed, had it not done so, the rapid growth I have described

would have been impossible. As soon as feasible after the

defeat of Germany and Japan, Hydro embarked upon a great

construction program. Priority was given to some minor

projects that could be counted on to produce power v/ith

the least possible delay and with minimum demands upon

materials and labour, both of which were in short supply.

Thus, a second unit was added at DeCew Falls, where

provision had been made when the first unit was built in

1943 . A plant was constructed at Stewartville on the

Madawaska i^iver at a site that, in engineering character-

istics, closely resembled one at Barrett Chute where a

generating station had been placed in service in 1942.

Another plant at Aguasabon in the Thunder Bay area was

constructed at a site capable of develdipment in one year

less time than would have been needed to develop one at

an alternative site at Pine Portage. In addition a ready

market for power was available at Aguasabon, because a

large pulp and paper firm was building a plant there

.

Another source of power that could be tapped with a

minimum of engineering, materials, equipment and labour

was a steam plant at the Pol3mier Corporation in Sarnia.

It was only necessary to construct a feeguency-changer

station at Westminster and facilities to connect it with

the system,

liHiile these minor and supplementary developments
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were being rushed ahead, plans begun in war time were also

being speeded for the great developments with which last

year's news reports made you familiar - Pine Portage,

George ¥. Rayner and mighty Des Joachims, all officially

opened last June, on or ahead of schedule. The Chenaux

development was placed in partial service last November

and will soon be completed. La Cave, also on the Ottawa,

is scheduled for initital operation this fall and com-

pletion in 1952, The first units of two giant thermal

generating stations at V/indsor and Toronto will also be

in readiness this fall.

It would take far too long to describe this post-

war expansion program in detail. To summarize: Shortly

after V-J Day the total dependable resources of generated

and purchased power available to the citizens of Ontario

through Hvdro amounted to some 2.6 million horsepower. At

the end of 1950 it was about 3.7 million horsepower. By

the end of 1952 plans call for a dependable capacity in

generated and purchased power of some 4.7 million horse-

power, an eighty per cent increase over the 1945 figure,

or additional capacity of more than two million horse-

power within about five years from the time the first

development came into service. The whole program involves

ne\-j capital expenditure of more than $Sl6 million.

The budget expenditure for the 1950 fiscal period,

as part of the Commission's post-war program, was established

at $1^^,500,000, During that period the Commission spent

1153,530,152 for materials and equipment. Purchases

requring payment in sterling constituted about 2 per cent

(Take FF follows)
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and those paid in United States dollars about 3 per cent

of this sum. The balance of more than $145,909,252 or

about 95?^, was spent in Canada, mostly in Ontario. I

wish at this point to pay a tribute of praise and

appreciation to Ontario industry and labour. The high

efficiency of their operations, the speed of their

deliveries and the excellence of their products have

contributed greatly to the success of Hydro's post-war

program,

Ontario Consumption of Power -

Comparison with United States

I have tried to describe the immensity of that

program. It has resulted in the Commission's dependable

peak resources of generated and purchased power being 100

per cent greater than they were only 13 years ago. In

the same interval, Ontario's population has increased

about 25 per cent. Obviously, then, we are usigg much

more power per capita than we were in 1937. Expansion

of industry, wider use of electrical factory equipment

and fuller employment all help to account for this. But

the average domestic consumer has had a great deal to do

with it too. In 1937 his average monthly requirements

amounted to 157.5 kilowatt-hours. In 1949, the most

recent year for which a complete analysis is available,

the comparable figure was 262,4 kilowatt -hours, an increase

of more than 66 per cent. The average commercial consumer

in the same period had increased his consumption by nearly

62 per cent.
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An authoritative articles, recently published,

contains some ihteresting facts about the electrical

industry in the United States. The writer pointed out

proudly that residential consumption during 1950 was

expected to average about 1,^25 kilowatt-hours per home

customer, and that this was nearly double the average of

ten years ago. The Commission's records for 1949 show

that the average home customer in antario used 3,149

kilowatt-hours, or nearly 73 per cent more than the 1950

estimate for the average home customer in the United

States. The writer also pointed out that the average

revenue per kilowatt-hour of residential electricity

declined from 3.^4 cents in 1940 to 2.^9 cents in 1950.

Hydro's figures for 1939 and 1949 show a decline from

1,26 cents to ,99 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Rural Program

Another interesting comparison can be made

betv/een the annual consumptions of average farms in the

United States and in Ontario. The United States 1950

estimate is 2,350 kilowatt-hours, whereas the actual

Ontario figure for 1949 was 2,911 kilowatt-hours, or 24

percent more. This emphasizes the fact that Ontario

farms have benefited greatly from our program of rural

electrification, which has proceeded steadily since 1921.

By 1945 Hydro served 156,560 rural consumers over 21,569

miles of line. Total expenditures amounted to some

$44.5 million, of which the grant-in-aid from the govern-

ment of Ontario was over $22 million. By the end of 1950
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Hydro had added in just five years 136,251 consumers and

13,09^ miles of line. Capital expenditures for this

expansion amounted to $62. S million and the accumulated

grant-in-aid of the provincial gogernment rose frf»m the

$22 million reached in 1945 to some $52.6 million.

Unlimited Appetite for Power

VJhetted by Korea

V/ith factories, stores, homes and farms all in-

creasing their demands for power at an unprecedented rate,

the great additions to the Commission's generating re-

sources have not sufficed to build up a reserve of power.

Indeed, 'the appetite for power seems unlimited. It is

a fact, however, that there are limits to our hydro-

electric power resources. The building of great power

developments like the Sir Adam Beck at Queenston and Des

Joacl>*''}S on the Ottawa takes years . Thousands of skilled

men must be recruited, mountains of cement, steel and

other materials must be bought and moved. Hydrops post-

war construction program has encountered many difficulties

in the marshalling of men and materials , Rising costs

have played the same role in Hydro that t^-ey have in every

other enterprise. The power problem was greatly aggravated

during 1950 by tragic events in other parts of the world,

which forecast greatly increased demands for defence

materials

,

An analysis has been made of the power used in 24

large firms engaged in industries that are wholly or in

large part devoted to making defence material.. They may be
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described as essential industries from the point of view

of national security, T|ie sum of the peak loads of these

24 firms during October-1949 was 234,30? kilowatts. The

sume of June-1950 was 22.3 per cent greater. By October-

1950 the comparative figure was 341,560 kilowatts, an

increase of 106,753 kilowatts, or 45.3 per cent over the

previous year. The importance of that increase of

106,753 kilowatts may be better realized when I add that

it about equals the sum of the peak loads of the municipal

systems in V/indsor^ London, Chatham and Lindsay during

the latter part of 1949.

Progress Toward Adequate Resources

The ultimate goal for Hydro remains:- It is the

provision of power in abuL'^lance for the service of every

person in whatever part of the Province he may live. This

goal will only have been reached v;hen the Commission has

a reserve of power, adequate for emerge.33cies or sudden

expansion.

Power Situation in Southern Ontario System

Our attention has been focussed upon the power

situation in the Southern Ontario system for several

years now. In 1942 our dependable peak capacity in

Southern Ontario was 1,941,000 horsepower. At the close

of 1950, it had risen to 2,923,000 horsepower, an increase

in eight years of 9^2,000 horsepower, or more than 50

per cent. But during the same years, potential primary

peak demand rose by more than 62 per cent. \Je expect
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during 1951 to increase our dependable capacity by

6^0,000 horsepower and by December 1954 dependable capacity

should reach 4,673,000 horsepower. The improvement

indicated in these figures relects great credit upon

those who have planned and executed Hydro's prodigious

expansion during the post-war years.

The Power Situation in the Thunder Bay

System (including Rainy River District

In December 1950 the total dependable capacity

of the five generating stations operated by the Commission

to serve the Thu?3J:er Bay system and Rainy River district

amounted to 232,000 kilowatts and during the same month

primary peak demand reached 179,710 kilowatts. In this

connection it is worth noting that a preliminary report

on demand during January indicated that the peak reached

during the week ending January 11+ was more than 5,000

kilowatts in excess of the December peak.

The Thunder Bay system is fortunate that it has

an adequate reserve plus a secondary market for most of

the system's reserve capacity, the revenue from which

goes far to reduce the cost of aupplying primary require-

ments. The Commission's wisdowm in building first the

Aguasabon development and then Pine Portage has been

clearly demonstrated by subsequent events.

Power Situation in Northern Ontario Properties

Within the system known as the Northern Ontario

Properties, which are operated by the Commission in trust
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for the Province of Ontario, the past year has been one

of real progress , A year ago the power situation was

unsatisfactory both in the districts north and west of

Thunder Bay and in the Northeastern region. The main

cause was a water shortage, but expanding demands played

their part too. The opening of the George I/. Rayner

generating .•: t.vfcion last June added 56,000 horsepower

to the resources of the Northeastern region. Thanks to

this new source of power and to much more favourable water

conditions, the total resources of the Northern Ontario

Porperties in December 1950 approached 374,000 horsepower

(373,^95) and exceeded the resources of December 1949

by 25. S per cent.

Another notable forward step was the construction

of facilities linking the Northeastern region with the

Southern Ontario system. The first interchange of power

between the systems occurred in October. Gocd progress

has been made on another connecting link between the

Thunder Bay system and the Patricia district, which is

scheduled to enter service later this spring. Northern

Ontario's v^ealth in ore and timber is in large part made

available to us and to the free world through the wise

development of hydro-tZcctric power. During 1950 our

attention has been drawn to two minerals, asbestos and

iron, that may in future assume great importance in

the Northern Ontario economy. Hydro stands prepared to

serve industries based on them, as it has served the older

mining and forest industries.
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Wholesale Power Rates

In recent years a number of steps have been taken

toward decreasing the spread between the costs of electric

power in different communities and thus arriving at more

uniform rates

.

One of the first acts of the present Commission

was to secure agreement whereby the co-operating muni-

cipalities could make a generous gesture toward a minority

among them which, being relatively remote from power

sources and having relatively small loads, were required

to pay wholesale power rates considerably in excess of

the average. In consequence the rates to individual

consumers within these municipalities were relatively

high and discouraged the wide application of electric

power through labour-saving devices that was common

elsewhere. The co-operating municipalities agreed

voluntarily through their Association, to a small annual

levy, if required, the proceeds of which were to be

applied so that no municipality would have to pay a rate

of more than $39 per horsepower.

This magnanimous gesture was made in March, 1944.

Had it applied to the year 1943 it vfould have meant that

63 municipalities vrould have had their rates reduced to

$39. Just as Hydrops engineers had predicted, the lov;er

rates so encouraged the use of power and hence increased

the revenues of the high-cost municipalities that by 194^

the number of municipalities requiring assistance was

reduced by five,

(TAKE "GG" FOLLOWS)
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A study of the schedule of interim rates set up

for this year reveals that only six municipalities are

expected to require assistance under the arrangement '

have described. Of these, only two were among the sixty-

three municipalities vdth rates in excess of $39 per

horsepower in 1943. The others have only recently signed

cost contracts v;ith Hydro. The benefit of a reasonable

maximum rate is one evidence of the v;elcome they have

received from their fellow municipalities.

Niagara Developments

The two most promising sources of hydro-electric

power remaining undeveloped in Ontario are at Niagara and

on the international section of the St. Lawrence river. On

March 27 last the prime ministers of Canada and Ontario

signed an agreement turning over to this Province the

Canadian rights to degelop power on the Niagara river.

On June 14 the House of Commons at Ottawa ratified this

agreement and a new international treaty concerning the

further development of power at Niagara. On August 9

this treaty was ratified by the Senate of the United Sta tes,

Without delay, plans prepared in advance by the Commission

began to be translated into action. It ia estimated that

the treaty makes possible the development of additional

power on the Canadian side to the extent of more than a

million horsepower. The first instalment of this will be

secured through the construction of a 600,000 horsepower

plant at Queenston to be known as the Sir Adam Beck-Niagara

generating station No. 2. The Commission has already
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approved the expenditure of |157 million for generating

equipment and preliminary work is already well advanced.

The expected date of completion is September 1, 1954.

The new Niagara Treaty incorporates a new and

very beneficial principle. Instead of specifying the

amounts of v/ater that may be diverted from the Niagara

for power purposes, it stipulates that definite amounts

of water must pass over the falls at specified times.

The balance is available for equal divison between

power plants on either side of the river. Briefly put,

it is agreed that during daylight hours between April

and October the minimum flow over the falls shall be

100,000 cubic feet per second. At all other times,

except v;hen extra flow may be needed to flush away ice,

the minimum flow over the falls may be 50,000 cubic feet

per second. This means that during the hours of darkness

and during the winter, when the water is not required

for scenic purposes, it can be used to provide the power

we need so vitally and at the period of annual peak. At

the same time the decreased flow at those times will

help to postpone erosion and extend the life of the

beautiful spectacle, so famous throughout the world,

St. Lawrence Prospects

And what about power development on the inter-

national section of the St, Lawrence? You will have read

in the press that, wherever possible, pressure is being

exerted to bring the long-delayed, often frustrated plans

for developing St. Lawrence power into effect. The Hydro-
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Electric Power Commission and the governments of Ontario,

of Canada and of the State of New York are solidly behind

the endeavour to harness the 2,200,000 horsepower now

gliding vrastefully av;ay between Ontario and New York. T|re

obstacle we face is opposrtion in the United States Senate

to the Seaway proposal, either as a joint power and

navigation scheme or sii'ply as a power development.

VJhether that obstacle can be overcome or not, common

sense and justice alike dictate that Ontario and New

York should no longer be denied access to the power they

both need so urgentl3'- and v/hich is theirs by right.

Minor Hydro Developments

Besides Niagara and the St, Le.wrence, there are

other sites in Ontario capable of hydro-electric develop-

ment, although on a much smaller scale. Some of them,

of course, are geographically remote from the Southern

Ontario system, but they are important to Hydro because

they are needed in the wise development of the resources

in timber and minerals of our northern regions . VJhere-

ever and xvhenever hydro-electric power can profitably

be developed for the benefit of Ontario, it will be

developed.

Steam Generating Stations

Within the Southern Ontario system, however, our

industrial growth has been so rapid and extensive that

even the potential resources of Niagara and the St. Lawrence

are not sufficient safeguards for the future. For that
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reason the Commission decided upon the construction of

steam-powered generating stations at Windsor and Toronto.

The first units at both stations are scheduled for

operation by September and a second unit of each by

November. These four units will addvnore than 425,000

horsepower to the capacity of the Southern Ontario system.

During 1952 and 1953 a third unit will be added to the

J. Clark Keith station at Windsor and third and fourth

units to the Richard L. Hearn station at Toronto. The

ultimate capacity of the two stations will be almost

goo, 000 horsepower.

Advance of Electrical Science

Hydro has always been aware of the importance

of staying abreast of scientific advance. For nearly

forty years the Commission's laboratories have con-

tributed steadily to the world's knowledge of how best

to produce, distribute and use electric power. Hydro's

engineers, not only in the Research division but through-

out the Commission's staff, have made many helpful

contributions to economical and efficient service.

Last summer the Commission sent some of its

senior engineers to Europe, They went to London and

to Paris, v;here two important world conferences were to

be held. They inspected generation and transmission

systems in most of the countries of western Europe.

They exchanged ideas and discussed new developments and

projects v;ith engineers, scientists, and administrators

from everywhere in thd" free world.
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They found that they were well equipped to

participate. Research and technique are as advanced in

Canada as anywhere in the world ; ¥e all owe a great

debt to our fine universities, which year after year

turn out classes of well-trained, ambitious young

engineers who can hold their own with the graduates of

the finest schools of other countries,

Tge Commission's engineers found that Hydro's

work, for example, in developing the soniscope for testing

concrete and the bolometer for rapid, economical inspection

of transmission lines, was widely known and appreciated.

They found that knowledge of Hydro's record of public

service and its expansion program and the construction

methods employed for it had preceded them and were of

great interest to experts in other countries. Some

examples are: The ingenious uses of modified Bailey

bridging on construction projects, the methods of pouring

concrete on lifts of from 30 to 50 feet, where usual

practice elsewhere involves lifts of from only 3 to S

feet, and the efficient and economical technique developed

by Commission engineers for carrying on construction during

winter months.

Hydro Construction Skill

A very gratifying tribute to the skill of Hydro's

construction men came recently from a high-ranking expert

from the United States, who paid a visit to our Ottawa

river projects. "In my judgment," he wrote, "the per-

fection of the concrete v/ork is truly remarkable, not only
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with respect to the absence of cracks in the concrete of

all types, but also the almost perfect alignment main-

tained in the formwork during construction," That is

high praise indeed from an impartial observer who is

well qualified to judge.

May I just digress for a moment to say to the

House that two Canadian engineers have been granted the

Wason Medal for Research, ^hegg engineers, Messrs, J.R,

Leslie and W,J. Cheesman are the first Canadians "to .receive

this medal for the discovery of the soniscope for the

testing of cement or concrete. The Soniscope, the development

of which is the basis of the av/ard to Messrs, Leslie and Chees-

man, has been hailed by Dr, Allan Bates, Vice President of

the Portland Cement Association, a s one of the outstanding

contributions to the techniques of testing concret which

has appeared fro many years. Others have expressed much the

same opinion, and the inquiries xvhich we have received

about the Soniscope from all over the xvorld indicate it has

aroused unusual interest among engineers who deal V7ith

concrete.

(Page GG7 follows)
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High Voltage Transmission

V/hen our engineers went abroad they also found

that there was much to learn. They were keenly interested

in recent developments in very high-voltage transmission

in Sweden, France and Britain. Some of you may recall

that when the Commission decided a quarter of a century

ago to transmit at 230,000 volts, there was some debate

and shaking of heads. The trend now is toward using

350,000-volt lines and there is some talk of 500, 000-volt

transmission. There are three main objec6s in mind; First,

the transmission of power over greater distances; secondly,

the reduction of transmission losses; and thirdly, the

transmission of more power over lines where the securing

of new rights-of- way is physically impossible or econ-

omically prohibitive. You may be sure that Commission

engineers will be ready to adopt the adapt what they

have learned, should the need arise for higher voltage

transmission in Ontario,

Indeed, your Hydro-Electric Power Commission is

keenly aware of its great responsibility and of the

complex problems it faces. The citizens of Ontario can

be confident that progress will continue unabated and that

solutions for our problems will _be found.

In conclusion, may I give expression to the

gratitude the Commission feels toward Prime Ministeip Leslie

A, Frost, K.C, LL.D, and his Government for their close

co-operation and sympathetic consideration of Hydro affairs

during the past, year. I wish also to pay tribute to the

(Take HH follows)





unflaggirf? zeal with which my fellow Commissioners, Chair-

man Robert H. Saunders, C.B.E., K.C. and Vice-Ghairman,

W, Ross Strike, K.C, have pursued the best interests

of Hydro and of this Province. Finally, I know you will

wish to join the Commission in a sincere tribute of

priase and confidence to Mr. Richard L. Hearn, General

Manager of the Commission, his two Assistant General

Managers, Dr. Otto Holden and Mr. A. ¥. Manby, the

Secretary, Mr. E, B, Easson, the Comptroller, Mr. E. M,

Banks, the Treasurer, Mr. F, g. Brebner and their very

able staffs at head office, in the regional offices and

in the field. Without their loyal and devoted service,

the achievements I have been describing would have been

quite impossible.

(Page HH-2 follows)
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Now, Mr, Deputy Speaker, I vmnt to touch upon a

matter which has been mentioned in this House on many occa-

sions, not from the point of view of starting any argument,

or in an argumentive way, but I do want to leave a few

facts with the hon, members of the House, and they can judge

for themselves after the fact is given, pretty much what

the situation is,

ViTe have heard a lot about the price of '".•16 power

at the Lakehead, and I think we should go back just ar

enough to find out v<ihat the background of this s;16 power

is, and in so doing I vmnt to pay tribute to the govern-

ment of the day, and the Engineers of the Commission, in

whose judgment I have explicit faith. In doing so, I am

not being critical of the government or the Commission,

because these things were passed on by the engineers of

that time.

In 1936, when the hon. member for Port /^thur

(Mr, Cox) — or Fort .Villiam now -- was a member of the

House and Mayor, and when the Lj^beral government was in

the House, they approached the Commission and asked if

the price of power v^/ould be reduced materially, in order

to maintain the industries in that area.

In the Fall of 1934, officials of both the Port

Arthur and Fort ^/illiam Commissions requested the Ontario

Commission to authorize a reduction in the rate of power

supplied to the paper company at the head of the Lakes

in order that this Company might be encouraged to operate

Its plant there, rather than operate the plant elsewhere.

In 1934, as the hon. members all know, we were coming
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out of the depression, and anything vi/hich helped any

industry was justifiable, and was ''c-. responsibility

which should be carried through.

In response to this request, and in the light of

the surpluses accruing from the supplying of power, the

Commission held numerous meetings and discussions vath

the tv;o municipalities, and notified the Fort 'jilliam

Commission by letter, on September 26th, that the price

of power was to be reduced.

This action was endorsed by the Fort William Com-

mission in a resolution dated September S5th, 1936, which

read as follows:

"We endorse the action of The Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario

in arranging lower rates for power used

by paper mills in the district as per

their letter of September 21, 1936."

The letter accompanying the Resolution was in the

following language:

'The Fort V/illiam Commission, as you

know, have been pressing for some time

for assistance to the paper mills in the

way of reduced power costs, as a means

toward greater production of pulp and

paper and thereby reduce unemployment,"

For no other reason, I would say we were justified

in doing what Vi/e did.

The Port ^j?thur Public Utility Commission followed

with a Resolution, in October, 1936. Thi-^re is no use





repeating it, because it is in almost similar language,

and they appro 7;ed of our action.

In March, 1937, the Commission approved a further

reduction. In 1941 the Thunder Bay and the Provincial Paper

Company's contracts were transferred to the Commission at

the request of the Port ^^rthur Utility Commission.

When it became apparent, even under the ^17. rate,

that the power companies were still contributing substan-

tial sums to reserves, the Commiission authorized a further

reduction of Ol« per horsepower for 110,000 volt power,

and for 22,000 power, would be Ol7. per horsepower.

It is emphasized that each of these reductions was

made in keeping with the expressed desire of Port /j?thur

and Fort V/illiam for power to be made available to the

paper companies at the lowest price possible consistent

with actual cost, as a means of ensuring maximum employ-

ment for the people at the Head of the Lakes,

That is how we arrived at the C>16 • power.

-.gain I emphasize for the third time that I con-

gratulate the government and the Commission of the day

for what they have done, because cf tho tl6power to 705^

of the industry, what we call "System customers" in that

area; 70^ of the reserves have been established by power

which has been sold to these "system customers", and 50^

has been accrued from the municipalities.

Now, the next point is the matter of comparisons

as to the power costs. I pointed out that the }16, power

is for 110,000 volts -- high-tension volt power. In 1950,

the Commission's price for pov;er sold to industry in Port
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Arthur at a basic rate of $18., that is Ol» per month

per horsepower, plus consumption. That is for low-tension

power, and the cost of transif orming power from high-tehsion

to low-tension runs about §1.50 to §2.00, so today in-

dustry in Port Arthur is on practically the same basis as

are our "system customers" and to say that the domestic

consumers are paying for that reduction of rate is just too

silly for words.

Today the domestic rate in Port ilrthur is about

2 cents for the first kwt., and then ,8 " '. cents. That is

as low a rate as you will get in many municipalities in

Southern Ontario,

Again, may I explain this? You cannot say that the

basic rate on power sold by the Commission to any munici-

pality da the Brjno baeio prico' .fcr p^^c-^ - in that com-

munity. For the simple reason that the diversity of the

load within the municipalities determine what the price shall

be for commercial or domestic use, and there are cases —
although I have not looked them up recently; I will give

you an extreme case — where the cost of power to a munici-

pality might be $25,, and they could sell it for §20.

The reverse is also true, where the cost of power to a mu-

nicipality is §20., and yet they charge §25., so you will

see that the diversity of the load covers the rate between

the consumers, and that determines what the price will be,

I have covered that, I hope, not in any argumentative

mood. I cannot agree with the hon. member for Fort Arthur

(Mr, Robinson) when he said in the House that the local Coimission

came down to Toronto and ^reed with the Provincial Commission here,
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and then went home and changed their minds. We have found

the engineers from Port Arthur and Fort V/illiam very

capable and very efficient men, and I personally have

great faith in their judgment, and I want to make, in a

very sincere way, an appeal to the hon. members of this

House, and those outside the House,

(TAKE "II" FOLLOWS)
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I regret that it is necessary to appee,* to this

House for a more sympathetic and accurate consideration

of the problems facing The Hydro-Electric Power Com-

mission of Ontario. The practice of describing isolated

incidents and events as if they were typical and of

unfairly misrepresenting the facts about Hydro reflects

unjustly on the engineering and administrative staff

of the Commission, even more than upon the Commissioners

or this government.

Let me give you some examples: Last year, in this

House, the hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson)

speaking in a derogatory viay of the Aguasabon generating

station, said, "I doubt the plant will Wver develop

30,000 horsepower." The other day. in this House, he

made a similiar statement. In actual fact, during the

whole of 1949 and 1950 the monthly peak load of Aguasabon

never

(Page II-2 follows)
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fell below 53,BOO horsepower and averaged over 57,200,

although the rated capacity is 53,000 horsepower.

Again, the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon)

speaking in the House on Monday, March 5th, stated:

"Any of :;•;•, honourable friends who live in

the city might be interested as to how they

are paying for hydro compared to 1943,

because I notice now in Toronto, for instance,

in their 1943 report, the interim price of

hydro to the city of Toronto was f22.60 —
that is per kilowatt, I believe, I noticed

in the Star the other day when they were

rejoicing over a rebate from the Hydro, that

they are now assessed at $33.10 per kilowatt,

an increase from $22.34 to $33.10, an

increase there of some 4^^ in the cost of

Hydro in the cities, so it is not the rural

users alone that are suffering because of

the extravagance of the Hydro under this

administration."

Here are the facts; In 1943 the actual cost of

power to the city of Toronto was $29.^1 per kilowatt. The

1950 cost was $31.34 per kilowatt. You will note that

the first figure quoted by the member for Brant was the

cost per horsepower, not per kilowatt, s2) that the actual

increase over 1943 was 5.2^, not 4^^, as he stated.

The insinuation that the cost of power used by

domestic consumers in Toronto has risen sharply is not

borne out by the facts either. In 1943 the revenue
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received per kilowatt-hour of domestic supply was 1,052

cents. It has gradually declined until in 1949 it was

92 cents. Despite the 1950 increase in rates, it is

not expected that the revenue per kilowatt-hour during

1950 will exceed the 1946 revenue of ,973 cents.

In another part of his speech, the hon, member

spoke of his own Hydro bill in an attempt to prove that

Hydro rates are much higher than they were a few years

ago, "The electricity that cost me $36,42 in 1944 cost

me $64.26 to-day. Adjusting that for the fact that I am

using slightly more hydro now than I did then, the

figures are 64 as against 42, or an increase from 1944

to 1950 of 52fo".

I have examined the Hydro bills sent to the

honourable member and find that the actual trend has

been as follows:

DUNDAS RURAL OPERATING AREA

HON. H. C. NIXON. ST. GEORGE. ONTARIO Contract gOOl

Net Bill Gost per Kwhr.

$ 155.16 1.12

170.32 1.05

205. SO 1.43

Classification changed from F-4 to F-6,

The increase in the cost per kilowatt hours between

1944 and 1950 is only about 1/2 of that claimed in the

paragraph quoted above. Can it be that the member made

his comparison between the lowest quarter of 1944 and the

highest quarter of 1950?

Year
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May I add some further evidence as to the present

cost of rural Hydro, The Honourable member for South Grey

increased his consumption of electricity from 1,230 kwhrs.

in 1943 to 5,650 kwhrs. in 1950, an increase of 360^.

The actual cost per kwhr. fell from 4.6^ in 1943 to 1.59?;

in 1950, a reduction of t%,

I must emphasize that it is the overall picture

that portrays the progress that has been made in rural

electrification. The following figures show that when

we consider all consumers in all our rural operating

areas, the average revenue per kilowatt-hour was as-

follows

:

Cents

1-943 2.449

1944 2.161

1945 2.000

1946 1.^32

1947 1.754

194S 1.710

1949 1.72^

These figures show clearly that there has been a great

reduction in the revenue per kilowatt-hour from all con-

siimers. There was an insignificant increase from 194^ to

1949 and when the 1950 figures are available, they may

show a further slight rise because of a revised rate

schedule. Nevertheless, I feel confident that the figures

for 1950 will not exceed those for 1945 or 1946.
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We shou* ' bear in mind that the rate charged for

rural power like all other /dro rates, is based on actual

cost and that with the sharp increases of labour and

material costs, which have affected our whole economy in

recent years, some increase in the basic cost of producing

and distributing electrical power was inevitable. Because

power is sold at cost in Ontario, rates must reflect

increases in basic costs.

Turning to consider the situation as it affects

the urban domestic consumer's average bill, I wish to

point out that there has been a marked decrease between

1939 and 1949 in the average revenue per kilowatt-hour

used. In 1939 the average revenue per kilowatt-hour of

residential electricity was 1.26 cents, whereas in 1949,

it was only ,99 cents. The year 1949 is the last one

for which these figures are at present available.

Nobody needs to be reminded of what has happened

to the prices of commodities — including, may I add,

the products of the farm — as they are reflected in the

cost of living index. Surely one may ask this fair

question:- What other commodity in ividespread use has

shown so slight an uptrend as has electrical energy?

What, besides the kilowatt, has so successfully resisted

the pressure of inflation? I challenge anyone to name

a commodity sold in Ontario that has increased so little

in price and yet gives the consumer so much value per

dollar as he gets from Hydro,

There have been recently some other criticisms

so ridiculous that they should perhaps be ignored. Yet,
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there are always some people willing to believe irrespons-

ible and foolish statements, unless they are corrected,

I therefore wish to point out to this House and to the

people of the province the fallacies in a few of these

statements

:

The Leader of the Liberal Party at large, accord-

ing to a recent report in the Toronto Star not long ago,

"accused the government of showing discrimination in the

sale of hydro power, 'I read in a recent report that

5(yfo of all the hydro in Ontario is used by the pulp

and paper industry and that one mill alone uses enough

hydro to supply both Toronto and Montreal^." Let us take

up these points singularly.

, (1) He accused the government of showing dis-

crimination in the sale of hydro power,

C^) 50% of all the hydro in Ontario is used by

the pulp and paper industry.

The average monthly demand for power on the

Commission's system during 1949 amounted to

3,427,000 horsepower. The pulp and paper

companies used 2^7,635 horsepower or approx-

imately S,h-% of the load and not 50^ —
600^ wrong,

(3) One mill alone uses enough hydro to supply

both Toronto and Montreal,

The combined Toronto and Montreal load equals

1,311,424 horsepower. The largest "one mill

alone" using hydro power for 1949 used

approximately 40,000 horsepower which is less
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than 3%, not 100?S of the Toronto and

Montreal load — 3,300^ wrong.

The most recent absurd outburst from the same .

source was reported on March 6.th and I quote:

"He suggested the Ontario 'Hydro's order that

$3,300,000 in rebate be spent on equipment

repairs was for the purpose of giving the

Hydro 'an opportunity to let another contract

to the Canadian Comstock Co, on a cost plus

basis',"

The statement reveals complete lack of knowledge

of Hydro operations. The Commission recommended to the

Municipal Systems that they use their rebates for urgent

maintenance and rehabilitation within their own systems.

They would carry out all such work with their own staffs.

They have no relations with the Canadian Comstock Company,

nor would they ever eonsider letting contracts for such

work,

I have been actively associated with Hydro plant

and system operation in my home municipality and in the

province as a whole for a long period of time. There

are others, the Honourable member of Niagara Falls is a

good example, who have had similiar opportunities to

become familiar with how Hydro works in the local

community as viell as throughout the province. Our

experience, theirs and mine, makes us confident that the

officials and the staff of Hydro have no reason to fear

critical attacks from whatever quarter they may come.

They are doing a most excellent job — sometimes under
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very trying circumstances — and they should not be

subjected to unfair and unreasonable criticisms, advanced

in many cases through lack of knowledge or a desire to

advance the critic's own political fortunes. Surely,

we should avoid within this House and outside, the kind

of criticism that I have illustrated and refuted. Hydro

in the past has v/ithstood such unfair criticisms and

has survived to become an outstanding example of municipal

co-operation free from political interference. Let us

keep it that way.

(TAKE "JJ" FOLLOWS)
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MR. F. ROBINSON (Port Arthur): Mr. Speaker,

I did not want to interrupt the Hon. Minister (Mr.

Challies) during his very interesting address, but he

did make a statement that is not in keeping with the

official figures released by Hydro, in his statement

that there was a difference of one year between the

construction of the nguasabon Plant and the Pine

Portage Plant. I have here an official document

released by the Hydro, and it says this about the

Aguasabon Development

:

"Construction began in the Spring of 1946;

Plant in Service, Official Opening, October,

1948."

That would be two years and around eight to nine

months. A similar little booklet on the Pine Portage

Development says:

"Construction begar late in 1947;

Plant in Service in 1950."

Actually in September, 1950 — two years and ten to

eleven months. So I say, Mr, Speaker, that Hydro's

ovm publication substantiates my remarks in the House

during my speech, that there was around three to four

months difference. I lived in that part of the

country and visited those plants during the conception,

and I know those figures are right, there was a

difference of around three to four months in the

construction time of those tvro plants.

There is one other point I think should be

pointed out in fairness here. The Hon. Minister
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(Mr. Challies) in making a comparison in po%rer sold

to paper companies and in power sold to dcHsestic

consianers, used as a measuring stick, #16.50 for

110 thousand volt power. I think it is better to

make a comparison in 22 thousand volt power, which

is the b" rsepower a comnunity purchases in, and the

actual fact is paper mills buy 22 thousand volt power

for $17.00 a horsepower, and a municipality purchases

that power for $23.50 a horsepower, a difference of

$6.50 a horsepower, and both the same voltage. I

think in all fairness I will agree with the Hon.

Minister (^ir. Challies) you can account for part of

that, but I say that is a tremendous difference; I

do agree with him that diversity and so on would

accoxint for a portion of it, but not a tremendoxis

amoxint like $6.50. And that is making a fair com-

parison on 22 thousand volt power in both cases.

The third point I woiiLd like to make is

that it is true that diiring the depressidn years the

cocmissions at Port Arthur and Fort V/illiam did

ask that power costs be reduced to paper mills so

they could be kept working and give much-needed

employment, but according to the commissions — and

I a&nit I was not sitting on the commissions at that

time — the last power reduction they requested was

in 1937, ^"rfiich v;as in the depression times. They

claim they did not request the 1945 reduction, which

cut the power down to its present ^16,00 for 110,000

volt power, and ^17.00 for 22,000 volt power.
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Lastly, I would like to point out that accord-

ing to the record at the Head of the Lakes there is not

a difference of 70% in favour of the paper mills in

reserve fund, the figures that we have as the company's

share of the reserve fund, that is the system cusomters

$2,221,000 in round figures, and the municipalities'

share $2,132,000, or almost a 50-50 basis — about 53

and 47 percents -- and I think in all fairness, and as

I say I did not want to interrupt the Hon. Minister (Mr.

Challies), but I do feel that what I have said, and used

the Official Hydro publication in support of my remarks,

substantiates what I said in the House, both in relation

to the construction time of these plants and the cost

of power to the paper customers, to the system customers,

as measured against the cost of power to the domestic

customers

.

SOME hon. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

MR. CHALLIES: ir. Speaker, I have already ex-

plained the proper comparisons that should be made. The

question of power sold to system customers and the question

of power sold in Port Arthur,As far as the time needed to

construct the Aguasabon was concerned, it was given by

Hydro engineers - and given to you at the time - which

explained that there was enough material and labour to

build the Aguasabon but not sufficient to build the Pine

Portage Development, Granted Hydro made an excellent

job on the Pine Portage and that it came in a little earlier,

than expected, but if Pine Portage had been started when the

Aguasabon was started it tjould have been completed before 1949.
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MR. ROBINSON: It is the official opening in

both cases,

MR. CHALLIES: That may be, but the Aguasabon

plant was running early in the summer of 194S. You were

advised that so far as the 65^ contribution to Thunder

Bay reserves was concerned, your fourth question was

answered by Commission Question Answer Dec, 1950:

"Approximately b% of it has to date been

paid, and built up by the direct customer

revenue"

.

That is the answer to the fourth question.

Now then, approximately 65?^ of the reserves has

to date been built up by the direct customers.

Again, let me point out, it was not possible under

the conditions when we started Aguasabon, to start Pine

Portage. Aguasabon was ideal for the place and time to

meet the power need -- and I gave you the figures in the

House — that in 1947 there was a deficiency of about

5,000 kilowatts. I have the figures but do not know just

where they are at the moment, but if we had not had the

Aguasabon which came in in 194S, there v/ould have been

a deficiency of 25,000 kilowatts, which would have meant

a loss of thousands of dollars to the Thunder Bay System,

MR. ROBINSON: If the construction plan figures

are correct, that is not correct,

MR. CHALLIES: But you cannot say it was built

in so-and-so, the fact is we got an excellen6 job in
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fine Portage, because we were able to get the materials

and were over the peak demand for materials and men, but

the engineers, in v;hom I have faith, — the recommendations

were given by the engineers and the important reason was we

could get the Aguasabon in one year earlier, and we needed

it to meet the demand on the system.

MR. ROBINSON: I might point out that at the time

the Aguasabon Plan was to be constructed, I journeyed

to Toronto and talked with Dr. Hogg, and at that time

he did not put forvrard this argument at all, among other

things, he said: "It is not feasible to build a small

plant on the Aguasabon." I argued they should have built

the Pine Portage Plant, which would, within a few months

time — on figures given out by Hydro — been developing

^0,000, not 53,000 horsepower as Aguasabon does, and we

would still have the reserve of two generators that could

be brought in.

In reply again to the Hon. Minister (Mr. Challies)

I point out while these Hydro commission may argue that is

55^ in favour of the paper companies, the figures show an

almost 50-50 division.

MR. R. THORNBERRY (Hamilton Centre): Mr. Speaker,

I am very happy that you are in the Chair yourself, and I

would appreciate it if the v/hip will go out and bring in

the hon. members,

SOME hon, MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

HON. DANA PORTER: (Attorney-General): Going to

have a vote?

MR. THORNBERRY: If I have to speak to empty
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benches, I might just as well sing — I woiold enjoy-

that much better.

I might say that at this late date in the

Budget Debate I would ordinarily be somewhat reluc-

tant to participate. I feel I have certain obliga-

tions which prompt me to take part. First, to pay.

my respects to yourself for the very efficient and

tolerant handling of your difficult position as

Speaker, even though I may say it has somewhat of a

disarming effect on myself, I feel honour-bound not

to abuse your tolerance.

Second, I think that at least one Hamilton

constituency should be heard from in this Debate.

After all, Hamilton is a very important centre, not

only in t he economy of Ontario, but in the economy

of Canada, and it has a great tradition in this House,

Hamilton is the industrial heart of Canada, we make

everything from an eagle to an anchor; we have the

largest steel mills in Canada, rubber mills, textile
,

machinery, farm implements, potteries and now cars,

the Studebaker and the Austin — and breweries.

Hamilton takes in everything in the way of

manufacture, and it also is the home of McMaster

University, which has turned out some of the out-

standing citizens of Ontario and Canada. I think

the university itself is proud of some of the men

who have been turned out of its gates, particularly

Saskatchewan, where the Prime Minister, Mr, Douglas,
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is a graduate of McMaster,

AN HON. MEHViBERrHear, hear.

MR. THORNBERRY: As I say, Hamilton has a great

labour tradition to maintain in this House, because,

as I said once before, Hamilton sent Allan Studhone to

this Legislature, a good many years ago. ffe has

certainly left a monument after him in the form of the

Workmen's Compensation Act, even though he did not

pilot the bill through. It was his idea and his

agitation which I believe finally culminated in the

passing of that very progressive measure.

Later on Hamilton sent Sam Lawrence in 1934,

the lone C.C.F. member to this Legislature, and I am

sure Mr. Lawrence is happy, and Mr. Studhome would be

happy if he were alive, to see that their point of

viev/ is being put forward by a group of twenty-one,

v;hich is having a very decided effect on the policies

of the government, and that is subscribed to by a

Press that is not unfriendly to the government. They

admit that this group conditions and moulds the think-

ing of the government to a very extensive degree.

MR. PORTER: Not what you say.

MR. THORNBERRY: Pardon?

MR. PORTER: I did not get that from the Debate.

MR. THORNBERRY: Oh, yes, I think the Hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) admits that himself, and even

the Hon. Prime Minister {Fir, Frost) just a few weeks

ago admitted that this group was far ahead of everybody

else — we always think of things first. That has been
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emphasized on several occasions when the government

after defeating certain Opposition's bills on

previous Sessions, have seen fit this year to bring

in a Fair Employment Practices Bill and an Equal

Pay for Equal Work Bill —
hSi. J. B. SaLSBERG (St. Andrew): Socalled.

MR. THORNBERRY: So I think that would substan-

tiate that this group is making a decided impression

in the thinking of the government.

Another reason I would like to take part in

the debate, Mr. Speaker, is certain rumours, whether

one can believe them or not, that before we meet

again an election, and it may be the last opportunity

for some of the hon. members opposite to hear me.

SOME HOM. IvIEMBERS: Oh, oh.

m. THORNBERRY: After all, twenty-one of them

did not come back last election, you see,

SOME HON. MEI^IBER: We will have to come over to

Hamilton.

MR. THORNBERRY: And I would not want another

twenty-one of them to be left home and miss out.

MR. ROBINSON: ViThy not?

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal

Affairs): If it happens there, they will all be left

at home.

MR. THORNBERRY: Oh, perhaps you will not be

there to speak.

MR. DUNBAR: I don't think so,

MR. THORNBERRY: Almost at the cost of being
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monotonous, I irould join with others who have spokan

on previous debates in congratulating the two new

ministers raised to cabinet rank, the Hon, member

for Durham (Mr. Foote) and Grey North (Mr, Phillips),

I think the choice is a very good one, that their

training and abilities lend themselves to the posts

which they occupy, I have listened with great interest

to the hon. member for Durham (Mr, Foote) in his

Throne Speech, and while I was not wholly in agreement

with everything he said, I still think that perhaps

he will contribute greatly to discharging his res-

ponsibilities as Minister of Reform Institutions,

I do disagree with him v/hen he suggests that alcohol

is not a cause of alcoholism, because I would say

that if there is no alcohol to be had, a person

would find it difficult to become an alcoholic,

HON. CHiiS. D^iLEY (Minister of Labour):

Sounds reasonable.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. THORNBERRY: Yes, It is very good

logic. The hon, member for North Grey (Mr. Phillips)

is equally well-suited for his position as Minister

of Health, and v;e wish him every success and hope

that perhaps in dealing with the hwalth situation in

Hamilton, that he will not overlook certain aspects,

I do not knov; whether it is under his jurisdiction,

or under that of the hon. Minister of Planning and

Development (Mr, Greisinger), but I would suggest
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that as a health measure, the province should concern

itself with the cleaning up of Hamilton Bay. At

one time it was a favourite playground for Hamiltonians,

principally the children. We had a very nice bathing

beach there, but because of the contamination of the

water, it was closed a few years ago and this has

been a serious blow to the children of low-income

families who cannot afford to go to Lake Ontario,

(Take KK follows)
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4nd. that matter should be looked into, and perhaps

the municipality is concerned itself, but it is also

a provincial responsibility. During the Session it

has been very interesting to vjatch the Government

and their legislation brought in, even though we

look back over the years, we are not too impressed

with the record of the government, as I said before,

it is very definite that this group has had a very

decided effect on the government and its policies,

we have had a mellowing influence, a sobering effect

when you view in retrospect the days of 1929 and you

think this government is a direct lineal descendent

of the blafik-hearted villians of that day that sent

tanks into Stratford to quel a peaceful strike, you can

realize, we have made considerable progress.

MR. FROST: We are the most progressive govern-

ment this province has ever seen,

MR. THORNBERRY: Vfell, a Tory government to be

progressive does not have to be very progressive, and

any claim they may have to progress, I say, can be

laid at the doorstep of this group. But in spite of

the policies of former Tory governments, I do not

•think that the Liberals can escape their share of

blame, because they, too, have a very unsavoury record

when we remember the Oshawa strike of 1931. I once

made the mistake of defining liberals as democratic

capitalists, but I forgot to add that I meant liberals

with a small "L". You, see, down through the years,

somewhere, somebody knocked the little "L" off of the
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Liberals, and replaced it with a big one, and when I

see the little group of survivors here, I think of a

little group of sheep who have broken away from the

main flock, you can see them huddled on the side of

a hill, each one looking in a different direction,

helpless and leaderlG^s^ looking for the dawn*

SOME HON* MEI'IBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. THDRNBERRY: I think there should be some

effort made somewhere to separate the sheep from the

goats. I think perhaps a few of the group could find

a happier political spiritual home across on the other

side, and perhaps what was left could be assimilated

in this group.

MR, NIXON: No, we are too particular for that.

m. THORNBERRY: That could be debated. After

all, the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) and the

hon. member for Gray South (Mr. Oliver) started out

in life as United Farmers of Ontario, and the United

Farmers of Ontario comed from the inaction of a decadent

Liberal party, and the United Farmers of Ontario gave

birth, you might say, to this verile, hard-punching

group, the C.C.F. The C.C.F, was born out of the

political aspirations of the United Farmers of Ontario,

and organized labour, and I do not think they would be

too uncomfortable in this group, those with former

United Farmers of Ontario affiliations, and young

hon. members like the member for London (Mr. Calder)

,

and the hon. member for Prince Edward-Lennox (Mr,

Baxter) . I do not think their economic ideas would
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be as stultified here as they are over there. V/hen

this House dissolved in 194^, the problems which

faced us when they assumed office in 1945 with a

substantial majority to solve those problems, the

problems remained unsolved in 194S, I would suggest

that the government was either unwilling or uncapable,

or perhaps both, of solving them, their problems of

marketing, welfare, labour j health, education, and

perhaps the most serious of all, housing. We had

all those problems, and to a great degree they remain

unsolved. In the matter of housing x>rhich has been

dealt with to some extent on the Estimates, I find

it difficult to appreciate the complete, the wholly

complete apathy of the government to the suffering

of the people brought about by lack of housing in

this province, and the steadfast refusal of the

government to do anything about it. I think it

constitutes the greatest indictment against them*

I am not going to dwell on it at length, because the

matter has been touched in the Estimates, but I

would like to correct at this time, a statement made

by the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) when he said

just a few days ago that Ontarb was far ahead of

any other place in this country in the matter of

building homes.

MR. FROST: That is right.

MR. THORNBERRY: The Hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) says that is correct. Well, I would offer

for his education, the figures are in the report of
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the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and their

report shows that in communities of a population of

five thousand and over, Ontario built 9.2 homes per

thousands We were behind the Prairie Provinces who

built 11 homes per thousand of population; we were

behind British Columbia who built 9.7 homes per

thousand; we were also behind our poor neighbour,

Quebec, who built 9.9. We were only ahead of the

Maritime s. In fact, we v;ere behind the over-all

average of Canada which was 9.5. So I think we

certainly upset any belief that the Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) has that we led all the provinces. The

fact is, we did not, we did not lead all the countries,

that shows up very clearly the lack of a ction on the

part of this government, and while the Hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) may get out that old gramaphone

record and play the immaturity of the Opposition, I

think he will be taking a leaf out of the Opposition's

book again, as he has taken several leaves to date,

MR. FROST: You have not any leaves left.

I-'iR. THORNBERRY: We have lots of leaves to spare

to you people. The amount of homes built in Ontario

does not begin to touch the backlog since 1945.

Central Housing and Mortgage's reports show that

72,000 new families were f jaritd in 1950, and that^-

together with demolished homes, brings the total to

^7,000. But the net increase in housing amounts to

S3, 000 which v/as a deficit of 4,000. That brings a

total deficit in need and backlog up to 24,000 homes.
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Now, if we take Ontario's population as being roughly

one-third that of all Canada, we can conservatively

say there is a backlog of housing need in Ontario

of 100,000 homes, ^nd towards wiping out that 100,000

homes, this government has done nothing, has not built

a single home.

Also in 1950, home construction, the amount of

materials declined from 37?^ of construction material

in 1949 to 34%. To meet the serious situation of

housing, provincial authorities could have taken steps

to allocate materials on an appropriate basis, so a

larger share of materials could have gone into home

building and would not have created the fierce com-

petition which resulted in prices spiralling and

racketing. This price racketing reflected in an

increased volume of new mortgage business, which

taxed the resources of the lending institutions, with

respect to money available to finance all applications

through the N.H.A., and as the result, many companies

placed their N.H.A. loans on a quota basis and

lending institutions became more selective as to the

locations, mortgage risks, and builders. One other

result of this unnecessary spiralling of prices

will be the serious problems inflicted on the home

buyers if some time in the f utiire we are to have a

major or minor recession.

^he second mortgage legislation, first started by

this province, may have assisted an additional group

to finance the building of new homes, but it was
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economically unsound, for the reason that I have

already outlined, and that view was shared by the

Dominion Mortgage and Investment Association, which

charged that the mortgage -credit was causing house

buyers to burden themselves with debt.

(Take LL follows.)
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Many persons aro now acquiring homos that thoy

will find difficult or ovon impossible to carry on in loss

profitable timos. If this government vjoro really sincere

or anxious to make a contribution to solving the housing

shortage, it v^ould establish a crovm corporation similar to

the Wartime Housing Corporation set up by the Dominion

govornmento They could then go into the housing business

in the same manner that v/e are now in the hydro business

and also tho railway businessc V/e could put to use some

of those billions of foot of l-'jimbcr that are stacked up

north recovered from salvage operations o V/o could build

brick yards and so eliminate the brick shortage-, V/e could

build a concrete plant* All those aotivitios would have a

governing influence on tho rising prices of those materials,

when wo couple with that the fact that 5 percent of the cost

of a home goes for sales and advertisi^.g; and that could bo

eliminated o 5 percent financing which could bo drastically

roducod, as could else the 15 percont for overhead and

profit, and tho 30 percent for matorialo This would servo

to holp considerably in solving tho housing problomo

V/hon the government takes tho position that thoy

have not boon approached by the municipalities for action on

housing, it reminds us of the same sort of rubbish from Mr»

King givon us in tho winter ai?d spri'ig of l^SO-, on the

subject of unemployment "in the abcv.noo of cny representa-

tion from tho provincial government, wc have r,o right to say

that thoro is any international problem on unemployment."

I would say the Provincial govornnont takos tho

same position on housing. In the absenco of aiiy representation
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from the municipalities, "wo can safely say there is no

housing problem".

Some days ago the Building Commissioner in Hamilton

put forward the idea of having services fully installed bo-

fore a home could be built.

The Department cf Municipal aiffairs might well

consider the advisability of making it mandatory that a build-

ing survey hgve all the services set up before any homes are

built. That suggestion has been put forth by the Hamilton

Planning Commissioner, and I think the Minister might find

considerable merit in it. That is the province's position

in regard to housing. Let this government be inspired by

the magnificent efforts of the British Government which in

spite of all its other obligations and problems is housing

500 new families every day. I believe the Government could

do these things and the reason they do not do them is because

they are reluctant to twist the tail of that sacred cow, free

enterprise.

iJiother group of people, Mr. Speaker, vjho are also

suffering as well as the people in need of homes, are those

people who are on permanent disability compensation. Some

days ago, in reply to a question by the hon. member for

Dovorcourt (Mr, Park), the Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley)

replied that there were 63E people on permanent total disability,

receiving only 66 2/3% of their earnings. This constitutes

discrimination, Mr. Speaker, against these people v;ho through

no fault of their own were injurud while making their con-

tribution to filling society's economic needs. It would only

cost some $450,000. to bring this group of people up to the

fo compensation and that would only be for this year.
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Every year following would see a decrease of

their number and this many might well be t^en out of the

revenue fund when we look back on the huge surpluses of other

years, we can well afford it. It is inhuman to ignore the

need of these people simply because there are only 632 of

them.

Some days ago during the estimates of the Depart-

ment of Education I criticized the emphasis that was being

placed on fighting at different forms of sport. I suggest-

ed at that time that the Athletic Commissioner might have

greater authority because I say again that these instances

are disgusting and disgraceful and no credit to the people

who are glorifying these instances.

I am prompted to bring this matter up again because

of an editorial in the Toronto Daily Star, of yesterday.

I am not going to road this editorial, only to

recommend that all members of this House read it. I agree

with it. If such a thing happened in the old country, at

a football game, the grounds could bo closed as a penalty.

If that v/ore to happen here, I am sure it would go a long

way to restore those games tea true spirit of sport. Wo

owe it to the youngsters growing up, who pattern their

behaviour and play after some of these professional players.

We owe it to them that they should have something worthwhile

to imitate.

Perhaps the Government could set up a system of

licensing referreos. That might also help, that any referreo

who could not koep a game under control c.uld have his license

suspended.
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That may be only a minor matter that the Govern-

ment could deal with but at the same time it is important.

So also is the stockatooring that is going on in this city.

It is no secret that millions of dollars have been mulsed

from Canadian and ijnerican investors on every questionable

mining onterpriso. If we aro to develop this new country

of ours, we should take every precaution that the wealth and

the will to develop is not tied up through the actions of

a few greedy promoters.

If the Government takes action on these matters

that I have suggested, then I am sure that we will have

further headlines in our nev/spapors like this one in the

Toronto Telegram of February 20th, "Progressive Conserva-

tives join C.C.F."

SOME hon. MEMBERS; Hear, hear,

MR, J.F. EDV/xxRDS (Perth): Mr. Speaker, I move the

adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to,

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

there aro two Bills standing for second reading which I

Vi/ould like to call, and that will place everything in

Committee tomorrow, assuming they are passed, with the

exception of the two Bills introduced today. Both of these

short Bills, one concerns suspension of income tax, and

the Bill relating to the Hydro Advisory Committee. As I say,

those are very short Bills, and with the consent of the

House they could be given second reading, and go through

Committee in one day.

Then, Mr. Speaker, we have Order No 13, Bill No. 155,

"The Insurance Act", which might be advanced, if the House
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folt so disposed.

Then there is Bill No, 159, "The Optometry ^.ct".

V/e have no very fixed ideas in connection with that par-

ticular Bill, As v,;ill be explained by the hon. Minister

of Health (Mr, Phillips) the Bill deals v;ith tho question of

ntJcing'thGoptonietrists an elected Board, instead of one

appointed by tho government. That is the whole principle

involved in tho Bill. That will be discussed in a moment

by tho hon. Minister (Mr, Phillips ) and if the hon. members

of the House would like the Bill to be discussed for a vi/hile

tonight and then bo loft over until tomorrow, I would be

glad to do that, I think we might make an attempt to

advance the Billp,which I will now call.

Order ilo. 15.

THE STx.TUTS L'.V/ aJVIENDMEOT ^.GT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifteenth Order, second reading

of Bill No. 157, "aihe Statute Law iimendment Act, 1951",

Mr. Porter,

Hon. D^iN^i. PORTER (^ittorney General): Mr. Speaker,

I move second reading of Bill No. 157,

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

Hon. LESLIE M, FROST (Prime Minister): Order No. 17.

THE OPTOMETRY ACT

CLERK OF TK"^ HOUSE: Seventeenth Order, second reading

of Bill No. 159, " iji ixct to amend The Optometry Act", Itr.

Phillips,

Hon. McK.PHILLIPS (Minister of Health): Mr. Speaker,
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I move second reading of Bill No. 159,

This amendment involves no chango in principle,

except it simply changes the old five-mten Board of examiners

to a twelve-men Board of Directors, This Board of Direc-

tors will have nine optometrists and throe opticians,

according to the regulations which will bo sot up later,

and also will be divided into sovon districts.

District No, 1 m^HI take in the Greater Toronto

area, which has a largo population, and vjill have three

members; the other six districts, will have one each,

making a total of nino optometrists and three opticians,

v;hich will be nominated Tv end- represent the whole of

Ontario, The old Board of Examiners, consisting of

five meiabers, under the Act, have all been appointed from

anyone tovm or city in Ontario, and always have been op-

tometrists, and no opticians has ever be-^^n on this Board,

May I say, Mr, Speaker, that any regulations which

will be set up under this amendment will have to have the

approval of the Lieutenant-Governor, and it does not come

into force until proclamation, which gives the government

the opportunity to consider it very carefully,

MR, DENNISON: Mr. Speaker, the hen. Minister (Mr,

Phillips) when introducing this Bill gave me the opinion,

at least, that there was no real principle involved, except-

inoreasing the Board from five to nine members. But there

is a considerably now principle involved here. A few years

ago v^'hen the Optometry j.ct was passed, I think a sort of

a peaceful settlement had been reached, which would last

over for a number of years, until the disagreements in the
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profession had ironed themselves out# Apparently the

hon. Minister (Mr. Phillips) has not consulted both sides

to that disagreement, because in The Star this evening,

I find certain criticisms of this Act. It says:

"The furtive manner in which the govern-

ment's view of Optometry Bill was intro-

duced into the Legislature at midnight,

late last night, and the Toronto opticians

today claimed they had been promised

an opportunity to present arguments against

the Bill, But it came before the Assembly

without any advance notice."

ioid it goes on —
MR. Fx^03T: May I say that I think that some of

the comments about this Bill came from the fact that a Bill

as suggested
had been prepared some time ago/by the Optometrists, which

contained a lot of provisions for the disciplining of

membership, and so on. This Bill has nothing of that sort

at all, and the only thing involved in this Bill is that

it shall provide for an elective Board, and there shall

bo territorial roprosontation on the Board. I think it

may have been felt by some of those vi/ho made comments

about it, that this was the Bill proposed by the optome-

trists sometime ago.

There vms a Bill suggested to us here over a year

ago, and I think that is probably where the objection arose.

I do not see any particular objection to this Bill.

If there are any, lot us have them. We do not want to press

it forward. If the hon. members feel the Bill is wrong, let

us discuss it tonight for a while, and then hold it over
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until tomorrow, and then put it through Committee stage.

We are not pressing this Bill at all. I do say, however,

that I see nothing v/rong with this Bill.

MR, PHILLIPS: I still say there is iv.?t CBO

principle that is changed in this Bill, and that is the

Board changing from a five-men Board to a twelve-men Board.

V/e should not act upon what the Star says. The

hon. member (Mr. Dennison) mentioned one thing, that is,

in the Bill the now Board of Directors has full power

to make regulations. That absolutely is not true, iUl

this Bill does is to create a twelve-men Board of Directors

to replace the old five-men Board of Examiners,

MR. DliaMNIoON: I still think it is a good principle

in any professional Bill to have some representative of

the public on the Board, The existing Bill, in fact,

had five representatives appointed by the Lieutenant-

Governor, and that ensured representatives from the people with

respeot.. to all services. Your proposed amendment —
MR. FROST: I can only say to the hon. member (Mr.

Dennison) that that really is not correct. Vifhat happened

was that the optometrists recommended it, and they

are the people who will decide who shall be the members of

the Board.

(TiiKE "MM" FOLLOWS)
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MR, FROST: Let me point out to the" hon, member for

St. David {Mr, Donnison) that what happens in operation is

this; the optometrists recommend to us the people they

think should be on the Board and those people are appointed,

We endeavor not to interfere in their affairs. That is

the effect. Under this arrangement nine v;/ould be optome-

trists and three v>;ould be opticians. There is no repre-

sentation for opticians at all under the present arrange-

ment. V^e just accept the recommendations of the optome-

trists and we appoint their five members. That is the

present operation.

MR. PPIILLIP3: I would like to say one more thing

regarding vi/hat the hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennison)

has said. He stated/ oppo'sition to this Bill, The

opticians interviewed me this afternoon. \Jhein. they came up

here they felt we have given under the Bill a new act,

but when they found out that all we were doing was changing

this they were very much in agreement with it and said it

was a good amendment,

ViTtio I*c i s s d.

MR. M^'iCLSOD: the opposition to the Bill.

MR. PHILLIPS: the Opticians.

MI'c DEInINISON: I have not had an opportuniv.- of

talking to either side in this matter. The only thing I

would like to see is a Bill drawn up which v^ould establish

peace in the profession and which would protect the public

interests. The public interest will be protected in this

Bill because their recommendations must be approved by

the Lieutenant- Governor-in-Council.

MR. FROST: That is right.
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MR. DEI'IWISON: I thing that is sound. I think

the profession should have some opportunity of governing

their profession, as do other groups , but in this particular

profession I think, in view of the past experiences, it

might be well to still preserve one representative on the

Board to represent the consumers, the people receiving the

service. I will leave it at that,

MR. JCLLIiTil: I do not want to prolong this but

I think we should try to be objective about the matter.

One or tv;o difficulties have arisen. I may say, before

I mention the difficulties, there are one or two things

V';hich I like about this very much. One or tv;o other tilings

with which I am not so pleased,

Hov;;ever, as has been pointed out, the Bill came in

very late in the Session, I am speaking on the strength

of my own analysis only because I did not see the text

until this afternoon, and I have had no opportunity to

consult with my colleagues. Because it has come in rather

late I think not too many people have seen it.

I agree with the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost)

but I think there is some misunderstanding about this Bill,

To be understood it has to b e read in conjunction with the

Act, which is nov;' in the Statute Book, The fact is that

under the Act which is nov; on the Statute Book, the

regoilations are passed by the Board of Examiners, but

must be approved by Order- in-Council; in other v^ords,

the government is responsible. Under the amending Bill

the regulations will be passed by the Board of Directors

and will still be subject to approval by Order- in-Council,

That is an important fact which I think should not be
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overlooked. This seems to be a subject on which people

tend to be a little suspicious. Perhaps they have good

reasons for being suspicious in view of their past expe-

riences. It has to be looked upon objectively.

The thing I like about the Bill is that I think it

is fair and reasonable for members of the profession to have

some voice in their own government and to elect their own

governing body. On the other hand, I think that the powers

of the governing body should be limited. I have always

felt that the powers of governing bodies should be limited

and should not be absolute. One thing which strikes me,

and I would like to discuss it with the hon. Minister

(Mr. Phillips) before it goes into Committee, is the wording

of the powers given to the Directors, to provide for the

method of election, appointment, or nomination, etc.

I realize that will also be subject to approval by Order-

in-Council but I think it might be improved upon in its

present form. I do not wish to commit myself, really, on

this Bill, I have had no opportunity to consult anybody

about it but at the same time I do not think anyone should

rush to any conclusion about it, and, let us not have a

discussion about it on the basis of v;h£it it does not say.

MR. FROST: V/ould the hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) prefer that the Bill be held over until

tomorrow to give further consideration to the principle of

the Bill, or would the hon. members of the House be satisfied

to advance it?

As I say, in connection with this Bill, we really

have no strong feelings on this side. The principle involved

is simple, that, instead of an appointed Board, that is,
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a Board appointed by Order-in-Council — and I can assure

the hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennison) that the

practice has been to appoint a Board of five optometrists —
I think at one time Dr. Dunlop was on the Board,

MR. PHILLIPS: Yes.

MR. FROST: But Dr. Dunlop thought that it was not

a place for hin to be. It was a matter for the Opto-

metrists themselves, and following that it has been the

practise to appoint vie optometrists.

This Bill provides, as the hon. Minister (Mr. Phillips)

said, that instead of the Board being appointed by C^-'ler-

in-Gouncil, and we have endeavored to follow what the Asso-

ciation or the optometrists themselves have recommended.

In fact, we have done that The principle of this

Bill is that instead of our nakinj an appointment by

Order-in-Council, there ahcll be set up in

Ontario seven districts, one district in the county of

York, which would elect three members to the Board; and

the six other districts would each elect one member to

the Board; there would be three opticians, in addition,

elected at large in the province of Ontario; making a

Board of twelve members,

MR. DENNISON: V/ho would appoint the Opticians?

MR. FROST: They are elected at large by the Asso-

ciation in Ontario. So that you get a completely oloctivo

body, and part of that body is elected by districts, so

_^^ ^ province-wide
that you get a representation m Ontario.

Every other safeguard V7hich is in the Optometry

Act remains. No added powers; of discipline,

or price fixing or anything of that sort. There is
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nothing added to the present arrangement /Other than the

fact they have an elected Board, That is the principle

of this Bill.

Again I say that, as far as the government is concern-

ed, we have not any fixed views in this. If there was a

substantial feeling of opposition we would prefer to not

proceed with the Bill, On the other hand, I am bound to

say I can see nothing wrong with the principle. There has

been misunderstanding over the fact that, going back for

many years, the optometrists 'themselves, have asked more

powers of discipline, place fixing, and things of that

sort, which have been discussed in this House before and

which we have rejected,

MR, NIXON; They actually have those powers and

used them very severely one time,

MR. FROST: That would be back in the 30 s?

MR. NEvON: Yes.

MR. MkCLEOD: V/hat about the 1944 Bill?

MR. FROST: I think the 1944 Bill is really the

present Bill,

MR. JOLLIFFE: In part,

MR. FROST: I think wisely it is the present Bill,

MR, M.'XLEQD: There were objectionable parts in that,

MR. FROST: In any event, I think it has been working

fairly well.

If the House would like to advance the Bill into

Committee we would leave it wide open for discussion to-

morrow. On the other hand, if the House would prefer to

for
let the Bill stand over second reading untill tomorrow.
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then have discussion, eind, if the House is favourable,

put into Committee, that is quite satisfactory

to the government.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

Hon. LESLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

that ends the business for today.

In moving the adjournment of the House we would

like tomorrow to proceed with Committee matters. If we

could clear up the items which are in Committee tomorrow,

which are represented by Orders 8 to 17 on the present

Order Paper, plus the two short Bills, which were intro-

duced today, which would have to be given second reading

and then the Committee treatment on the same day, that,

then, would clear up the Order Paper of the government

Orders,, it would enable us to go ahead with the Throne

Debate and possibly some of the Private Members Bills,

I would hope that we would be able to complete the Budget

Debate tomorrow except possibly for the concluding speeches,

which could be held on Thursday; then the ordinary routine

matters, the Supply Bill and other things, could be intro-

duced together with the last estimate. You will recollect

it was held over in order that we might be regular in the

proceedings of the House. Those matters could be dealt

with on Thursday afternoon and I would hope that perhaps

prorogation could take place around 5 o'clock on Thursday

afternoon. If it came to this that we found we were pressed

for time the House could sit on Thursday morning. I think

there are no Committees on Thursday, '

. f

•

Other than that the House could

meet at 2 o'clock, or even at 1 o'clock With • •
..
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the view of cleer.ing up the business by five o'clock

on Thursday afternoon.

Mr, Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House,

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 11,07 of the clock, p,m.
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